Preface
Asian Conference on Membrane Computing (ACMC 2015) is one of
the flagship conferences on Membrane Computing aiming to provide a
high-level international forum for researchers working in membrane
computing and related areas, especially for the ones from the Asian region.
This conference is the Fourth edition of ACMC with the three editions having
successfully taken place in Wuhan, China, 2012, Chengdu, China, 2013 and
Coimbatore, South India 2014 and also a geographical expansion of CMC
(Conference on Membrane Computing) which is held every year from 2000 in
different European Countries.
Like artificial neural networks, evolutionary algorithms, swarm intelligence,
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membrane systems or P systems, from the structure and the functioning of the
living cell as well as from the cooperation of cells in tissues, organs, and
populations of cells. This research area has grown into a vigorous scientific
discipline and has attracted a large number of researchers all over the world.
ACMC 2015 is planned as a friendly interactive conference with several
keynote lectures, paper presentations and some specialized sessions, which
will cover a wide range of topics on membrane computing, including theory,
applications, implementation and various aspects related to membrane
computing. The Registration fee and the accommodation fee will be posted
soon on the conference page. The Registration fee covers the participation, the
special dinner, the campus tour and the lunch. The accommodation has to be
paid by each participant.
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Abstract. Inspired by the biological membrane structure and the mechanism
of DNA genetic information, a DNA genetic algorithm based on membrane
structure, called mDNA-GA, is proposed. By merging membrane computing
and DNA encoding, mDNA-GA not only avoids the disadvantage of easily getting to local optional solutions, but also converges rapidly. Genetic algorithm is
embedded into the membrane structure. In mDNA-GA, DNA encoding and decoding mechanisms and crossover, mutation and inversion operators are developed to improve its global search ability. Adaptive mutation probability is
adopted to automatically adjust the frequency of the mutation operation according to the diversity of the population. The performance of mDNA-GA is tested
through computational experiments and compared with those of RNA-GA and
the standard genetic algorithm using typical benchmark functions. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed mDNA-GA can overcome premature convergence and yield the global optimum with high efficiency.
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Introduction

As a new branch of natural computing, membrane computing is an intelligent, abstracted, distributed and parallel computational model introduced by Păun [1]. The
membrane computing model is in the field of P systems [2], which imitates the evolutionary process of cells, tissues and other membrane structures within organisms. P
systems are based upon the membrane structure of living cells and inspired by the
cellular-level information processes involving different biochemical reactions [3]. In
the evolutionary process, the materials in the cell membranes transfer and mutate
randomly and in parallel. This process makes the algorithm possible for large-scale
parallelization. As a result, a large number of operations can be completed instantly.
Membrane computing takes advantage of distributed computing and parallel proWenke Zang, 88 Culture East Blvd, Jinan, Shandong 250014, China, wenke.zang@utsa.edu

cessing technologies [4]. It also provides a new method for scholars to design more
efficient algorithms in biological system modeling and simulation [ 5 ]. Many researchers have spent a lot of time studying membrane computing. Some scholars believe that, with further development, membrane computing will play a more crucial
role in biological computing and artificial intelligence [6].
Many scholars have constructed various effective evolutionary algorithms inspired
by the biological processes and phenomena. Genetic Algorithm (GA), based on the
heredity and process of natural biological evolution, is one of the most important
global optimization techniques [7]. GA belongs to the class of evolutionary algorithms. As a heuristic approach, it has been successfully applied to many practical
optimization problems in business, science and engineering [8]. Although GA has
powerful global search ability and good performance when solving complex optimization problems, it does exhibit some shortcomings such as premature convergence,
poor exploration capability and slow convergence in the later period of evolution [9,
10]. Various attempts have been made to overcome these shortcomings. Many scholars find that the performance of GA critically relies on the representation of the solutions and the definition of the genetic operators. Therefore, new encoding methods
and new genetic operators have been employed in order to improve its performance.
Inspired by DNA computing [11], some researchers proposed the DNA-encoding
methods in GA (DNA-GA) to overcome these shortcomings [12, 13]. However, many
aspects of DNA-GA can be further improved [14, 15].
Recently, the research on applying membrane systems to optimization problems
has received increasing interest because membrane computing can solve many complex optimization problems. Liu et al. [16] proposed an evolutionary membrane algorithm for solving global numeric optimization problems. Cheng et al. [17] presented a
novel membrane algorithm, called DEPS, for numerical optimization. DEPS was an
appropriate combination of a differential evolution algorithm, a local search algorithm
and P systems. Xiao et al. [18] combined a one-level membrane structure with a particle swarm optimization (PSO) local search algorithm.
Both membrane computing and GA are nature-inspired computational models and
are used to solve complex problems. However, they are different with respect to the
objects and rules used and in the computational strategies employed. Membrane computing represents a suitable formal framework for parallel and distributed computation, while GA is very effective for implementing different algorithms to solve different optimization problems [19]. Hence, it is natural to combine the two methods to
create a new computational model.
A DNA-GA algorithm based on membrane structure (mDNA-GA) is developed in
this study. This method merges DNA-GA into a membrane structure. The membrane
system used in this study is hierarchical composing of the skin membrane, two middle
membranes and many elementary membranes. Through the collaboration of the membranes in the hierarchical membrane structure, the algorithm improves the search
performance of GA. In the mDNA-GA, the elementary and middle membranes are
primarily responsible for local search, and the skin membrane is for global search.
The mDNA-GA algorithm starts running from the elementary membranes, and outputs the results to the middle membranes. The final, hopefully optimal, solution is

obtained through the skin membrane. The mDNA-GA is applied to seven typical test
optimization functions. The computational results demonstrate that mDNA-GA is
very effective.
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The Membrane Structure of mDNA-GA

As shown in Fig. 1, the membrane structure used in this study has three layers, called
the outer layer, middle layer and inner layer. The outer layer has a skin membrane.
The middle layer has two middle membranes each of which contains N elementary
membranes. The elementary membranes form the inner layer and each of them consists of M individuals. An individual is also called an object. In an optimization problem, an individual represents a candidate solution. The DNA-GA is embedded into
the membranes. In the implementation, N and M are provided by the users based on
the complexity of the optimization problem.
Middle layer
(Middle membranes)

Outer layer
(Skin membrane)
Inner layer
(Elementary membranes)

DNA Soup
Regions

Fig. 1. The Membrane structure of the mDNA-GA
The optimization process starts from the execution of the DNA-GA in the elementary membranes of the inner layer. After the execution of the DNA-GA ends, the best
individual in each of the elementary membranes will be output to the middle membranes. These individuals become part of the initial population in the middle membranes. Once the DNA-GA in the middle membranes executes a generation, the two
middle membranes will communicate and exchange the best individuals through the
skin membrane until one of the ending conditions is met. The DNA-GA in the elementary membranes runs prior to that in the middle membranes. A portion of the
individuals in the initial population in the middle membranes come from the best
results obtained from the elementary membranes, and the rest of the individuals are
randomly generated. Hence, the DNA-GA in the middle membranes inherits the
search results from the DNA-GA in the elementary membranes but also with new
information added.
The mDNA-GA obtains the local optimal solutions in the elementary membranes,
and searches for the final solution in the skin membrane based on the local optimal
solutions. The elementary membranes perform local search, and the skin membrane
performs global search. This design of the algorithm helps in obtaining the global
optimal solution by combining and improving the local optimal solutions.
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DNA Encoding and Decoding

According to studies in biology, DNA carries the major genetic information used in
the development, functioning and reproduction of all known living organisms. A DNA
sequence contains four types of nucleotides: adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C)
and thymine (T), called bases. DNA encoding is a quite effective way to generate
representations of individuals and make them suitable for recombination and mutation. Because computers cannot process these nucleotide based encodings, the quaternary, or base 4 integer, encoding {0, 1, 2, 3} L is used to denote the encoding space {C,
T, A, G}L, where L is the length of the DNA sequences. A DNA sequence is also
called a DNA base strand. According to the Watson-Crick complementarity principle
[20], bonding occurs by the pairwise attraction of the bases, i.e., A bonds with T and
G bonds with C, which makes the nucleotides based DNA encoding different from the
normal quaternary encoding. For example, if the sequence is (TTCGC) or equivalently (11030), its complementary sequence is (AAGCG) or equivalently (22303). Encoding maps the problem space to the DNA operator space and decoding maps from the
DNA operator space to the problem space. The process can be described as follows.
Candidate solutions are first encoded as quaternary sequences. These sequences
change their forms through some DNA molecular operations. Through decoding,
these sequences are mapped to the problem space as the candidate solutions.
Generally, an optimization problem with n variables can be written as (1) in the
following,
 min f ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn )
.
(1)

 xmin i  xi  xmax i , i  1, 2,..., n
In (1), x  ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn ) is a vector of n decision or control variables, f(x) is the
objective function to be minimized and xmini and xmaxi are the lower and upper bounds
on xi . The fitness function is very import for mDNA-GA. In most of the cases, the
fitness function is the objective function. The fitness value is used to measure the
quality of a candidate solution. In an optimization problem, each variable xi is represented as a segment of a base 4 integer string of length l. Hence, the precision of variable xi is (xmaxi − xmini)/4l and the length of the sequence of one individual is L  nl .
Each individual is divided into n parts, i.e., the number of encoded variables. When
decoding, the individual is decoded as a n -dimensional decimal vector using (2) in
the flowing,
l

tempxi   bit ( j )  4l  j ,

(2)

j 1

where bit ( j ) is the j th digit from the left of the current encoding segment for xi .
Depending on the bounds of each variable, the sequence can be converted to the corresponding solution through (3) in the following,
tempx
xi  l 1 i ( xmax i  xmin i )  xmin i .
(3)
4

Based on this DNA encoding and decoding method, more gene-level operations
can be introduced into GA to design more effective genetic operators and to improve
algorithm performance.

4

DNA Genetic Operations

Different types of operations are performed during the evolution of the genetic process in the membranes in the different layers of the membrane structure. The major
operations are discussed in this section.
4.1

Selection Operation

The selection operation that is the first step of reproduction of DNA-GA is the process of stochastically selecting individuals from the population according to their
fitness values so as to produce new individuals for the next generation. There are
three main types of methods for selecting individuals, i.e., the roulette wheel method,
the ranking method and the tournament method. The tournament method is adopted as
the individual selection method for the reproduction process in mDNA-GA. The individuals in the DNA soup are scanned sequentially. For each individual, another individual is selected at random from all the rest of the individuals. The fitness values of
these two individuals are compared. The individual with the larger fitness value is
allowed to be copied into the population of the following genetic operations. Duplications in the population of the following genetic operations are allowed. The tournament method is an elitism strategy that is employed to prevent the loss of the best
individual during evolutions.
4.2

Crossover Operation

The crossover operation is mainly responsible for the global searching ability of the
algorithm. Once the new population is formed by the selection operation, the crossover operation is performed by exchanging information between a pair of parent individuals from the current population. As for the selection operation, the individuals in
the DNA soup are scanned sequentially. For each given individual, the other individual in the pair is randomly selected from the rest of individuals in the DNA soup.
Conventional crossover operators, such as single-point and two-point crossover
operators are the most common crossover methods. However, these operators are too
simple and limit their searching efficiency in many cases. In the process of natural
evolution, offspring individuals inherit the better genes of the two parents by certain
selection mechanism. Illumined by this biological evolution phenomenon, the selection method of the crossover operator is designed to enhance the ability of the algorithm in exploring the searching space.
Two different crossover points are randomly selected in the interval [0, L] for each
parent, where L, as before, is the length of the base strands of an individual. For the
exchange of genetic information to be feasible, the number of bases between the two

crossover points must be the same in the two parents. According to the prescribed
crossover probability Pc , the two parents exchange the bases between the two crossover points to produce two offspring individuals.
4.3

Mutation Operation

The selection and crossover operations make individuals of the population resemble
each other as the genetic process continues. If individuals become similar in early
generations, the solutions will be trapped in local optima due to the lack of diversity.
The mutation operation maintains the population diversified and avoids convergence
to a local optimum.
From the biological viewpoint, DNA molecules transmit genetic information by
replication, transcription and translation. In this process, the translation reading frame
may change by inserting or deleting transposons formed by one or several bases [21].
The mutation operation in mDNA-GA is inspired by this feature. Transposons with
the number of bases and the location assigned randomly are selected first in an individual. A segment of bases is then chosen next to the transposons. The transposons
are deleted and the segment is shifted forward. Another randomly generated segment
with the same number of bases as in the transposons is inserted into the sequence
behind the shifted segment to ensure the length of the individual unchanged. The
details of the mutation operation are demonstrated through an example in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. An example of the mutation operation
According to Neuhauser and Krone [22], there exist ‘hot spots’ and ‘cold spots’ in
a DNA sequence. The nucleotide bases in the ‘cold spots’ mutate slower than those in
the ‘hot spots’. This is the reason for the fact that different segments in different positions of a DNA sequence have different effects on the solutions of the problem.
Hence, in order to explore a larger region, at the beginning stage of the evolution,
each individual is encoded as a High Bit Segment (HBS) and a Low Bit Segment
(LBS). The HBS has a larger probability than the LBS for the mutation operation.
Adaptive mutation probability changes with the progress of the evolutionary generations. The mutation probabilities should be relatively large for HBSs to enhance global search. As the algorithm runs, the mutation probabilities of HBSs should be reduced gradually to avoid missing the optimal solution. The mutation pattern of the
LBSs is opposite to that of the HBSs. This strategy can make the algorithm converge
quickly. Balancing global search and local search is important for the population in a
membrane. The adaptive mutation probability rules for the LBS, Pml , and for the
HBS, Pmh , are shown in (4) in the following,

b1

 Pml  a1  1  exp[ c( g  g )]

0
.

b
1
P  a 
1
 mh
1  exp[c( g  g 0 )]

(4)

In (4), a1 is the initial mutation probability, b1 controls the range of the mutation
probabilities, g is the current iteration number, g 0 is the iteration number when the
maximum value of the mutation probability is reached and c is the slope at the current point. In the implementation, g  100 , a1  0.02 , b1  0.2 , g0  g / 2 and
c  20 / g are used. The mutation probabilities of the HBSs and the LBSs are plotted
in Fig. 3. For each individual in the DNA soup, the mutation operation is performed
on the HBS and/or on the LBS according to their respective probabilities.

Fig. 3. Mutation Probability Curves

4.4

Inversion operation

Inversion in biological DNA strands may occur in some cases. In the mDNA-GA,
individuals are selected from the DNA soup to perform the inversion operation according to a certain probability P t . If the inversion operation is performed on an
individual, two different positions are randomly selected and the codes in the base
sequence between these two different positions are inverted. Inversion is an attempt to
find a good evolution characteristic gene sequence. The inversion operation of an
example sequence is shown as Fig. 4.
…GATCTGCACTC|GCACTGCA |CT CGCTGCACTCG…
…GAT CTGCACT C|CATGAAGT |CT CGCTGCAC TCG…

Fig. 4. An example of the inversion operation
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The Algorithm

The mDNA-GA algorithm starts from the elementary membranes. The termination
conditions are that the number of generations reaches the maximum or the objective
function value does not change any more. If any of these conditions is met, the algorithm stops and the current best individuals will be output to the membranes in the
next layer. Obviously, the number of individuals from all of the elementary membranes output to each of the middle membranes is N. The initial population of each
middle membrane has M mid individuals, where N of them are from the elementary
membranes and the other M mid  N are randomly generated. Similarly, the initial
population in the skin membrane consists of M skin individuals among which skin of
them are from the middle membranes and the other M skin  skin individuals are randomly generated. The crossover, mutation and inversion operations are executed with
certain probabilities at each generation. A random number is generated first. The operation is performed only if the corresponding probability is larger than this random
number. The steps of the mDNA-GA algorithm are described as follows:
Step 1. Determine the parameters M , N , M mid , M skin , skin , Pc , Pt and initialize
the mDNA-GA. Set the communicating probability and the communication
size between the two middle membranes. Initialize the population of candidate solutions by randomly generating M individuals in each of the elementary membranes.
Step 2. The DNA-GA algorithm in the elementary membranes begins execution. The
algorithm adopts the DNA encoding and decoding methods discussed in Section 3.
Step 3. Selection Operation. Select individuals to form the DNA soup using the tournament method.
Step 4. Crossover Operation. For each individual, the crossover operation is performed according to the crossover probability.
Step 5. Mutation Operation. The mutation operation is performed on the HBS and/or
on the LBS of each individual according to the mutation probability.
Step 6. Inversion operation. For each individual, the inversion operation is performed according to the inversion probability.
Step 7. Steps 3 to 6 are repeated until one of the termination conditions is met for
each of the elementary membrane.
Step 8. Compute the fitness values of the solutions. Extract the best candidate solution from each of the elementary membranes and randomly generate
M mid  N individuals to form the DNA soup in each of the middle membranes.
Step 9. Communication. The DNA-GA in the two middle membranes starts execution. They will communicate and exchange the best individuals according to
the communicating probability and communication size set in Step 1. The
candidate solutions with the best fitness values in the two middle membranes
exchange information through the crossover operation. The selection, crosso-

ver, mutation and inversion operations in Steps 3 to 6 are executed and
checked until one of the termination conditions is met.
Step 10. Compute the fitness values of the solutions and sort the solutions in descending order of their fitness values in each of the middle membranes. Extract the
best skin / 2 candidate solutions from each of the middle membranes and
randomly generate M skin  skin individuals to form the DNA soup in the skin
membrane.
Step 11. The DNA-GA in the skin membrane begins execution. The selection, crossover, mutation and inversion operations in Steps 3 to 6 are executed and
checked until one of the termination conditions is met. Output the final solution and then Stop.
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Test Functions

Seven optimization functions are used to test the effectiveness of the mDNA-GA
algorithm. These seven optimization functions are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Test Functions

Name
Ackley

Rosenbrock

Schaffer

Optimal solu- Optimal
tion
value

Test functions formula
min f1 (x)  20* e

0.2

1 2 2
( x1  x2 )
2

1

 e2

(cos(2 x1 )  cos(2 x2 ))

x1 , x2  [5,5]

min f 2 (x)  100( x2  x12 )2  (1  x1 )2 ;
x1 , x2  [5.12,5.12]
min f 3 (x )  0.5 

sin 2 x12  x22  0.5
;
(1  0.001( x12  x22 ))2

;

(0,0)

0

(1,1)

0

(0,0)

0

(0,0)

0

(100,100)

0

(0,0)

0

x1 , x2  [10,10]
Rastrigin

min f 4 (x)  ( x12  10  cos(2 x1 )  10) 
( x22  10  cos(2 x2 )  10); x1 , x2  [5,5]

Griewank

 ( x  100)2 ( x2  100) 2 
min f 5 ( x)  1   1


4000 
 4000
x  100
x  100
cos 1
 cos 2
; x1 , x2  [ 600,600]
1
2

Needle



a
min f 6 ( x)   
 ( x12  x22 )  3600;
2
2 
 b  ( x1  x2 ) 
a  3, b  0.05; x1 , x2  [5.12,5.12]

2

min f 7 ( x)  x1 sin( | x2  1  x1 |)  cos( | x1  x2  1 |)

Rana

511.7329  ( x2  1) cos( | x2  1  x1 |) 

(–488.63, 512)

0

sin( | x1  x2  1 |); x1 , x2  [ 512,512]

The first function f1 (x) is called the Ackley function which is a continuous function imposed on the appropriate amplification cosine. It is nearly flat in most of the
regions but has many peaks and holes in the region near the optimal solution. This
function is graphed in Fig. 5. The search for the optimal solution for this function is
very complex because a strict local search algorithm will inevitably fall into the trap
of a local optimal point in the descending process. Scanning a large area can cross the
disturbance valleys, and gradually move to the global optimal point.
The second test function f 2 (x) is called the Rosenbrock function which is a wellknown complex optimization problem. It can be seen as a multi-modal optimization
function. The function is plotted in Fig. 6. The global optimum of this function is
inside a continuous, smooth but narrow valley. Since this function provides only a
relatively small amount of information, it makes a general optimization searching
algorithm hard to find the right direction. Even if they can find the global minimum
point in the right direction, the convergence is usually very slow. Hence, this function
is often used to evaluate the efficiency of optimization algorithms. In the following
simulation tests, it can be shown that general optimization techniques can only find
local optimal solutions.

Fig. 5. Plot of f1 (x)

Fig. 6. Plot of f 2 (x)

The third test function f 3 (x) is called the Schaffer function which has been recognized by researchers as a classic test function. The function is used to evaluate the
performance and the global convergence speed. Its global optimal solution is in the
center of the search area, and the difference between the value of the global optimal
solution and the values of the sub-optimal solutions in the adjacent regions is very
small, which makes the function extremely deceptive. What makes it extremely challenging is that there is a region with large values between the global minimum and the
local minima surrounding the global minimum. This function is graphed in Fig. 7.

The fourth test function f 4 (x) is called the Rastrigin function which has a lot of
local minimum points. An algorithm is easy to fall into one of the local optima and
cannot reach the global optimal solution for this function. Its graph is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. Plot of f 3 (x)

Fig. 8. Plot of f 4 (x)

The fifth test function f5 (x) is called the Griewank [23] function of order 2. This
function is scalable to higher orders. The Griewank function has often been employed
as a test function for global optimization algorithms in the literature. The global minimum is located at the point (100,100) and the global minimal value is 0, but the function also has a very large number of local minima, exponentially increasing with the
order of the function, i.e., the number of components of x [24]. Its graph is shown in
Fig. 9 and an enlarged region showing more details is shown in Fig. 10.
The sixth test function f 6 (x) is called the Needle function that is plotted in Fig.
11. From the Figure, the graph looks like a needle in the haystack. The global minimum is located at the origin and the global minimum value is 0. The function also has
four local minima. When different values for a and b are chosen, the function can
form test problems with different degrees of deception.

Fig. 9. Plot of f5 (x)

Fig. 10. Plot of an enlarged region of
f5 (x)

The final test function f 7 (x) is called the Rana function. The Rana function was
designed to be a multi-modal scalable parameter optimization problem. It was also
designed not to be symmetric. The two dimensional primitive function can be scaled

to higher dimensions by using the weighted wrap method for expanding functions. Its
graph is shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 11. Plot of f 6 (x)
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Fig. 12. Plot of f 7 (x)

Computational Results

The results on the seven test functions can reflect the performance of the mDNA-GA
to a certain degree. The computational results of mDNA-GA are compared with those
of RNA-GA and the standard GA (SGA). For each test function, each of the algorithms, mDNA-GA, RNA-GA and SGA, runs 50 times. The parameters of the three
algorithms are N  5 , M  M mid  M skin  15 , L  30 , skin =4, Pc  0.8 , and

Pt  0.01 . The value of the function obtained and the running time are recorded for
each function, for each run and for each algorithm. The average values at each evolution generation in the experiment are compared for the three algorithms and for each
test function.
The evolution curves of the seven test functions are shown in Figs. 13-19, respectively. The final maximum (Fmax), minimum (Fmin) and average (Fave) values of
the seven test functions among the 50 runs are shown in Table 2 for the three algorithms. The maximum (Gmax), minimum (Gmin) and average (Gave) number of evolution generations taken to convergence by each test function are reported in Table 3
for each of the three algorithms.
The convergence speed and the closeness to the optimal solution of the final solution are important indicators for measuring the performance of the algorithms. From
Figs. 13-19 and Tables 2-3, it can be seen that the three algorithms can all find the
global optimum for f1 (x) , f 2 (x) and f5 (x) , and the differences in the final values
are not noticeable. However, for f 3 (x) , f 4 (x) , f 6 (x) and f 7 (x) the convergence
speeds for the three algorithms are different and the differences in the final values are
much more obvious. As shown in Table 2, the average final values obtained by
mDNA-GA are much better than those obtained by RNA-GA or SGA. Furthermore,
as shown in Table 3, the average number of evolution generations taken by mDNAGA is significantly fewer than those taken by RNA-GA or SGA. Therefore, the exper-

imental results show that the mDNA-GA algorithm has much better performance than
either RNA-GA or SGA.

Fig. 13. Evolution curve of f1 (x)

Fig. 14. Evolution curve of f 2 (x)

Fig. 15. Evolution curve of f 3 (x)

Fig. 16. Evolution curve of f 4 (x)

Fig. 17. Evolution curve of f5 (x)

Fig. 18. Evolution curve of f 6 (x)

Fig. 19. Evolution curve of f 7 (x)
Table 2. The final values of the test functions

Test
Function

mDNA-GA
Fmax

Fmin

RNA-GA
Fave

Fmax

SGA

Fmin

Fave

Fmax

Fmin

Fave

f1 (x)

1.723E–10 2.423E–23 8.569E–11

2.343E–8 7.247E–10

f 2 (x)

3.253E–10 1.334E–18 7.231E–10

0.0004 2.325E–8

0.0001

0.0017 4.569E–10

0.0009

1.784E–9 3.496E–5 4.452E–9 1.173E–7

f 3 (x)

1.172E–9

0 5.275E–10

0.0009 2.397E–4

0.0003

0.0092 2.879E–6

0.0063

f 4 (x)

2.184E–10

0 3.231E–11

1.37E–7 1.63E–10

2.71E–9

1.83E–8 2.31E–10

1.95E–9

f5 (x)

2.558E–10 1.635E–18 6.335E–12

2.324E–8 1.325E–10

3.324E–9

f 6 (x)

2.142E–10

0 3.255E–11

f 7 (x)

2.481E–10

0 6.278E–11

0.0004 3.361E–8 7.568E–7

4.03E–9 6.205E–11 3.386E–10 3.421E–8 6.375E–10
2.317E–7 4.163E–10

2.173E–9 3.284E–8 6.235E–10 2.193E–9

Table 3. The number of evolution generations to convergence

Test
Function
f1 (x)

mDNA-GA
Gmax

Gmin

RNA-GA
Gave

Gmax

Gmin

2.76E–9

SGA
Gave

Gmax

Gmin

Gave

96

17

42.3

100

22

50.1

100

34

61.3

f 2 (x)

98

12

40.3

100

16

48.4

100

25

51.3

f 3 (x)

94

13

27.6

98

31

67.4

100

46

77.5

f 4 (x)

91

12

23.8

100

27

66.7

100

39

76.2

f5 (x)

90

21

45.6

99

26

56.3

99

29

61.8

f 6 (x)

89

13

24.8

98

31

47.4

100

46

57.5

f 7 (x)

91

12

33.7

99

27

58.7

99

39

61.2

8

Conclusion

Using GA in a hierarchical membrane structure, a DNA-GA algorithm, called
mDNA-GA, is proposed. The membrane structure, the DNA encoding and decoding,
and the mDNA-GA operators are described in detail. This method embeds DNA-GA
into a hierarchical membrane structure with three layers. Through the collaboration of
two middle membranes and DNA-GA in the elementary membranes, mDNA-GA
balances the local and global search efforts. The performance of mDNA-GA is compared with those of RNA-GA and SGA through computation using seven typical test
functions. Combining the parallel computing capability of membrane computing with
the global search capability of GA, the performance of mDNA-GA is greatly improved over either membrane computing or GA alone. Computational results show
that mDNA-GA performs much better than either RNA-GA or SGA.
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Abstract. P system is a kind of distributed parallel computing model,
and diﬀerent variants of this system are constructed for the arithmetic
operations with the operands encoded over multisets. In this paper, we
present a parallel division algorithm which can convert the large operands
division as the parallel computations of one or two digits of the operands
through a designed division formula table. Based on the algorithm and
formula table, a family of cell-like P systems can be constructed for
processing division with the operands represented by hybrid encoding.
An instance is given to show that the designed P system can perform
the divisions of large operands in a parallel and eﬀective way.
Keywords: Membrane computing, Cell-like P system, Arithmetic operation, Division formula tables

1

Introduction

Membrane computing (also called P systems) is a branch of natural computing
introduced by Pǎun in 1998, and it is distributed and parallel computing models.
P systems are inspired by the architecture and the functioning of living cells, as
well as the organization of cells in tissues, organs (brain included) or other higher
order structures such as colonies of cells (e.g., of bacteria). In the compartments
deﬁned by membranes there are objects that can evolve to other objects and
pass through the membranes. Up to now, many variants of P systems, including
cell-like P systems [1, 2], tissue-like P systems [3, 4] and neural-like P systems
[5, 6], have been investigated and most of them are proved to be universal and
eﬃcient. It has been proved that P systems has the same equivalent computing
power as Turing machine.
Based on cell-like P system which is common type in membrane computing,
several variants of P systems are designed to implement arithmetic operations:
Atanasiu ﬁrstly constructs arithmetic P systems to implement arithmetic operations in base two [7]; in literature [8], arithmetic operation is performed in
a single membrane without priority rules for simplifying the structure greatly
and improving eﬃciency of the computations; literature [9] design multilayer
P systems without priority rules to lower the complexity of the computations;
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literature [10] proposes an algorithm and builds expression P systems without
priority rules for evaluating arithmetic expression; and literature [11, 12] use P
system to process arithmetic operations and reduction of fraction .
In the above P systems, the operands are represented by multiset. Various
encoding methods over multisets are discussed in literature [13] while literature
[14] use hybrid encoding to describe the operands with large values by a few
objects and membranes in P systems: allocate a membrane for each digit in base
ten, thus a string-like structure can be constructed over the multiset. Literature [15] designs a P system based on formula tables to implements addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division but the division operation is performed
digit by digit (namely each digit of the operand is processed in turn).
Unlike the work in literature [15], In this paper, we design the division tables
which dividend is single or two digits and divisor is single digit. According to
the evolution rules of division formula table, each digit of operands can be computed in parallel. Thus cell-like P system designed based on the division formula
table and hybrid encoding can perform the division of large operands in a more
eﬃciency and eﬀective way.
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the parallel computing principle and algorithm for division and division formula tables,
and Section 3 proposes our P systems with the multi-membrane structure and
priority rules; in Section 4, we give an instance to show how to implement division operation in our designed P system; the conclusions are drawn in the ﬁnal
section.

2

Division calculation and division table

The goal of using division table is to improve the computational eﬃciency. In
this section, we will introduce parallel computing principle and algorithm for
division based on division tables. A division operation can be express as a ÷ b, a
and b denote the ﬁrst and the second operand respectively. They are expressed
as Eqs.(1) and (2), Let Length() be the number of the digits of the operand,
then we have Length(a)=m + 1 and Length(b)=n + 1. Furthermore, we suppose
m > n, am × bn ̸= 0, 0 ≤ ai ≤ 9 (0 ≤ i ≤ m), and 0 ≤ bi ≤ 9 (0 ≤ i ≤ n).

2.1

a = am × 10m + am−1 × 10m−1 + ... + a1 × 10 + a0

(1)

b = bn × 10n + bn−1 × 10n−1 + ... + b1 × 10 + b0

(2)

Parallel computing principle and algorithm for division
a
b is as follows:
n−1
a
×10
+···+a1 ×10+a0
am ×10
an ×10
n−1
+
+ ··· +
+
b
b
b
n−1
1 ×10+a0
(c1 + db1 ) + · · · + (cm−n+1 + dm−n+1
) + an−1 ×10 +···+a
b
b
n−1
(c1 + · · · + cm−n+1 ) + d1 +···+dm−n+1 +an−1 b×10 +···+a1 ×10+a0

For a, b in Eqs.(1) and (2), the calculation process of
a
b

=
=

=
···

m

am−1 ×10m−1
b

n
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×10
Where,ci = am−i+1
, di = am−i+1 ×10m−i+1 −ci ×b,(1 ≤ i ≤ m−n−1)
(bn +1)×10n
The calculation process of above can be described as Fig.2:
m−i+1

Start

Input a,E
Processing b
Increase the highest digit of b by
one,namely d← bn+1

Y

N

Length(a)>
Length(b)?

Processing a
N
m

Express a as a=am×10

+ am-1×10m-1+…+ a1×10 + a0
Parallel computing

Cyclic

End

a!E"

Y
a←aE
F←F

am
a
a
´ m - n  m -1 ´ m - - n  n ´ 10n - n
d
d
d
Get the estimate value of quotient

c1+c2+….+cm-n-1
Compute the value of a, c again
m

a ← (am×10 -c1×b)+( am-1×10m-1-c2×b)+Ă+( an×10n-cm-n-1×b)+r
c ← c+ c1+c2+….+cm-n-1 initializ c=0

Fig. 1. the ﬂow diagram of division calculation principle.

the parallel division algorithm (PD algorithm for short) can be described as:
m−1−n
In PD, the estimate value of quotient c1 = adm ×10m−n , c2 = am−1
,
d ×10
an
n−n
· · ·, cm−n−1 = d × 10
can be computed in parallel; the multiplication operation c1 × b, c2 × b,· · ·, cm−n−1 × b and subtraction operation am × 10m − c1 × b,
am−1 × 10m−1 − c2 × b, · · ·, an × 10n − cm−n−1 × b are also processed in parallel; r = an−1 × 10n−1 + ... + a1 × 101 + a0 , length(r) ≤length(b). When the
computation is ﬁnished, the value of c represent quotient, a represent remainder.
Unlike the work in Literature [15], in this paper we design another division
formula table in which the dividend is single or two digits and divisor is single
digit. According to the evolution rules of division formula table, each digit of
operands can be computed in parallel.
2.2

Division formula tables

In order to facilitate the use of PD, we design the division tables which dividend
is single or two digits and divisor is single digit, as shown in table 1. By using
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Algorithm : PD algorithm
Input : dividend a, divisor b
Output : quotient and remainder
Procedure :
(1) Set c = 0, increase the highest digit of b by one, namely d = bn + 1;.
(2) If Length(a)>Length(b), then go to (3); otherwise, go to (6);
(3) Let a = am × 10m + am−1 × 10m−1 + ... + a1 × 10 + a0 .
a
(4) Parallel computing c1 = adm × 10m−n , c2 = m−1
× 10m−1−n , · · ·, cm−n−1
d
n−n
an
= d × 10
, we can get the estimate value of(quotient c1 + c2 + · · · +)cm−n−1 ;
(5) Compute a, c : a ← (am × 10m − c1 × b) + am−1 × 10m−1 − c2 × b + · · ·+
(an × 10n − cm−n−1 × b) + r (r = an−1 × 10n−1 + · · · + a1 × 101 + a0 , length(r)
≤ length(b)). c ← c + c1 + c2 + · · · + cm−n−1 , skip(2);
(6) If a > b, then go to (7), otherwise ﬁnish the calculation and c is quotient while
a is remainder.
(7) a ← a − b, c ← c + 1, execute (6);
End.

the division tables, the division operation is simpliﬁed as single or two digits
m−1−n
operation. The results of c1 = adm × 10m−n , c2 = am−1
,· · ·, cm−n−1 =
d × 10
an
n−n
×
10
can
be
got
directly
by
using
the
division
tables.
d
Table 1. Division tables
2÷1=2

3÷1=3

4÷1=4

5÷1=5

6÷1=6

7÷1=7

8÷1=8 9÷1=9

10 ÷ 2 = 5 2 ÷ 2 = 1

1÷1=1

3÷2=1

4÷2=2

5÷2=2

6÷2=3

7÷2=3

8÷2=4 9÷2=4

10 ÷ 3 = 3 20 ÷ 3 = 6 3 ÷ 3 = 1

4÷3=1

5÷3=1

6÷3=2

7÷3=2

8÷3=2 9÷3=3

10 ÷ 4 = 2 20 ÷ 4 = 5 30 ÷ 4 = 7 4 ÷ 4 = 1

5÷4=1

6÷4=1

7÷4=1

8÷4=2 9÷4=2

10 ÷ 5 = 2 20 ÷ 5 = 4 30 ÷ 5 = 6 40 ÷ 5 = 8 5 ÷ 5 = 1

6÷5=1

7÷5=1

8÷5=1 9÷5=1

10 ÷ 6 = 1 20 ÷ 6 = 3 30 ÷ 6 = 5 40 ÷ 6 = 6 50 ÷ 6 = 8 6 ÷ 6 = 1

7÷6=1

8÷6=1 9÷6=1

10 ÷ 7 = 1 20 ÷ 7 = 2 30 ÷ 7 = 4 40 ÷ 7 = 5 50 ÷ 7 = 7 60 ÷ 7 = 8 7 ÷ 7 = 1

8÷7=1 9÷7=1

10 ÷ 8 = 1 20 ÷ 8 = 2 30 ÷ 8 = 3 40 ÷ 8 = 5 50 ÷ 8 = 6 60 ÷ 8 = 7 70 ÷ 8 = 8 8 ÷ 8 = 1 9 ÷ 8 = 1
10 ÷ 9 = 1 20 ÷ 9 = 2 30 ÷ 9 = 3 40 ÷ 9 = 4 50 ÷ 9 = 5 60 ÷ 9 = 6 70 ÷ 9 = 7 80 ÷ 9 = 8 9 ÷ 9 = 1

For example 45314
273 , according to PD and division tables, the computational
process as follows:
Input: 45314, 273
Setp1: set c =0, d=2+1=3;
Setp2: a=4 × 104 + 5 × 103 + 3 × 102 + 1 × 10 + 4, parallel computing
4
3
2 5
0
3 ×10 , 3 ×10, 3 ×10 , we can get the estimate value of quotient 100+10+1=111
by using division tables;
Setp3: compute a = (4 × 104 − 100 × 273) + (5 × 103 − 10 × 273) + (3 × 102 −
1 × 273) + 14 = 15011, c = 0 + 111 = 111;
5
Setp4: a = 1×104 +5×103 +0+1×10+1, parallel computing 10
3 ×10, 3 ×10,
the estimate value of quotient is 30+10=40;
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Setp5: compute a = (1 × 104 − 30 × 273) + (5 × 103 − 10 × 273) + 11 = 4091,
c = 111 + 40 = 151;
Setp6: a = 4 × 103 + 0 + 9 × 10 + 1, compute 34 × 10, the estimate value of
quotient is 10;
Setp7: compute a = 4 × 103 − 10 × 273 + 91 = 1361, c = 151 + 10 = 161;
3
Setp8: a = 1 × 103 + 3 × 102 + 61, parallel computing 10
3 , 3 , the estimate
value of quotient is 3+1=4;
Setp9: compute a = (1 × 103 − 3 × 273) + (3 × 102 − 1 × 273) + 61 = 269,
c = 161 + 4 = 165;
Output: quotient is 165, remainder is 269;
In generally, division operation is implemented through dividend subtracting
the divisor continuously until the dividend is less than divisor. In literature [15],
the division operation is performed by division tables, but each digit operation
is serial.
The complexity of PD: the cycle times of using the division tables to calculate
are O(m) (m denotes the number of digit in a), so the time complexity is O(m).

3

The design of P Systems ΠPD

Cell-like P systems [1] is a kind of basic model of P systems, it abstract computing process from the reaction of substances in living cell, and abstract the
parameters transfer in the process of computing from the ﬂow of substances between the diﬀerent membranes. When substances are satisfy the evolution rules
in membranes, the rules will be performed and the substances in membrane or
the status of membrane will be changed; if there are no evolution rules can be executed, the evolution will be ﬁnished and the calculation results is the substances
are stored in the output membrane.
In this section, we will design a cell-like P system ΠPD for division operation
based on the algorithm and division formula tables which discussed in section 3.
3.1

The Definition of ΠPD

The P systems ΠPD can be deﬁned as:
ΠPD = (O, µ, ω, R, ρ, io )

(3)

where,
1) O is a ﬁnite and non-empty alphabet of objects which appears in our P
system, it includes:
• g, a, b, d, v, t, fa , fv , m, h: represent the operands
• +, −: represent the signs of the operands
• x, c1 : represent the quotient
• β, φ2 , π, η2 , η3 , g1 : control the evolution of the P system
• other symbols: such as φ, c, θ.
2) µ is the initial structure of our P system as shown in Fig.2, and the
structure will be changed during the evolution of the system.
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φ cθ

B1

B2

B3

B4

B5

B6

B7

B8

B9
M1

1

Fig. 2. The initial conﬁguration of the P system ΠPD .

As shown in Fig.2, we can see that: membrane 1 is used to transmit objects
into other membranes; the object which represent the higher digit of the ﬁrst
operand is stored in membrane M1 , membrane B1 , B2 ,· · ·, B9 are included in
other membrane such as membrane M1 and they are used for storing the result
of Y × i (Y is the second operand, 1 ≤ i ≤ 9). Besides the membranes mentioned
above, other membranes will be dynamically created during the evolution, and
they are nested one by one: membrane M2 with B1 , B2 ,· · ·, B9 are created in
membrane M1 , membrane M3 with B1 , B2 ,· · ·, B9 are created in membrane
M2 ,· · ·, ﬁnally, membrane Mm with B1 , B2 ,· · ·, B9 are created in membrane
Mm−1 (m is the number of the digits of the ﬁrst operand). Furthermore, membrane M1 , M2 ,· · ·, Mm have the same rule set. After input Eqs.(1) and (2), the
higher digit of the ﬁrst operand is stored in the outer membrane while the lower
one is stored in the inner membrane; the lowest digit of the second is stored
in the inner membrane and the higher digit is stored in the outer membrane
successively, the membrane structure as shown in Fig.3.

B1
am

B4
B7

B2
B5
B8

B3

Ă

B6 am-1 a0
B9

b0

B1

B2

B3

B4

B5

B6

Ă
c

B7

B8

B9

Mm+2

Mm+1

M2

M1

1

Fig. 3. The membrane structure after inputting the Eqs. (1) and (2).

3) ω = {ω1 , ωM1 , ωBi } is a collection of multisets in the initial conﬁguration,
where:
ω1 = φ, ωM1 =cθ, ωBi = λ (1 ≤ i ≤ 9)
4) The form of rules in R are given in section 3.2, and R = RI ∪RD ∪RS ∪RB ,
RB is used for outputting the each digit of product, RI is used for processing
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input, RD is used for using division tables to calculate, RS is used for processing
subtract. The rules in R have the form as follow:
(1) u → (v, MA ), it means that object u is consumed and the production v
is sent into membrane MA .
(2) u → (u1 , in)(u2 , out), it denotes that object u is consumed and generate
object u1 is sent into the inner membrane, object u2 is output to the outer
membrane.
(3) u → v|θ , it means that object u evolve to v in the presence of object θ.
Besides, the rules shall have priority in R, describe as (u → v, k), where u → v
is a rewrite rule, and k indicates the priority, the smaller value k is set, the higher
the priority of the corresponding rule is. When k = 1, the corresponding rule
will have the highest priority.
5) The quotient is stored in membrane 1 and remainder is stored in a serial
membrane when the whole system halts, and it means that the value of io is an
array of integers which are the labels of some membranes and will be described
behind.
The structure of membrane Bi (1 ≤ i ≤ 9) also is nested: For example the
second operand Y = 273, when the number of digits of Y × i is equal to the
second operand, for Y × 3, the each digit of Y × 3 = 819 is stored in membrane
B31 , B32 , B33 respectively, the structure of membrane B3 as shown in Fig.4;
when the product of Y × i generate carry, namely the number of digits of Y × i
is larger than the second operand, such as 273 × 4 = 1092, the structure of
membrane B4 is shown in Fig.5, where c2 represent carry which is stored in
membrane B4 , other digits are stored in membrane B41 , B42 , B43 respectively
(object η2 represent control symbol).

η2 h8 h

h9

η 2 c2

B33

B32

h9 h2
B43

B31 B

3

Fig. 4. the structure of membrane B3

B42

B41 B

4

Fig. 5. the structure of membrane B4

The division operations in ΠPD are implemented as the ﬂowing procedures:
Input : (the ﬁrst operand X) s (the second operand Y ) q \\for 45314 ÷ 273,
the input is +45314s+273q
Output : quotient and remainder
Procedure :
(1) Initialize the input (see subsection 3.2.1): The operands are input into in
I
membrane 1, In membrane 1, by applying the rules in R1I and RM
, operands
1
can be converted, transmitted and stored digit by digit in membranes 1, M1 ,· · ·,
Mm .
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(2) Calculate based on division tables (see subsection 3.2.2): In membrane
M1 , M2 , · · ·, Mt (Mt is used for storing the highest digit of the second operand),
D
the rules in RM
and R1D are applied to perform division operation.
1
(3) Subtraction operation (see subsection 3.2.3): In membrane Mt , · · ·, Mm ,
S
rules in RM
are used for performing subtraction operation. The rule in R1S is
1
applied to terminate the computation in membrane 1.
Note: the (2) in the procedure above, Calculate based on division tables will
be performed repeatedly, until some object enter into membrane Mt mark the
end of division calculation, after that, we will judge the end with the subtraction
operation.
3.2

The rules in ΠPD

In this subsection, we will present the rule sets R in P systems ΠPD . Firstly, we
present the rules in membrane Bi (1 ≤ i ≤ 9) in brieﬂy.
According to the function and structure of membrane Bi , the rules RB in Bi
are used for transmitting the objects into the outer membrane.
r1 : (η2 → (η2 , out), 1)
r2 : (c2 → (c2 , out), 1)
r3 : (h → (h, out), 1)
3.2.1 Processing input In initialization, the input operands are converted
and stored in the membranes in P system. The input of the ﬁrst operand is ended
by s, the input of the second operand is ended by q. e.g. for +45314 ÷ (+273),
+45314s+273q is input digit by digit into the P system: object + means the
operands are non-negative. After initialization, the ﬁrst operand is stored in
membrane M1 and the inner membranes of membrane M1 (each digit is stored
in one of the membranes), the second operand is stored in the inner membranes
of membrane M1 also (the storage order is from the inner membrane to the outer
membrane, means the lower digit of the second operand is stored in the inner
membrane). The signs of the two operands are put in membrane 1.
The rule sets for initialization are designed as follows:
I
RI = R1I ∪ RM
1
I
are designed for membranes
Where, R1I means the rules in membrane 1, RM
1
M1 .
Rules r1 ∼ r23 in R1I can be applied in membrane 1 to move each digit of two
operands successively into membranes M1 :
r1 : (0 → (α, M1 ), 2)
r2 : (1 → (gα, M1 ), 2)
r3 : (2 → (g 2 α, M1 ), 2)
r4 : (3 → (g 3 α, M1 ), 2)
r5 : (4 → (g 4 α, M1 ), 2)
r6 : (5 → (g 5 α, M1 ), 2)
r7 : (6 → (g 6 α, M1 ), 2)
r8 : (7 → (g 7 α, M1 ), 2)
r9 : (8 → (g 8 α, M1 ), 2)
r10 : (9 → (g 9 α, M1 ), 2)
r11 : (0s → s(α1 , M1 ), 1)
r12 : (1s → s(dα1 , M1 ), 1)
r13 : (2s → s(d2 α1 , M1 ), 1)
r14 : (3s → s(d3 α1 , M1 ), 1)
r15 : (4s → s(d4 α1 , M1 ), 1)
r16 : (5s → s(d5 α1 , M1 ), 1)
r17 : (6s → s(d6 α1 , M1 ), 1)
r18 : (7s → s(d7 α1 , M1 ), 1)
r19 : (8s → s(d8 α1 , M1 ), 1)
r20 : (9s → s(a9 α, B1 ), 1)
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r21 : (sφ → (η1 , in), 2)
r22 : (q → (q, in), 2)
r23 : (+2 → +, 1)
r24 : (+− → (−, 1)
r25 : (−2 → +, 1)
I
Rules r1 ∼ r4 in RM
are applied in membrane M1 to create membrane and
1
transmits each digit of the ﬁrst operand successively into the inner membranes:
r1 : (g → a|c , 1)
r2 : (ac → [c], 2)
r3 : (g → (g, in)|α , 3)
r4 : (α → (α, in), 4)
I
are applied to generate object π to control the conversion
Rules r5 , r6 in RM
1
of the second operand:
r5 : (η1 → (η1 , in), 1)
r6 : (cη1 → c(π, out), 1)
I
In membrane M1 , rules r7 ∼ r12 in RM
are applied to transmit each digit of
1
the second operand successively into the corresponding membranes:
r7 : (d → (d, in), 3)
r8 : (α1 → (α1 , in), 3)
r9 : (d → v|π , 2)
r10 : (v → (v, out)|α1 β1 , 1)
r11 : (α1 → β1 |π , 2)
r12 : (β1 → (β1 , out)|α1 , 1)
r13 : (q → (q, in), 3)
For 45314 ÷ 273, Fig.6 gives the conﬁgurations of P system after applying the
rules presented above. As shown in Fig.6, the higher digit of the ﬁrst operand is
stored in the outer membrane while the lower one is stored in the inner membrane. The lowest digit of the second operand is stored in the inner membrane,
the other digits are stored in the outer membrane successively (Note: membrane
Bi (1 ≤ i ≤ 9) exits in membrane M1 , · · · , M6 , and we omit them here for
conciseness).

4
3
4
5
+2 a a a2 a7 a 3 c
v v v
θ
M6
β1 β1 β1
M5 M
4

M3 M

2

M1

1

Fig. 6. The conﬁguration of P system after inputting the computation instances.

3.2.2 Calculating based on division tables When the input the second
operand is completed, the each digit of operands is stored in the corresponding
membrane and object q enter into inner membrane. Multiset qβ1 evolves to βθ1 ,
using the division tables to perform calculate operation will be triggered. Object
θ1 and the highest digit of the second operand are stored in the same membrane
(expressed as membrane Mt ):
(1) In membrane Mt , the highest digit of the second operand is creased one
in the presence of object β, and represented as object b (namely execute the
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highest digit plus one). At the same time, object b is sent into membrane Mt−1 ,
· · ·, M1 successively.
(2) The estimate value of quotient x will be got by using the evolution rules
for division tables. The product (i × Y , Y represent divisor) will be took out
from membrane Bi (1 ≤ i ≤ 9) according to the number of object x, and the
each digit of product are sent into corresponding membrane successively, object
x evolve to c1 (c1 represent quotient). Then the reaction of object a and m are
used for representing subtraction operation in each membrane. When the object
θ exists in membrane and without the presence of object a (the highest digit
of the ﬁrst operand is zero), objects bθ evolves to dissolve membrane and sent
object θ into the inner membrane.
(3) Repeated (1) and (2), until object θ appears in membrane Mt , using the
division tables to perform calculates operation will be ﬁnished.
The rule sets for calculation are designed as follows:
D
RD = R1D ∪ RM
1
D
is applied to generate multisets βθ1 , object θ1 and the
Firstly, rule r1 in RM
1
highest digit of the second operand are stored in the membrane Mt . Rules r2 ∼
r5 are applied to increase the number of object v by one:
r1 : (qβ1 → βθ1 , 2)
r2 : (v → f e|β , 2)
r3 : (β → pe, 2)
r4 : (e → b(e, out), 3)
r5 : (f → v, 3)
According to the division tables are described in subsection 2.2, we can design
the evolution rules for division tables, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. The Evolution Rules for Division Table
ab → ax

a2 b → a2 x2

···

a8 b → a8 x8

a9 b → a9 x9

ab2 → a(x, in)

a2 b2 → a2 x

···

a8 b2 → a8 x4

a9 b2 → a9 x4

a8 b8 → a8 x

a9 b8 → a9 x

···
ab → a(x, in) a b → a (x , in) · · ·
8

2 8

2

2

ab9 → a(x, in) a2 b9 → a2 (x2 , in) · · · a8 b9 → a8 (x8 , in) a9 b9 → a9 x

In Table 2, objects ai (1 ≤ i ≤ 9) represents dividend, bj (1 ≤ j ≤ 9) represents
D
divisor and xk (1 ≤ k ≤ 9) represents quotient. Rules r6 , r7 in RM
are designed
1
for division of single digit in membrane M1 ,· · ·,Mt .
r6 : (ai bj → ai xk , 1) (1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ 9, k = ⌊i ÷ j⌋)
r7 : (ai bj → ai (xk , in), 1) (1 ≤ i < j ≤ 9, k = ⌊(i × 10) ÷ j⌋)
When the objects b10 appears in the membrane (namely increase the highest
D
digit by one is equal to ten), Rules r8 , r9 in RM
are applied.
1
10
i
r8 : (b → b1 , 1)
r9 : (a b1 → ai (xk , in), 1) (1 ≤ i = k ≤ 9)
When all objects a are consumed in the membrane, rule r10 will be applied
to dissolve membrane and sent object θ into inner membrane in the presence of
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object θ. Rule r11 will be executed without the presence of multiset aθ (1 ≤ j ≤
9):
r10 : (bj θ → σπ1 (θ, in), 2)
r11 : (bj → λ, 3)
In membrane 1, rules r1 ∼ r3 in R1D are applied to increase the number of
object c1 by ten times in the presence of object π1 :
r1 : (c1 → c10
r2 : (π1 → λ, 2)
1 |π1 , 2)
r3 : (pπ1 → p, 1)
D
In membrane M1 , M2 , · · ·, Mt , rules r12 ∼ r19 in RM
are applied to put each
1
digit of product into the corresponding membrane (the rules r1 ∼ r3 in membrane
Bi (1 ≤ i ≤ 9) are used for outputting the each digit of the product).
r12 : (c2 → (m, out)|x , 1)
r13 : (x → c1 , 1)
r14 : (h → m|η2 , 1)
r15 : (η2 → (φ2 , in), 2)
r16 : (h → (h, in), 2)
r17 : (φ2 → η2 , 1)
r18 : (cφ2 → zc, 1)
r19 : (z → q1 (z, out), 1)
D
is applied to perform subtraction opIn each membrane, rule r20 in RM
1
eration by using the reaction of object a and m(namely each digit executes
D
are used for borrowing from outer
subtraction in parallel), rules r21 , r22 in RM
1
membrane:
r20 : (am → λ, 1)
r21 : (q1 → (γ, out)|m , 2)
r22 : (aγ → (a10 , in), 2)
r23 : (q1 → λ, 3)
D
Rules r24 ∼ r27 in RM
are applied to generate object β to trigger the next
1
of use the division tables, namely repeat applying the above rules:
r24 : (cq1 → t2 c, 2)
r25 : (t2 → (t2 , out), 3)
r26 : (t2 p → γ2 , 2)
r27 : (γ2 → β, 3)
3.2.3 Subtraction operation When object θ enters into membrane Mt ,
operands X and Y will perform subtraction operation. We will consider two
cases: X ≥ Y and X < Y . When object e2 appears in membrane 1, it means
that the calculation is ﬁnished. and the quotient is stored in membrane 1, each
digit of the remainder is stored in the inner membrane of membrane 1.
The rule sets for subtraction are designed as:
S
RS = R1S ∪ RM
1
S
In membrane Mt , rule r1 in RM
are ﬁrstly applied to consume object β and
1
generate multiset φs1 . Then rules r2 ∼ r8 are applied successively, and rule r6 is
used for performing subtraction operation, rules r7 , r8 are applied to borrow:
r1 : (β → s1 φ|θ , 1)
r2 : (φ → ξ2 (φ, in), 2)
r3 : (v → t|ξ2 , 2)
r4 : (φc → yc, 2)
r5 : (y → q2 (y, out), 1)
r6 : (at → fa fv , 1)
r7 : (q2 → (γ, out)|t , 2)
r8 : (aγ → (a10 , in), 2)
(1) X ≥ Y : after performing subtraction operation, if there are have object
S
a in membrane Mt , rule r9 in RM
will be applied to generate multiset g1 s1 c1 ,
1
and rules r10 ∼ r12 are executed to prepare for the next subtraction operation in
the presence of object g1 ; if there are no object a in membrane Mt , rule r14 is
applied to send object s1 into the inner membrane Mt+1 . In the inner membrane
Mt+1 , if there are no object a, rule r16 will be applied repeatedly, until rule r15 is
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applied to generate multiset c1 e2 in the presence of object a, or rule r17 is applied
to generate object e2 , when object e2 is sent into membrane 1, by applying rule
r1 in R1S , the calculation will be ﬁnished.
r9 : (s1 q2 → g1 s1 c1 |a , 2)
r10 : (fv → v|g1 , 1)
r11 : (fa → λ|g1 , 1)
r12 : (ξ2 g1 → φ(g1 , in), 1)
r13 : (c1 → (c1 , out), 3)
r14 : (s1 q2 → (s1 , in), 4)
r15 : (s1 β1 → c1 e2 |a , 3)
r16 : (s1 β1 → (s1 , in), 4)
r17 : (s1 c → e2 , 2)
(2) X < Y : When the highest digits of two operands are same and object
γ appears in membrane Mt , rule r18 will be applied; rule r19 can be executed
S
are applied in the presence
in the presence of object t. Rules r21 ∼ r26 in RM
1
S
of object η3 . In membrane 1, rule r1 in R1 will be applied to mark the end of
calculation.
r18 : (s1 q2 γ → η3 , 3)
r19 : (s1 → η3 |t , 2)
r20 : (e2 → (e2 , out), 3)
r21 : (fa → a|η3 , 1)
r22 : (t → λ|η3 , 1)
r23 : (fa → a|φ3 , 1)
r24 : (t → λ|φ3 , 1)
r25 : (η3 → (η3 , in)(φ3 , out), 2)
r26 : (η3 c → e2 , 1)
Rule r1 : (eze2 → qf , 1) in R1S in membrane 1 is applied to terminate the
computation. The object c1 represent quotient is stored in membrane 1, objects
a represent remainder are stored in the inner membrane of membrane 1.
3.3

The analysis of ΠPD

From the membrane structure of ΠPD , we can see that: the depth of ΠPD is
m + 1 when the number of digits in the ﬁrst operands is m. In ΠPD , the time
complexity is O(m).

4

Calculation instance

In this section, we will give an instance to show how to implement division
operation based on division tables in our P systems ΠPD designed previously.
For example: 45314 ÷ 273
Multisets +, 4, 5, 3, 1, 4, s, +, 2, 7, 3, q are input into membrane 1 successively,
rules r5 , r6 , r4 , r2 , r5 , r21 , r23 , r13 , r18 , r14 , r22 in R1I are applied successively.
Then rules r1 ∼ r4 in R1I are applied to transmits each digit of the ﬁrst operand
into membrane M1 ,· · ·, M5 (the highest digit is stored in membrane M1 , the
lowest digit is stored in membrane M5 ), rules r7 ∼ r12 in R1I are applied to send
each digit of the second operand into membrane M3 , M4 , M5 (the highest digit
is stored in membrane M3 , the lowest digit is stored in membrane M5 ). The
conﬁguration of P system after inputting the computation instances as shown
in Fig.6.
D
When object q enters into membrane M3 , rule r1 in RM
is applied to generate
1
D
multiset βθ1 . In the presence of object β, by applying rules r2 ∼ r5 in RM
,
1
the object b3 are generated in membrane M1 ∼ M3 , the rule r6 (a4 b3 → a4 x,
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a5 b3 → a5 x, a3 b3 → a3 x) in the evolution rules of division tables is applied to
generate object x synchronously, as shown in Fig.7.

+
se

a4 a5 a3 a a4
c
3
7
v2 v v
M6
θ
pθ1 β1 β1
M5 M
4
x x x
M3 M
2

M1 1

Fig. 7. The membrane structure after using the evolution rules of division tables.

D
At this moment, object x appears in membrane M1 , M2 , M3 , rules in RM
1
are applied to put each digit of product (1 × 273) into the corresponding membrane (the product are took out from membrane B1 according to the rules r1 , r3
D
in RB ), object x evolves to c1 . Then by applying the rule r20 in RM
, in mem1
brane M1 , · · · , M5 , objects a and m conduct subtraction operation in parallel. In
membrane M2 ∼ M4 , in the presence of object m, rule r21 is applied to generate
object γ and output object γ into outer membrane. In membrane M1 , rule r22
is applied to send objects a10 into inner membrane. Thereafter rules r20 , r22 are
applied in membrane M2 ∼ M4 , until the end of the subtraction operation. By
D
applying the rules r20 ∼ r23 in RM
, we can get membrane structure as shown
1
in Fig.8

a a
a a5
2 7 3
+ θ
v
v
v
sez
pθ1 β1 β1
c1 c1 c1

c
M6

M5 M
4

M3 M

2

M1 1

Fig. 8. The membrane structure after object a and m conduct subtraction operation
in parallel.

D
Rules r24 ∼ r27 in RM
are applied to generate object β, and the rules in
1
D
D
RM
and
R
are
applied
repeatedly,
until membrane M2 is dissolved and object
1
1
θ enters into membrane M3 , as Fig.9.
S
When the object θ appears in membrane M3 , rule r1 in RM
is applied to
1
generate multiset φs1 ﬁrstly, then the subtraction operation is performed by
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6
θ a2 a a9
+
7
2
v
v3 c
v
sez βθ β1 β1
M6
1
M5 M
4
c160
c15
1
M3 1

Fig. 9. Membrane M2 is dissolved.

applying the rules r2 ∼ r8 successively, as shown in Fig.10. In membrane M3 ,
rule r13 is applied to send object c1 into membrane 1. At the same time, rule r18 is
applied to generate object η3 , then by applying the rules r21 ∼ r25 in the presence
of object η3 , in membrane M3 , M4 , M5 , we can get object a which represent
each digit of the remainder. By applying rules r26 , r20 object e2 is transmit into
membrane 1, the rule r1 in R1S is triggered to terminate the computation. At this
moment, in membrane 1, objects c165
represent quotient, object a represent each
1
digit of remainder (the highest digit of remainder is stored in M3 , the lowest one
is stored in M5 ), so the quotient is +165, remainder is 269. As shown in Fig.11.

2 2
fa6fv6 fa3fv3
+ fa fv
c
sez s1 q2 γ β1 t β1q2 a6
M6
M5 M
5
4
c
c160
1
1
M3

1

Fig. 10. Object a and t trigger the subtraction.

2 6 6
+ a2fv a fv a9fv3
c
qf
β1
M6
β
1
M5 M
c165
4
1
M3

Fig. 11. Obtain the ﬁnal result.
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Conclusions

Arithmetic operations are foundational in most of computing models and systems. Membrane computing is a new computing model with a lot of computing
resources based on the structure and the functioning of living cells. In this paper,
we design the division tables in which dividend is single or two digits and construct a cell-like P system for division operation based on division tables. Firstly,
each digit of operands are sent into corresponding membrane for processing the
input, then according to the evolution rules of division tables, the each digit of
operand is computed in parallel. Finally, by judging the end of the subtraction
operation, the quotient is stored in membrane 1 and each digit of the remainder
is stored in the inner membrane of membrane 1. An instance is given to illustrate
the calculation process of our designed P system ΠPD . Our work can make P
system perform the divisions of large operands in a parallel and eﬀective way.
In the future, we will optimization the arithmetic formula tables for improving
the parallelism of the corresponding arithmetic P systems.
Acknowledgments. This work was jointly supported by the Chongqing Natural Science Foundation (No. cstc2013jcyjA40046) and the Fundamental Research
Funds for the Central Universities (No. CDJZR11180003)
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Abstract. The algorithm based on membrane system, also called membraneinspired algorithm, has been shown to be powerful for solving combinatorial optimization problems, and it is increasingly used in practical engineering. With
integrating membrane structures, evolution rules and computational mechanisms
of membrane systems, membrane-inspired algorithms perform well in searching
the global optimum. However, this technique can be computationally expensive
because of complicated rules and communication mechanism, so that most of
membrane-inspired algorithms solved problems off-line. In this work, we propose a novel membrane-inspired algorithm for tracking the global point (GP) online. The ring structure with memory mechanism is adopted to maintain diversity
and the convergence that is speeded up by the fast making rules. We verify our
method by solving four benchmark functions, and a numerical example of tracking the GP of photovoltaic (PV) system. The experimental results show that our
methodology performs well on these four benchmark functions compared with
the genetic algorithm and quantum-inspired algorithm. In practice, our method
quickly tracks the GP of a PV system.
Keywords: Membrane system, Membrane-inspired algorithm, Maximum power
point tracking

1 Introduction
The maximum power point tracking (MPPT) is quite important in photovoltaic (PV)
system to achieve the full utilization of PV cells output power. The major difficulty is
that the output power is greatly influenced by solar insolation and surface temperature
(vary continuously), i.e., PV cells exhibit nonlinear characteristics in current and voltage when solar insolation and temperature change, which results in a variation of the
maximum power point (MPP).
The matter is more complicated under partially shaded conditions. This is due to the
fact that PV cells are often electrically connected and encapsulated as a module, and the
power-voltage (P-V) characteristic displays multiple peaks if PV array does not receive
uniformly illumination (many of them are local optimums [1]). The shading conditions
⋆
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are not easy to avoid because of the change in sunlight direction throughout a day or
obstacles such as cloud, trees, and dust.
Many algorithms and techniques have been used to track MPP. The simplest method
is the open circuit voltage method (OCV), which uses the approximately linear relationship between the maximum power point voltage (VM P P ) and the open circuit voltage
(Voc ) [2]. Although OCV is easy to implement and cheap, the method is not accurate
and does not take into account the effects of temperature variations. One of the most
thriving methods is the perturbation and observation method (P&O), which adds positive/negative perturbations continuously for detecting the MPP [3]. P&O is known for
its simple implementation. However, P&O is prone to failure under rapidly changing
environment conditions. More importantly, the amplitude of perturbations is not easy
to determine. Larger perturbations will cause more oscillation, which result in the instability downtrend and more power losing. If the perturbations are too small, P&O is
easy to convergent to a local optimum. Another common used method is the incremental conductance method (IncCond), which bases on the P-V characteristic that the slope
of the PV array power curve is zero at MPP [4]. The main advantage of this algorithm
is that it can obtain an effective solution even under rapidly changing environment condition. The major drawback of IncCond is that it requires complex control circuitry and
also tends to get local optimum. Some artificial intelligence techniques are also used
to track MPP, such as the artificial neural networks method (ANN) and the fuzzy logic
method (FL). ANN is more accurate without requiring extensive knowledge about the
PV parameters, but it costs much more time on data collection and periodic training.
When PV system lack of requirement of an accurate mathematical model, FL is more
robust. However, FL also has the problems of low accuracy and vibration.
To improve the accuracy of tracking MPP under partial shading in real-time, it is
necessary to develop efficient global algorithms and tools. Membrane computing, as
a new branch of natural computing, is abstracted from the framework and function of
living cells, tissues, or other higher order structures. The computing models investigated
in membrane computing are called membrane systems or P systems, which are a group
of non-deterministic and distributed computing models [5]. Up to now, many theoretical
models of P systems have been used to solve computationally hard problems effectively
(in polynomial or linear time), which can be categorized into three groups: cell-like P
systems [6], tissue-like P systems [7], and spiking neural P systems [8].
Inspired by the frameworks (structures and rules) of these three kinds of P systems,
a set of algorithms based on P systems, named membrane-inspired algorithms, are investigated and receiving increasing attention [9]. The membrane-inspired algorithms
integrate membrane structures, evolution rules and computational mechanisms of various P systems to expand the theoretical results of P systems to realistic fields. The
structures and rules of P systems are proven improving the performance of algorithms
[10, 11]. Inspired by cell-like P systems, nested membrane-inspired algorithms can
effectively solve multi-objective numerical optimization problems [12] and dynamic
multi-objective optimization [13]. Try to get ideas from tissue P systems, membraneinspired algorithms with one-level framework are applied to solve several classical
benchmark functions [14–16]. Draw inspiration from the function of biological neuron
cells storing information, a membrane algorithm with memory mechanism is proposed
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to solve knapsack problems [17]. Some practical problems are also effectively solved by
membrane-inspired algorithms, such as image segmentation [18, 19], image processing
problem [20], and parameter estimation of FCCU reactor-regenerator model [21]. Although the membrane-inspired algorithms have been successfully solve combinatorial
optimization and practical engineering problems, this technique can be computationally expensive because of complicated updating rules and communication mechanism,
so that most of membrane-inspired algorithms solved problems off-line.
In this work, we propose a fast MPPT algorithm based on P systems online tracking
the global peak under partially shaded conditions. Memory mechanism and a fast making rule are combined in a particular ring membrane structure. Quantum representation
as a probabilistic representation can represent a linear superposition of states, which
can maintain good population diversity [22]. However, when optimize complex functions, binary solutions with quantum representation will cost too much time and work
space during encoding and decoding operations. To maintain better diversity, real-coded
quantum update is used to adjust amplitude adaptively. In addition, the ring membrane
structure with memory mechanism can maintain multiple directions for searching, i.e.,
this mechanism can improve the global searching ability of algorithms. The experimental results show that our algorithm performs well in detecting globally optimal solutions
of four benchmark functions with 10 dimensions. The results also compared with the
values obtained from the genetic algorithm, and another evolutionary algorithm with
quantum representation (QEA), because the new algorithm adopt several evolution rules
from them. In practice, we use our method to solve a numeral example of the maximum power point tracking. With continuous changes of irradiance and temperature on
the PV arrays under shaded cells, our method is compared with two fast and common
MPPT algorithms, named P&O [3] and IncCond [4]. Simulation tests of PV system are
constructed under Matlab/Simulink software. The experimental results show that our
algorithm can rapidly find the global optimal.

2

Problem Statement

A photovoltaic cell is a kind of semiconductor device that converts the solar energy
directly to electricity, which is based on the principle of photovoltaic effect. It consists
of solar panels, DC-DC voltage converters, MPPT controller and batteries. Photovoltaic
cell can be seen as a parallel circuit that consists of a current source, a diode, and internal
resistance [23]. The output voltage of each photovoltaic cell is only about 0.5V. They
are always connected and packaged in series as a PV module. The output current of a
PV module is dependent on the solar insolation, temperature, photovoltaic cells’ size,
and connection mode. The models of PV module are described below.
2.1

Photovoltaic Model

The equivalent circuit for a solar cell is given in Fig. 1 (a). PV cell is always encapsulated as in Fig. 1 (b). Because the output voltage of a PV cell is very small, PV cells
are often connected as a module, see Fig. 1 (c). Thus, part of this module is easy to be
covered under partially shaded condition.
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Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit for a solar cell

The mathematical model based on the equivalent circuit model, considering the
characteristic of diode, the output current can be expressed as follow equation:
I = Isc − Id [e

q·(V +IRs )
AkT

− 1] −

V + IRs
,
Rsh

(1)

where, I is the PV module output current; V is the PV module output voltage; Isc is
the current generated by absorption of photons at short circuit, which is proportional to
solar insolation and photovoltaic cells’ size; Id is the diode reverse saturation current;
q is electronic charge (1.6 × 1019 C); k is Boltzman’s constant (1.381 × 10−23 J/K);
A is the diode ideality factor (1 < A < 2 for a single solar cell); T is environment
temperature in Kelvin around PV modules; Rsh is the shunt resistance in the equivalent
circuit; Rs is the series resistance in the equivalent circuit.
This mathematical model is widely used for theoretical analysis. However, the parameters in the equation (1) (A, Rsh , Rs ) are difficult to determine because of the
complicated nonlinear relationship between these parameters and environment conditions. In the actual engineering, a highly approximate model is common used [24]. The
engineering analytical model of solar cells is shown below:
V

I = Isc [1 − C1 (e C2 Voc − 1)],

(2)

Im C−VVm
)e 2 oc ,
(3)
Isc
Vm
Im −1
C2 = (
− 1)[In(1 −
)] ,
(4)
Voc
Isc
where, Vm is the maximum working voltage; Im is the maximum working current; Isc
3')
SGI)DFWRU\3UR
ZZZILQHSULQWFQ
is the short current; Voc is the open circuit voltage. These four parameters are tested
under reference condition, including reference solar insolation and reference temperature. When solar insolation and environment temperature are not equal to the reference
value, respectively, these four parameters are changed with the environment conditions,
′
′
′
labeled Vm′ , Im
, Isc
, Voc
. They can be calculated as following equations:
C1 = (1 −

Vm′ = Vm × (1 − c∆T )(1 + b∆S),
′
Im
= Im ×

S
(1 + a∆T ),
Sref

(5)
(6)
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′
Isc
= Isc ×

S
Sref

(1 + a∆T ),

(7)

′
Voc
= Voc × (1 − c∆T )(1 + b∆S),
◦

5

◦

(8)
◦

where, a, b, c are constants, and a = 0.0025/ C, b = 0.5/ C, c = 0.00288/ C. Based
on the above equation (2) – (8), the PV model can be built up easily.
T = Tair + K × S,

(9)

∆T = T − Tref ,

(10)

S
− 1,
Sref

(11)

∆S =

where, T is the temperature of PV module under current solar insolation in degree (◦ C);
Tair is the environment temperature in degree (◦ C); Tref is the reference temperature
in degree (◦ C); S is the solar insolation in watt per square meter (W/m2 ); Sref is the
reference solar insolation in watt per square meter (W/m2 ); K is a constant (normally,
K = 0.03◦ C·m2 /W). In this work, we adopt engineering analytical model for simulation, and the reference solar insolation, reference temperature, the parameters of a PV
cell are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Parameters of a PV module

Parameters Value Parameters Value
Tref (◦ C)
25
Im (A)
4.76
Sref (W/m2 ) 1000 Isc (A)
5.35
Vm (V)
16.9 Voc (V)
21.8

2.2 PV System under Partially Shaded Conditions
Using the engineering analytical model of PV modules developed in the Matlab/Simulink
software, the I-V and P-V characteristics of PV arrays can be described. In the reference
condition (S=1000W/m2 , T =25◦ C), the I-V and P-V characteristics of a PV module
under uniform insolation are shown in Fig. 2 (a). Because this P-V curve has only one
peak, it is easy to find the MPP by common MPPT methods, such as Hill climbing,
P&O [3], and IncCond [4].
Under partially shaded conditions, the situation is more difficult. An
of a
∑example
4
PV array with four distinct parallel modules is shown in Fig. 2 (b) (P = i=1 Pi , Pi =
Ii × V ). The same four PV modules are under different insolation and temperatures,
where S1 =1400W/m2 , T1 =60◦ C, S2 =300W/m2 , T2 =20◦ C, S3 =100W/m2 , T3 =10◦ C,
S4 =100W/m2 , T4 =10◦ C. Three peaks PMAX1 , PMAX2 and PGP occur at the voltages V1 ,
V2 and VGP . When a PV array has large scale modules (eg 10 in series × 90 in parallel)
in a complex shading pattern, more peaks will be obtained.
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Fig. 2. (a) I-V and P-V characteristics of a PV module under uniform insolation. (b) I-V and P-V
characteristics of a PV array under partially condition.

The aim of this work is to track the global peak quickly and correctly with the
change of solar insolation and temperature under partially condition. The objective
function can be formulated as:
Maximize Psum =

n
∑

Pi ,

(12)

i=1
V

where, Pi = Isc [1 − C1 (e C2 Voc − 1)]V ; Psum represents the total power of PV module
(the sum of each cell); n represents the number of cells connected parallel; Isc , C1 , C2 ,
Voc are vary while solar insolation or temperature change; V is a variable.

3

The Global Optimization Algorithm Based on P Systems

Considering the nonlinearity, complexity and multi-peaks properties of PV arrays, it
needs to develop more efficient searching algorithms to track the global peak. The
membrane algorithms have shown their great potential in solving computational hard
problems. Up to now, many frameworks have been used to increase the diversity or
control the speed of information propagation to avoid premature, such as nested framework, one-level framework and ring framework. In this work, the ring topology is used
in our method. The proposed algorithm is principally consists of three ingredients: the
membrane structure, a number of objects encoded as tentative solutions, and a set of
rules.
3.1 Membrane structure
In the membrane structure, the work space is separated by membranes, which are
analogous to the plasma membranes of living cells. Membranes have two main functions. They separate cells from environment for avoiding outside interference. Moreover, membranes provide communication channels, which can choose objects to send
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in or out. The membrane structure used in our algorithm is depicted in Fig. 3. In this
figure, the ring topology connects two kinds of cells: computation cells (labeled with
1, 2, . . . , 7) and memory cells (labeled with m1 , m2 , . . . , m7 ). Every computation cell
i has its corresponding memory cell mi . Each computation cell i connects with three
memory cells: the corresponding memory cell (mi ) and its immediate memory neighbors (mi−1 and mi+1 ). The same as computation cell, each memory cell mi interacts
with three computation cells: the corresponding computation cell (i) and its immediate
computation neighbors (i − 1 and i + 1).

1

3

m2

m7

m1

2

m3

7

6

m5

4

m6

5

m4

Fig. 3. Ring membrane structure of our algorithm

In the process of a computation, the computation cells exploit the solution space
by making, updating and repairing rules, while the memory cells save the local optima
found so far. Each memory cells mi rewrite their solutions to the best solutions among
its neighborhood (i − 1, i, i + 1) instead of the better one. In this way, the memory cells
can resist the ineffective updating and maintain multiple search directions.
3.2

Rules

In this study, the real-coded quantum update is used, i.e., a Q-bit can be convert to a realcoded amplitude. Q-bit is updated by Q-gate. Before describing the rules and procedure
of our algorithm, the definition of Q-bit and Q-gate are addressed briefly. Details can
be found in [22].
Q-bit is the smallest unit of quantum information. It can be represent by a pair of
numbers (α, β)
[ t ]
αi,j
t
qi,j =
,
(13)
t
βi,j
where |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. |α|2 is the probability that the corresponding bit will set to “0”
state. |β|2 is the probability that the corresponding bit will set to “1” state. Q-gate is a
variation operator in quantum computing. In this algorithm, the following rotation gate
is used.
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[
Gt =

]
cos(θt ) −sin(θt )
,
sin(θt ) cos(θt )

(14)

where θt is the rotation angle in the t generation. A Q-bit can be evolved by Q-gate as
q t+1 = q t × G.
Rules are very important for the performance of algorithms. In our algorithm, there
are two types of cells: computation cells and memory cells. Each type of cells contains
different rules. There are three kinds of rules only used in the computation cells: making
rules, repairing rules and updating rules. Moreover, according to the updating results,
the rewriting rules are chosen to applied in computation cells or memory cells. When
the communication channels between computation cells and memory cells are opened,
the communication rules will be applied to exchange information.
Making rule: Observing objects by making rules, new tentative solutions are produced. Cauchy distribution is used to control the search step size in the algorithm.
Cauchy distribution performs well because of its higher probability of making longer
jumps. The Cauchy density function C(x0 , γ) is defined by
C(x0 , γ) =

γ
1
,
π (x − x0 )2 + γ 2

(15)

The new tentative solutions can be calculated as follow:
t 2
t
xt+1
i,j = xi,j + (xmax − xmin )C(0, (αi,j ) ),

(16)

where, xti,j is the jth tentative solution of the ith computation cell in the t generation;
xmax is the upper bound of x; xmin is the lower bound of x. When an iteration procedure go on, |α|2 is gradually reduced, i.e., the offspring is likely generated far away
from its parent at the beginning of a computation. It is likely to have a high probability
of escaping from a local optimum. Then the search step size is getting smaller for more
precise searching process. Therefore, the making rule enables to adjust the change of
solutions adaptively.
Repairing rule: The value of |α|2 is a larger number at the beginning of a computation. The new tentative solutions, which are produced by making rules, might be
adjusted out of the solution space. The repairing rules are used to restrict every solution
to a particular area. Solutions are repaired by following equations:
{
xti,j = 2xmax − xti,j , if xti,j > xmax ,
(17)
xti,j = 2xmin − xti,j , if xti,j < xmin .
Updating rule: The rotation gate (as equation (14)) is used to update α and β. In our
algorithm, the rotation angle in the t generation θt is calculated as follows:
θt = sgn(αt · β t ) · θ0 · (

−|β t |
),
|αt | + r

(18)

where, sgn(.) is sign function, θ0 is the initial rotation angle; r is a constant. θ0 and r
can influence the value of θt , which can greatly affect the convergence of the algorithm.
In this study, θ0 = 0.4π, r = 0.05.
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Rewriting rule: When updating process is finished in computation cells, the algorithm is going to decide whether to accept it or not. If the best result in a computation
cell i is the best one among its memory neighborhood (that means, the solution updated successfully at current generation), the system will accept this solution and the
rewriting rule will be applied in the memory cells mi :
xmi → max{Xi },

(19)

where, xmi is the solution in memory cell mi ; Xi is the set of solutions in computation
cell i, i = 1, . . . , 7.
If there exist at least one solution in memory cells mi−1 , mi or mi+1 greater than
the best solution in computation cell i (that means, the solution updated failed at current
generation), the rewriting rule will be applied in the computation cells i:
min{Xi } → xmi

(20)

Communication rule: When the communication channels are opened, each of cells
sends its best objects to the connected cells with following rules:
(i, max{Xi }min{Xi }/xmj , j)

(21)

where, i represents a computation cell, i = 1, . . . , n; j represents a memory neighborhood of i, j = 1, . . . , 7.
Because every computation cell has its corresponding memory cell, the number
of cells in the system is doubled. The evolutional process in computation cells is more
complicated than the information process in memory cell. Memory cells only communicate and rewrite solutions, but they do not calculate them. Therefore, the computational
complexity of the algorithm is not increased.
3.3 Procedure
Based on the above membrane structure and rules, the procedure our algorithm is summarized as follows.
Step 1: Initial all parameters for the systems, including n, xmax , xmin , θ0 , r, T (the
maximum number of generations), Q (the set of initial Q-bits in each cell of the ring
structure, see Fig. 3).
Step 2: Calculate in all computation cells. First, producing new tentative solutions
from Q by making rules. Then, repairing rules are applied for keeping these tentative
solutions in the solution space. Afterwards, the set of Q-bits Q is updated by rotation
gate (Qt+1 = Qt · G)
Step 3: After the calculating process in computation cells is finished. The communication channels are opened. Copies of objects are exchanged between connected cells.
Step 4: If the best solutions produced by computation cells can be accepted by the
system, the rewriting rules are applied in the memory cells. Otherwise, the rewriting
rules are applied in the computation cells.
Step 5: When t = T , the termination condition is met. The computation is halted
and the best solution is sent out of the system.
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Testing on Numerical Problems

To investigate the performance of our algorithm, four typical benchmark functions are
tested. A comparison with other two algorithms: quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithm (QEA) [22] and genetic algorithm (GA) are also drawn. The details of the four
benchmark functions are shown in Table 2. These four functions have multiple peaks
which are very difficult to find the global optimum. f1 is a well-known test function,
named Sphere function, which is the simplest one with three others. The global optimum is x∗ = {0, 0, . . . , 0}. f2 is the Schaffer function. f2 has many local optima
around the global peak. Despite f2 is two dimension, it is more difficult to escape
local minima in all directions. The Rastrigin function f3 has thousands of local minimum, which is often considered as a very difficult multimodal problem. The Griewank
function f4 also has the very strong fraudulence. This is particularly challenging for
algorithms’ performance on the capability of searching the optimal solution.
Table 2. Formula of benchmark test functions
Test functions
∑
2
f1 = min( n
i=1 xi )
f2 =
f3 =
f4 =

√
2
sin2 x2
1 +x2 −0.5
min(0.5 +
2 2)
[1.0+0.001(x2
1 +x2 )]
∑
2
min( n
(x
−
10cos2πx
i + 10))
i
i=1
∑
∏n
x2
x
i −
√i + 1)
min( n
cos
i=1 4000
i=1
i

Solution space Global solution Dimensions
[−5.12, 5.12]n
f1∗ = 0
D = 10
[−10, 10]n

f2∗ = 0

[−5, 5]n

f3∗ = 0

D = 10

[−600, 600]n

f4∗ = 0

D = 10

D=2

To make a fair comparison, the same maximum number of generation is given (G =
200). Because seven computation cells are used in this algorithm and the number of
individuals in every computation cell is set to four, the size of the population of the
algorithm is 28. The number of individuals in the QEA and GA are also set to 28. The
GA toolbox of Matlab is adopted. The probabilities of crossover and mutation are set
to 0.85 and 0.2, respectively. Every algorithm run 50 times for each test function. The
minimum value fmin , the average vale fave and the maximum value fmax are record
in Table 3. Experiment results from Table 3 show that that the proposed algorithm are
more expected to overcome the fraudulence.
Table 3. Comparison of optimization performance of three algorithms
Test
function
f1
f2
f3
f4

Our algorithm
fmin
9.20e-9
0
15.21
8.71e-2

fave
6.57e-8
5.70e-5
22.17
0.12

fmax fmin
5.12e-7 8.31e-4
1.81e-2
0
38.62 27.36
0.58
0.05

QEA
fave
1.08e-2
3.12e-3
41.62
0.71

GA
fmax fmin
3.61e-2 2.40e-3
5.72e-2
0
51.67 36.51
1.18
0.12

fave fmax
2.13e-2 0.53
2.72e-4 9.70e-3
44.61 57.20
0.47
1.02

The Fig. 4 exhibits the convergence speed of our proposed algorithm for solving
these four test functions. The best convergent curve and the worst convergent curve
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in 50 runs are given. From Fig. 4, it was demonstrated that the algorithm can rapidly
convergent to a good solution for solving the global numerical optimization problems,
because the algorithm needs less generation.
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Fig. 4. Convergence curves of f1 — f4

5

Application for MPPT

In this section, a MPPT algorithm is designed by the proposed algorithm to track the
maximum power point under partially shaded condition. In order to simulate the characteristic of the control circuit better, the engineering analytical model of solar cells
is developed in the Matlab/Simulink software. The performance of our algorithm is
compared with two fast MPPT methods: P&O [3] and IncCond [4]. In P&O, given a
reference voltage (Vref ), when add a positive perturbation (∆V ) to Vref , the output
power variation ∆P is measured. If ∆P is positive, that means the maximum power
point is on the right of the reference point (Vref + ∆V < VM P P ), then the system will
continue to add positive perturbation. Conversely, PV cells will add a negative perturbation. This process continues until the MPP is reached. In IncCond method, if the output
voltage variation of generator equals to 0 (∆V = 0), the sign of the output current
variation ∆I will be used to check whether the module reaches the maximum power
point. Otherwise, the output voltage is adjusted by the comparison of the instantaneous
∆I
).
conductance ( VI ) to the negative conductance variation (− ∆V
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For series tests, four modules are exposed to illumination S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 with temperature T1 , T2 , T3 , T4 , respectively, as shown in Fig. 5. Under this condition, three
peaks (one global peak and two local peaks) are obtained in the same way as Fig. 2 (b).
The comparison experiments are carried out by using three methods: the proposed algorithm, P&O and IncCond. In order to make a fair comparison, the same size of initial
population will be used in these three methods. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. The variation of input: temperature and illumination

In Fig. 6, these three methods are all very fast to follow the environment variation.
However, IncCond and P&O do not reach the global MPP. These two methods reach at
the first peak and cannot jump out of the local optima. In the case of our algorithm, the
power fast converges to the MPP. Therefore, the algorithm is able to track the global
maximum.

6

Conclusions and Remarks

Using high efficient power tracking algorithm can reduce the overall system cost. In
un-ideal conditions (multiple peaks), the MPPT algorithms are difficult to track the
maximum power point of PV arrays. Although membrane algorithms perform well in
global searching, they are time consuming. To overcome this obstacle, a novel membrane algorithm with fast making rules is proposed for tracking the MPP online. The
combination of the new making rules and Q-gate updating rule in the ring membrane
structure enables to help the tentative solutions jumping out of the local maxima with a
rapid convergence speed. Simulation results on four benchmark test functions show the
superiority of our algorithm in contrast to QEA and GA. A PV solar system is simulated
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Fig. 6. (a) IncCond response (b) P&O response (c) Our algorithm response of PV power

in Matlab/Simulink software. This algorithm is applied to find the MPP. Simulation results of the proposed algorithm are compared with two fast and common used methods:
P&O and IncCond. The results show that our method can fast track the global peak,
while P&O and IncCond find the local one.
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Abstract. Multi-objective optimization problems exist widely in the
ﬁeld of engineering and science. Many nature-inspired methods, such as
genetic algorithms, particle swarm optimization algorithms and membrane computing model based algorithms, were proposed to solve the
problems. Among these methods, membrane computing model based algorithms, also termed membrane algorithms, are becoming a current
research hotspot because the successful linkage of membrane computing and evolutionary algorithms. In the past years, a lot of eﬀective
multi-objective membrane algorithms have been designed, where the skin
membrane was often only used as an archive to store good solutions. In
this paper, we propose an eﬀective multi-objective membrane algorithm
guided by skin membrane, named SMG-MOMA, where the information
of solutions stored in skin membrane is used to guide the evolution of
internal membranes. A skin membrane guiding strategy is suggested by
allocating the solutions in skin membrane to internal membranes. Experimental results on ZDT and DTLZ benchmark multi-objective problems
show that the proposed algorithm outperforms the-state-of-the-art multiobjective optimization algorithms in terms of three popular performance
metrics.
Keywords: membrane computing, multi-objective optimization, membrane algorithm, archive

1

Introduction

There are a large number of optimization problems in the domain of scientiﬁc
research and engineering application, such as image processing [23], circuit design
[13], pattern classiﬁcation [24], disease prediction [40] and so on. Usually, such
optimization problems are characterized by multiple objectives which conﬂict
with each other. Due to the conﬂicting nature of the objectives, there may exist
⋆
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many optimal solutions. In other words, a set of trade-oﬀ solutions, known as
Pareto-optimal solutions can be obtained for multi-objective problems (MOPs).
Over the past two decades, many scholars have done a lot of research in the ﬁeld
of multi-objective optimization. Thus, a large number of bio-inspired eﬀective
multi-objective optimization algorithms have been developed, such as fast and
elitist multi-objective genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) [10], strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm (SPEA2) [52], decomposition algorithm (MOEA/D) [44], knee
point driven evolutionary algorithm for many-objective optimization (KnEA)
[48], adaptive quantum swarm evolutionary algorithm (AQSEA) [37], and particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) [5], etc. Membrane computing, as a new
branch of natural computing, aims to abstract new computing ideas or models
from living cells . Most membrane computing models, also called P systems, have
been shown to a rich framework to hand many problems related to computing
[21, 31]. It was shown that many of the P systems were universal (i.e., equivalence with Turing machines or other equivalent computing devices) as number
computing devices [18, 29, 34–36, 46, 49, 51] and language generators [2, 30, 45].
Some P systems were also used to (theoretically) solve computationally hard
problems in a feasible amount of time [12, 19, 50, 22].
Due to the promising performance of P systems, researchers try to design effective P systems based algorithms for solving MOPs. The ﬁrst P system based
multi-objective optimization algorithm, termed PMOA, was proposed to solve
MOPs with two objectives [16]. The PMOA consists of a skin membrane with
three subsystems inside, where the ﬁrst two subsystems optimize the two objectives of the problem separately and the third subsystem takes charge of both
objectives of the problem simultaneously. Due to the development of quantum
computation, a multi-objective membrane algorithm called MOMA based on
quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithm was developed in [42]. Empirical evaluations demonstrated that the MOMA outperforms the existing popular evolutionary multi-objective optimization algorithms on some of the benchmark
problems. Recently, an eﬀective P system based multi-objective optimization
algorithm with more complicate membrane structure, termed PPSDE, was suggested in [3]. Besides designing algorithms based on diﬀerent membrane structures, other complicate operations in P systems have also been introduced to
multi-objective membrane algorithms. For example, Liu etc. [20] proposed an
evolutionary multi-objective optimization algorithm based on division and dissolution rules, named as (MOMC).
Although the above multi-objective membrane algorithms adopted diﬀerent strategies for solving MOPs, they share the characteristics that the skin membrane
is only used as an archive to store good solutions, none of them consider to
use the skin membrane to guide the evolution of internal membranes. In this
paper, we propose an eﬀective multi-objective membrane algorithm guided by
skin membrane, termed SMG-MOMA. To be speciﬁc, we harness the solutions
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stored in skin membrane to guide the evolution of internal membranes, which can
accelerate the convergence of the algorithm. Based on the number of solutions
in internal membranes that are dominated by a solution in skin membrane, we
then develop a novel skin membrane guiding strategy by assigning the solutions
in skin membrane to internal membranes. Experimental results on 12 benchmark multi-objective optimization problems from ZDT and DTLZ test suites,
show that SMG-MOMA performs better than three well-known evolutionary
multi-objective optimization algorithms NSGA-II [10], SPEA2 [52], MOEA/D
[44] and three P systems based multi-objective optimization algorithms PMOA
[16], MOMC [20] and PPSDE [3], in terms of three widely performance metrics (inverted generational distance (IGD) [4], convergence metric (CM) [9] and
spacing metric (SM) [32]).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We ﬁrst introduce related
work in Section 2 and then elaborate the proposed algorithm in Section 3. Comprehensive study and experimental results are discussed in Section 4. And ﬁnally,
Section 5 provides concluding remarks of this study.

2

Related Work

Nature-inspired algorithms, such as genetic algorithm [10, 44, 47, 52] and PSO
[5, 28], have achieved great success in solving the problems encountered in realworld applications. Membrane computing, as a new branch of natural computing, aims to abstract new computing ideas or models from living cells for solving
single-objective and multi-objective computational hard problems. Compared
to multi-objective problems, a large number of membrane algorithms have been
suggested to handle single-objective optimization problems [15, 27, 38]. The ﬁrst
membrane algorithm was suggested by Nishida in [25] to solve traveling salesman problems (TSP), where the nested membrane structure and tabu search was
adopted. After that, a novel membrane algorithm with brownian algorithm and
genetic algorithm was also developed by Nishida for solving job shop scheduling
problems (JSSP) [26]. Diﬀerent from Nishida’s work, zhang et al. [41] introduced
an evolutionary algorithm on the basis of the quantum-inspired evolutionary approach and membrane systems with an one level membrane structure that each
membrane in skin membrane does not contain any membrane inside to solve the
knapsack problem. By analyzing the similarities and diﬀerences between membrane structures and communication topologies, daniela et al. [39] proposed a
distributed evolutionary algorithms inspired by membranes in solving continuous
optimization problems. Garima et al.[33] proposed a cell-like P systems based on
rules of particle swarm. The objective of this algorithm is to investigate and report the comparative implementation of ﬁve membrane optimization algorithms
of P-systems based on evolution rules of PSO. Zhang et al. [43] proposed a
population membrane system inspired evolutionary algorithm (PMSIEA). PM-
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SIEA uses the population P system with three cells to organize three variants of
quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithms, where communications between cells
are performed at the level of genes, instead of the level of individuals reported
in the existing membrane algorithms.
Although membrane computing has achieved good results in the single objective optimization, the problem of solving the multi-objective optimization using
membrane computing remains pretty much open. There are only a few works
trying to solve the MOPs. Huang et al. [16] ﬁrstly proposed a P system based
multi-objective optimization algorithm PMOA to solve MOPs with two objectives. A skin membrane with three subsystems inside was used in PMOA. Specifically, the ﬁrst two subsystems were used to optimize the two objectives of the
problem respectively, while the third subsystem was used to optimize the two objectives simultaneously. With the development of quantum computation, Zhang
et al. [42] proposed a membrane algorithm MOMA based on quantum-inspired
evolutionary algorithm for solving multi-objective knapsack problems, in which
one level membrane structure was adopted in sense that each membrane in skin
membrane does not contain any membrane inside. In each membrane except for
the skin membrane, there is a quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithm used to
perform the evolution of the membranes. Recently, Cheng et al. [3] proposed an
eﬀective P system based multi-objective optimization algorithm (PPSDE) with
more complicate membrane structure, in which a net with 10 cells was used and
each two cells can communicate their solutions at each generation. Apart from
designing algorithms based on diﬀerent membrane structures, other complicate
operations in P systems have also been used to design multi-objective membrane algorithms. For example, based on division and dissolution rules, Liu et
al. [20] proposed an evolutionary multi-objective optimization algorithm algorithm (MOMC), which can maintain the distribution of solutions.
However, all the above algorithms neglect to harness the information of skin
membrane to guide the inner membranes evolution. Thus, in this paper we proposed a new multi-objective membrane algorithm guided by skin membrane. We
propose a skin membrane guiding strategy by considering both convergence and
distribution, which can accelerate the convergence of solutions. The following
section will describe the SMG-MOMA in detail.

3

The Proposed Multi-objective Membrane Algorithm
Guided by Skin Membrane

In this section, we will present the proposed multi-objective membrane algorithm
guided by skin membrane (named SMG-MOMA) in detail. The SMG-MOMA
adopts the one-level membrane structure of P systems that has been widely
used in existing multi-objective membrane algorithms. Fig. 1 plots the one-level
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Fig. 1. The one-level membrane structure of P system.

membrane structure, where object s represents a solution. The main diﬀerence
between SMG-MOMA and other multi-objective membrane algorithms, is that
the skin membrane in SMG-MOMA is not only used as an archive for storing
searched good solutions, but also in charge of guiding the evolution of internal
membranes. In the following, we describe the main components of SMG-MOMA.

Algorithm 1 Main Framework of SMG-MOMA
Input: A (skin membrane), P1 , P2 (internal membranes), N, N1 , N2 (population size
of A, P1 , P2 )
Output: A
1: A, P1 , P2 ← Initialize(A, P1 , P2 )
2: While termination criterion not fulﬁlled do
3: P1′ , P2′ ← Genetic Operation(P1 , P2 )
4: A′ ← M emetic Search(A)
5: A ← T runcation Operator(A, A′ )
6: A ← T runcation Operator(A, P1′ , P2′ )
7: P1 , P2 ← Skin Guide(A, P1 , P2 )
8: EndWhile

3.1

The General Framework of the Proposed Algorithm

The general framework of SMG-MOMA is similar to that of multi-population
multi-objective genetic algorithms. For simplicity of description, let us assume
that two internal populations stored in internal membranes and one external
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population stored in skin membrane in SMG-MOMA. Note that the procedure
of SMG-MOMA can be easily extended to the case of n internal populations.
Algorithm 1 presents the procedure of SMG-MOMA. First, we randomly generate an initial population A with size N in skin membrane and two populations P1
and P2 with size N1 and N2 in internal membranes. Second, a genetic operation
is applied to populations P1 , P2 to generate N1 , N2 oﬀspring individuals. Third,
a memetic search strategy developed in [1] is used to create better population
A′ from the population A in skin membrane. Fourth, truncation operator [52] is
performed on the population in skin membrane and oﬀspring populations of the
populations in internal membranes to generate new population in skin membrane
(see lines 5 and 6). Finally, the proposed skin membrane guiding strategy is used
to generate next populations in internal membranes based on the populations
P1 and P2 in internal membranes. This procedure repeats until a termination
condition is satisﬁed. In the following section, we will describe the proposed skin
membrane guiding strategy which is one of the most important components in
SMG-MOMA.

3.2

The Proposed Skin Membrane Guiding Strategy

The main idea of the proposed skin membrane guiding strategy is to allocate the
solutions in skin membrane to two internal membranes based on the contribution
of the solutions to the convergence and diversity of each population in internal
membrane. For a solution in skin membrane, the number of solutions in internal
membrane that are dominated by this solution is used to evaluate its contribution
to the population in internal membrane, while the crowding distance of the
solution in each population in internal membranes is to characterize the diversity
in the proposed strategy. Algorithm 2 describes the detailed procedures of the
skin membrane guiding strategy in SMG-MOMA, which consists of the following
main steps.
First, for each solution in skin membrane, we calculate the number of solutions
in internal membrane that are dominated by this solution. Second, we start to
allocate the solutions in skin membrane to the two internal membranes based on
the number of dominated solutions. If a solution in skin membrane dominates
more solutions in internal membrane P1 than P2 , then this solution is added to
internal membrane P1 . Otherwise, it is added to internal membrane P2 . If this
solution dominates the same number of solutions in internal membranes P1 and
P2 , then the crowding distance of this solution in P1 and P2 will be used for
determining the internal membrane that the solution needs to be allocated. The
internal membranes in which the solution has a larger crowding distance, wins
the allocation. Finally, reduce the populations in internal membranes P1 and P2
to the given sizes by the truncation operator developed in SPEA2, which will be
used for next populations in P1 and P2 .
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Algorithm 2 Skin Guide(A, P1 , P2 )
Input: A (skin membrane), P1 , P2 (internal membranes), N, N1 , N2 (population size
of A, P1 , P2 )
Output: P1 , P2
1: D1 , D2 ← ϕ
2: d1 , d2 ← 0
3: for i = 1 → N do
4:
for j = 1 → N1 , k = 1 → N2 do
5:
if A(i) ≻ P1 (j), A(i) ≻ P1 (k) then
6:
D1 (i, j) = 1
7:
D2 (i, k) = 1
8:
else
9:
D1 (i, j) = 0
10:
D2 (i, k) = 0
11:
end if
12:
end for
13: end for
14: D1 ← sum(D1 , 2)
15: D2 ← sum(D2 , 2)
16: for i = 1 → N do
17:
if D1 (i) > D2 (i) then
18:
P1 ← P1 ∪ A(i)
19:
else if D1 (i) < D2 (i) then
20:
P2 ← P2 ∪ A(i)
21:
else
22:
d1 , d2 ← Crowding Distance(A(i), P1 , P2 )
23:
if d1 > d2 then
24:
P1 ← P1 ∪ A(i)
25:
else
26:
P2 ← P2 ∪ A(i)
27:
end if
28:
end if
29: end for
30: P1 , P2 ← T runcation Operator(P1 , P2 , N1 , N2 )
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. An illustrative example of the proposed skin membrane guiding strategy, where
solutions in internal membranes P1 and P2 are denoted as white circle and solution x
in skin membrane is denoted as gray circle.

To clarify the suggested skin membrane guiding strategy, we present an illustrative example as shown in Fig. 2 for a two-objective minimization problem.
The internal membranes P1 and P2 both have four solutions, denoted as white
circles, and the skin membrane has only one solution x, denoted as gray circle. As shown in Fig. 2 (a), the solution x in skin membrane dominates three
solutions in P2 , but it does not dominate any solution in P1 . This means that
D1 (x) = 0, D2 (x) = 3. In this case, the proposed strategy will allocate the solution x to internal membrane P2 due to the fact that this solution can contribute
better to P2 than P1 in improving the convergence of P2 . In Fig. 2 (b), it is not
diﬃcult to ﬁnd that the solution x only dominates one solution in each of internal membranes P1 and P2 , i.e., D1 = 1 and D2 = 1. The suggested strategy will
allocate the solution x to internal membrane P1 , since it has a larger crowding
distance in P1 than that in P2 . The main reason for allocating x to P1 is that
the diversity of P1 can be improved x better than that in P2 , despite that it has
the same contribution to P1 and P2 in terms of convergence.
From the above example, we can ﬁnd that the proposed skin membrane strategy
considers both convergence and diversity in improving solution sets in internal membranes, which enables the developed SMG-MOMA achieve a promising
performance in solving MOPs.

4

Experimental Results

In this section, the performance of SMG-MOMA is veriﬁed on 12 benchmark
MOPs from ZDT and DTLZ suites. In the following, a description of experi-
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mental settings is ﬁrst given. Then, the performance comparison between SMGMOMA and six popular multi-objective optimization algorithms is presented.

4.1

Experimental Settings

• Test problems. To verify the eﬀectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we
select ﬁve ZDT benchmark problems [11] (ZDT1-ZDT4 and ZDT6, ZDT5 is
not considered in the experiments due to the fact that it is a discrete problem)
and seven DTLZ benchmark problems [17] (DTLZ1-DTLZ7). These benchmark
problems have been widely used for testing the performance of multi-objective
optimization algorithms.
• Baseline algorithms. Three popular multi-objective evolutionary algorithms
NSGA-II [10], SPEA2 [52] and MOEA/D [44] and three well-known multiobjective membrane algorithms, PMOA [16], MOMC [20] and PPSDE [3] are
used as the baselines, and all algorithms are implemented with the programming
language of matlab. The experimental results for all algorithms are obtained by
averaging over 30 independent runs.
• Performance metrics. In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm, three
widely used performance indicators, convergence metric (CM) [9], inverted generational distance (IGD) [4] and spacing metric (SM) [32] are adopted. The CM
evaluates the convergence, SM evaluates the diversity and IGD accounts for both
convergence and diversity of the searched solution set. The smaller the value of
the CM, IGD and SM, the better the performance of the algorithms.
• Parameters setting. For fair comparisons, all the considered algorithms use
a population size of 100 and an archive size of 100. In this paper, skin membrane population size is set to 100 and internal population size is also set to 100.
For NSGA-II, SPEA2, and SMG-MOMA, the simulated binary crossover [7] and
polynomial mutation [8] have been adopted to create oﬀspring as recommended
in [6]. The distribution index of crossover is set to nc = 20 and the distribution
index of mutation is set to nm = 20. The crossover probability pc = 1.0 and
the mutation probability pm = 1/D are used, where D denotes the number of
decision variables. For MOEA/D, the ZDT test problem is using tchebycheﬀ
approach, the DTLZ test problem is using penalty-based boundary intersection
approach and other parameters setting are following the original algorithm [44].
For PMOA [16], MOMC [20] and PPSDE [3], they have speciﬁed parameters
which are set to the values recommended in [6]. The maximum number 50,000
of function evaluations is used as the stopping condition for all considered algorithms.
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Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of IGD values of the six compared algorithms
on ZDT1 to ZDT4, ZDT6 and DTLZ1 to DTLZ7.
Problem Obj. NSGA-II
4.62E-3⋆
ZDT1
2
(2.15E-4)
4.77E-3⋆
ZDT2
2
(1.63E-4)
9.36E-3⋆
ZDT3
2
(1.03E-2)
4.84E-3⋆
ZDT4
2
(4.14E-4)
4.29E-2⋆
ZDT6
2
(3.26E-4)
2.30E-3⋆
2
(1.58E-4)
DTLZ1
2.68E-2⋆
3
(1.65E-3)
5.34E-3⋆
2
(2.72E-4)
DTLZ2
7.08E-2⋆
3
(2.89E-3)
6.41E-3⋆
2
(1.24E-3)
DTLZ3
7.42E-2⋆
3
(5.55E-3)
5.23E-3⋆
2
(2.39E-4)
DTLZ4
6.97E-2⋆
3
(2.85E-3)
5.22E-3⋆
2
(2.41E-4)
DTLZ5
5.67E-3⋆
3
(3.32E-4)
5.11E-3⋆
2
(1.97E-4)
DTLZ6
4.90E-3⋆
3
(3.23E-4)
5.35E-3⋆
2
(4.13E-4)
DTLZ7
9.03E-2⋆
3
(5.79E-2)

4.2

SPEA2
3.88E-3⋆
(3.77E-5)
3.88E-3⋆
(3.22E-5)
4.73E-3⋆
(1.43E-4)
4.23E-3⋆
(3.91E-4)
4.25E-2⋆
(4.74E-4)
1.94E-3⋆
(1.43E-4)
1.95E-2
(2.43E-4)
4.28E-3⋆
(5.70E-5)
5.30E-2⋆
(7.26E-4)
7.06E-3⋆
(2.63E-3)
5.42E-2
(2.17E-3)
4.28E-3⋆
(4.28E-3)
5.39E-2⋆
(7.71E-4)
4.28E-3⋆
(5.55E-5)
4.59E-3⋆
(2.11E-4)
4.11E-3⋆
(2.19E-5)
3.91E-3⋆
(2.63E-5)
4.86E-3
(4.86E-3)
6.73E-2⋆
(5.05E-2)

MOEA/D
1.15E-1⋆
(1.32E-1)
4.66E-0⋆
(5.18E-0)
2.72E-1⋆
(2.30E-1)
3.19E-1⋆
(3.53E-1)
4.59E-2⋆
(1.95E-3)
2.10E-3⋆
(2.45E-4)
2.68E-2⋆
(4.01E-2)
4.11E-3⋆
(8.13E-5)
4.90E-2⋆
(1.91E-4)
1.68E-3⋆
(6.29E-3)
6.15E-2⋆
(1.02E-2)
9.95E-3⋆
(7.67E-3)
2.18E-1⋆
(2.65E-1)
4.26E-3⋆
(5.62E-5)
3.67E-2⋆
(3.82E-3)
4.15E-3⋆
(3.67E-5)
2.95E-2⋆
(1.11E-2)
8.83E-3⋆
(5.68E-5)
4.93E-1⋆
(2.71E-1)

PMOA
5.19E-3 ⋆
(2.81E-4)
5.28E-3⋆
(4.15E-4)
5.23E-3⋆
(2.68E-4)
1.78E+0⋆
(1.27E+0)
4.52E-2⋆
(1.05E-4)
1.09E+1⋆
(6.30E+0)
5.57E-3⋆
(2.96E-4)
1.12E+2⋆
(2.93E+1)
5.79E-3⋆
(2.12E-4)
5.49E-3⋆
(2.68E-4)
4.94E-3⋆
(1.68E-4)
5.45E+0⋆
(2.20E-4)
-

MOMC
5.25E-3⋆
(2.32E-4)
5.22E-3⋆
(2.52E-4)
5.55E-3⋆
(3.40E-4)
1.66E+0⋆
(1.09E+0)
4.39E-2⋆
(1.04E-3)
1.32E+1⋆
(5.84E+0)
3.22E+1⋆
(4.70E+0)
5.04E-3⋆
(1.52E-4)
4.88E-1⋆
(3.64E-2)
1.62E+2⋆
(2.52E+1)
2.13E+2⋆
(7.66E+0)
5.28E-3⋆
(1.73E-4)
9.84E-1⋆
(1.08E-1)
5.11E-3⋆
(1.81E-4)
3.90E-1⋆
(6.34E-2)
4.98E-3⋆
(2.35E-4)
1.16E-2⋆
(3.74E-3)
5.48E-3⋆
(2.09E-4)
7.56E-1⋆
(2.37E-1)

PPSDE SMG-MOMA
7.85E-3⋆
3.83E-3
(1.07E-2) (4.67E-5)
⋆
1.30E-2
3.85E-3
(6.13E-3) (2.85E-5)
⋆
1.10E-1
4.69E-3
(2.59E-2) (1.19E-4)
⋆
3.36E-2
3.82E-3
(2.00E-2) (3.57E-5)
5.12E-2⊖
4.45E-2
(3.81E-3) (1.61E-5)
⋆
1.51E-2
1.84E-3
(6.37E-2) (1.10E-5)
4.64E-2
1.94E-2
(8.43E-2) (1.25E-4)
8.80E-3⋆
4.15E-3
(6.50E-3) (3.84E-5)
⋆
8.07E-2
5.25E-2
(1.44E-2) (5.36E-4)
1.98E-2⋆
4.15E-3
(9.58E-3) (1.46E-4)
2.19E-0⋆
5.81E-2
(2.87E-0) (1.79E-2)
1.04E-2⋆
4.13E-3
(7.01E-3) (3.39E-5)
6.08E-2
5.30E-2
(2.12E-2) (6.28E-4)
7.50E-3⋆
4.15E-3
(4.59E-3) (4.02E-5)
1.09E-2⋆
4.12E-3
(1.67E-3) (8.38E-5)
2.34E-1⋆
4.09E-3
(9.87E-2) (2.34E-5)
⋆
2.64E-0
3.89E-3
(1.00E-0) (2.26E-5)
⋆
1.28E-2
4.81E-3
(2.67E-3) (1.20E-4)
⋆
1.59E-1
5.59E-2
(4.31E-2) (1.81E-3)

Experimental Results and Analysis

Table 1 presents the mean and standard deviation of IGD of the seven considered
algorithms on ZDT1-ZDT4, ZDT6 for 2-objective problems and DTLZ1-DTLZ7
for both 2 and 3-objective problems, where the best mean on each test instance
is highlighted in boldface. We also give the statistical test based on wilcoxon
rank sum test [14]. Speciﬁcally, in each result, we marked a symbol ⋆ to show
the signiﬁcant diﬀerence between our algorithm and other baselines. The result
⋆
indicates a rejection of the null hypothesis at the 0.05 signiﬁcance level. From
Table 1, we can see that our algorithm SMG-MOMA has the signiﬁcant diﬀerence
comparing to other baselines.
Note that the table does not contain any result of PMOA on test instances with
3 objectives due to the fact that it can not be directly applied to solve 3-objective
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Table 2. Mean and standard deviation of CM values of the six compared algorithms
on ZDT1 to ZDT4, ZDT6 and DTLZ1 to DTLZ7.
Problem Obj.
ZDT1

2

ZDT2

2

ZDT3

2

ZDT4

2

ZDT6

2
2

DTLZ1
3
2
DTLZ2
3
2
DTLZ3
3
2
DTLZ4
3
2
DTLZ5
3
2
DTLZ6
3
2
DTLZ7
3

NSGA-II
1.77E-3⋆
(1.41E-3)
1.34E-3⋆
(1.18E-3)
3.05E-3⋆
(2.14E-3)
2.46E-3⋆
(1.46E-3)
1.16E-2⋆
(1.04E-2)
1.60E-3⋆
(1.10E-3)
3.66E-2⋆
(1.20E-3)
1.86E-3⋆
(1.15E-3)
5.37E-2⋆
(1.74E-3)
3.83E-3⋆
(1.17E-3)
3.30E-1⋆
(7.54E-1)
2.28E-3⋆
(1.36E-3)
5.36E-2⋆
(1.95E-3)
1.85E-3⋆
(1.12E-3)
5.67E-3⋆
(3.32E-4)
1.31E-3⋆
(1.19E-3)
4.79E-3⋆
(3.27E-4)
2.70E-3⋆
(2.25E-3)
6.97E-2⋆
(3.12E-3)

SPEA2
1.23E-3
(8.19E-5)
8.11E-4⋆
(5.97E-5)
2.86E-3⋆
(1.30E-4)
1.97E-3⋆
(6.47E-4)
1.43E-2⋆
(1.48E-2)
1.15E-3⋆
(5.53E-4)
7.03E-2⋆
(2.97E-1)
1.14E-3⋆
(9.57E-5)
2.43E-2⋆
(1.31E-3)
5.12E-3⋆
(2.28E-3)
6.33E-1⋆
(9.98E-1)
1.15E-3⋆
(6.36E-5)
2.52E-2⋆
(9.96E-4)
1.10E-3⋆
(9.27E-5)
2.59E-3⋆
(5.46E-4)
7.90E-4⋆
(4.80E-5)
9.62E-4
(4.46E-5)
1.76E-3
(1.34E-4)
3.02E-2⋆
(1.43E-3)

MOEA/D
1.51E-2⋆
(4.40E-2)
4.28E-0⋆
(5.20E-0)
1.18E-2
(2.99E-2)
1.26E-1⋆
(2.76E-1)
6.12E-3⋆
(8.51E-3)
1.89E-3⋆
(8.14E-4)
1.54E-2⋆
(1.68E-3)
8.51E-4
(1.50E-5)
1.91E-2
(3.18E-4)
1.58E-2⋆
(6.72E-3)
3.82E-2⋆
(1.34E-2)
1.49E-3⋆
(1.52E-4)
3.26E-2⋆
(3.33E-2)
8.64E-4⋆
(4.23E-5)
1.39E-3
(7.02E-4)
7.85E-4⋆
(3.84E-5)
2.10E-3⋆
(3.62E-3)
1.52E-3⋆
(2.10E-4)
1.24E-1⋆
(1.86E-1)

PMOA
2.37E-3⋆
(4.25E-4)
1.85E-3⋆
(6.41E-4)
2.74E+0⋆
(1.45E-4)
1.95E+0⋆
(1.42E+0)
3.76E-1⋆
(1.54E-1)
2.79E+1⋆
(1.50E+1)
1.74E-3⋆
(1.79E-4)
1.12E+2⋆
(2.95E+1)
1.86E-3⋆
(1.42E-4)
1.72E-3⋆
(1.44E-4)
7.65E-4
(4.85E-5)
1.96E-3⋆
(2.76E-4)
-

MOMC
2.44E-3⋆
(2.18E-4)
1.80E-3⋆
(1.76E-4)
3.26E-3⋆
(2.09E-4)
1.80E+0⋆
(1.22E+0)
6.95E-3⋆
(1.62E-2)
3.04E+1⋆
(1.34E+1)
1.02E+2⋆
(7.35E+0)
1.25E-3⋆
(1.03E-4)
1.00E+0⋆
(1.02E-1)
1.65E+2⋆
(2.58E+1)
2.53E+2⋆
(6.61E+0)
1.35E-3⋆
(1.20E-4)
6.77E-1⋆
(1.14E-1)
1.22E-3⋆
(8.28E-5)
1.29E+0⋆
(1.94E-1)
7.81E-4
(4.04E-5)
3.14E-2⋆
(5.38E-2)
2.07E-3⋆
(1.05E-4)
1.75E-2⋆
(1.83E-3)

PPSDE SMG-MOMA
1.59E-3⋆
1.12E-3
(6.54E-4) (6.42E-5)
⋆
3.93E-3
8.01E-4
(1.71E-3) (4.17E-5)
⋆
2.24E-3
2.82E-3
(5.35E-4) (1.03E-4)
7.70E-2
1.15E-3
(3.62E-1) (8.36E-5)
⋆
7.34E-3
8.46E-4
(2.71E-3) (4.19E-5)
2.68E-2
7.01E-4
(1.39E-1) (4.74E-5)
⋆
9.51E-1
1.42E-2
(3.72E-0) (7.22E-4)
1.37E-3⋆
8.98E-4
(7.44E-4)
(7.82E-5)
⋆
3.30E-2
2.30E-2
(8.31E-3)
(9.98E-4)
7.37E-3⋆
8.50E-4
(8.82E-3) (5.68E-5)
8.49E-0⋆
3.68E-2
(2.05E+1) (2.64E-2)
1.48E-3
8.86E-4
(7.77E-4) (6.42E-5)
2.82E-2
2.34E-2
(1.05E-2) (1.08E-3)
1.26E-3⋆
8.90E-4
(8.11E-4)
(6.51E-5)
8.76E-3⋆
1.52E-3
(3.87E-3)
(2.14E-4)
2.41E-1⋆
7.74E-4
(1.01E-1)
(4.37E-5)
⋆
3.72E-0
9.34E-4
(1.44E-0) (5.06E-5)
⋆
4.80E-3
1.74E-3
(2.30E-3)
(9.79E-4)
⋆
7.55E-2
2.90E-2
(1.81E-2)
(6.90E-4)

optimization problems. From Table 1, we can ﬁnd that the three compared multiobjective membrane algorithms PMOA, MOMC and PPSDE perform well on
some of the test instances. It is obvious that PPSDE achieved better performance
than PMOA, MOMC averaging over the 19 test instances. The performance of
three popular multi-objective evolutionary algorithms, NSGA-II, SPEA2 and
MOEA/D is also very promising on the ZDT and DTLZ test instances. Among
the 7 multi-objective optimization algorithms under consideration, the proposed
SMG-MOMA performs the best on the test instances in terms of IGD. For all
19 test instances, SMG-MOMA achieved the best IGD on 14 test instances, and
the second best IGD on the rest 5 test instances. Therefore, we can conclude
that the proposed SMG-MOMA is more suited to solve MOPs.
To further verify the performance of the proposed algorithm, we also present
the mean and standard deviation of CM and SM on the ZDT and DTLZ test
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Table 3. Mean and standard deviation of SM values of the six compared algorithms
on ZDT1 to ZDT4, ZDT6 and DTLZ1 to DTLZ7.
Problem Obj.
ZDT1

2

ZDT2

2

ZDT3

2

ZDT4

2

ZDT6

2
2

DTLZ1
3
2
DTLZ2
3
2
DTLZ3
3
2
DTLZ4
3
2
DTLZ5
3
2
DTLZ6
3
2
DTLZ7
3

NSGA-II
7.32E-3⋆
(8.02E-4)
7.31E-3⋆
(6.51E-4)
7.63E-3⋆
(1.87E-3)
7.32E-3⋆
(6.86E-4)
8.90E-2⋆
(1.22E-1)
3.74E-3⋆
(3.79E-4)
2.14E-2⋆
(2.08E-3)
6.72E-3⋆
(7.25E-4)
5.73E-2⋆
(4.75E-3)
7.36E-3⋆
(1.81E-3)
2.75E-0⋆
(7.72E-0)
6.84E-3⋆
(7.30E-4)
5.82E-2⋆
(5.29E-3)
6.74E-3⋆
(7.15E-4)
8.73E-3⋆
(6.84E-4)
7.29E-3⋆
(7.26E-4)
8.68E-3⋆
(8.06E-4)
8.11E-3⋆
(7.25E-4)
6.82E-2⋆
(8.72E-3)

SPEA2
3.17E-3
(3.54E-4)
3.33E-3⋆
(2.21E-4)
3.64E-3
(5.02E-4)
3.10E-3⋆
(2.50E-4)
9.70E-2⋆
(1.39E-1)
1.41E-3⋆
(1.25E-4)
2.88E-1
(1.51E-0)
3.45E-3⋆
(2.97E-4)
2.40E-2⋆
(2.40E-2)
3.69E-3⋆
(8.55E-4)
3.92E-0⋆
(6.22E-0)
3.35E-3⋆
(1.05E-3)
2.44E-2
(2.22E-3)
3.59E-3⋆
(3.42E-4)
4.72E-3⋆
(3.36E-4)
3.58E-3⋆
(3.88E-4)
4.50E-3⋆
(4.09E-4)
4.12E-3
(3.81E-4)
3.26E-2
(4.90E-3)

MOEA/D
1.43E-1⋆
(3.89E-1)
2.25E-2
(1.16E-2)
7.82E-2⋆
(1.12E-1)
1.89E-1⋆
(5.27E-1)
3.32E-2⋆
(4.34E-2)
6.05E-4⋆
(3.93E-4)
7.15E-3⋆
(1.24E-2)
6.06E-3⋆
(1.77E-4)
5.53E-2⋆
(2.57E-3)
5.84E-3⋆
(4.36E-4)
5.29E-2⋆
(3.48E-3)
1.22E-2
(1.11E-2)
1.24E-1⋆
(9.52E-2)
6.01E-3⋆
(1.78E-4)
2.65E-2⋆
(9.65E-3)
6.32E-3⋆
(1.99E-4)
4.74E-2⋆
(1.30E-2)
2.55E-2⋆
(2.14E-3)
8.85E-1
(1.46E-0)

PMOA
7.14E-3⋆
(1.21E-3)
7,14E-3⋆
(9.03E-4)
7.50E-3⋆
(9.97E-4)
1.57E-2⋆
(2.35E-2)
4.35E-1⋆
(2.48E-1)
5.64E-1⋆
(9.10E-1)
7.18E-3⋆
(7.25E-4)
8.63E-1⋆
(4.82E-1)
7.57E-3⋆
(6.93E-4)
7.42E-3⋆
(7.72E-4)
6.86E-3⋆
(6.32E-4)
7.59E-3⋆
(6.09E-4)
-

MOMC
6.54E-3⋆
(7.07E-4)
6.32E-3⋆
(4.60E-4)
7.25E-3⋆
(5.98E-4)
9.50E-3⋆
(1.67E-3)
5.28E-2⋆
(1.65E-1)
1.64E-1⋆
(1.52E-1)
1.45E+1⋆
(8.28E+0)
6.50E-3⋆
( 5.25E-4)
1.82E-1⋆
(3.49E-2)
6.31E+0⋆
(1.97E+1)
3.54E+1⋆
(2.72E+1)
6.24E-3⋆
(4.21E-4)
6.45E-1⋆
(3.81E-1)
6.26E-3⋆
(7.12E-4)
1.84E-1⋆
(5.00E-2)
6.57E-3⋆
(7.04E-4)
2.29E-1⋆
(3.51E-1)
7.25E-3⋆
(5.38E-4)
3.78E-2
(1.78E-2)

PPSDE SMG-MOMA
1.36E-2⋆
2.96E-3
(1.19E-2) (3.38E-4)
⋆
2.77E-2
3.09E-3
(1.44E-2) (3.33E-4)
⋆
1.41E-1
3.50E-3
(3.36E-2) (3.97E-4)
⋆
6.75E-2
2.92E-3
(1.38E-1) (2.72E-4)
⋆
1.52E-2
2.35E-3
(8.01E-3) (2.23E-4)
8.45E-3
1.39E-3
(2.08E-2) (1.25E-4)
6.71E-1
7.56E-3
(2.46E-0) (7.17E-4)
1.38E-2⋆
3.31E-3
(9.95E-3) (3.42E-4)
⋆
6.43E-2
2.26E-2
(1.25E-2) (2.56E-3)
2.27E-2⋆
3.37E-3
(1.02E-2) (5.83E-4)
4.02E-0⋆
5.25E-1
(8.55E-0) (5.26E-0)
1.63E-2⋆
3.22E-3
(1.07E-2) (3.08E-4)
6.57E-2⋆
2.33E-2
(1.58E-2) (1.91E-3)
1.23E-2⋆
3.22E-3
(8.02E-3) (3.27E-4)
1.19E-2⋆
4.33E-3
(1.20E-3) (3.50E-4)
1.92E-2⋆
3.38E-3
(1.51E-2) (3.71E-4)
⋆
2.65E-1
4.09E-3
(9.32E-2) (4.17E-4)
⋆
1.36E-2
3.80E-3
(2.63E-3) (4.03E-4)
⋆
7.44E-2
3.06E-2
(9.15E-3) (2.76E-3)

problems as shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. Note that each of CM and SM
in Tables 2 and 3 are obtained averaging over 30 independent runs, and the best
mean is highlighted in boldface. From Table 2, we can ﬁnd that similar results
can be obtained on the test instances in terms of CM. The proposed SMGMOMA achieved the best CM value averaging over 11 test instances, except
for the part of the DTLZ problems, which means that the proposed algorithm
has better averaging convergence than the six compared algorithms. In terms
of diversity of searched solution sets, the performance of SMG-MOMA is more
competitive on the test instances. Among the seven compared algorithms, SMGMOMA achieved the best SM value on each of the 16 test instances, and for
DTLZ1 2 and 3-objective problems and DTLZ3 3-objective problems, SMGMOMA is no better than MOEA/D, therefore, MOMA/D can get better results
for complicated problems.
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Fig. 3. Obtained non-dominated solutions with the seven multi-objective optimization
algorithms on ZDT1.
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Fig. 4. Obtained non-dominated solutions with the six multi-objective optimization
algorithms on 3-objective DTLZ2.

From the above empirical results on performance indicators, we can conclude
that the proposed SMG-MOMA can achieve solution sets with higher convergence accuracy and better distribution comparing to the six baseline algorithms.
This conclusion can also be intuitively observed from Figs. 3 and 4, which plot
the obtained non-dominated solutions with the six algorithms on problems of
ZDT1 and 3-objective DTLZ2. From the ﬁgures, it is clearly shown that the
non-dominated solutions obtained by SMG-MOMA have the best distribution
among the six algorithms except MOEA/D in 3-objective DTLZ2, which also
veriﬁes the advantage of SMG-MOMA over other most algorithms. However, for
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Fig. 5. The IGD values over the ratio of size population in skin membrane and the
total size of populations in both internal and skin membranes is 200.

the part of DTLZ problems, compared with the MOEA/D, SMG-MOMA does
not account for any advantage.
Our algorithm contains a parameter, the ratio of size of population in skin membrane to the total size of all populations used. Diﬀerent ratios of size of population in skin membrane would have an impact on our algorithm. Following, we
show the performance changes under diﬀerent ratios of size of population in skin
membrane on ZDT1-ZDT4 and DTLZ1-DTLZ3 with 2-objective problems, the
total population size is set to 200. The algorithms with diﬀerent ratios repeat for
30 independent times and stop by 50000 function evaluations. Fig. 5 shows the
IGD values with diﬀerent ratios of the size of population in skin membrane and
the total population size is 200. For example, the population size in skin membrane is 60 and the population size in each of the two internal membranes is 70,
then the ratio of size of population in skin membrane is 60/(60+70+70)=0.3. As
shown in the ﬁgure, it is not diﬃcult to ﬁnd the best IGD value of our algorithm
on all test instances is obtained at the ratio of 0.5. Therefore, it is suggested
that the population in skin membrane has the same size as that of populations
in two internal membranes when SMG-MOMA is used to solve MOPs.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, based on membrane computing models, we proposed a novel evolutionary multi-objective algorithm named SMG-MOMA. Speciﬁcally, we propose
to use the skin membrane to guide the evolution of internal membranes, and a
guiding strategy is suggested to ensure the performance of our algorithm by con-
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sidering the convergence and distribution simultaneously. Experimental results
show that, compared with existing P system based multi-objective algorithms
and popular multi-objective evolutionary algorithms, the proposed algorithm
SMG-MOMA is very competitive in terms of both convergence and diversity.
These empirical results illustrate that the idea of skin membrane guiding the evolution of internal membranes is eﬀective in designing a promising multi-objective
membrane algorithm for solving MOPs.
An interesting work for future investigation is to consider the idea of designing
membrane algorithms for handling many-objective optimization problems (i.e.,
MOPs with more than three objectives). Due to the fact that most solutions
will be non-dominated with each other, the Pareto dominance related convergence metric that has been adopted in SMG-MOMA may lost its eﬀectiveness to
guild the convergence of populations in internal membranes. Hence, new strategy
of skin membrane guiding strategy needs to be developed for designing manyobjective membrane algorithms. Another work that deserves further investigation is to verify the performance of SMG-MOMA on real-world MOPs.
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Abstract. The diﬀerence of protein sequence or protein structure can
be used for the construction of molecular evolutionary tree or phylogenetic tree with certain hierarchy and topology. The divergent points in the
tree suggest that new genes appeared or common ancestors varied. The
lengths of the branch in the tree show the evolution distances between
proteins when divergences happened. The analysis of protein evolution
can propose some methods for molecular evolution of various species and
can conﬁrm the accurate status in the evolution history. Moreover, the
molecular evolution tree of proteins is a strong evidence for species classiﬁcation. In the paper, the trees are constructed by the regular express
of protein sequences and the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm.
The proposed method in the paper can be used conveniently and can
give reliable results, which beneﬁt the biology computing and sequence
analysis.
Keywords: Regular expression; Evolutionary tree; Expectation maximization algorithm

1

Introduction

The diﬀerence of protein sequence or protein structure can be used for the construction of molecular evolutionary tree or phylogenetic tree with certain hierarchy and topology[1]. The divergent points in the tree suggest that new genes
appeared or common ancestors varied. The lengths of the branch in the tree show
the evolution distances between proteins when divergences happened. Recently,
there are three main methods for tree building:
(1). Neighbor-joining (NJ) method[2]. The NJ method uses the minimum
evolution algorism, which can give the topology structure and branch length,
but does not test the topology. During the reconstruction of evolution tree with
the NJ method, the various numbers of divergence can occur in the branch and
⋆

Corresponding author.
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the assumption of the UPGMA(unweighted pair-group method with arithmetic
means) method can be canceled[3]. The results from the simulation in silicon
suggested that the NJ method is one of the most eﬃcient algorism for the reconstruction of evolution tree based on the distance data[4-8]. The NJ method
minimum the total distance by the calculation of paired classiﬁcation units with
nearest distant or neighbors[2,9-10]. The advantage is the building accuracy and
fast computing with small assumptions and one ﬁnal tree can be achieved. The
disadvantage is the equal weight in every sites and the low tolerance of the difference among the molecular sequences. The NJ method is suitable for the short
sequences with high identity and small mutation[11-12].
(2). Maximum parsimony (MP) method[13]. The MP method computes all
of the possible topology and selects the structure with the least substitution
number as the best tree (maximum parsimony tree)[14]. Compared with other
methods, the MP method does not use the statistic models of substitution models
for nucleotide or amino acid, which is very suitable for some special molecular
data such as biomarker and gene ﬂoating[15-16]. The MP method can achieve
the accurate or real phylogenetic tree when the sequences do not have reversal
mutations or parallel mutations and the mutation number is relatively large.
The MP method does not give the only candidate tree when the sequences have
many reversal mutations or parallel mutations[17]. The computing errors can
occur when the sequences have small number of mutations during the building
of phylogenetic tree. The MP method is suitable for the sequences with low
identity and similar mutation rate [18].
(3). Maximum likelihood (ML) method[19]. The ML method is ﬁrstly used in
the analysis of gene frequency data [20]. The probability of residues in each site
were ﬁrstly considered. Then, the likelihood was computed after all the substitution probabilities for speciﬁc site were accumulated. To construct the evolution
tree with the ML method, the best substitution model should be tested ﬁrstly,
such as Jukes-Cantor modelKimuar two parameter modelGeneral two parameter
model and other models. After the best model was selected, the ML method can
give the precise tree. The main disadvantage is high intensity calculation and
time consuming[21].
In the paper, a iteration algorism (Expectation Maximization Algorithm,
EM) was proposed to estimate the maximum likelihood or maximum posteriori
probability with hidden variables. 27 protein sequences (human, 22; mouse, 5)
were used. By the EM algorism, the regular expression (RE) of segments with
high identity among the input sequences were searched ﬁrstly and the RE was
treated and analyzed to build the evolution tree. The sequences with high identity shared the same RE. The length of RE was positively related with the
total identities among the sequences in each RE. The numbers for the sequences
belonging to the same RE were calculated and the sequences were grouped by
a reasonable cut-oﬀ value. Since the RE was created from the alignment of sequences, the sequences in each group were closed related. The relationship among
the groups was determined by the similarities of all REs in each group. Repeatedly, the sequences and their phylogenetic relationship in each group can be
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analyzed by the same strategy. Finally, the reliability of the built tree was tested
by the software Phylip. Good results were got, which suggested our method are
robust.

2

Method

REs were ﬁrstly got by the input protein sequences in MEME server (http:
//meme.nbcr.net/meme/cgi-bin/meme.cgi). Various sequences were included
in each RE. The fact that the higher the identity of sequences is, the larger the
probability belonging to the same RE is, was used to construct the evolution
tree in the paper. The algorism was listed as below:
Step 1: Matrix initializating
Two initial matrices (A[m][m] = 0; B[m][m] = 0) were ﬁrstly created, where
m represented the number of protein sequences. Then, Vector C[n] was created,
where n represented the number of RE and C[t] represented the length of the
t − th RE.
Step 2: Counting
A[i][j] = A[i][j] + 1, A[i][j] = A[j][i]andB[i][j] = B[i][j] + C[r], B[i][j] =
B[j][i], if both the i − th sequence and the j − th sequence i < jwere included in
the r − th RE. The iteration was not stopped until all the RE were considered.
Step3: Dimension decreasing.
Searching the maximum value A[i][j](i < j).
(1) A[i][k] = (A[i][k] + A[j][k])/2, A[k][i] = A[i][k], A[k][j] = A[j][k] = 0, and
B[i][k] = (B[i][k] + B[j][k])/2, B[k][i] = B[i][k], B[k][j] = B[j][k] = 0, if only two
maximum values existed (M AX = A[i][j] = A[j][i]). Then, output i and j.
(2) If the number of maximum value was 4 (M AX = A[i][j] = A[j][i] =
A[p][q] = A[q][p]), compare A[i][j] and A[p][q] in matrix B. The same for the
more numbers. Then, computing like step a and output i and j .
Step 4: Looping.
Implement the third step again until only one row in matrices A andB were
not zero. Finally, N − 1 arrays were output.
Step 5: Tree constructing.
The phylogenetic relationship among the protein was determined by the output arrays. The tree was constructed by the rules listed below: (1) The original
tree was shown in ﬁgure 1 if the ﬁrst output was (1, 2).

Fig. 1. The original tree in round one.
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(2) The tree was shown in ﬁgure 2a if the second output was (1, 3), where 1
represent (1, 2). If the second output did not include 1, the tree was shown in
ﬁgure 2b. Two temporary branches were drawn.

Fig. 2. The tree in round two. a with 1. b not with 1.

(3) The tree was shown in ﬁgure 3 if the third output was (1, 4), the second
output was (1, 3) and (4, 5), the ﬁrst output was (1, 2). It was noted that the
branch in each step should be represented by small number after each array was
outputted.

Fig. 3. The tree in round three.

(4) Continue by the same rules until all the arrays were used and the ﬁnal
tree was drawn. The tree ﬁles can be shown in treeview and the codes were listed
in the supplementary ﬁle 4.

3

Implementation

Totally, 27 protein sequences were used in the paper (Table 1). The supplementary ﬁle 1 is the raw data.
All the sequences were download from the database in the NCBI server
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/).
The REs were generated after the 27 protein sequences were input into the
MEME server as shown in the supplementary ﬁle 3. The details for the parameter
setting were listed in the supplementary ﬁle 2. As shown in table 2, The ﬁrst RE
included protein sequence 1232122232425 and 26.
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Table 1: 27 protein sequences for the tree.
No.
1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21

22
23
24
25
26
27

Protein Sequence Annotation
Mouse
> gi|568915237|ref |XP0 06498720.1|P REDICT ED : casein
kinaseIIsubunitalphaisof ormX1[M usmusculus]
> gi|578835362|ref |XP0 06723611.1|P REDICT ED : casein
kinaseIIsubunitalphaisof ormX1[Homosapiens]
> gi|375493534|ref |N P0 01243615.1|casein
kinase2, alpha1polypeptide − like[Homosapiens]
Chicken
> gi|157833994|pdb|1T OP |AChainA, StructureOf Chicken
SkeletalM uscleT roponin − CAt1.78AngstromsResolution
> gi|45382067|ref |N P9 90781.1|troponinC, skeletalmuscle[Gallusgallus]
> gi|45384092|ref |N P9 90464.1|troponinC, slowskeletaland
cardiacmuscles[Gallusgallus]
Rice
> gi|33358179|pdb|1U AS|AChainA, CrystalStructureOf RiceAlpha − Galactosidase
> gi|297610712|ref |N P0 01064939.2|Os10g0493600[OryzasativaJaponicaGroup]
> gi|115474081|ref |N P0 01060639.1|Os07g0679300[OryzasativaJaponicaGroup]
Rabbit
> gi|499142068|pdb|4HM R|BChainB, CrystalStructureOf
M utantRabbitP rp121 − 230(s170n/s174n)
> gi|655710741|ref |XP0 08254358.1|P REDICT ED :
majorprionproteinisof ormX1[Oryctolaguscuniculus]
> gi|126722778|ref |N P0 01075490.1|major
prionproteinprecursor[Oryctolaguscuniculus]
Pig
> gi|494386|pdb|1M Y G|BChainB, HighResolution
X − RayStructuresOf P igM etmyoglobinAndT woCd3
M utantsM b(Lys45− > Arg)AndM b(Lys45− > Ser)
> gi|47523546|ref |N P9 99401.1|myoglobin[Susscrof a]
> gi|335297301|ref |XP0 03131227.2|P REDICT ED : cytoglobin[Susscrof a]
Dog
> gi|645985805|pdb|4ODD|CChainC, Crystal
StructureOf ADogLipocalinAllergen
> gi|545557111|ref |XP0 05641025.1|P REDICT ED : allergen
Canf 4isof ormX1[Canislupusf amiliaris]
> gi|300116720|ref |N P0 01177855.1|allergen
Canf 4precursor[Canislupusf amiliaris]
> gi|545557338|ref |XP0 03435564.2|P REDICT ED : odorant − binding
protein − like[Canislupusf amiliaris]
> gi|345806766|ref |XP0 03435497.1|P REDICT ED : odorant − binding
protein − like[Canislupusf amiliaris]
Human
> gi|388603974|pdb|3U 87|BChainB, StructureOf A
ChimericConstructOf HumanCk2alphaAndHumanCk2alpha′
InComplexW ithAN on − hydrolysableAtp − analogue
> gi|578835362|ref |XP0 06723611.1|P REDICT ED : casein
kinaseIIsubunitalphaisof ormX1[Homosapiens]
> gi|375493534|ref |N P0 01243615.1|caseinkinase2, alpha1
polypeptide − like[Homosapiens]
> gi|4503097|ref |N P0 01887.1|caseinkinaseIIsubunitalpha′ [Homosapiens]
> gi|530423591|ref |XP0 05255856.1|P REDICT ED : casein
kinaseIIsubunitalpha′ isof ormX1[Homosapiens]
> gi|530423593|ref |XP0 05255857.1|P REDICT ED : casein
kinaseIIsubunitalpha′ isof ormX2[Homosapiens]
> gi|4506085|ref |N P0 02745.1|mitogen − activatedproteinkinase13[Homosapiens]
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Table 2. The tree in round three.
RE No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Protein No.
1 2 3 21 22 23 24 25 26;
1 2 3 21 22 23 24 25 26;
1 2 3 21 22 23 24 26;
1 2 3 21 22 23 24 25 26;
1 2 3 21 22 23 24 25;
1 2 3 21 22 23 24 25 26;
1 2 3 21 22 23;
16 17 18 19 20;
16 17 18 19 20;
4 5 6 10 11 12 16 17 18;
1 2 3 21 22 23 24 25 26;
7 8 10 11 12;
1 2 3 21 22 23 24 25 26;
7 8 9;
7 8 9;
17 18 19 20;
4 5 6 7 8 9 13 14;
7 8 9;
21 24 25 26;
1 2 3 21 22 23 24 25 26;

The ﬁnal tree were listed as below: (((((((((((1, 2), 3), 21), 22), 23), 24), 25),
26), 27), (((17, 18), 19), 20)), (((((4, 5), 6), ((10, 11), 12)), 16), (((((7, 8), 9),
13), 14), 15))). The tree diagram can be shown in treeview software.

4

Result

As shown in ﬁgure 4, the reconstructed evolution relationships between EM
and other three algorithms were similar. The species could be grouped clearly.
The relation between human and mouse was the most closed. All the results
conﬁrmed that the EM method is accuracy and robust.

5

Conclusion

Although the method proposed in the paper got the good results, high identity
of molecular sequences was required. The EM algorism may not be suit for the
species with far evolution relationship. Moreover, the cut-oﬀ value can be further
optimized (Value 2 in the paper).
Acknowledgments. The authors thank the ﬁnancial support for the work from
Chinese National Natural Science Foundation (61370105, 61379059, 61272071,
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Fig. 4. The tree in round three.
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Abstract. Degree-constrained spanning tree problem (DCSTP for short)
is a kind of classical NP complete problems, and it is widely used in
the ﬁelds of distribution network planning, mobile services etc. Finding
all spanning trees with the maximum degree is limited to k is called
All-DCSTP problem. At present, the algorithms to solve the degreeconstrained minimum spanning tree problem are more common, and
they can ﬁnd out all satisfying spanning trees. In this paper, we propose a method to determine a spanning tree and design a P system to
solve All-DCSTP problem based on this method. Our work provides a
new and eﬀective method to solve All-DCSTP problem in a distributed
and parallel manner.
Keywords: spanning tree, degree constrained, DCSTP, All-DCSTP, Membrane computing, P system

1

Introduction

Membrane computing (also called P systems), introduced by Pǎun in 1998, is
a branch of natural computing and it takes the living cell as multi-hierarchical
structural regions which are referred as the membranes [1]. Up to now, many
variants of P systems, including cell-like [2, 3], tissue-like [4, 5] and neural-like
ones [6–8], have been investigated and most of them are proved to be universal
and eﬃcient. Diﬀerent P systems are proposed to solve the problems in the ﬁeld
of computer science, such as NP problems [9–11], arithmetic operations [12, 13],
matrix vector computation [14] and image processing [15].
Degree-constrained spanning tree problem (DCSTP for short) is one kind of
classical NP complete problems, and has been widely applied in distribution network planning [16], mobile services [17] etc. Many researches focus on DCSTP,
but most of them solve restricted versions, such as Degree-constrained minimum
spanning tree problem [18]. In the ﬁeld of membrane computing, there are no researches for the DCSTP yet, and it is no doubt that solving All-DCSTP problem
by P systems will bring a higher challenge.
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All-DCSTP problem is ﬁnding spanning trees with the maximum degree
limited to k, where k is a given integer and not larger than the number of the
′
vertices in G. If G is a no circle connected component in graph G = (V, E),
′
add an edge e which is adjacent to two vertices in G , then it will constitute a
′
circle in G . Based on this observation, we can present a method to determine
a spanning tree and design a P system with membrane division to solve AllDCSTP problem.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces P system,
the deﬁnitions of DCSTP and All-DCSTP, and proposes a method for determining a spanning tree. In Section 3, P system ΠAll−DCSTP is deﬁned and the
procedure of solving All-DCSTP problem is described with its evolution rules
designed. Section 4 illustrates how ΠAll−DCSTP can solve All-DCSTP problem
eﬀectively by giving an instance. The last section draws some conclusions for
this paper.

2
2.1

Foundations
The basic model of P systems

Up to now, there are several models of the membrane computing have been
proposed, our work in this paper is based on cell-like P system. As shown in
Fig.1, the membrane structure of P system is mainly composed of skin and
hierarchically arranged set of membranes (they are usually identiﬁed by labels),
a number of regions are divided by these membranes. The skin is the outermost
membrane which is used to separate the P system from the external environment,
and the outside is called environment. If a membrane does not contain any other
membranes, it is usually called elementary membrane.
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Fig. 1. The structure of cell-like P system [2]

For convenience, we call cell-like P system as P system in the rest of the
paper. A P system can be deﬁned as [2]:
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Π = (O, µ, ω1 , · · · , ωm , R1 , · · · , Rm , io )

3

(1)

Where,
(i) O is an alphabet, each symbol represents one kind of objects in P system.
(ii) µ is a membrane structure with m membranes, labeled by 1, 2, · · ·, m,
and the skin membrane is 0.
(iii) ωi (1 ≤ i ≤ m) is a multiset over O in member i. For example, there
are 3 copies of object a and 2 copies of object b in membrane i, then we have
ωi = a3 b2 . ωi = λ means that there is no object in membrane i.
(iv) Ri (1 ≤ i ≤ m) is ﬁnite sets of possible evolution rules over O associated
with the regions i of µ. The rules in Ri are of the form U → V |a, where a ∈ O,
′
′
′
U ∈ O+ , V = V or V = V δ, V ∈ (O × T ar)∗ , and T ar = {here; out; inj |1 ≤
j ≤ m}. Here means V is remained in the same region, out means V goes out
of the region, and inj means V goes to inner membrane j. δ is a special symbol
not in O, and it means that the membrane includes it will be dissolved and the
contents of this membrane will be left in the outer one. Object a is a promoter
in rule U → V |a, this rule can only be applied in the presence of object a. For a
rewrite rule a2 b → ac3 |d, when the object d exists, there are 2 copies of object
a and 1 copy of object b will be consumed with 1 copy of object a and 3 copies
of object c produced. In addition, the rules in Ri with priority is the form of
(u → v, k), where, u → v is a rewrite rule, k is the priority of the rule, the
smaller k the higher priority is, and the rule has the highest priority when k=1.
(v) io is the output region of the system and it saves the ﬁnal result when
the whole system halts.
Besides,we need the membrane division rules [20], which is the form of
[a]i → [b]i [c]i , a, b, c ∈ O. The rule means that membrane i is divided into
two membranes with object a is replaced to be objects b and c respectively.
In P systems, while there is no rules can be applied, then the P system will
halt. In each membrane, rules are applied according to the following principles:
(1) Non-determinism. Suppose n rules compete for the reactants which can
only support m (m < n) rules to be applied, then the m rules are chosen nondeterministically.
(2) Maximal parallelism. All of the rules that can be applied must be applied
simultaneously.
2.2

Definitions of DCSTP and All-DCSTP

Definition 1 [19] Given an undirected graph G with n vertices and m edges, a
degree-constrained spanning tree T of G is a spanning tree where the maximum
vertex degree is limited to a certain constant k (k is a given integer and k ≤ n).
Degree-constrained spanning tree problem (DCSTP for short) asks whether a
particular graph has such a spanning tree for a particular k, where k is a given
integer and k ≤ n.
Definition 2 Finding out all of degree-constrained spanning tree is called
All-DCSTP problem.
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For a spanning tree T , its vertex set is the same as the vertex set of graph G,
so ﬁnding a spanning tree problem can be reduced as ﬁnding such an edge set that
can make up a spanning tree. For Fig.2, let k=2, then the edge sets of the AllDCSTP solutions are {e12 , e15 , e35 , e34 }, {e12 , e15 , e45 , e34 }, {e12 , e13 , e35 , e45 },
{e12 , e13 , e34 , e45 }, {e12 , e25 , e35 , e34 }, {e12 , e25 , e45 , e34 }, {e25 , e15 , e13 , e34 }, and
{e25 , e45 , e34 , e13 }.

e15
v1

v5
e13

e12

v2

e25

e35

e45

v3

e34

v4

Fig. 2. Graph G = (V, E)

2.3

The method for determining a spanning tree

At present, the researches in DCSTP are mainly concentrated in solving degreeconstrained minimum spanning tree [18]. Comparatively, there are less of methods proposed to solve All-DCSTP problem. In this subsection, we propose a
method for determining a spanning tree to solve All-DCSTP problem.
′
If G is a no circle connected component in G, then add an edge e which is
′
′
adjacent to two vertices in G , then it will constitute a circle in G . Thus, it is not
′
′
′
hard to propose a method for determining a spanning tree: let G =< V , E >,
′
′
with E only contains one edge e and V only containing two vertices which are
′
associated with edge e; select another edge e which is adjacent to one of vertices
′
′
′
in V , then add the other vertex in e into V ; if two vertices are the same in V ,
′
it means that there is a circle in G and this set will be given up; otherwise, put
′
′
′
′
e into E ; then repeat the steps above until |E | = n-1, |E | is the number of
′
edges in G . In this process, we can also add a constraint to determine whether
the maximum degree is limited to a certain constant k. At last, we can get a
k-degree-constrained spanning tree, and All-DCSTP can be solved based on it.
And Fig.3 gives the ﬂow chart of this method.

3

A P system for Solving All-DCSTP

In this section we discuss how to solve All-DCSTP by P systems. For convenience,
we have some conventions in the rest of this paper:
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Begin

Initialize : G=<V,E>,n=|V|,E’=Ȉ,V’=Ȉ

Select an edge e from E randomly, put e into E’, put e’s vertices into V’

|E’| ≥ n-1

yes

no
Select an edge adjacent to one of those vertices in V’

Add the other vertex of the selected edge into V’

Put the edge into E’

Does it exist two vertices
in V’ are the same ?

yes

Output˖E’

End

Output: E’ isn’t
a spanning tree

no

no

Is maximum degree of vertices
in V’ larger than k ?

yes

Fig. 3. The ﬂow chart for determining a spanning tree

(1) Let |X| denote the cardinality of X, namely, the number of objects in X.
For examples, |a2 b3 c5 |=10;
(2) P system ΠAll−DCST P is used to ﬁnd out all spanning trees of graph
G(V, E), which is undirected and unweighted with |V | = n, |E| = m. The
maximum vertex degree in every spanning tree is limited to a certain constant
k, where k is a given integer and k ≤ n.
3.1

Definition of ΠAll−DCSTP

The P system for solving All-DCSTP problem can be deﬁned as:
ΠAll−DCSTP = (O, µ, ω, R, ρ, io )

(2)

where,
(1) O is an object set with the following conventions: objects eij and vij
(1 ≤ i ≤ |V | = n, 1 ≤ j ≤ |V | = n, and i ̸= j) denote edges in the graph G,
among them, the label i and j respectively denote the i-th and j-th vertex, then
objects eij and vij denote an edge is associated with i-th vertex and j-th vertex
in the graph G; the cardinality of object s is used to denote the number of edges
it also needs to form a spanning tree in the current membrane, and the initial
value of the cardinality of object s is n-1; the cardinality of object t is used to
denote the times of the current membrane can be divided, and the initial value
of the cardinality of object t is m − (n − 1) + 1 = m − n + 2; wi and ui are used
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to denote the i-th vertex in G; the cardinality of object qi is used to denote the
degree of the i-th vertex in the current membrane, and the initial value of the
cardinality of object qi is 0; and other objects, such as a, b, c, d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 , d5
are used to control the application of the rules.
(2) µ is membrane structure in the initial conﬁguration of ΠAll−DCSTP . As
Fig.4(a) shows that membrane 1 is nested in membrane 0. During ΠAll−DCSTP
evolves, some new membranes are dynamically created, these new membranes
are all labeled with 1 and they have the same rules as membrane 1.

""
!
(a) Initial conﬁguration
Fig. 4

!
!

(b) Final conﬁguration

Membrane structures in the initial and final configurations of
ΠAll−DCSTP

(3) ω is the multiset in the initial conﬁguration of ΠAll−DCSTP : there is no
object in membrane 0; and membrane 1 includes the following objects:
-eij , represents the edge associated with i-th vertex and j-th vertex in G.
-s, the cardinality of s represents the number of edges it also needs to form
a spanning tree.
-t, the cardinality of t represents the times of the current membrane can be
divided.
-a, it triggers the current membrane to divide.
-c, it controls the rules to be applied.
(4) R is the rule sets in the membranes, all of the rules are designed in
subsection 3.3.
(5) ρ is the priority set of the rules in membrane.
(6) io =1, when the whole system halts, the ﬁnal result can be obtained in
the membranes labeled with 1 which are included in membrane 0. As shown in
Fig.4(b), each membrane with the label 1 corresponds to a spanning tree with
the maximum degree is limited to a certain constant k.
3.2

The procedure of solving All-DCSTP problem by ΠAll−DCSTP

Follow with the method shown in subsection 2.3, we can design the procedure
for solving All-DCSTP problem by ΠAll−DCSTP below:
Where,
(i) Before the computation, it needs to initialize the P systems. In this paper,
the initial objects are all in the membrane 1 of the initial conﬁguration shown
in Fig.5(a). Those objects are: a, c, tm−n+2 , sn−1 , {eij }, where, m denotes
the number of the edges, n is the number of the vertexes, the cardinality of t
represents the times of the current membrane can be divided (|t| = m−n+2), the
cardinality of s represents the number of edges it also needs to form a spanning
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Procedure for solving All − DCSTP problem by ΠAll−DCSTP
(i) Input : G =< V, E >, k
(ii) Output : all the spanning trees with the maximum degree is not larger than k
Begin :
For eij ∈ E { // randomly select eij from E
(iii) Using division rules of membrane, divide membrane 1 into two membranes.
One membrane gives up eij and continues to select another eij to divide.
(iv) The other one replaces eij with pij and creates objects bui uj qi qj .
If ( a membrane contains object b )
//perform in each membrane 1 simultaneously, with b triggers the membrane
//division
{
(v)
If (the number of the objects in the form of pij is equal to n-1)
{
Dissolve all the useless objects except objects pij those contained in the
current membrane by applying the dissolving rules, and the current
membrane is corresponding to one of the spanning trees.
}
(vi)
Else If ( ∃eij ∈ E , ui denotes a vertex of eij , and ui in the current
membrane )
{
Using division rules to divide membrane 1 into two membranes.
One membrane gives up eij and continues to select another eij to divide.
(vii)
The other one replaces eij with pij and creates objects ui′ qi qj .
// ui′ denotes the other vertex associated with eij .
(viii)
If (ui in the current membrane, |ui | < 2 ) {
(ix)
If (qi in the current membrane, |qi | ≤ k ) {
Current membrane continues to apply division rules.
}
Else{
Dissolve current membrane and its all objects by applying the
dissolving rules of membrane.
}
}
Else{
Dissolve current membrane and its all objects by applying the
dissolving rules of membrane.
}
}
}
}
End
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tree (|s| = n−1), eij denotes the edge with i-th vertex and j-th vertex associated,
{eij } denotes the set of objects in form of eij , a controls the current membrane
to divide, c controls the rules to be applied.
(ii) Output is a series of membranes, each of those contains a set of objects
pij , with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and i ̸= j in the same pij , and pij represents the
edge with i-th vertex and j-th vertex associated in G. That means the content
of each membrane is one of the solutions of All-DCSTP.
(iii) At the beginning, the connected component of G is empty, thus, there
is no need to detect whether it will constitute a circle, it can apply rules to
membrane division immediately.
(iv) Object pij also denotes an edge with i-th vertex and j-th vertex associated, and it will be a member of the result set for output. Object ui denotes
the i-th vertex, the cardinality of qi denotes the degree of the i-th vertex in the
current membrane.
(v) if the number of the objects in the form of pij is equal to n-1, that means
the number of vertices in the connected component in G is equal to n-1, then
we can make a conclusion that the connected component is one of the spanning
trees we need.
(vi) For every edge eij in G, it has two vertices associated with, if there is one
of them exists in the connected component of G, then add eij into the connected
component and will not aﬀect its connectivity. Thus, the object eij we selected
must to be adjacent to one of the objects in form of ui in the current membrane.
(vii) After (vi), we see that edge eij has one vertex (namely, ui for distinguish)
in the current connected component, so we just need to add the other vertex
into the component as well. Thus, it needs to create another object ui′ , which
is diﬀerent from ui in the current membrane. And object qi is created to make
degree of the i-th vertex plus one, and qj is the same.
(viii) For a connected component in G, vertex ui , a path to arrive vertex uj ,
with i ̸= j. If there are two same vertices, then it has a paph from one vertex
to itself, that is a circle. Thus, only if the vertices are unique, then it will not
constitute a circle. So, it needs to check whether the number of ui is smaller
than 2.
(ix) The cardinality of qi denotes the degree of the i-th vertex in the current
membrane, so it needs to check whether its value is larger k, if not, it can
continue, otherwise, it needs to terminate.
Fig.5 shows the schematic diagrams for the procedure of solving All-DCSTP
′
problem by ΠAll−DCSTP . And {eij } denotes the set of objects in form of eij
except the one selected in the current membrane division, {pij } denotes the set
of objects in form of pij .
The time complexity of the operation in ΠAll−DCSTP is O(n). And the rule
sets of this P system will be given in the next subsection.
3.3

The rules of ΠAll−DCSTP

According to the procedure of solving All-DCSTP problem by ΠAll−DCSTP in
subsection 3.2, we can design the evolution rules in ΠAll−DCSTP .
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The schematic diagrams for the procedure of solving All-DCSTP
problem by ΠAll−DCSTP

(1) Selecting edge
r1 : ([actseij ] → [bctqi qj ui uj pij ][acs], 1), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n
When the objects a, c, s,t and eij occur in membrane 1, the rule r1 will be
applied, then the membrane 1 will be divided into two membranes: the labels
and polarizations of the new membranes is the same as the ones of membrane
1; multiset acts will evolve into bct or acs, object eij will be replaced in one
new membrane by the new objects qi qj ui uj pij ; the remaining objects will be
duplicated.
But when the number of the edges rest in graph G is too small, so that it
cannot constitute a spanning tree, then there is no need to continue. Thus, when
there is no object t rest in the current membrane, then it needs to dissolve all the
objects in the current membrane and the membrane itself. The rules are below:
r2 : (acs → d4 , 2)
r3 : (s → λ|d4 )
r4 : (eij → λ|d4 )
r5 : (d4 → δ)
When there is no object t rest, then it will apply the rule r2 , with objects
acs will be replaced with d4 , and then the rules r2 ∼ r5 can only be applied to
dissolve all the useless objects in membrane in the presence of object d4 , and it
will dissolve the current membrane at the same time.
(2) Adding edge
r6 : (bstui eij → std1 ui wj vij , 3)
r7 : (bstuj eij → std1 uj wi vij , 3)
If object ui or uj and eij exist at the same time, and objects bst occur in
the current membrane, the rule r6 or r7 will be applied, then eij will evolve into
vij and wi or wj , multiset bst will evolve into std1 . At this point, there is object
wi or wj , which represents i-th or j-th vertex, exists in the current membrane,
then rule r8 or r9 will be applied. The rules r8 and r9 are below:
r8 : ([d1 ctswi vij ] → [bctqi qj ui pij ][bcs])
r9 : ([d1 ctswj vij ] → [bctqi qj uj pij ][bcs])
As shown in above rules, current membrane will be divided into two new
membranes, one of them will record objects vij and wi or wj , those represent
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the information of the added edge, and object wi or wj will evolve into object
ui or uj , which represents the i-th or j-th vertex has been added into the result
vertex set, and object vij will evolve into objects qi qj pij , a copy of qi represents
the degree of i-th vertex plus one, pij represents the edge associated with i-th
and j-th vertex has been added into the result edge set. Another new membrane
will not record the current added edge.
(3) Dealing with circle
Obviously, if there exists a circle in the selected edge set, the edge set cannot
constitute a spanning tree. In ΠAll−DCSTP , ui , uj in one membrane at the same
time, with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and i ̸= j, represents that i-th vertex has one
and only one path to arrive j-th vertex. But if there are two copies of ui in one
membrane at same time, that means there is one path from i-th vertex to itself,
that is a circle in graph theory. For such membrane, we need to dissolve it. The
speciﬁc rules are below:
r10 : (bui ui → d3 , 1)
r11 : (ui → λ|d3 )
r12 : (pij → λ|d3 )
r13 : (eij → λ|d3 )
r14 : (vij → λ|d3 )
r15 : (t → λ|d3 )
r16 : (s → λ|d3 )
r17 : (c → λ|d3 )
r18 : (d3 → δ)
If there are two copies of object ui in the current membrane, with 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
and object b occurs in the membrane, the rule r10 will be applied with multiset
bui ui will be evolved into object d3 . The rules r11 ∼ r17 can only be applied to
dissolve all the useless objects in membrane in the presence of object d3 , then it
will apply the rule r18 to dissolve the current membrane.
(4) Dealing with degree constrained
As shown in the deﬁnition 1 in section 2.2, the maximum vertex degree in
spanning tree is limited to a certain constant k, where k is a given integer and
k ≤ n. Thus, if it appears a vertex with its degree is larger than k, then it does
not need to continue. The speciﬁc rules are below:
r19 : (bqi k+1 → d6 , 2)
r20 : (ui → λ|d6 )
r21 : (pij → λ|d6 )
r22 : (eij → λ|d6 )
r23 : (vij → λ|d6 )
r24 : (t → λ|d6 )
r25 : (s → λ|d6 )
r26 : (c → λ|d6 )
r27 : (d6 → δ)
If there are k+1 copies of object qi in the current membrane, with 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
and object b occurs in the membrane, the rule r19 will be applied, and multiset
bqi k+1 will be evolved into object d6 . The rules r20 ∼ r26 can only be applied to
dissolve all the useless objects in membrane in the presence of object d6 , then it
will apply the rule r27 to dissolve the current membrane.
(5) Dealing with the candidate solutions of lack of edges
As known that if the number of edges is less than n-1, it means that the
current edge set cannot constitute a spanning tree. When there exists object s
without object eij in a membrane, then we can make a conclusion that there is
not enough edges to constitute a spanning tree, thus, we need to dissolve the
corresponding membrane at this time. The speciﬁc rules are below:
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r28 : (bs → d2 , 4)
r29 : (ui → λ|d2 )
r30 : (pij → λ|d2 )
r31 : (c → λ|d2 )
r32 : (d2 → δ)
The priority of the rule r28 is 4, which is lower than rule r6 , r7 , r10 and
r19 , that means when it does not meet the rule r6 , r7 , r10 and r19 , and objects
bs occur in the current membrane, then it will apply rule r28 with objects bs
evolved to object d2 . The rules r29 ∼ r31 can only be applied to dissolve all the
useless objects in membrane in the presence of object d2 , then the rule r32 will
be applied to dissolve the current membrane.
(6) Finding out a solution
If the number of selected edges is equal to n-1, and the maximum vertex
degree is limited to a certain constant k, then we can make a conclusion that we
have found out a solution of All-DCSTP. In ΠAll−DCSTP , if there is no object s
rest in a membrane, it means that n-1 edges have been selected, then it will not
continue to division, and the useless objects will be dissolved in membrane. The
speciﬁc rules are below:
r33 : (bt → d5 , 5)
r34 : (ui → λ|d5 )
r35 : (eij → λ|d5 )
r36 : (d5 → λ)
As the rules shown above, if there is no object s in a membrane, and objects
bt occur in this membrane, then the rule r33 will be applied with objects bt
evolved in d5 , which is the premise condition of the rules r34 ∼ r35 applied. The
main function of the rules r34 ∼ r35 is dissolving all the useless objects except
objects pij for output.

4

Instance study

Now an instance, shown as Fig.2 in section 2.2, is given to illustrate how ΠAll−DCSTP
works. There are 5 vertices, 7 edges in Fig.2, that means n = 5, m = 7, and k
is the given positive integer, and k ≤ 5. For k = 2, then the current membrane
may divide for 4 times (|t| = m − n + 2 = 4), the number of edges it also needs
to form a spanning tree is 4 (|s| = n − 1 = 4), and what in the membrane 1
of the initial conﬁguration, shown as Fig.6 (a), are: act4 s4 e12 e13 e15 e25 e34 e35 e45 .
Then the speciﬁc processes are as follows.
As shown in Fig.6 (b), membrane 1 in the initial conﬁguration will be divided
by applying the rule r1 with the object eij selected randomly, in this instance,
the ﬁrst selected one is object e12 . Then the membrane 1 will be divided in two
new membranes labeled 1 as the same, and one of them contains object u1 u2 p12 ,
one copy of objects s is used, and other objects will be copied.
According to the rule r6 , try to select object e13 , then object b will be replaced
with d1 , and object e13 will be replaced with objects w3 v13 , just shown as Fig.6
(c). Then it begins to membrane division with the rule r9 applied, object v13 is
replaced to objects q1 q3 p13 , w3 is replaced with u3 , just shown as Fig.6 (d).
After applying a series of the evolution rules in membranes, it will appear a
membrane with only object pij , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and i ̸= j, contained.
According to the procedure of solving All-DCSTP problem by ΠAll−DCSTP in
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subsection 3.2, the set of object pij in membrane is one of the solutions of
ΠAll−DCSTP , shown as Fig.6 (e). When ΠAll−DCSTP halts, the ﬁnal results can
be found in the rest membranes included in membrane 0, and the set of objects
pij in every membrane 1 represents one of the spanning trees (because of the set
of vertices is the same, so the set of edges can also denote the spanning tree).
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(b) After applying rule r1
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(f) Final conﬁguration
Fig. 6

An instance for how ΠAll−DCSTP solves All-DCSTP problem

Just shown as Fig.6 (f) above, all the solutions of the instance are: {p12 , p15 ,
p35 , p34 }, {p12 , p15 , p45 , p34 }, {p12 , p13 , p35 , p45 }, {p12 , p13 , p34 , p45 }, {p12 , p25 , p35 ,
p34 }, {p12 , p25 , p45 , p34 }, {p25 , p15 , p13 , p34 }, and {p25 , p45 , p34 , p13 }.

5

Conclusions

DCSTP is one of the classical NP complete problems, it has numerous practical
applications and remains a diﬃculty to be solved eﬃciently. In this paper, we
construct a kind of P system for solving All-DCSTP, and demonstrate the eﬃciency and feasibility of the proposed P systems through an instance. Our work
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provides a new and eﬀective solution to All-DCSTP problem in a distributed
and parallel manner. Undoubtedly, ΠAll−DCSTP is also worth being improved,
the next work may focus on optimizing the detection of the degree constrain to
make our system run more eﬃciently.
Acknowledgments. This work was jointly supported by the Chongqing Natural Science Foundation (No. cstc2013jcyjA40046) and the Fundamental Research
Funds for the Central Universities (No. CDJZR11180003)
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AN IMPROVED CHAOS MOPSO
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Abstract. Recently, many studies are carried out with inspirations from
ecological phenomena for developing optimization techniques. A novel,
fast, eﬃcient and global multi-objective optimization algorithm, called
improved chaos multi-objective particle swarm optimization (ICMOPSO) algorithm, is introduced in the paper. The proposed algorithm originates from particle swarm optimization (PSO) and invasive weed optimization (IWO). Based on the novel and special advantages of the two
algorithms, the improved algorithm tries to combine their excellent features. From the spread of convergence and the optimality of solutions, the
experimental results performing on a number of common multi-objective
benchmark functions indicate that the improved algorithm is superior to
other existing MOPSO algorithms, and is successfully employed for a
variety of theoretical or practical application.
Keywords: particle swarm optimization, invasive weed optimization,
chaos, multi-objective optimization

1

Introduction

Up to now, many scholars and experts have been considerable amount of attention to move to multi-objective optimization, for solving all kinds of optimal
problems in the real-world society. For example, the problem of the optimal
distributed generation sizing and placement is to be solved by multi-objective
optimization method, in which the authors consider two objectives: minimizing
the total real power losses of the network and minimizing the overall distributed generation installation cost [1]. As for the issues of occupational health and
environmental in nature, most poisonous chemical materials removal process
can release various harmful substances, which enter the body of the operator
through ingestion and skin contact. As is known to all, these matters are not
acceptable for green manufacturing, such as electrical discharge machining (EDM)[2], gas fractionation unit operation [3]. Thereby the contribution of green
manufacturing plays a vital role in all manufacturing environments, aiming at
⋆
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eﬃciency maximization of the process, as well as minimization of environment
impacts during the manufacturing process. For this reason that the design of
small-scale direct driven turbomachines is a complex and cross-cutting task, the
author proposes an integrated approach to meet the demand of the ability to
operate on a wide range of inlet pressure, pressure ratios, and mass ﬂows [4]. In
the face of the puzzle that the local authorities hope to improve the health care
system of Parana State in Brazil, the authors propose an optimization-based
model for developing a better system in the municipalities of Parana into some
micro-regions [5]. Therefore, it is numerous evidences that multi-objective optimization algorithms have applied to various mechanical, physical, biological,
electronic, chemical and society domains.
Though single objective optimization algorithms have developed very mature and applied to all walks of life, they still have many limitations to solve
practical problems in the real-life. In this paper, a simple yet very power multiobjective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) algorithm based on the process
of biological evolution in nature, called improved chaos multi-objective particle
swarm optimization (ICMOPSO), is presented. The improved algorithm merges
the three new ideas which are chaotic maps [6–8], eﬃcient non-dominated sort
[9, 10], and invasive weed optimization (IWO) algorithm [11]. Therefore, the proposed algorithm improves convergence speed, runtime, and jumps out of local
optimum, and is applied to solve many practical problems in future.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 easily describes the PSO
and IWO algorithms background and basic scheme. Section 3 illustrates the proposed an improved chaos MOPSO algorithm. Section 4 reports a performance
study of the proposed algorithm, conducted on diﬀerent test functions to comparing with other algorithms, and it discusses and analyzes the results. Finally,
some conclusions and ideas are presented in section 5 for future work.

2

ALGORITHM BACKGROUND

2.1

Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is an evolutionary computation technique.
The algorithm (1995) is developed by Kennedy and Eberhart [12]. Contrary
to traditional evolutionary algorithms which only keep track of position, PSO
maintains information regarding position and velocity. During the process of evolution, the velocity and position update formulas for particle i at the dimension
d are shown in equations (1), (2), respectively,
Vid (t + 1) = w ∗ Vid (t) + c1 ∗ r1(pid (t) + xid (t)) + c2 ∗ r2(pgd (t) − xid (t)), (1)
xi (t + 1) = xi (t) + vi (t + 1)1 ≤ i ≤ K(2).

(2)

Where t is the current iteration, w is the inertia weight, and c1 and c2
are acceleration coeﬃcients, and r1 and r2 are random numbers with uniform
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distribution between 0 and 1. PSO has been found to be successful in a wide
variety of optimization tasks, but until now it has not been extended to deal
with multiple objectives.
PSO seems to be particularly suitable for multi-objective optimization mainly
because of the high speed of convergence of the single objective optimization
algorithm. So, Carlos et al. (2004) present MOPSO [13]. This algorithm is the
process of ﬁnding well-spread solutions of the Pareto front as diverse as possible.
First of all, MOPSO algorithm has better convergence property, stronger global
search ability. Next, this algorithm can make the position and velocity of diverse
solutions gain suitable update. What’s more, the non-dominated sorting way of
MOPSO can eﬃciently improve runtime. By now, numerous versions of MOPSO
with selection, reproduction, recombination, and mutation operators have been
development in the many domains. MOPSO algorithms have been used in a
large number of applications like energy industry [14], power system [15], neural
network system [16], etc.
2.2

Invasive Weed Optimization

IWO is a novel population based numerical stochastic, derivative free optimization algorithm inspired from the biological growth of weed plants. It is ﬁrst
developed and designed by Mehrabian and Lucas (2006) [11]. This technique is
based on the colonizing behavior of weed plants [17]. The various applications of
the IWO algorithm have been witnessed in many practical or real life problems.
The steps of the IWO algorithm are mentioned below:
Step 1 : (Initialization) A certain number of weeds are randomly spread over
in a small region of the search space. This initial population of each generation
will be termed as X=x1 , x2 , ..., xm .
Step 2 : (Reproduction) Each weed produces a number of seeds depending on
altering linearly from Nmin to Nmax , because the highest ranked weed produces
maximum number of seeds. The number of seeds can be computed using the
equation (3) below,
(Fi − Fworst )
(Nmax − Nmin ) + Nmin .
(3)
(Fbest − Fworst )
Where Fi is the ﬁtness of ith weed. Fworst and Fbest denote the worst and
best ﬁtness value in weed population.
Step 3 : (Spatial Distribution) The seeds are spread across the neighborhood
of the parent weed, and are added to the weed population. The varying standard
deviation of iteration is described by equation (4),
Nseeds =

itermax − iter n
) (σ0 − σf ) + σf .
(4)
itermax
Where itermax and iter are the maximum number of iteration cycles assigned
by the user and current iteration number, respectively. σ0 and σf are the predeﬁned initial and ﬁnal standard deviations, and n is the nonlinear modulation
index.
σiter = (
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Step 4 : (Competitive Exclusion) When the maximum number of weeds in a
colony is reached, each weed is ﬁrstly allowed to produce seeds according to the
mechanism mentioned in the Step 2. The produced seeds are then allowed to
spread over the search area according to the Step 3. When all seeds have found
their position in the search area, they are ranked together with their parents.
Next, weeds with worst ﬁtness are eliminated to reach the maximum allowable
population size Pmax in a colony. Finally, the population control mechanism
is also applied to their oﬀspring until the stopping criterion is met, realizing
competitive exclusion.
Multi-objective invasive weed optimization (MOIWO) (2011) arises at the
historic moment due to IWO that it is inspired from the ecological process of
weeds colonization and distribution, and is capable of solving general multidimensional, linear and nonlinear optimization problems with appreciable eﬃciency [18]. It has shown successful results in a number of practical applications
like network reconﬁguration [19], the location-routing problem [20], software industry [21] and controller design for aero-engines [22], etc.
2.3

Chaotic Maps

Chaotic maps play an important role in improving multi-objective evolutionary
algorithms (MOEAs) to avoid the local optima and speeding up the convergence. However, diﬀerent chaotic maps in diﬀerent phases have diﬀerent eﬀects
on MOEAs. Chaotic maps generate chaotic sequences in the process of evolutionary algorithms. In this paper, logistic map adopted the improved algorithm
can be used to improve the performance of ICMOPSO algorithm. Logistic map is
one of the simplest maps, and is introduced by May in 2004[24]. It is often cited
as an example that how complex behavior can arise from a very simple nonlinear
dynamical equation. Logistic map generates chaotic sequences in (0,1). This map
is formally deﬁned by the following equation (5),
xk+1 = axk (1 − xk ).

(5)

Parameter a is set to 4 in the simulation.
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According to the Section 2, it can be known that PSO and IWO have two different approaches for optimization. In the proposed algorithm, the colonization
process is similar to that of conventional MOIWO, which oﬀers good exploration
and diversity. However, the seeds are positioned according to the velocity and the
position equation of MOPSO. MOIWO is the guiding factor behind the success
of this algorithm, and MOPSO algorithm acts as a close aide [23].
In this paper, the proposed algorithm combines the two algorithms’ ideas,
and adds a sequential search strategy of eﬃcient non-dominated sorting (ENSSS) and chaotic maps. The novel algorithm is documented stepwise as follows
and the ﬂow chart of this algorithm is shown in Fig.1.
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Step 1 : A ﬁnite number of particles are randomly generated over the space
domains to initialize the population P OP and the speed of each particle.
Step 2 : Fitness value of each particle is ascertained according to the ﬁtness
function.
Step 3 : The positions of the particles are stored to the set Xa .
Step 4 : Via ENS-SS strategy, the non-dominated solutions set C is attained.
In addition, crowding distance is computed by the calculation equation(6),
d[i]distance = d[i]distance +

(d[i + 1]m − d[i − 1]m )
.
max − F min )
(Fm
m

(6)

So, we get Pg that is the best position of all particles in initialization process.
Step 5 : From iter=1 to the maximum number of generations;
Step 5.1 : Update the position and speed of all particles, then get new
objective vector collection, ﬁnally, get the global optimal particle Pg .
Step 5.2 : The global optimal particle Pg is optimized by chaotic maps.
Step 5.3 : The population is optimized by MOIWO algorithm.
Step 6: Next iter.
8 "  

#

Fig. 1. Flow Chart of ICMOPSO.
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EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

The proposed algorithm has been applied to deal with four diﬀerent benchmark
test problems, in which the algorithm demonstrates its performance by comparing to several established optimization techniques reported in literatures. For
the purpose of comparison, all the experiments are applied to the same basic
parameter settings, in which they are shown in Table 1. To facilitate the experimentation, we use the Matlab 7.0 to do simulation.
Table 1. ICMOPSO parameter values
Symbol
Quantity
N
Number of initial population
iter max Maximum number of iteration
c1
Learning factor
c2
Learning factor
wmax
Maximum weight value
wmin
Minimum weight value
Smax
Maximum number of seeds
Smin
Minimum number of seeds
δintial Initial value of standard deviation
δf inal Final value of standard deviation
n
Non-linear modulation index

4.1

value
100
300
2
2
0.9
0.4
5
2
0.6
0.001
1

Test Functions

In order to test the performance of the proposed algorithm and several established optimization algorithms reported in literatures, four widely used scalable
multi-objective benchmark problems, ZDT1, ZDT2, SCH, DEB, are chosen to evaluate the performance of these algorithms. In this experiment, chosen MOEAs
are tested in diﬀerent dimension objective space of these benchmark problems.
These problems characteristics are summarized in Table 2.
4.2

Performance Comparison

In this section, there are two highlights in the proposed algorithm, that is to say,
one using IWO algorithm, other using a sequential search strategy of eﬃcient
non-dominated sort. In order to better demonstrate performance of the proposed
algorithm, simulation results of ICMOPSO are compared with existing MOPSO
algorithm in the four test problems. These problems have a Pareto-optimal front
respectively. From Table 3, the runtime of the suggested algorithm can get largely improvement. The Pareto fronts obtained by several algorithms implemented
on some test problems are illustrated in Fig. 2∼5. It can be seen clearly that
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Table 2. Test Problems
Problem n Variable
bounds
ZDT1 30 [0,1]

Objective functions

Optimal
solutions
f1 (x) = x1
x1 ∈ [0, 1]
√
xi = 0, i
f2 (x) = g(x)[1∑− x1 /g(x)]
/
= 2, · · · , n
g(x) = 1 + 9( n
x
)
(n
−
1)
i=2 i

Comments

convex

ZDT2 30 [0,1]

x1 ∈ [0, 1]
xi = 0, i
= 2, · · · , n

nonconvex

SCH

x ∈ [0, 2]

convex

DEB

f1 (x) = x1
/
2
f2 (x) = g(x)[1∑− (x1 g(x))
]
/
n
g(x) = 1 + 9( i=2 xi ) (n − 1)
f1 (x) = x
1 [−103 , 103 ]
f2 (x) = (x − 2)2

f1 (x) = x1
x1 ∈ [0, 1]
f2 (x) = (1 + 10x2 )(1 − (x1 /
x = 0, i
2
(1 + 10x2 )) − (x1 / (1 + 10x2 )) i
= 2, · · · , n
sin(8Π(x1 ))

2 [0,1]

disconected

Pareto front found by ICMOPSO is the nearest to the true Pareto front. In addition, non-dominated solutions can distribute more uniformly in the proposed
algorithm. From Fig. 6∼9, experiment results indicate that the suggested algorithm is able to make non-dominated solutions fully jump out local optimum.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the chaotic map and IWO can solve local
optimum problems.
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Fig. 2. Non-dominated solutions with the two algorithms on ZDT1.
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Table 3. Runtime of MOPSO and ICMOPSO
Runtime(s) ZDT1
ZDT2
SCH
DEB
MOPSO 7.426618 9.763511 5.552819 19.95868
ICMOPSO 6.034772 5.832097 3.963133 8.093453
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Fig. 3. Non-dominated solutions with the two algorithms on ZDT2.
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Fig. 4. Non-dominated solutions with the two algorithms on SCH.
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Fig. 5. Non-dominated solutions with the two algorithms on DEB.
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Fig. 6. The best solution position with the two algorithms on ZDT1 .
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Fig. 7. The best solution position with the two algorithms on ZDT2.
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Fig. 8. The best solution position with the two algorithms on SCH.
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Fig. 9. The best solution position with the two algorithms on DEB.
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Conclution

In this paper, the standard MOPSO algorithm is extended and improved through
chaotic map and IWO algorithm. A newly developed ICMOPSO algorithm is
proposed. Its performance has been tested on the four benchmark functions.
The analysis of simulation results reveal that the algorithm proposed in this
article succeeds in achieving to the results closed to the real Pareto-optimal
values within a reasonable period of time. In terms of convergence rate, quality
and consistency in the solution, the performance of the proposed algorithm is
better than the original MOPSO algorithms in convergence rate and accuracy.
The next research content is how to get more satisﬁed solutions and apply to
complex practical problems. These are our future work.
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Abstract. Constrained global optimization is a very important and
challenging task in the ﬁeld of optimization, which is embedded in many
science and engineering optimization. In the paper, an improved dynamic
membrane evolutionary algorithm based on active membrane (DMEAAM)is proposed to solve engineering design problem. The method combines the dynamic membrane structure of P systems and ADE/PSO
search strategy. The performance of DMEA-AM is tested on several
well-known engineering deign problems. The results of simulation experiments show that the proposed algorithm is valid and outperforms
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Introduction

Engineering design problems are generally scale or nonlinear or constrained optimization problems, which are diﬃcult to solve them using traditional optimization techniques. Over the years, various metaheuristics have been developed to
solve engineering design problems by ﬁnding global optimum solutions. In 2007,
He and Wang [1] introduced a co-evolutionary particle swarm optimization approach (CPSO) to solve engineering design problems. In 2008, Wang and Yin
[2]developed a new ranking selection-based particle swarm optimizer (RSPSO)
for engineering design optimization problems. In RSPSO, the objective function
and constraints were handled separately. In 2009, Zahara and Kao [3] developed a hybrid NelderCMead simplex search and particle swarm optimization for
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constrained engineering design problems. In 2010, Kaveh and Talatahari [4] proposed an improved ant colony optimization for constrained engineering design
problems. In 2010, Coello [5] applied a new approach based on the combinations
of QPSO and Gaussian probability distribution to solve the continuous optimization problems of engineering design. In 2011, Kaveh and Talatahari [6] developed
a new hybrid algorithm by adding positive properties of the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithms to the charged system search (CSS) to solve constrained engineering optimization problems. In 2012, Akay and Karaboga [7]
proposed a artiﬁcial bee colony algorithm to solve engineering design problems.
In 2013, Melo et al. [8] proposed a multi-view diﬀerential evolution algorithm to
solve constrained engineering design problems by using several mutation strategies at each iteration. In 2014, Garg [9]proposed a penalty guided artiﬁcial bee
colony (ABC) algorithm to search the optimal solution of the engineering design
problem in the feasible region of the entire search space.
A new computing model, named membrane computing (i.e., P systems), was
presented by Gheorghe Paun [10] in 1998, which is abstracted from the structure and functioning of living cells as well as from the interactions between
living cells in tissues or higher-order biological structures. In recent years, many
variant of membrane computing models have developed rapidly, and also have
turned out that membrane computing has signiﬁcant potential to be applied to
various computationally hard problems [11] [12] [13] [14] [15]. Inspired by membrane computing and evolutionary algorithm, Nishida [16] [17] developed ﬁrstly
the membrane algorithms based on the nest membrane structure to solve the
traveling salesman problem. After Nishida, Huang et al. [18] proposed a membrane algorithm combining the conventional genetic algorithm to solve singleand multi-objective numerical optimization problems. Furthermore, Huang et
al. [19] used an optimization procedure based on the framework of membrane
computing to design the optimal controller for marine diesel engines. Zhang et
al. developed a quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithm based on P systems
was also developed to solve the knapsack problem [20], the radar emitter signals
problem [21], the satisﬁability problem [22], and the image processing [23]. In
2012, Xiao et al. [24] developed a membrane evolutionary algorithm to solve
the DNA encoding optimization problem. In 2013, Zhang et al. [25] proposed a
hybrid approach based on diﬀerential evolution and tissue membrane systems to
solve constrained manufacturing parameter optimization problems. In this paper, an improved bio-inspired algorithm based on dynamic membrane structure
and DE/PSO search strategy is proposed to solve engineering design problems.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the basic ideas of engineering
design problem are deﬁned. Section 3 proposes an improved algorithm based
on dynamic membrane structure and DE/PSO search strategy for engineering
design problems. Section 3 The simulation results and analyses are provided in
section 4 and section 5. Section 6 presents the conclusion and remarks on future
research.
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3

Engineering design problem

In real-world applications, many science and engineering optimization can be
characterized as constrained optimization problems, such as structural optimization, engineering design, VLSI design, and so on. Generally, the optimization of
engineering design problems can be mathematically formulated as follows:
M inimize
 f (X)
 gj (X) ≤ 0
s.t. hj (X) = 0

L≤X≤U

j = 1, 2, · · · , q
j = q + 1, q + 2, · · · , m

(1)

where X = (x1 , x2 , · · · , xn ) ∈ E n is an n-dimensional real vector that satisﬁes
the restrictions while minimizing the objective function f (X) , L = (l1 , l2 , · · · , ln )
and U = (u1 , u2 , · · · , un ) are the lower and upper bounds vectors with the condition that ld ≤ xd ≤ ud (d = 1, 2, · · · , n), respectively. gj (X) is the j inequality
constraint, hj (X) is the j equality constraint. m is the total number of the
constraints.

3
3.1

The improved dynamic membrane evolutionary
algorithm for CEDPs
P systems with active membrane

In this section, we start by introducing some concepts related to P systems with
active membranes. Generally, P systems can be classiﬁed into three categories:
cell-like P systems, tissue-like P systems and neural-like P systems [11]. The
membrane structure of a cell-like P system consists of several membranes arranged in a hierarchical structure inside a main membrane, called the skin. A
membrane without any other membrane inside is said to be elementary. A space
delimited by one membrane and the membrane immediately below it is called a
region, and the region of an elementary membrane is the space delimited by it.
Each region can contain a multiset of objects and a set of evolution rules as well
as communication rules. The membrane structure of a cell-like P system shown
in Figure 1,
A cell-like P system with active membrane based on evolution and communication rules is formally deﬁned as follows [24]:
Π = (O, u, L1 , · · · , Ln , R1 , · · · , Rn , i0 )

(2)

where
(i) O is the alphabet of objects.
(ii) µ is a membrane structure consisting of n membranes with membranes
(and hence regions) injectively labeled with 1, 2, · · · , n; n ≥ 1 is denoted as the
degree of system π .
(iii)Li are sets of strings over O , while Li is initially placed in region i.
(iv) i0 is the label of the output membrane.

4
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Fig. 1. The membrane structure of a cell-like P system

(v) Ri (1 ≤ i ≤ n)) are ﬁnite sets of evolution rules over O∗ . Ri is associated
with region i of µ , and it is deﬁned by the following forms:
(a) [ i s1 → s2 ] i , where i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, and s1 , s2 ∈ O∗ .
(Evolution rules: a rule of this type works on a string objects using the
local search algorithm or various evolution operators, and the new strings object
are created in region i.)
(b) s1 [ i ] i → [ i s2 ] i , where i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, and s1 , s2 ∈ O∗ .
(In communication rules: a string object is sent into region i.)
(c) [ i s1 ] i → [ i ] i s2 , where i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, and s1 , s2 ∈ O∗ .
(Out communication rules: a string object is sent out of region i.)
(d) [ i s1 ] i [ i s2 ] i → [ i s1 , s2 ] i , where s1 , s2 ∈ O∗ .
(Merging rule: two membrane are merged into a single membrane; the
objects of the former membranes are put together in the new membrane.)
(e) [ i W ] i → [ i U ] i [ i W − U ] i →, where W, U ∈ O∗ .
(Division rule: the membrane is separated two membrane with the same
labels; the objets from U are placed in the ﬁrst membrane, those from W-U are
placed in the other membrane.)
These rules are applied according the following principles:
(1) All rules are applied in a maximally parallel manner.
(2) Each object is used by one rule at most during each step.
(3) Each membrane is used by one rule at most during each step.
Further information about P systems has been provided by Paun [10].
3.2

An improved dynamic membrane algorithm

P systems with active membranes are a very hot research topic in membrane
computing, and the corresponding membrane algorithms have been used widely
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to solve various optimization problems. In the paper, the structure of the dynamic membrane algorithm with the fusion and division rules is shown in Figure
2.

Elementary membrane

Region
0

0

Divide rule

1

2

PSO

PSO

... ...

PSO

Global Search
mi

Best Individual

Communication

Skin membrane

Merge rule

Merge rule

Region

0

0
1

2

PSO

PSO
Divide rule

... ...
PSO

Global Search
Best Individual

mi+1
Communication

Fig. 2. The proposed algorithm based on dynamic membrane structure

In this structure, the elementary membranes are embedded in the skin membrane 0, and contain a multiset of objects and a set of evolutionary rules and
communication rules. In the computing process, all elementary membranes may
be merged into one membrane. Moreover, the merging membrane also may be
divided into the elementary membranes. For more details about P systems with
active membranes, please refer to [32]. The procedure of improved membrane
evolutionary algorithm is described as follows.
Step 1: Initial membrane structure with Nmax regions contained in the skin
membrane denoted by 0 is constructed. Randomly generate NS initial string
object in each elementary membrane.
Step 2: Implement simultaneously the particle swarm optimization based
on Gaussian distribution(PSO-GD) in each elementary membrane. The pseudo
code of PSO-GD is shown in Figure 3.
Step 3: Implement the merging rule, all elementary membranes are merged
into one elementary membrane mone , and the strings of each elementary membranes enter the membrane mone .

6
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PSO pseudo-code

// Initialization:
For i=1 to the swarm size do
Initialize Xi within the search range of (Xmin, Xmax) randomly;
Initialize Vi within the velocity range of (Vmin, Vmax) randomly;
Pbesti=Xi;
End for
Calculate the fitness of each particle;
Save the best position gbest;
// Loop:
While (Stop critierion) do
For i=1 to the swarm size do
Vit+1=| randn( ) |*(Pbestit-Xit)+|Randn( )|*(gbestt-Xit)
// | randn( ) | and |Randn( )| are random numbers generated using
// Gaussian probability distribution
Xit+1=Xit+ Vit+1
Pbestit+1=Pbestit
gbestt+1=gbestt
Evaluate fitness (Xit+1);
If fitness (Pbestit+1) < fitness (Xit+1) then
Update Pbestit+1 ;
End if
If fitness (gbestt+1) < fitness (Pit+1) then
Update gbestt+1 ;
End if
End for
End while
Fig. 3. The pseudo-code of PSO-GD
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Step 4: Implement the diﬀerential evolution (DE) in membrane mone to
update the strings object. The pseudo code of DE is shown in Figure 4 [33].

Fig. 4. The pseudo-code of DE

Step 5: Calculate the ﬁtness of each string object by ﬁtness function.
Step 6: Implement the communication rules, a copy of the best strings selected in the membrane mone is sent to the skin membrane, and the current best
strings are saved in the skin membrane.
Step 7: The algorithm checks if the stopping conditions are achieved. If the
stopping condition is met, then output results; otherwise go to Step 8.
Step 8: The membrane mone is divided into the same structure with the mi
elementary membranes, and the currently best strings and ⌊Ps /mi − 1⌋ strings
with the worst ﬁtness will be sent to each elementary membrane in turn by the
send-in communication rules, then go back to Step 2. mi is deﬁned as follows:

mi = mmax − ⌊

iter ∗ (mmax − mmin )
⌋
itermax

(3)

In the paper, the stopping condition is the maximum number of iterations.

8
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4

Experimental Results

In order to study the performance of our algorithm on real-world constrained
optimization problems, ﬁve well-known engineering design examples that are
chosen from [34]. In our experiment, the proposed algorithm is executed with
Matlab 7.0. For each example, 30 independent runs are carried out using our
proposed algorithms. The parameters used are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Parameters used for the proposed algorithm
Notation
itermax
ε
Ps
mmin
mmax
Nr
F
CR

4.1

Value
250
0.0001
60
5
10
30
0.7
1

Parameter
The max iteration number
Tolerated equality constraint violation
The swarm size
The min number of the elementary membrane
The max number of the elementary membrane
The number of independent run times for each test function
The scale factor of diﬀerential evolution
The crossover constant.

Welded beam design problem (Example 1)

The welded beam design problem was ﬁrstly proposed by Coello [28]. In this
problem, a welded beam is to ﬁnd the minimum fabricating cost subject to
constraints on shear stress τ , bending stress σ in the beam, buckling load Pb on
the bar, end deﬂection of the beam δ, and side constraints. There are four design
variables, namely the weld thickness h(x1 ), weld length l(x2 ), weld width t(x3 ),
and the beam thickness b(x4 ), as shown in Fig. 5.
The total fabricating cost mainly comprised of the setup, welding labor,
and material costs. The mathematical formulation of the welded beam design
problem can be deﬁned as follows [34].
Minimize:
f (X) = 1.10471x21 x2 + 0.04811x3 x4 (14 + x2 )

(4)

g1 (X) = τ (X) − 13600 ≤ 0

(5)

g2 (X) = σ(X) − 30000 ≤ 0

(6)

g3 (X) = x1 − x4 ≤ 0

(7)

g4 (X) = 0.10471x21 + 0.04811x3 x4 (14 + x2 ) − 5 ≤ 0

(8)

g5 (X) = 0.125 − x1 ≤ 0

(9)

Subject to:
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Fig. 5. Welded beam design problem (Example 1)

g6 (X) = δ(X) − 0.25 ≤ 0

(10)

g7 (X) = P − Pc (X) ≤ 0

(11)

0.1 ≤ x1 , x4 ≤ 2

(12)

0.1 ≤ x2 , x3 ≤ 10

(13)

Where:
τ (X) =

√
x2
(τ ′ )2 + 2τ ′ τ ′′
+ (τ ′′ )2
2R
τ′ = √

P
2x1 x2

MR
J
x2
M = P (L + )
2
√
x22
x1 + x3 2
R=
+(
)
4
2
[ 2
{
]}
√
x
x1 + x3 2
2x1 x2 2 + (
J =2
)
12
2
τ ′′ =

(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

6P L
x4 x23

(20)

4P L3
Ex33 x4

(21)

σ(X) =
δ(X) =

(14)
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Pc (X) =

4.013E

√
√
(x23 x64 /36)
x3
E
∗ (1 −
)
2
L
2L 4G

P = 6000 lb, L = 14 in, E = 30 ∗ 106 psi, G = 12 ∗ 106 psi,

(22)
(23)

The various methods are applied to this problem, such as cultural algorithms with evolutionary programming (CAEP) [35], co-evolutionary particle swarm
optimization (CPSO) [36], mine blast algorithm (MBA) [34], and Membrane
evolutionary algorithm (MEA) [37]. The comparison and statistical of the experiment results for the welded beam problem as reported in Table 2, where the
highlighted boldface is the better results.
Table 2. Comparison results for welded beam design problem (Example 1)

x1
x2
x3
x4
Best
Mean
Worst
Std.

Our Algorithm
0.2057296
3.4704889
9.0366240
0.2057296
1.7248523
1.7248524
1.7248526
6.58E-08

CAEP
0.205770
3.470500
9.036600
0.205700
1.724852
1.748831
1.782143
4.43E-01

MBA
0.205729
3.470493
9.036626
0.205729
1.724853
1.724853
1.724853
6.94E-19

MEA
0.205675
3.470993
9.040587
0.205728
1.725507
1.726594
1.728121
7.25E-04

CPSO
0.202369
3.544214
9.048210
0.205723
1.728024
1.748831
1.782143
1.29E-02

From Table 2, it can be seen that the best solution was obtained by our
algorithm and CAEP. Nevertheless, it is also clear that the proposed algorithm
performs better than other methods according to Mean. Moreover, the proposed
algorithm provides smaller Worst in 30 independent runs.
4.2

Tension/compression string design problem (Example 2)

Tension/compression string design problem is described in Arora [29]. The objective of tension/compression string is to ﬁnd the minimum weight subject to
constraints on shear stress, minimum deﬂection, surge frequency, limits on the
outside diameter, and on design variables. The design variables are the wire diameter d(x1 ), the mean coil diameter D(x2 ) , and the number of active coils
P (x3 ), which are shown in Fig. 6.
The problem can be stated as follows [34]:
Minimize:
f (X) = (x3 + 2)x2 x21

(24)

Subject to:
g1 (X) = 1 −

x32 x3
≤0
71785x41

(25)
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Fig. 6. The tension/compression string problem (Example 2)

g2 (X) =

4x22 − x1 x2
1
+
−1≤0
12566(x2 x31 − x41 ) 5108x21
140.45x1
≤0
x22 x3

(27)

x1 + x2
−1≤0
1.5

(28)

g3 (X) = 1 −

g4 (X) =

(26)

0.05 ≤ x1 ≤ 2

(29)

0.25 ≤ x2 ≤ 1.3

(30)

2 ≤ x3 ≤ 15

(31)

Table 3 present the comparison and statistical results of the experiment,
respectively. From Table 3, it can be seen that the best solution is found by
our algorithm. Nevertheless, our proposed algorithm performs better than other
evolutionary algorithms for Mean and Worst results. Moreover, the standard
deviation of our algorithm is very small in 30 independent runs.
Table 3. Comparison results for the tension/compression spring problem (Example 2)

x1
x2
x3
Best
Mean
Worst
Std.

Our Algorithm
0.051689033
0.356717077
11.28900460
0.012665232
0.012665232
0.012665233
1.42E-10

HEAA
0.015689
0.356729
11.288293
0.012665233
0.012665234
0.012665240
1.40E-09

CPSO
0.051728
0.357644
11.244543
0.0126747
0.0127300
0.0129240
5.20E-04

MBA
0.051656
0.355940
11.344665
0.012665
0.012713
0.012900
6.30E-05

MEA
0.051988
0.363936
10.892225
0.012681
0.012687
0.012694
2.94E-06
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Pressure vessel design problem (Example 3)

The pressure vessel design problem was proposed by Kannan and Karmer [30].
The objective is to minimize the total cost, including the cost of the material,
forming and welding. There are four variables, namely thickness of the shell
Ts (x1 ) , thickness of the head Th (x2 ), inner radius R(x3 ) and length of cylindrical
section of the vessel L(x4 ). Ts (x1 ) and Th (x2 ) are expected to be integer multiples
of 0.0625 in., and R and L are continuous variables. A cylindrical vessel is capped
at both ends by hemispherical head as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. The pressure vessel design problem (Example 3)

The optimization problem is formulated as follows [34]:
Minimize:
f (X) = 0.6224x1 x3 x4 + 1.7781x2 x23 + 3.1661x21 x4 + 19.84x21 x3

(32)

Subject to:
g1 (X) = −x1 + 0.0193x3 ≤ 0

(33)

g2 (X) = −x2 + 0.00954x3 ≤ 0

(34)

4
g3 (X) = −πx23 x4 − πx33 + 1296000 ≤ 0
3

(35)

g4 (X) = x4 − 240 ≤ 0

(36)

0 ≤ x1 , x2 ≤ 100

(37)

10 ≤ x3 , x4 ≤ 200

(38)
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The best solutions and their statistical simulation results are listed in Table
4. From Table 4, it can be observed that the proposed algorithm is robust and
ﬁnd solutions which are better than other evolutionary algorithm. Furthermore,
DMEA-AM ﬁnds a better Best, Mean, Worst and Std results.
Table 4. Comparison results for the pressure vessel example (Example 3)

x1
x2
x3
x4
Best
Mean
Worst
Std.

4.4

Our Algorithm
0.7781692
0.3846495
40.319644
199.9997
5885.3344
5885.3372
5885.3452
2.38E-06

CDE
0.8125
0.4375
42.098411
176.637690
6059.7340
6085.2303
6371.0455
43.0130

CPSO
0.8125
0.4375
42.0913
176.7465
6061.0777
6147.1332
6363.8041
86.45

MBA
0.7802
0.3856
40.4292
198.4964
5889.3216
6200.64765
6392.5062
160.34

MEA
0.827599
0.413794
42.703137
169.965254
6029.1811
6136.7807
6288.2630
56.76628

Speed reducer design problem (Example 4)

The speed reducer design problem was developed in Mezura-Montes [31]. The
aim is to be minimized weight subject to constraints on bending stress of the
gear teeth, surface stress, transverse detections of the shafts, and stresses in the
shafts. This problem has 7 variables: the face width b(x1 ), module of teeth m(x2 ),
number of teeth in the pinion z(x3 ), length of the ﬁrst shaft between bearings
l1(x4 ), length of the second shaft between bearings l2(x5 ), and the diameter of
ﬁrst d1(x6 ) and second shafts d2(x7 ). The cylindrical vessel is capped at both
ends by hemispherical head as shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. The speed reducer design problem (Example 4)

The optimization problem is formulated as follows [34]:
Minimize:
f (X) = 0.7854x1 x22 (3.3333x23 + 14.9334x3 − 43.0934) − 1.508x1 (x26 + x27 )
(39)
+7.4777(x36 + x37 ) + 0.7854(x4 x26 + x5 x27 )

14
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Subject to:
g1 (X) =

27
−1≤0
x1 x22 x3

(40)

g2 (X) =

397.5
−1≤0
x1 x22 x23

(41)

g3 (X) = −

1.93x34
−1≤0
x2 x46 x3

(42)

1.93x35
−1≤0
x2 x47 x3

(43)

g5 (X) =

[(745(x4 /x2 x3 ))2 + 16.9 ∗ 106 ]1/2
−1≤0
110x36

(44)

g6 (X) =

[(745(x5 /x2 x3 ))2 + 157.5 ∗ 106 ]1/2
−1≤0
85x37

(45)

g7 (X) =

x2 x3
−1≤0
40

(46)

g8 (X) =

5x2
−1≤0
x1

(47)

g9 (X) =

x1
−1≤0
12x2

(48)

g1 0(X) =

1.5x6 + 1.9
−1≤0
x4

(49)

g1 1(X) =

1.1x7 + 1.9
−1≤0
x5

(50)

g4 (X) =

where
2.6 ≤ x1 ≤ 3.6, 0.7 ≤ x2 ≤ 0.8, 17 ≤ x3 ≤ 28, 7.3 ≤ x4 , x5 ≤ 8.3

(51)

2.9 ≤ x6 ≤ 3.9, 5.0 ≤ x7 ≤ 5.5

(52)

The best solutions and their statistical simulation results are listed in Table
5. From Table 5, it can be observed that DMEA-AM ﬁnds a better Best, Mean,
and Worst, except for Std results.
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Table 5. Comparison results for the speed reducer design problem (Example 4)

x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7
Best
Mean
Worst
Std.

4.5

Our Algorithm
3.50000025
0.70000001
17.0000001
7.30000504
7.71532461
3.35021488
5.28665462
2994.476877
2994.473265
2994.471555
1.32E-03

MDE
3.500010
0.70000
17
7.300156
7.800027
3.350221
5.286685
2996.356689
2996.367220
N.A
8.2E-03

HEAA
3.500022
0.70000039
17.000012
7.300427
7.715377
3.350230
5.286663
2994.499107
2994.613368
2994.752311
7.0E-02

MBA
3.500000
0.700000
17.00000
7.300033
7.715772
3.350218
5.286654
2994.482453
2996.769019
2999.652444
1.56

PSO-DE
3.50000
0.70000
17.0000
7.30000
7.80000
3.350214
5.2866832
2996.348167
2996.348174
2996.348204
6.4E-06

Three-bar truss design problem (Example 5)

The three-bar truss problem is one of the engineering minimization test problems
for constrained algorithms. The optimization problem is formulated as follows
[34]:
Minimize:
√
(53)
f (X) = 100(2 2x1 + x2 )
Subject to:
√
2x1 + x2
−2≤0
g1 (X) = 2 √ 2
2x1 + 2x1 x2

(54)

x2
g2 (X) = 2 √ 2
−2≤0
2x1 + 2x1 x2

(55)

1
g3 (X) = 2 √
−2≤0
2x2 + x1

(56)

0 ≤ x1 , x2 ≤ 1

(57)

The best solutions and their statistical simulation results are listed in Table
6. From Table 6, the optimization results obtained by our algorithm slightly
outperformed the results given by other evolutionary algorithm in terms of statistical results.

5

Conclusions

In the paper, an improved dynamic membrane evolutionary algorithm based on
active membrane (DMEA-AM)was proposed to solve engineering design problem. The method combines the dynamic membrane structure of P systems and
ADE/PSO search strategy. The performance of DMEA-AM is tested on several
well-known engineering deign problems. By comparing with other evolutionary
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Table 6. Comparison results for the three-bar truss design problem problem (Example
5)

x1
x2
Best
Mean
Worst
Std.

Our Algorithm
0.78867513
0.40824829
263.895843
263.895843
263.895843
0

DEDS
0.78867513
0.40824828
263.895843
263.895843
263.895849
9.7E-07

PSO-DE
0.7886751
0.4082482
263.895843
263.895843
263.895843
4.5E-10

MBA
0.7885650
0.4085597
263.895825
263.897996
263.915983
3.93E-03

HEAA
N.A
N.A
263.895843
263.8958654
263.896099
4.9E-05

algorithms, our algorithm can get the good solutions for some well-known engineering design problems.
However, we have some further work to do. The dynamic membrane evolutionary algorithm based on the adaptive membrane structure will be considered.
We will apply the improved algorithm to solve other optimization hard problems.
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Application of An ExChange-Tree Factor in The
Two Stages of Algorithm for Solving Large-Scale
Network Problem
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Abstract. The paper presents a new evolutionary strategy for diﬀerent
node updates of the chromosome based on comprehensive consideration
of the characteristics of the crossover and mutation operation for improving the eﬃciency and accuracy of the algorithm in the traﬃc network
layout environment. And the fact that a large-scale, feasibility and optimality of the optimization scheme is build by introducing respectively
a new exchange-tree method and a new crossover and mutation operators in order to meet the demand of large-scale populations and the
feasibility and optimality of solutions in the process of producing some
chromosomes. And from the above mentioned methods can be known, a
chromosome is produced a circle by adding to an diﬀerent edge that existed in another chromosome compared to this algorithm and a new one
is obtained by calling exchange-Tree sub algorithm; Eventually, a multiangle analysis and a large-scale simulation experiment are carried out
for the improved algorithm, showing that calculations for this new algorithm based on a new performance analysis method in solving time and
eﬃciency agrees fairly well with the experimentally determined values,
which proves the eﬀectiveness of the algorithm.
Keywords: Large-Scale Network Problem; ExChange-Tree Factor; Improved Crossover Factor; Improved Mutation Factor;

1

Introduction

Driven by the current logistics industry model, it is an obvious important link in
logistics system planning in the distribution center location based on the largescale transportation network. The advantages and disadvantages of the scheme
directly aﬀect the logistics service cost and its service range of the whole logistics
⋆
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system, so scientiﬁc and careful selection of analysis is of great signiﬁcance for
network optimization problem in references [1–3].
Known from the above description: this problem based on the large-scale
network of distribution center has became a hot issue in some research areas,
and as continuously thorough from simple problem to complex problem and
from solving small scale network to large-scale network, it has been demonstrated that this problem has higher development demand in practical optimization
application[6, 7]. Thus it has caused many scholars to apply some heuristic algorithms to solve this problem: Reference [4] proposed that genetic algorithm is
selected to solve large-scale maximum expected covering location problems and
literature [5] studies on logistics distribution location by tabus search algorithm.
Some methods, such as a branch-and-cut algorithm in [8], a random-key genetic
algorithm[9], DNA molecules computation [10–15], a tabu search heuristic [16]
and so on, to solve minimum spanning tree are proposed in some research ﬁled.
In reference [18], Consoli et al proposed a greedy randomized adaptive search
and variable neighborhood search to deal with tree problem and reference [18]
used application of the improved genetic algorithm based on graph theory to
ﬁnish the minimum spanning tree problem.
(1) Description of Two Algorithms. The traﬃc network layout based on
contribution center proposed in reference [11] is considered the one who needs
to search for the optimal traﬃc network layout of the candidate distribution
center, and genetic algorithm is used to solve this problem; In order to overcome
the problem of medium scale in [11], a necessary improvement needs to be done
that can search an initial population of the genetic algorithm by applying Prim
Stochastic Algorithm(PSA) compared to [11], which the eﬃciency of generating
initial population of genetic algorithm is improved so as to expand this algorithm
to deal with the scale of the problem in improved prim algorithm.
(2) Defect of The Algorithm in Prim Stochastic Algorithm. The
above improvement, however, is still insuﬃcient in the further application, the
main reason that the computational eﬃciency of the improved algorithm in reference Prim Stochastic Algorithm basically reaches the limit when the scale of
the algorithm in PSA is expanded to two orders of magnitude of the one in [11] is
to produce more infeasible solutions during two stages with rising the scale of the
problem and populations than those of some small scales, which the operating
eﬃciency of the algorithm is seriously aﬀected.
(3) Improved Strategy for Introducing ExChange-Tree Factor(ECTF). These methods for solving the bottleneck problem of calculating
population scales are important way of directly producing feasible solutions because, in addition to the prim stochastic algorithm that are applying at present
behind completely randomly initialized population, there is a new way to be
introduced during two operation stages, such as the exchange tree factor, thus
avoiding the calculation of a great deal of infeasible solutions and lifting the
computational eﬃciency.
The directional selection mechanism is the result of the evolution that providing the algorithm with easier access to the production of initial population
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and the surmount of the blind random to obtain more speciﬁc search experience
based on the crossover and mutation operation, as well as the improvement of the
ﬁtness value of chromosomes when this algorithm introduced into the exchange
tree function produces the next generation population, gives this algorithm a
higher accuracy to express the performance than does simply making general
blind search and a single directional random search.
(4) Conclusion under The Factor. Proving that the bottleneck problem
of computational scales is broken by using an improved algorithm introduced
into an ExChange-tree factor. That is, genetic algorithm is no longer restricted
by the scale of the problem; And the computational accuracy is greatly improved
compared with that of traditional algorithm; Therefore, the algorithm is eﬀective
who use such systematic method based on this factor for the layout problem.

2

Deﬁnition of ExChange-Tree Factor and Design in Two
Operations

The key method to solve the blind crossover and mutation operation in traditional algorithm is to explore a new way that can make a chromosome carried
out with a random orientation in 2.1 section.
2.1

Suboptimal Algorithm for ECTF Feasible-Distributing

Proposition 1 Given an instance of the ECTF problem with two endpoints a
′
′
and b of an edge ei (ei ∈ E ∧ E ⊆ E) and a chromosome A; Compute set U,
and then apply algorithm ϑR to randomly select an edge ej (i ̸= j) in set U and
delete it; That obtaining a spanning must be feasible.
′

Proof. For simplicity, the paper use Tk to denote a circle set of subgraph G with
weighted value. At initial phrase, set U = ∅, one forward(reverse) search starts
from the point a(b), and let p0 = pb + wab denote initial length and compute
qk = pk + dk (k = 1, 2, · · · , t), where dk = (qk − pk ) and pk = pk−1 + w(k−1)k ; And
then judge whether qqk ≤ p0 is established or not, if established, U = U ∪ {<
k − 1, k >}, continue; else, break; Promptly, set U is stored in the deleted edges
which are satisﬁed the length constraint. Hence, arbitrarily delete an edge in set
U , the spanning tree is a new feasible tree.
(1) Deﬁnition of ExChange-Tree factor. The following thought, a major
introduction in this operator, is the complete description of phenomena through
which the point visited, beginning from two points a and b which are respectively searched by utilizing three strategies. The main steps of obtaining the
appropriate set U are presented as follows:
(I) Select a Depth-First Search and Backtracking algorithm for searching two
routes contained a and b when there is unused identity.
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a. Pick a point vk (vk ⊆ V ) and record its former and proximate node
vk−1 .
b. If ﬁnd node a(b), then all nodes from a(b) to root node are visited using
the backtracking method and stored them in set V ertex
(II) Select a point index = k with potential optimal value when all branches
wk ≤ p0 , and add to set U with the ability to delete any edge to ensure that
it is a feasible tree.
a. Pick the ﬁrst node from common root vm to current node vi of the set
Circle that has a ring in this tree are not in set U neighbor list,
CircleNei ∩ UNek = ∅.
b. If not empty and satisﬁes LCp0 , then add ei to set U;
c. Otherwise, reselect an edge from set V ertex and assign it to ei .
(2) The Description Process of Decoding. The pseudo code for the
exchange-tree operator is shown in ALGORIT HM 1 as below:

Procedure1: Exchange-tree(A, a, b)
Input: chromosome A, two vertices a and b
Output: A feasible set U in which it is a feasible tree by deleting arbitrary edge
Begin
while(1)
(1) Depth-First Search
for i = 1, · · · , j do
if G1 [i][1] = root & status[G1 [i][2] − 1] = −1
Stack[+ + top].len = rootW eight + W1 [i];
Stack[top].current = G1 [i][2];
Stack[top].f ront = root;
numClosest + +;
(2) Backtracking
for i = 1, · · · , G.vertex do
V ertexA[+ + topA] = f indF rontP oint(temp, V ertex, topV );
for i = 1, · · · , topV do
If V ertexA[k] = V ertex[l].current
Circle[topC] = V ertex[l];
maxLen = getM axLen(G1, W 1, Circle[topC].current, V ertex,
topV, Circle, i + j + 2);
(3) Searching FeasibleU
for i = 1, · · · , G.vertex do
tmp = getW eight(Circle[0].current, Circle[i + 1].current);
teg = getEdge(Circle[k + 1].current, Circle[k].current);
f easibleU [+ + lenU ] = tmp;
U ntiltop = Stack[top].current;
Return lenU + 1;
End
ALGORIT HM 1: The pseudocode of ExChange-Tree Factor
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2.2

5

Design at The Two Operation Stage

In order to directly produce feasible solutions in crossover and mutation operations, the ExChange-Tree factor is applied to these two stages.
2.2.1 Improved Method for the Crossover Operation. Two chromosomes p1 and p2 are the individuals in set K × Σ ∗ . An edge ei , which the two
endpoints of this edge are a and b, is arbitrarily selected from chromosome p2
and add it to p1 which p1 formed a circle at this point, and then compute set
U by calling ExChange-Tree algorithm. For input edge eur (eur ⊆ U ), the initial
conﬁguration of chromosome p1 set as (p1 , eur ). Of which, p1 is a start state.
′
′
The transformation function of δ is mapped as δ(p1 , eur ) = p1 , where p1 is a
new feasible tree and eur is for the edge of the output. Contrarily, p2 becomes
′
p2 with the same operation above. Continue until meet the number of crossover.
The pseudo code of crossover operation is shown ALGORIT HM 2 as bellows:

Function: Crossover(group, p1 , p2 , p[], f it[]);
Begin
While(1)
select randomly chromosomes
for 1, · · · , N do
(1) Selection-Operation
Please put rand() % numA(B) into a set U ;
select a edge in inAN otB[num]
for 1, · · · , N do
If G[i][0]equalsinAN otB[temp]
pointB = G[i][2];
pointA = G[i][1];
(2) Calling Exchange-Tree
delete a feasible edge
if(numU ≥ 0) do
rand() % numU is stored in variable randomEdge;
The value of array p2 [f easibleU [randomEdge] − 1] is changed to 1.
Finally Spanning a minimum tree
Until satisfying the number of crossover operator
End
ALGORIT HM 2: The pseudocode of Crossover Factor

2.2.2 Improved Method for the Mutation Operation. Set chromosome
p1 is an individual in set K × Σ ∗ . An edge ei , which the two endpoints of
this edge are a and b, is arbitrarily selected from edges set that not in tree of
chromosome p1 and add it to the current tree which at this time there is a ring in
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the tree, and then compute set U by calling ExChange-Tree algorithm. For input
edge eur (eur ⊆ U ), the initial conﬁguration of chromosome p1 set as (p1 , eur ).
Of which, p1 is a start state. The transformation function of δ is mapped as
′
′
δ(p1 , eur ) = p1 , where p1 is a new feasible tree. Continue until meet the number
of mutation . The pseudo code of mutation operation is shown ALGORIT HM 3
as bellows:

Mutation(group, p1 , p[], f it[])
Begin
(1) Computing Edges without p1 [N ]
for j, · · · , N do
If p1 [j] equals 1 & G[j][1] ≤ G[j][2]
N otInA[+ + top] ≤ j + 1;
(2) Calling Exchange-Tree
if(G[N otInA[0] − 1][1] ≤ G[N otInA[0] − 1][2])
ExChange_Tree(p1, G[N otInA[0] − 1][1], G[N otInA[0] − 1][2], f easibleU );
modifying value of array p1
And Set p1 [N otInA[0] − 1] as 0;
Set p1 [f easibleU [0] − 1] as 1
oneW [l] = oneW [l + 1] − deta;
Get a new feasible tree
Until satisfying the number of mutation
End
ALGORIT HM 3: The pseudocode of Mutation Factor

3

Model of Traﬃc Network Layout Problem and
Application of ECTF in Network Optimization

Three improved technologies in this paper which can obtain eﬃciently the optimal route in large-scale network are used for settling this problem, the processes
of solving the optimal path by adducting these techniques are depicted respectively as follows:
3.1

Model of Traﬃc Network Layout Problem

Let G = (V, E, W ) be a weighted undirected graph, where V = {v1 , v2 , · · · , vm }
is the vertex-set, E = {e1 , e2 , · · · , eN } ⊆ V × V is the edge-set, and W =
{w1 , w2 , · · · , wS } is the weight set, T = {t1 , t2 , · · · , tq } represents the set of all
loopless sub
∑graph of graph G. R = {r1 , r2 , · · · , rS } is a feasible subset of set T .
Set wri = ∀j (wj | ej ∈ E(ri ) ∧ ri ∈ R) is sum of the weight of each edge which
does not store in the sub graph.
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Application of ECTF in Network Optimization

Operation process of ETFC: The factor works relatively well when applied
to obtain feasibility collection in crossover operation and mutation operation,
which every chromosome can be formed under satisfying constrained condition
by deleting any edge that existed in this set. The process is interpreted as including tree operators such algorithm achieve as three steps as follows:
Step1 Such vertex contained client a and b as had been computed by adopting a category of Depth First Search in this function is described as follows.
(1) Thus, for instance, vertex may set as an empty in initial phrase to learn
that each point vi in this set is recorded by three diﬀerent data, properly, vi =
(i, j, pi ), of which, vj is regard as consecutive points before it and the sum of
weight pi computed from the root v1 to vi .
(2) If Stack = ∅ ∨ {a, b} ⊆ V ertex, then goto Step2.
(3) Some neighborhood points adjoined to node vi that is at the top of Stack
are searched by this algorithm before modifying the information of every client
point, namely, vj = (j, i, pi + wij ), and then put into set S.
(4) If Stack = ∅, then the node vi elected from Stack is thrown into set Vertex
and goto (2); if not, all nodes in set S are arrayed to Stack and set Stack = ∅,
and jumped to (2).
Step2 In the collection Vertex, the only Circle is calculated which it records
all the customer node information on the route.
(1) Set Circle: Start from the customer point a, in a set of vertex back to
center set V1 , only to the line from the customer point b began, in a set of vertex
back, have to line b, b1 , · · · , bp , v1 . Customer point t is two to the line in the ﬁrst
after the customer produces a loop line a, a1 , · · · , ai , t, b, b1 , · · · , bj , t.
(2) Every customer point is added a record qi in the process of producing
a ring route, which the total length is noted from root v1 to leaf node through
current point vi .
Step3 The feasible set U is obtained according to the collection Circle.
(1) The collection U is set as an empty in the initial phrase.
(2) Client a begin to be searched along the route a, a1 , · · · , ai , t.
(3) Client b begin to be searched along the route b, b1 , · · · , bj , t .
(4) Some client points existed in the above two routes are stored into set U .

3.2.1 Application of ECTF in Crossover Operation. Due to produce a
circle in the process of crossover operation, so the exchange factor is transferred
to the algorithm[11] in this stage to attain a feasible collection U, and then an
edge selected randomly from set U is deleted, the process is shown as bellows:
Step1 Two routes A and B are randomly selected, and the collection A and
B are respectively remove the same elements from two collections, set stored the
rest of the collection A, B1 stored the rest of set B1 . If the number of elements
in the collection A1 is less than 2, then reelect set A and B, over.
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Step2 Some edges, which the number of them is greater than or equal to 2
less than or equal to A1 , are randomly selected from set A1 , a new optimal route
B is generated by running d times in crossover operation.
(1)An edge < a, b > in the collection A1 is randomly selected, and < a, b >
is deleted from set A1 , namely, A1 = A1 − < a, b >.
(2)This edge < a, b > is added to set B, and calling the function(U =
ExChanget ree(B, a, b)) to obtain a feasible set U .
(3)If set U is empty set, then an edge is reelect until this edge is found, over.
(4)If the intersection of U and A is not empty, an edge< c, d > is arbitrarily
selected from the aggregate the intersection; Else, an edge is obtained from the
aggregate U .
(5)To compute set B, promptly, B = B+ < a, b > − < c, d >.
Step3 Some edges, which the number of them is greater than or equal to 2
less than or equal to A1 , are randomly selected from set B1 , a new optimal route
B is generated by running d times in crossover operation.
(1)An edge < a, b > in the collection A1 is randomly selected, and < a, b >
is deleted from set B1 , namely, B1 = B1 − < a, b >.
(2)This edge < a, b > is added to set A, and calling the function(U =
ExChange_tree(A, a, b)) to obtain a feasible set U .
(3)If set U is empty set, then an edge is reelect until this edge is found, over.
(4)If the intersection of U and A is not empty, an edge < c, d > is arbitrarily
selected from the aggregate the intersection; Else, an edge is obtained from the
aggregate U .
(5)To compute set B, promptly, A = A+ < a, b > − < c, d >.
Step4 If not reach termination, continue; Else return new routes A and B;
3.2.2 Application of ECTF in Mutation Operation. In the process of
mutation operation, an edge existed in the rest tree is put into the current tree
and generate a circle in this point, a feasible aggregate is obtained by calling
exchange tree, a new tree is produced by deleting an edge which existed in set
U . Its concrete operation is as follows:
Step1 To compute P = E − A, randomly select d satisfying d is greater than
2 and less than min{5, |P |}.
Step2 To calculate W = (1/wi |ai ⊆ P ) and attain pi = 1/(wi × W ).
Step3 a new tree is produced by running d times program.
(1)An edge in the aggregate P is arbitrarily selected through the selection
ratio pi and add this edge to set A.
(2)The exchange tree algorithm is transferred and obtain a feasible collection
U , promptly, U = ExChange_tree(A, a, b).
(3)If the collection U is an empty set, then an edge < a, b > is reelected and
return Step2.
(4)To compute W = (1/wi |ai ⊆ U ) and get qi = wi /W .
(5)An edge < c, d > in the collection U is arbitrarily selected according to
the selection ration qi and it is deleted from set U (U = U − < c, d >).
(7)A new route is produced, namely, A = A+ < a, b > − < c, d >.
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Simulation Experiment

In order to verify the eﬀectiveness and correctness of the proposed algorithm
SFPGA in solving the traﬃc network layout problem, this article design three
experiments, respectively, for experiments with standard genetic algorithm to
initialize the population, experiments using prim algorithm to initialize the population, with prim algorithm to initialize the population and the introduction
of tree operators to ensure the feasibility and eﬃciency of the chromosome of
experiments.

4.1

The Experiment Design

In order to do experiment under the same environment, Windows system is
used for experiment ﬂat, simulation environment is built by using some function
models that are developing by C++ language, some pictures are designed by
applying MATLAB.

4.2

Experimental Parameters Analysis

In order to make the algorithm got a more precise solution under better parameters combination, the paper use a mount of test data set to test parameter
conﬁgurations, By analysing experiment results, it can be seen that optimization
combination of parameters of diﬀerent scales are shown in Table.1 as follows:
Table 1. Optimization combination in SFPGA

Instances

N

S

PC

PM

P_0

D

graph-20
way_time(50)
graph-71
way_time(100)
graph-121
graph-200
graph-271
graph-300
graph-450
graph-1000

20
50
71
100
121
200
271
300
450
1000

500
500
500
250
250
250
250
200
100
100

0.80
0.80
0.80
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.70

0.15
0.15
0.15
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.35
0.35
0.35

0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.98

1500
1500
1000
500
500
500
500
500
300
200
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Experimental Result Analysis

In this paper, ﬁrstly, from the convergence of the algorithm, the implementation
of eﬃciency and the optimal solution to evaluate the quality of two algorithms,
the results section is shown as follows:
4.3.1

Comparison of the Performance of Two Algorithms

Two experiments begin to do diﬀerent scales test for verifying the eﬀectiveness,
the results are demonstrated as below:
Table 2. Comparison between two algorithms

Selected_Factors IGA

Pt-20
Pt-50(1)
Pt-50(2)
Pt-100
Pt-200
Pt-300
Pt-450
Pt-750
Pt-800
Pt-1000

Prim IGA

Min

Expt

Vari

Time

Min

Expt

Vari

Time

403
752
779
1259
2357
2307
2151
5177
7771
8043

411.1499940
775.2500000
780.5999770
1271.400024
2371.888917
2332.550000
3511.199951
5321.200195
7788.000000
8087.200195

12.0274980
70.3875010
27.8400080
24.1400070
79.4320980
3370.47000
337.559998
5588.57103
377.000000
1909.77001

0019579
0237421
0289187
1748421
7277937
0937777
1825572
5437578
7877157
15079757

0394
0745
0781
1285
2421
2937
∞
∞
∞
∞

397.500000
758.950000
794.050000
1300.40000
2471.50000
2938.58000
∞
∞
∞
∞

3.51777700
82.5474910
49.7475040
149.840015
203.150000
3453.85000
∞
∞
∞
∞

327484
542594
423812
723438
1528000
044407
∞
∞
∞
∞

(1) Fig.1 Two curves of the expected values and the variances are expressed
respectively in the graph, they are described as follows:

Fig. 1. Two curves of the expected values and the variances
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From Table.2 experimental data can be known that the expectations and
variance values of the two algorithms are increasing and the performance of the
algorithm is relatively better, and the improved algorithm is also stable with the
increase of iterations when the network scale is less than 300, but when the scale
of the network is to a certain extent PGA due to remain in a non objective blind
search, resulting in search eﬃciency decline. Eventually the system without limit
judge eventually cause the system to reach the critical border, The value of the
solution is recorded as zero. It can be seen that in the case of constant size of the
SFPGA algorithm, it can still operate with some advantages and obtain good
results, so proving the improved algorithm is eﬀective.
(2) Fig.2. shows the data of diﬀerent points (e.g. 50, 100, 200, 300), and the
ﬁtness value is changed with iterations and the description of the graph is shown
as follows:

Fig. 2. The change curve of ﬁtness value with iterations

The analysis from the above charts is as follows: The optimum in PGA is
less than the one in SFPGA; The optimal solution for two algorithms are basic
approach and the optimum produced by calling the random algorithm is less
than the one in the improved algorithm when the population scale is small.

12
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Known, however, from Fig.2 (b), (c) and (d) that with the expanding of the
scale of the network, the optimal solution of SFPGA is better than those of
PGA. The optional solution does not ﬁnd in original one when population scale
is greater than 450 points from the experimental data. The improved algorithm
has the ability of computing the large scale due to the addition of the tree
operator, therefore the eﬃciency of SPGA is getting better and better, but the
eﬃciency of PGA is getting worse. Therefore, The result proved that improved
algorithm is feasible in solving the large-scale problem.

4.3.2 The Experimental Analysis in The Deviation of The Optimal
and Average Solution
In order to verify this algorithm , the data set of 8 diﬀerent scales in artiﬁcial
data set are randomly selected at a diﬀerent interval in the paper, thus avoiding
the similar of the data is too high due to the smaller interval. some scales are
selected, respectively, such as pt-20, pt-50, pt-71, pt-100, pt-121, pt-200, pt-271
and pt-300, as test examples of the performance analysis, the experimental data
are shown in Table.3 and Table.4 as follows:

Table 3. The excellent rate of experimental data(%)

SFPGA
PGA

pt-20

pt-50

pt-71

pt-100

pt-121

pt-200

pt-271

pt-300

0.344
0.238

0.72
0.177

0.112
0.20

0.472
0.457

0.497
0.08

0.92
0.45

0.43
0.73

0.87
0.84

Table 4. The experimental data from 20 to 1000 points

Selected_Factors IGA

Pt-20
Pt-50
Pt-71
Pt-100
Pt-121
Pt-200
Pt-271
Pt-300

Min(PGA)

Min(SFPGA)

92
770
540
803
1041
2470
2709
2937

138
771
474
777
895
2377
2198
2302

Prim IGA
Best-Gap(%) Average-Gap(%) Times(s)
1.50
1.011
0.877
0.951
0.859
0.937
0.811
0.784

1.370
1.005
0.830
0.954
0.847
0.970
0.818
0.793

5.709
143.437
172.275
584.125
702.572
1245.297
1377
1415.109
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Fig. 3. Variation curves of Optimal Value, Best Gap and Average Gap

Where the reason selected 300 point as the largest scale is that the traditional
algorithm can not ﬁnd a new chromosome due to the blind random of PGA when
the network scale is exceeded this value. In this experiment, this solution is
inﬁnite. The deviation ratio is zero, which its value is computed by the optimum
in SFPGA divided by the one in PGA and this value is ignored in the experiment.
In Fig.3(a)., the distribution of the optimal solution is given by two algorithms, which these values are respectively calculated at diﬀerent scales, such as
20 points, 50 points, 71 points, 100 points, 121 points, 200 points, 271 points
and 300 points.
From the chart, it can be seen that with the continuous expansion of traﬃc
network scale, SFPGA gets the number of optimal path in increasing, that is,
with the large-scale loop and the broken circle law makes network solution set
to the optimal solution of the direction of movement and the probability of
the improved algorithm in receiving optimal solutions is much higher than the
original one, promptly, the curve of SFPGA is much more stability than the one
of PGA. All above results show that improved algorithm in convergence rate to
heritage is better than tradition.
Showing from Fig.3(b).that the deviation rate of two algorithms in diﬀerent
degrees is reduced accordingly with the increase of the network scale, that is
because the eﬃciency of PGA in obtaining the ﬁtness value is getting worse with
the increase in these scales and the ﬂuctuation of SPGA to obtain solution value
volatility is relatively small, resulting in the numerator of the of the deviation
rate remained immobile, and the denominator of excessive high, namely, the
obtained ratio is decreased continuously. This phenomenon also shows that the
solution computed by using SFPGA is getting better, in contrast, the value in
PGA becomes worse.
All results prove that SFPGA proposed by the paper has obvious advantages,
no matter what it is in quality or convergence aspects, compared with the previous one in the same condition. Due to a new algorithm is redesigned to solve
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a large-scale network and it gives full play to the advantage in solving problem
through the test and verify and the circle of the tree which has been formed
in crossover and mutation operation is broken by calling for the exchange tree
algorithm of SFPGA and it makes the non inferior solution of the population in
evolutionary process guided to the optimal solution of the direction of evolution,
thus guaranteeing the quality and convergence eﬃciency at a certain degree.
4.4

Comprehensive Evaluation and Analysis of Experiments

(1) In the process of producing a new generation: this experiment since the
redesign of the new crossover and mutation operation method the introduction
of circle and the broken circle method, this new algorithm is populations in
crossover (mutation) to the direction of exchange (add / delete) and improve
understanding of the quality and shorten the blind to ﬁnd the time to generate
a new population. It is proved by experiments and improved algorithm.
(2) The analysis from the performance of time: Analysis of the time performance: from analysis of results of data, improved the algorithm’s time is far
higher than that of the traditional algorithm for solving time, this is because
the two (a) chromosome in the cross (variation) in the process of operation due
to the emergence of new circle, because of the need to call for tree algorithm to
delete in one side, in the process of the declining, need to spend a lot of time
to determine the ring node to the leaf node where the new value to the sum
and plus the edge meets the length constraint, if meet, you can delete the edge,
otherwise continue to select another node for the same operation. Judge, time
spent on this series of process is far greater than the blind search time, resulting
in a longer running time of the algorithm.

5

Conclusion

This paper studies the traﬃc network layout based on distribution center, and
puts forward the method of population evolution based on minimum spanning
tree, which uses Prim algorithm to initialize the population, and on the basis of
the redesign of the new crossover and mutation operations, to ensure the normal
population can produce a spanning tree in large scale data. This paper will
use this two a method based on traﬃc network layout problems in distribution,
the data from the experiments shows that the improved genetic algorithm can
achieve to the distribution center to the optimal path problem of every customer
point in the layout of large-scale traﬃc network, and the accuracy has reached
92%, which proves the feasibility of this method.
Acknowledgments. This project was supported by National Natural Science
Foundation of China (Grant No. 71179032), and the Graduate Innovation Fund
of Wuhan Polytechnic University(2014cx007). In addition, we would also thank
every authors appeared in the references.
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Abstract. Avian inﬂuenza virus caused epidemic continuously, which
induced huge economic loss. In the paper, we use the maximum likelihood algorism to infer the ancestor sequences of six inner proteins of
avian inﬂuenza in natural gene pool and understand the evolution of avian inﬂuenza. The results conﬁrmed that the phenotype of direct interspecies transmission for avian inﬂuenza virus was a new event in nature.
The ancestor sequences are helpful for the monitor of inﬂuenza epidemic.
Keywords: Avian inﬂuenza virus; Maximum likelihood algorism; Ancestor sequences; Inter species transmission

1

Introduction

In the past decades, avian inﬂuenza virus caused epidemic continuously, which
induced huge economic loss [1-4]. H5N1 virus was ﬁrstly isolated from goose in
1996 and from two samples of dead cases in 1997 [5]. The fact was conﬁrmed
that H5N1 virus could infect human by direct host transmission and caused
human death. H5N1 virus caused epidemic in poultry in east-southern Asian
and human cases with high fatality rate were also reported from 2003. Including
H5N1 subtype, other subtype viruses could infect human directly. H9N2 virus
was conﬁrmed in two children samples in Hong Kong in 1999 [6]. In 2003, H9N2
virus was conﬁrmed in children sample again in 2003 [7] and 89 human were
infected by H7N7 viruses [8]. Recently, H7N9 virus occurred in China mainland
and caused epidemic in several provinces [9-11]. H7N9 virus originated from
H9N2 virus and other virus existed among poultry and wild birds in China.
H10N8 cases were reported in 2013 and 2014 in Jiangxi province, China [12-13].
Prevention and control of avian inﬂuenza disease are very import for the public
health.
⋆

Asterisk indicates corresponding author.
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Waterfowl was regarded as the natural preserver of avian inﬂuenza virus. All
subtype viruses could be isolated from the waterfowl. However, we do not clearly
know the viral gene pool in the nature. Avian inﬂuenza virus could cross the
species barriers and infect human. Although the viruses could not transmit in
human eﬃciently, they had adapted to human host and had the trends to be
pandemic. The molecular diﬀerences between avian host and human host are
needed to be explored deeply. In the paper, we use the maximum likelihood
algorism to infer the ancestor sequences of six inner proteins of avian inﬂuenza
in nature gene pool and understand the distribution of the key mutation sites.
The results can help us understand the evolution of avian inﬂuenza and prevent
the disease.

1.1

Data and Methods

Data set It was reported by Kou et al. that avian inﬂuenza viruses had ﬁve
molecular patterns [14]. According to the phenotype of interspecies transmission,
two categories could be formed: ability to transmission (Y type; C and E pattern)
or not (N type ; A, B, D pattern). We used the published data as original data
with two categories to ﬁnd the key sites. To minimize the computation intensity,
original data were clustered and select one viral sequence as representation for
each group (the evolution distance < 2%; Table 1).

Table 1. Protein sequences for gene pool deducing.
Protein
M1
NP
NS1
PA
PB1
PB2

Number
17
15
17
32
30
32

Key site screeningTwo types existed in data (Y or N). The key sites should
conserve in each type and vary between each type. With the method of Euclidean
distance, the value in each site was calculated by the formula as listed below:
v
u 21
u∑
Di = t
(PN (i) (A) − PY (i)(A) )2 ,
A=1

where Di represented the value in each site, PN (i)(A) represented the frequency
of 20 amino acid in N type, PY (i)(A) represented the frequency of 20 amino acid
in Y type.
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Ancestor sequence deducing The tree model was shown in ﬁgure 1. The
likelihood function was list as below:
∑
L=
πAA PAA AB (dAB )PAB AC (dBC )PAB AD (dBD )PAA AE (dAE )PAA AF (dAF ),
AA ,AB

where πAA represented the balance probability of amino acid A in node A,
PAA AB (dAB ) presented the transmission probability from node A to node B,
(dAB ) represented the evolution distance between node A and node B.

Fig. 1. Tree model of evolution.

Supposed that T was the tree and that the amino acid set in the terminal
node was {Al }, the conditional probability of amino acid {Ar } in the root node
was P (Ar |{Al }, T ) . According to the Bayes’ theorem, we got
P (Ar |{Al }, T ) =

P ({Al }|Ar , T )P (Ar )
,
P ({Al }|T )

where P ({Al }|Ar , T ) was expanded to compute the amino acid probability in
the root node as listed below:
∑
P (AC,AD,AE,AF |AA,T )= PAAAB(dAB )PABAC(dBC )PABAD(dBD )PAAAE(dAE )PAAAF (dAF )
AB

Similarly to the root node, the computing of middle node i was
P (Ai |{Al }, T ) =

P ({Al }|Ai , T )P (Ai )
.
P ({Al }|T )

The open access software ANCESCON was used to complete the computing above[15].

2

Result

Key sites With the method of Euclidean distance, the serial values in 3212 sites were
calculated. The higher the value in each site was, the more conserved the amino acid

4
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Fig. 2. Distance values for each site.

among types was and the more mutational the amino acid between types. As shown
in ﬁgure 2, the curve slow down sharply between 39 and 40. The related vale 0.7 was
regarded as the cut-oﬀ value.
As shown in table 2, 39 sites were screened. NS1 protein had 13 sites, which suggested NS1 protein varied fast. PA protein had 7 sites, which were not reported before.
M1 protein The matrix protein M1 is composed by 252 amino acids without glycosylation site. This protein can regulate the transcription of viral genes and the transmission between nucleus and cytoplasm and could connect with RNA and membrane,
which played the key role in the iron channel. 15 ancestor sequences were deduced from
the 17 original sequences. Three ancestor sequences (No. 303132) had Y type sites while
other had N type sites. As shown in ﬁgure 3, ancestor sequence 303132 clustered with
14151617 and formed a separate branch, which suggested there are a ﬁxed group in
natural pool of M gene for avian inﬂuenza virus.

Fig. 3. The tree of M1 protein. The ancestor nodes with Y type sites were marked by
hook.
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Table 2. The screened 39 key sits.
Value Position(aa) Protein N type Y type
1.0103
27
M1
R
K
1.0397
168
M1
T
I
1.174
207
M1
S
N
1.1261
224
M1
S
N
1.1549
230
M1
K
R
1.0307
232
M1
D
N
0.9242
34
NP
G
S
1.1695
373
NP
T
A
1.1163
377
NP
S
N
0.7832
450
NP
N
S
0.8914
482
NP
S
N
1.1067
48
NS1
S
N
0.7872
55
NS1
R
E
0.7826
60
NS1
E
A
Del
1.1098
80
NS1 gap T
1.2042
81
NS1 gap
I
Del
1.241
82
NS1 gap A
Del
1.241
83
NS1 gap
S
Del
1.0779
84
NS1 gap V
Del
0.7785
87
NS1
P
S
0.8588
118
NS1
R
K
1.0667
212
NS1
P
L
1.0544
217
NS1
K
N
0.8235
221
NS1
E
K
1.0011
58
PA
G
S
0.7928
129
PA
I
T
0.972
204
PA
R
K
0.7587
391
PA
K
R
0.9647
400
PA
P
S
1.0584
554
PA
I
V
0.9966
669
PA
V
A
0.9334
712
PA
T
A
1.0505
113
PB1
V
I
1.1259
149
PB1
V
I
1.0306
215
PB1
R
K
0.959
384
PB1
S
L
1.0298
386
PB1
R
K
1.0443
64
PB2
M
I
0.7458
108
PB2
T
A
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NP protein The nucleoprotein participates in the form of the RNP complexRNA
folding and the assembling of viral particle. From the 15 protein sequences, 13 ancestor
sequences were inferred (ﬁgure 4). Only one sequence had Y type sites while other had
N type sites. As shown in ﬁgure 4, sequence 22 was closed to sequence 1 and 2, which
formed a separate branch. The late divergent time suggested that Y type sequences
did not appear for a long evolution time.

Fig. 4. The tree of NP protein. The ancestor nodes with Y type sites were marked by
hook.

NS1 protein The nonstructure protein regulated the synthesis of vial RNAthe
transmission and splicing of Pre-mRNAthe translation of mRNA. The N terminal of
NS1 protein played key roles in virus replication and the interaction with host proteins.
NS1 protein could help virus escape from the host immune system.
As shown in ﬁgure 5, 15 ancestor sequences were inferred from the 17 original
sequences. Only three ancestor sequences (192021) had Y type sites while other 12 had
N type sites. It was interesting that there are two Y type group in the NS1 gene pool,
which appeared very early and evolved towards two directions in the nature (ﬁgure 5).
Polymerase protein Polymerase was composed by three proteins (PAPB1 and
PB2). PB1 and PB2 were related with the complementary RNA. PA participated in
the synthesis of viral RNA.From the original 32 sequences of PA protein, 30 ancestor
sequences were inferred. Only one sequence (Seq 37) had Y type sites while others
not (ﬁgure 6A). The group formed a separate branch and appeared very late, which
suggested a short evolution history in gene pool. From the original 30 sequences of
PB1 protein, 28 ancestor sequences were inferred. Two sequences (40 and 41) had the
Y type sites (ﬁgure 6B). As shown in ﬁgure 6B, sequence 40 and 41 formed a separate
group with sequence 2223 and 24. The divergent time suggested that Y type sequences
appeared for a long evolution time.However, there were no ancestor sequences for PB2
protein, which had Y type sites. The facts for PB2 protein proved that the history for
the inter species transmission of avian inﬂuenza virus was short.
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Fig. 5. The tree of NS1 protein. The ancestor nodes with Y type sites were marked by
hook.

3

Conclusion

In the paper, we use the maximum likelihood algorism to infer the ancestor sequences
of six inner proteins of avian inﬂuenza in nature gene pool, understand the evolution
of avian inﬂuenza. The NS1 protein had fast speed in evolution while other proteins
slow, especially for PB2 protein. The results conﬁrmed that the phenotype of direct
inter-species transmission for avian inﬂuenza virus was a new event in nature. The
ancestor sequences are helpful for the monitor of inﬂuenza epidemic.

Acknowledgments. The authors thank the ﬁnancial support for the work from
Chinese National Natural Science Foundation (61379059, 61370105), the Fundamental
Research Funds for the Central Universities (CZZ13003).
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Abstract. The models of P systems can solve computationally hard problems in a

feasible time. In this work, we present a uniform solution to the All-SAT problem to
obtain an exponential working space in a linear time by using membrane division. A
method is proposed to solve All-SAT problem based on membrane computing model
and the detailed algorithm is given. We introduce the specific membrane model and
construct the evolution rules of the model. The effectiveness and efficiency of the
proposed system is demonstrated by an instance. The proposed solution uses
evolution and communication rules, as well as division rules. Comparing with most
of the algorithms using membrane systems, the propsed algorithm can provide all
solutions of All-SAT without using priorities and electrical charges. Furthermore, the
time complexity of our proposed algorithm is only related to the number of variables,
and is independent of the number of clauses. Our membrane model has fewer nested
membranes. The proposed algorithm can reduce the variables in the membranes by
eliminating the multisets of the corresponding variables, thereby simplifying the
process of membrane systems. Therefore it has high efficiency.
Key words: CNF; SAT; All-SAT; P system; Membrane division

1 Introduction
Membrane systems are models of computation which are inspired by some basic features of biological membranes
[1]. The computing models are usually called P systems, which are a new distributed and parallel computing model.
SAT is a well known NP-complete problem. Obtaining all of the truth assignments of SAT is called All-SAT(all
solutions of satisfiability, more about SAT and All-SAT, see Section 3), which has been widely used in artificial
intelligence and computer theories. As we know, some traditional All-SAT algorithms, such as annealing algorithm [2],
DP [3], DPLL [4], Wu’s method [5], have a exponential time complexity. Compared with these algorithms, solving
All-SAT in a distributed and parallel manner may be an efficient method. Solving SAT by P systems with active
membranes is widely investigated [6-15]. These solutions mainly differ in the types of the rules and the various
controlling strategies. But to All-SAT, most of the algorithms mentioned above provide a yes/no answer. However, an
increasing number of real applications require the solvers to provide all solutions of SAT. A new method was proposed
in [16], after converting the instances of SAT from conjunctive normal form (CNF) to disjunctive normal form (DNF),

and then a kind of P system was designed for solving All-SAT according to the properties of propositional logic.
However, this algorithm can’t provide a general method for solving All-SAT. What’t more, this membrane model has
complex rules. Therefore it’s not easy to implement the algorithm. As we know, there are two basic ways of producing
new membranes in living cells: membrane division and membrane creation. P systems have been applied to solve
computation hard problems. In this work, we will design a kind of P system to solve All-SAT in polynomial time. To
this aim, evolution rules, communication rules and division rules are utilized. We propose a new method to solve
All-SAT problem based on membrane computing model and give the detailed algorithm. The time complexity of the
proposed algorithm is obviously lower than that of the traditional algorithms(such as annealing algorithm, DP, DPLL,
Wu’s method, etc.), even has lower time complexity compared with most of other membrane algorithms. Comparing
with most of the algorithms using membrane systems, the propsed algorithm can provide all solutions of SAT without
any further feature such as priorities and membrane electrical charges. Our membrane model has fewer nested
membranes and simpler rules, therefore it has high efficiency. The effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed system
is demonstrated by an instance.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we give brief descriptions of the basic model of P systems. We
propose a method to solve All-SAT problem based on membrane computing model and give the detailed algorithm in
Section 3. According to the algorithm, we introduce the definition of the membrane system and its specific membrane
model. Then we construct the evolution rules of the model in Section 4. The efficiency and feasibility of the proposed
system are demonstrated by an instance in Section 5. We analyse the time complexity of the algorithm in Section 6.
The conclusion is made in the last section.

2 Foundations
The models of P systems have two interesting properties, namely the capability to solve as many problems as a
Turing machine and the ability to solve computationally hard problems in a feasible time. There are three main classes
of P systems already introduced, cell-like P systems, tissue-like P systems, neural-like P systems [17]. Cell-like P
systems have been studied widely. The algorithms on arithmetic operations [18, 19] and logical expressions [20] in P
systems have been proposed. Many of the P systems have been proved to be universal as number computing devices
[21-22]. Some P systems were also used to solve computationally hard problems in a feasible amount of time [23]. The
most studied variants are characterized by a cell-like membrane structure, where communication takes place between a
membrane and the surrounding membrane. These models have a set of nested membranes, chosen in such a way that the
graph of neighborhood relations is a tree [13]. Briefly, the structure is a hierarchically arranged set of membranes which
are usually identified by given labels and contained in a distinguished external membrane (usually called skin). Each
membrane contains a multiset of objects. Membranes can have an electrical charge from the set {+,−,0}. The charge of
membranes, the whole membrane structure and the objects contained in membranes evolve by the speciﬁed evolution
rules. Formally, a cell-like P system (of degree m≥1) can be defined as the form [24-25]:
Π=(O, μ, 1, 2,…, m, (R1, ρ1),…,(Rm , ρm), i0)
(1)
Where,
(1) O is the alphabet of the system. O* is the finite and non-empty multiset over O where  is empty string;
(2) μ is the structure of , and degree is m;
(3) i (1im) is string over O representing the multiset of objects placed in membrane i;
(4) i0 is output region of membrane structure, and it saves the results;
(5) ρi (1≤i≤m) defines a partial order relation among rules of Ri;
(6) R1, R2, …, Rm are finite sets of possible evolution rules over O associated with the regions 1, 2, …, m of μ. R is a
finite set of evolution rules of the following forms(h is the label of a membrane and a,b are multisets over the working
alphabet):
[ a  b]eh , h  H , e {,,0}, a  O, b  O
object evolution rules; associated with membranes and depending on the label and the charge of the membranes.
a[]eh1  [b]eh2 , [ a ]eh1  []eh2 b , h  H , e1 , e2 {,,0}, a, b  O
communication rules; an object is introduced in the membrane(or an object is sent out of the membrane) and
possibly modified during this process; also the polarization of the membrane can be modified, but not its label.
[ a ]eh  b , h  H , e {,,0}, a, b  O
dissolution rules; in reaction with an object, a membrane can be dissolved while the object specified in the rule can
be modified.
[a]eh1  [b]eh2 [c]eh3 , h  H , e1 , e2 , e3 {,,0}, a, b, c  O
division rules; in reaction with an object, the membrane is divided into two membranes possibly with different
polarizations; the object specified in the rule is replaced in the two membranes by possibly new objects; the remaining
objects are duplicated.

[a  [b]eh2 ]eh1 , h  H , e {,,0}, a, b  O
creation rules; in reaction with an object, the membrane is created; the object specified in the rule is replaced in the
new membrane by possibly new objects; the remaining objects are duplicated.
The objects inside the membranes can evolve according to given rules in a synchronous, parallel, and
non-deterministic way.

3

A new method of solving All-SAT

Definition. The SAT problem is: given a Boolean formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF), to determine whether or
not it is satisfiable, that is, whether there exists an assignment to its variables on which it evaluates to true.
Obtaining all of the truth assignments of SAT is called All-SAT, which has been widely used in artificial
intelligence and computer theories. If propositional formula F is a conjunctive formula composed by disjunctive clauses,
F is called conjunctive normal form formula, namely
F  ( x1  x2   x p )  ( x1  x2   x p )   ( x1  x2   x p )
(2)
xi(1 ≤ i ≤ p) represents the i-th variable or the opposite of variable, p is the number of Boolean variables, q is the
number of clauses. CNF can be represented as
  C1  C 2 
 Cq
(3)
Where, Cj(1 ≤ j ≤ q) denotes the j-th clauses of CNF.
For example, we have

( x1  x2  x3  x4 )  ( x1  x3 )  ( x2  x3  x4 )

(4)

The number of clauses in Eq.(4) is q = 3, and they are C1  ( x1  x2  x3  x4 ) , C2  ( x1  x3 ) , C3  ( x2  x3  x4 ) ;
the number of the variables is p = 4, and they are x1, x2, x3 and x4; a group of assignment (x1 = ture, x2 = ture, x3 = ture,
x4 = ture) could make the formula be true, so this formula is satisfiable.
Theorem. Boolean formula containing p variables has 2p values. By membrane division we can obtain 2p cells in p
steps. We can obtain exponential solution spaces of parallel computing system in a linear time with membrane division.
By membrane division all the possible solutions should be bound to be obtained in the end.
Proof. Fig.1 shows the division process of variables (the number is p). Each variable of a CNF formula is divided into
two parts in turn. The search space derived by assigning values to the variables in the CNF formula can be represented
by a binary tree. Each node of the search tree is assigned to “True” or “False” for a variable. Left and right subtree
branches indicate the true value and the false value respectively. A path from the root node to a leaf node is denoted as a
assignment of variables in the CNF formula. The level of the root node of the binary tree is equal to zero layer, and the
height of the tree is equal to the number of variables. Therefore we can draw a conclusion easily that the nodes in the
i-th (1 ≤ i ≤ p) level are assigned to the values of variable xi. Boolean formula containing p variables has 2p values.
Therefore,each node divides into two nodes in turn, and every variable divides continuously in a looped manner. By
using the membrane division rules, a membrane can be divided into two new membranes. Therefore membrane division
can complete the process described above. Moreover, Evolution rules, communication rules are utilized. We propose a
new method to solve All-SAT problem based on membrane computing model(see Fig.2). It's easy to see that if all
possible scenarios(2p values) have emerged all solutions of All-SAT problem can be searched. Therefore by membrane
division all the possible solutions should be bound to be obtained in the end.

Fig.1.The division process of variables
We utilize the maximum parallelism of membrane system so as to trade space for time. In this way, we can obtain

exponential solution spaces of parallel computing system in a linear time. The computational efficiency of the
membrane system will be greatly improved. This paper designs a new method to solve All-SAT. We will address the
resolution via a brute force algorithm. The variables in the CNF is divided until all the variables complete the process
described above. The input formula of the system is CNF. The computation process consists of the following phases:
(1) Generation phase: The CNF is split using membrane division, and assign a value(True or False) to the
variable(from the first variable to the last variable). The assignments are used to check the current variable in
each clause.
(2) Computing phase: Check CNF and its copys. If the assignment of the current variable can satisfy the current
clause, remove these multisets of the variables and the corresponding multisets(with the same subscript value)
of variable objects in the other membrane will be dissolve ; or the multisets of current variable will be dissolve.
The CNF and its copy will continue to be split and be checked.
Steps (1) and (2) in a looped manner until all the variables (except the last variable) are executed. When the last
variable is executed, if the assignment of the variable cannot satisfy the clause, it means that there is no
satisfiable solution, and these multisets will be dissolved; or it means that there is a satisfiable solution.
(3) Output phase: If there is a False in the membrane after the assignment of the last variable, the current solution
can’t satisfy the CNF. Obviously, the output result is no if the number of False membranes are 2p; or the current
solution can satisfy the CNF. The output result is yesx (where, x is the number of solutions).
Specific processes of the algorithm can be described as follows:
The nested membranes are designed as follows: each variable in the clauses is placed in membrane Mi
respectively, then all the membrane Mi is placed in membrane 2; Each membrane Mi corresponds a
variable in the CNF, and multisets of the membrane Mi denote the variable xi in the clause. Membrane 3 is
exploited for the variables assignment values.
Input: CNF
Output: yesx (where, x is the number of solutions); or no;
Begin
(1) By using the membrane division rules, the membrane 2 is divided into two new membranes;
for ( i = 1; i ≤ p; i ++) // p is the number of Boolean variables.
{
(2)
t/f are introduced in membrane 3 respectively, then ti and fi are generated; q t/f are introduced in
membrane Mi ;
if (the variable assignment in the membrane Mi is “ture” to the clause)
{
(3)
The multisets it /  if in the membrane Mi are dissolved, then the object yj（the subscript j
denotes the variables in each clause）will be generated. // i / i0 /  i and t/f
described in subsection 4.

will be

(4)
The corresponding multisets(has the same subscript value with yj) of variable objects in the other
membrane Mk (i +1≤ k ≤ q) yj will be dissolve .
}
else
{
(5)
i / i0 /  i with corresponding t/f in the membrane Mi are dissolved, then the object z is
generated;
}

(6)

(7)

if (i  p )
{
the membrane 2 is divided into two new membranes in which t/f are placed separately;
}
else
{
The multisets it /  if in the membrane Mp are dissolved, and the other multisets will be
evolved to the object n.}
}
}

if (exists n2p in the membrane 2) // That is to say, there is no satisfiable solution.
{
(8) Object no will be sent into the membrane 1;
}
else
{
(9) Object yes and its number will be sent into the membrane 1;
}
End
Fig.2.The procedure of the method for solving All-SAT
According to the algorithm described above, we design the flowchart to solve All-SAT. Fig.3 illustrates the
flowchart. Some objects will be used to control the flowchart, but we do not interpret them. If object yes occurs in
membrane 1, it indicates that there is at least one satisfiable solution and the output result is yesx(see in Fig.3 (f). where,
x is the number of solutions). If not, the CNF is unsatisfiable see in Fig.3 (g).
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Fig.3. The flowchart for solving All-SAT

4 The definition and design of ΠAll-SAT
The P system can be constructed according to the algorithm described in subsection 3 (see Fig.2). Firstly, we
introduce the definition of the membrane system and its specific membrane model. Then we construct the evolution
rules of the model. ΠAll-SAT is utilized to denote the kind of P system for solving All-SAT.
4.1 The definition of ΠAll-SAT
For a SAT formular with p Boolean variables and q clauses, its CNF form is input into ΠAll-SAT. ΠAll-SAT can be
defined as the form:
ΠAll-SAT= (O, H, μ, ω1, ω2,…,ωm, R1,…,Rm , i1)
(5)

O  { ,  0 ,  }  {t ,f }  {yes ,no},T  {yes x no z ,1  x  2p ,1  z  2p };

0
0
0 0
0
0
0 0 0
   [[[]M 1[]M 2    []M p ]2    [[]M 1[]M 2    []M p ]2 ];
1

1  ;

q 1
2  {a };
  ;
 3
  {( /  0 /  )( /  0 /  )    ( /  0 /  ) }, 0  i  p .
1
2
q
 Mi
where,
(1) The objects in the O mainly contain:
β denotes a Boolean value of variable xi(1 ≤ i ≤ p) in the clause. Additionally, p is the number of Boolean variables;
q is the number of clause in the CNF.
 denotes a Boolean value of the variable xi in the clause;


is used when there is neither xi nor xi in the clause;
t denotes ture of the Boolean value for the variable;
f denotes false of the Boolean value for the variable;
yes means that the CNF is satisfiable;
no means that the CNF is unsatisfiable;
Besides the objects mentioned above, other objects are used to control the application of the rules, such as a, b, c,d,
e, y, n ,s, etc. We will interpret them later.
(2) H={1,2,3,Mi}, 0  i  p
H is a finite set of labels for membranes. Each variable in the clauses is placed in membrane Mi respectively, then
all the membrane Mi is placed in membrane 2; membrane 4 is designed for saving the assignments of variables.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0
(3)  =[[[]M []M    []M p ]2    [[]M []M    []M p ]2 ]1
μ is a membrane structure, consisting of m membrane labeled with the elements of H. The initial configuration of
ΠAll-SAT is designed simply. Each membrane Mi corresponds a variable in the CNF, and multisets of the membrane Mi
denote the variable xi in the clause.
(4)  j  O* (0  i  p) is strings over O*(O* is a subset of O), describing the multisets of objects placed in the m
0

1

2

1

2

regions of μ. The membrane model has fewer nested membranes.
(5) ρi (1≤i≤m) defines a partial order relation among rules of Ri;
(6) i1 is output region of membrane structure, and it saves the results;
(7) The rules in R will be presented in subsection 4.2.
4.2 the evolution rules of ΠAll-SAT
According to the description in the previous subsection, the evolution rules in ΠAll-SAT are designed as follows:
q 1 0

q q 1 0

q 1 0

]2  [b e t ]2 [b e f
]2
(1) [a
When object q+1 a occurs in membrane 2, the rules of type (1) can be applied to divide the membrane 2 into two
membranes. The labels and polarizations of the new membranes are the same as those of membrane 2; the multiset aq+1
is replaced by the new multisets beqtq+1 and beqfq+1 respectively; the remaining objects are duplicated.
q

(2)

bt[]30  [c ti ]30 , bf []30  [c fi ]30 
 for i  1,..., p
et[]0M i  [t ]0M i , ef []0M i  [ f ]0M i 

[c]30  []30 d
0
0
0
0
When the copys of object t occur in membrane 2, the rules bt[]3  [c ti ]3 , et[]M i  [t ]M i can be applied;
0
0
0
0
otherwise the rules bf []3  [c fi ]3 , ef []M i  [ f ]M i can be applied. One object t or f will be introduced in the

membrane 3, and the others will be introduced in membrane Mi. The current variable x（
i 1  i  p ）will be all assigned in
a looped manner. The multisets cti/cfi inside membrane 3 means assignment xi = true/false. In the end, object d will be
generated so as to control the next membrane division.
(3)
0
0


[  j t  y j ]M i , [  j f  y j ]M i
[ i t ]0M i

 [ z ]0M i ,

[ i0t ]0M i

 [ z]0M i ,

[ i f

]0M i

 [ z]0M i ,

[ i0

f ]0M i

 [ z]0M i

[  j t   ]0M p , [  j f   ]0M p
[ i t ]0M p  [n]0M p , [ i0t ]0M p  [ n]0M p , [ i f ]0M p  [ n]0M p , [ i0 f ]0M p
[n2 ]0M p  [n]0M p
[ y j ]0M i  zy
[ j p i M0] i ,z 2M
[ 0 i
] z


 for i  1,..., p  1





 [ n]0M p 



i p

0
M

[i ]

[t   ]02 , [ f   ]02
When the objects βi and t or objects  i and f occur in membrane Mi, it means that the assignment of the current
variable can satisfy the clause. Remove these multisets of the variables, then the object yj（the subscript j denotes the
number of variables in each clause, j ={1,..., q} ）will be generated. The multisets yj is used to dissolve the variable
objects in the other membrane Mk (i+1 ≤ k ≤ q) . But when i=p, these multisets will evolve to a null characterλ.
Once multisets i t / i0t / i f / i0 f occur in the membrane Mi, it means that the assignment of the current
variable can not satisfy the clause, and the multisets will be evolved to object z. But when i=p, these multisets will
evolve to the object n. The remaining t/f will be consumed.
0
0
0
0
(4) [ z ]M i  [ ]M i , [n]M i  [ ]M i

y j []0M k  [ y j ]0M k
[ y j  j ]0M k  [ ]0M k , [ y j  0j ]0M k  [ ]0M k , [ y j  j ]0M k  [ ]0M k






for k  i  1,..., p

The membrane Mi will be dissolved with the object z or n. Each yj will be introduced in the membrane Mk
respectively. The multisets yj is used to dissolve the variable objects in the other membrane Mk (i +1≤ k ≤ q), and these
corresponding multisets will be evolved to a null characterλ. Therefore, this method can reduce the variables in the
membranes by eliminating the multisets of the corresponding variables, thereby simplifying the process of membrane
systems.
q q 1 0

q 1 0

]2 [b e f
]2
(5) [d ]2  [b e t
When the object d occurs in membrane 2, the rule can be applied to divide membrane 2 into two membranes. By
applying the rule, the next assignment of variable xi+1 can be obtained.
Then CNF and its copy will continue to be split and be checked; Steps (5) , (2), (3) and (4) in a looped manner until
all the variables are executed. When all of the boolean variables are assigned with values, each copy of all CNF has
been checked by all the variables.
0

q

0
0
0
(6) d[]M p  [d ]M p , [d  yes ]M p

dn[]30  [n]30 , [n  s ]30 , [s  n ]02
[n2  no ]10
p

The object d are introduced in the membrane Mp to dissolve it. The multisets dn are introduced in the membrane 3,
then the corresponding membrane 2 and membrane 3 will be dissolved. [n
n occur, it means that the CNF is unsatisfiable and the output result is "no".

2p

 no ]10 denotes : if the

2 p objects

(7) [ fi   ]1 , [ti   ]1 , [d   ]1
0

0

for 1  i  p

0

[ yes  yes ]

0
2

All the objecs t/f and d which have been sent out to the outer membrane 1 will be consumed. If there is a substance
“yes” in the membrane 2, it indicates that it is a satisfiable solution. Therefore the corresponding membrane 2 is
dissolved, and the substance “yes” is generated in the membrane 1. It means that the current solution can satisfy the
CNF. In the end, the output result is yesx (where, x is the number of solutions).

5 Instance of ΠAll-SAT
In this section, an instance is given to illustrate how ΠAll-SAT works. The effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed
system is demonstrated by the instance.
Example:

( x1  x2 )  ( x1  x2  x3  x4 )  ( x1  x3 )  ( x2  x3  x4 )

(6)

The corresponding relationships between the variables, the multisets and the CNF formula are designed as shown in
Fig.4.

( x1  x2 )  ( x1  x2  x3  x4 )  ( x1  x3 )  ( x2  x3  x4 )
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Fig.4. The design of initial configuration
The membrane 3 is exploited to record the assignment of variables. The configurations of ΠAll-SAT at each
computation step are designed as shown in Fig.5.
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(c) after applying the rules of type (2)
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(d) after applying the rules of type (3)
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(e) after applying the rules of type (4)
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(f) after applying the rule of types (5)
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(g) after applying the rules of types (2), (3), (4)
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(h) after applying the rules of types (5), (2), (3) and (4)
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Fig.5. The configurations at each computation step
As shown in Fig.5(a), it is the initial structure of ΠAll-SAT. Three membrane 2 correspond to the four clauses of
Eq.(6). Each multiset in the membrane Mi correspond to a variable.
(1) When the object a occurs in the membrane 2, the rule of type (1) can be applied to divide membrane 2 into two
membranes. The multiset a q1 is replaced by the new multisets b eq t q 1 and b eq f q 1 respectively(see in Fig.5 (b)).
(2) One object t or f will be introduced in membrane 3, and the others will be introduced in membrane Mi. The
membrane 3 is exploited to record the assignment of variables (see in Fig.5 (c)).
(3) Eventually the object yj and z will be generated. The multisets yj is used to dissolve corresponding multisets in
the other membranes to a object z or n. The remaining t/f will be consumed (see in Fig.5 (d)).
(4) The membrane Mi will be dissolved with the object z or n. The multisets yj is used to dissolve the variable
objects in the other membrane Mk (i +1≤ k ≤ q) to a null characterλ.
(5) The membrane 2 is divided into two membranes with the object d (see in Fig.5 (f)).
(6) Every variable divides continuously, therefore the P system perform the above steps—steps (5), (2), (3) and (4)
in a looped manner until all the variables are executed.
(7) The object d are introduced in the membrane Mp to dissolve it. When the multisets dn occurs in membrane 2, it
means that it is a unsatisfiable solution,The multisets dn are introduced in the membrane 3, then the corresponding
membrane 2 and membrane 3 will be dissolved. In the end, all the objecs t/f and n will be sent out to the outer
membrane 1(see in Fig.5 (j)).
(8) If a substance “yes” occurs in membrane 2, it means that the CNF has a satisfiable solution and the output result
is yesx( where, x is the number of solutions). All the objecs t/f and n will in the membrane 1 will be consumed . There
are six assignments which can satisfy Eq.(6), namely, (x1 = true, x2 = true, x3 = true, x4 = true), (x1 = true, x2 = false, x3
= true, x4 = true), (x1 = false, x2 = false, x3 = true, x4 = true)), etc(see in Fig.5 (k)).

6 The complexity of ΠAll-SAT
For an SAT instance with p Boolean variables and q clauses, the complexity of ΠAll-SAT can be drawn as follows:
- initial number of membranes: p  3 ( p) ;
Our membrane model has fewer nested membranes;
- initial number of objects : 3 p  1( p) ; the total number of objects : 3 p  8 ( p) ;
Three object(namely, i / i0 /  i ) are applied to denote Boolean variables; Eight objects are applied to control
the rules, such as a, b, c,d, e, y, n ,s, etc.
- the total number of evolution rules: O(pq);
- the computing time complexity of the algorithm for solving All-SAT : O(p). It's easy to see that the time
complexity of our proposed algorithm is only related to p, and is independent of q. We can get this conclusion easily
according to the algorithm described in subsection 3 (see Fig.2).
The P system ΠAll-SAT always halts and sends to the environment the substance yes or no in the last step. The number
of steps of such a P system is 5p + 2 until the output is yes or no in the end. Therefore there exists a linear bound for the
number of steps of the computation. The final result can be obtained in a linear time. Namely, the ΠAll-SAT have the
powerful computational efficiency to solve the computationally hard problem. Furthermore, the correctness of the
solutions does not depend on the precise timing of the involved rules.

7 Conclusions
By membrane division we can obtain 2p cells in p steps, which look very attractive from a computational efficiency
point of view. Due to the parallelism of P systems, they are able to be utilized to solve NP-complete problems in linear
time. In this paper, we provide a uniform and efficient solution to the All-SAT problem, and design a kind of P system
to solve All-SAT in polynomial time. To this aim, membrane creation and membrane division are utilized. We design a
method to solve All-SAT and give the detailed algorithm. Then we give the definition and evolution rules of the
membrane system. Furthermore, we demonstrate the efficiency and feasibility of the proposed P systems by giving an
instance. Our work provides a new and effective solution to All-SAT in a distributed and parallel manner. Our
membrane model has fewer nested membranes, and what's more, the time complexity of the proposed algorithm (i.e.
O(n)) is obviously lower than that of most of other membrane algorithms. Therefore it has high efficiency. Our
membrane systems do not apply electrical charges, for the electrical charges used in P systems will waste lots of
resources from a computational point of view. Furthermore, we will analyse their computational power and efficiency
of the P systems and provide the specific proof for the modle. In the future, we will reduce and optimize the rules in
these P systems.
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Abstract. Splicing P system is a parallel distributive computing model
where the elements present inside the membranes are strings and the
rules are splicing rules. In this paper we introduce the model labeled
splicing P system. Set of strings that evolve by splicing rules which are
labeled and the strings over labels of the rules are seen as the output for
any halting computation. This way of working with strings and splicing
rules is new to the P system setup. This variant of splicing P system
generates languages of Chomsky hierarchy.
Keywords: splicing P system, labeled splicing P system, Regulated
splicing P system, Chomsky Hierarchy

1

Introduction

The field of Membrane systems was introduced by Gheorghe Pǎun in 1998. In
the definition of Membrane systems, the rules responsible for the evolution of
the system were placed inside the regions surrounded by membranes and were
applied in a non-deterministic maximally parallel manner. Several variants of
membrane systems were defined and studied in [4]. Splicing P system was first
introduced and studied in [3]. One can see that such splicing P system are powerful enough to generate RE (recursively enumerable) languages [5]. In [7], the
authors considered variants of Test tube systems using splicing rules and showed
their equivalence to splicing P systems. The detailed survey of splicing systems
can be seen in [8].
The idea of associating control words and control languages was first introduced in [1]. In this model the authors considered transition P systems i.e.,
objects present inside the membranes are multisets and the rules applied to these
are multiset rewriting rules. These rules are given labels which are chosen from
a finite alphabet or can be λ-label (empty label). In [1], authors investigated
the languages generated by the labels of rules of the P system when the system
halts completely and compared these languages with the family of languages in
Chomsky hierarchy.
In splicing P systems studied in [4, 5] if any molecule is present inside the
membranes, then it is considered to be present in arbitrary number of copies.
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The idea of associating multiplicity to the molecules is present in DNA based
splicing models [6]. In DNA splicing, the family of recursively enumerable languages can be characterized by the extended H systems, controlled by multisets.
In this paper we introduce a new model called Regulated labeled splicing P
system. In our model, a multiplicity factor is associated with the strings present
inside the membranes which may be finite or arbitrary. The rules of this system
are given some labels, where labels are chosen from a finite alphabet or empty
label. The rules of this system may be finite or regular. With the help of labeled
splicing rules, the evolution is seen to halt only by certain strings over the labels.
We call this mode of evolution as generative mode of evolution of labeled splicing
P system. In this work, the language generated by the labels of the rules of the
splicing P system when the system is halting, is compared with the family of
languages in Chomsky hierarchy.
In section 2, we recall the definition of splicing P system. In section 3, we
present the definition of labeled splicing P system and its variant, Regulated
splicing P system. We illustrate the working of this model with a few interesting
examples. Main results are given in section 4. Section 5, is conclusive in nature.

2

Splicing P system

In this section we recall the definition of splicing P system as given in [4].
Definition 1. A splicing P system of degree m (≥ 1) is a construct Π =
(V, T, µ, A1 , . . . , Am , R1 , . . . , Rm ), where :
•
•
•
•

V is an alphabet with #, $ ∈
/ V;
T ⊆ V is the terminal alphabet;
µ is a membrane structure with m membranes;
Ai ⊆ V ∗ , i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, are finite languages associated with the membranes
1, ..., m of µ;
• Ri for i ∈ {1, ...m} are sets of splicing rules of the form (r; tar1 , tar2 ) associated with the membranes 1, ...., m of µ, where r is a splicing rule over V
and tar1 , tar2 ∈ {here, in, out} are target indicators.

A configuration of Π is an m-tuple (M1 , . . . , Mm ) of languages over V . The m0
0
tuple (A1 , . . . , Am ) is the initial configuration. Let (M1 , . . . , Mm ), (M1 , . . . , Mm )
0
be two consecutive configurations of Π. We denote by (M1 , . . . , Mm ) ⇒ (M1 , . . . ,
0
0
0
0
0
Mm ), a transition from (M1 , . . . , Mm ) to (M1 , . . . , Mm ), i.e., (M1 , . . . , Mm ) can
be reached by application of splicing rules of Π in parallel to all possible strings
that are in configuration (M1 , . . . , Mm ) in the corresponding membranes. After application of the rules the result of each splicing is distributed to other
membranes according to the target indicators. Formally, for i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, if
x = x1 u1 u2 x2 , y = y1 u3 u4 y2 ∈ Mi and r = (u1 #u2 $u3 #u4 ; tar1 , tar2 ) ∈ Ri ,
x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 , u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 ∈ V ∗ , the splicing (x, y) `r (z, w), z, w ∈ V ∗ i.e.,
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(x1 u1 |u2 x2 , y1 u3 |u4 y2 ) `r (x1 u1 u4 y2 , y1 u3 u2 x2 ) can take place in i. The strings
z(= x1 u1 u4 y2 ) and w(= y1 u3 u2 x2 ) pass to the membranes indicated by tar1 and
tar2 , respectively. For j = 1, 2:
If tarj = here, then the string remains in membrane i.
If tarj = out, then the string is sent to a membrane situated immediately above
membrane i (if i is the skin membrane, then the string exits the system).
If tarj = in, then the string is sent to a non-deterministically chosen membrane
situated immediately below membrane i.
The strings in membranes are available in an arbitrary number of copies,
hence after the application of rule r in membrane i, strings x and y are still
present in the same membrane. A computation in a splicing P system Π is a
sequence of transitions between configurations of Π which starts from the initial
configuration (A1 , ...., Am ). The result of the computation consists of all strings
over terminal alphabet T which are sent outside the system at some moment of
the computation. The result of the computation is denoted as L(Π) (i.e., the
language generated by system Π).

3

Labeled splicing P system

A labeled splicing P system of degree m (≥ 1) is a construct of the form Π =
(V, T, µ, A1 , A2 , . . . , Am , R1 , R2 , . . . , Rm , H), where V, T, µ, A1 , A2 , . . . , Am , R1 ,
R2 , . . . , Rm is same as in Definition 1. A label is associated with each rule in
R1 ∪ R2 ∪ . . . ∪ Rm and H is the alphabet for the labels, V ∩ H = φ. Same
label can be assigned to different rules but same rule cannot have multiple
labels. The labels of the rules either can be from an alphabet H or it can
be λ (empty). So the rules of labeled splicing P system are written in the
form (a : x1 #x2 $y1 #y2 ; tar1 , tar2 ) or (λ : x1 #x2 $y1 #y2 ; tar1 , tar2 ), where a ∈
H, x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 ∈ V ∗ , tar1 , tar2 ∈ {here, out, in}. Moreover a multiplicity factor
is added to the strings present in the axioms i.e., for each w ∈ Ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
M (w) = n or ∞, n ∈ N, where M (w) defines the number of copies of w present
in the system.
A computation in a labeled splicing P system Π is called label restricted if in
each step of a computation only rules with same label or rules with λ-labels are
0
0
used. Let C and C be two successive configuration and by C ⇒b C we mean
that only “b” labeled rules or λ-labeled rules are applied to reach the configura0
tion C derived from C. We associate the symbol “b” with the label restricted
transition, if at least one rule with label “b” is used. If all the rules used in a computation step is of λ-label, then the step is called λ-step (or λ-transition). The
label restricted transitions which cannot use only rules with label λ are called
λ-label restricted. If the labels of the label restricted transitions starting from
initial configuration and ending in halting configuration (i.e., a configuration is
reached where strings cannot evolve further using the rules present inside the
membranes), are sequentially concatenated, a string over H can be generated.
It is called regulated string or control string. The set of all strings generated by
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all λ-label restricted halting computations in Π is denoted by RLSP S(Π). The
family of languages RLSP S(Π) associated with Π with at most m membranes,
working in generating mode is denoted by RLSP Sm (Π). If λ-transitions are
allowed then the language will be denoted as RLλ SP Sm (Π). If the number of
membranes is unbounded, then the subscript m is replaced with ?.
RLSP Sm (Π) = {w ∈ H + | If w = bi bj . . . bl , then (A1 , A2 , . . . , Am ) ⇒bi . . . ⇒bl
0
0
0
0
0
0
(M1 , M2 , . . . , Mm ), where (M1 , M2 , . . . , Mm ) is the halting configuration }.
We illustrate the above definition with the following examples. In the next
example we give a construct where RLSP S1 (Π) = ∅.
Example 1. Let Π = (V, T, µ, A, R, H) be a labeled splicing P system, where V =
T = {0, 1}, µ = [1 ]1 , A = {01}, M (01) = 2, R = {(a : 0#1$0#1; here, here)}.
Splicing of 01 and 01 will again produce 01 and 01. So the computation will
never halt and hence RLSP S1 (Π) = ∅.
In the next example we give a system that generates the REG(regular) language.
Example 2. Let Π = (V, T, µ, A, R, H) be a labeled splicing P system, where
V = T = {α1 , α2 }, µ = [1 ]1 , A = {α1 α1 α2 α2 , α1 α1 α2 }, M (α1 α1 α2 α2 ) = 1 and
M (α1 α1 α2 ) = ∞ .
R = {(a : α1 #α1 α2 α2 $α1 α1 α2 #; out, here),
(b : α2 #α1 α2 α2 $α1 #α1 α2 ; out, here),
(b : α2 #α1 α2 α2 $α1 #α1 α2 ; out, out)},
H = {a, b}.
Initially only one copy of α1 α1 α2 α2 and arbitrary many copies of α1 α1 α2 are
available inside the membrane. So only “a” labeled rule can be applied. After
applying the “a” labeled rule, if the second “b” labeled rule is applied and no
strings other than α1 α1 α2 will be available inside the membrane. Hence the
system halts completely. If the first “b” labeled rule is applied, then again one
copy of α1 α1 α2 α2 will be produced inside the membrane which can evolve again
by using the “a” labeled rule. Now, similarly as above if the second “b” labeled
rule is applied, the system halts completely, but if the first “b” labeled rule is
applied, the computation will continue. After applying the “a” labeled rule and
first “b” labeled rule (n − 1) times the string α1 α1 α2 α2 will be available in one
copy and arbitrary many copies of α1 α1 α2 will be available inside the membrane.
Hence only “a” labeled rules can be applied. Now if the second “b” labeled rule
is applied, only the string α1 α1 α2 will be available and hence the system cannot
evolve further using the rules present inside the membrane. So system halts
completely after generating (ab)n . Hence RLSP S1 (Π) = {(ab)n | n ≥ 1}.
Example 3. Let Π = (V, T, µ, A, R, H) be a labeled splicing P system, where V =
{α1 , α2 , αt , αt1 }, T = {αt , αt1 }, µ = [1 ]1 , A = {α1 αt , α2 αt , α1 αt1 }, M (α1 αt ) =
1, M (α2 αt ) = M (α1 αt1 ) = ∞, H = {a, b},
R contains the following rules :
(a : α1 #αt $#α2 αt ; here, out) . . . (1)
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(a : α1 α2 #αt $#α2 αt ; here, out) . . . (2)
(a : α2 α2 #αt $#α2 αt ; here, out) . . . (3)
(b : α2 #α2 αt $α1 #αt1 ; here, out) . . . (4)
(b : α2 #α2 αt1 $α1 #αt1 ; here, out) . . . (5)
(b : α1 #α2 αt $α1 #αt1 ; out, out) . . . (6)
(b : α1 #α2 αt1 $α1 #αt1 ; out, out) . . . (7)
H = {a, b}.
Initially one copy of α1 αt and arbitrary many copies of α2 αt are available in
the membrane. Hence only rule 1 is applicable and strings α1 α2 αt and αt are
produced in one copy. αt is sent to environment and α1 α2 αt remains inside. If
rule 6 is applied, the system halts completely after generating “ab”. If rule 2 is
applied, then one more α2 is added between α1 and αt , thus producing α1 α22 αt .
Then rule 3 can be applied recursively to obtain α1 α2n αt . When rule 4 is applied,
α2 αt is removed from the end and αt1 is added and hence rule 5 can be applied
recursively followed by rule 7 to reach a halting configuration generating the
string an bn . Hence RLSP S1 (Π) = {an bn | n ≥ 1} ∈ CF .

4

Results

In this section we show that non-empty F IN (finite), REG (regular), CF
(context-free) languages are contained in RLSP S∗ (Π). But CS (context-sensitive)
and RE languages are contained in RLλ SP S1 (Π). In the following theorem we
show a simple simulation of RLSP S1 (Π) without λ-labeled rules that contain
(F IN \ {λ}).
Theorem 1. (F IN \ {λ}) ⊆ RLSP S1 (Π).
Proof. In this proof, given any non-empty finite language L, we construct a
labeled splicing P system which halts only after generating the elements of L.
Let G = (N1 , T1 , P1 , A1 ) be a grammar for the finite language L. A1 is the
starting symbol and let Ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ n be the non- terminals of the grammar G.
We construct a labeled splicing P system Π based on the rules present in G. Let
Π = (V, T, µ, A, R, H) be a labeled splicing P system, where :
• V = {t, A1 , A2 , . . . , An } ∪ B, for B = {tx | Ai → x ∈ P1 , x ∈ T1 };
• T = {t} ∪ B;
0
0
• A = {tA1 t, tA2 , tA3 , . . . , tAn } ∪ B , for B = {ttx | Ai → x ∈ P1 , x ∈ T1 },
M (tA1 t) = 1 and the remaining elements of A are available in arbitrary
number of copies;
• R = {(x : tAi #t$tAj #; out, here), for Ai → xAj , i 6= j, x ∈ T1 ;
(x : tAi #t$t#tx ; out, here), for Ai → x, x ∈ T1 } and
• H = T1 .
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The labeled splicing P system simulates the rules of the grammar G. So whenever
G generates a string over T1 , if the labels of the corresponding splicing rules are
concatenated, the system halts after generating the same string over H.
t
u
In the next example we will construct a labeled splicing P system Π which will
halt only after generating a finite language.
Example 4. Let L = {a, bab, caba} is a finite language. We will construct a labeled splicing P system which will halt only after generating the elements of L.
Let Π = (V, T, µ, A, R, H) be a labeled splicing P system, where V = {t, A1 , A2 ,
A3 , A4 , A5 , A6 , ta , tb }, T = {t, ta , tb }, µ = [1 ]1 , A = {tA1 t, tA2 , tA3 , tA4 , tA5 , tA6 ,
tta , ttb }, M (tA1 t) = 1, M (tAi ) = ∞, 2 ≤ i ≤ 6, M (tta ) = M (ttb ) = ∞.
R contains the following rules :
(a : tA1 #t$t#ta ; out, here) . . . (1)
(b : tA1 #t$tA2 #; out, here) . . . (2)
(a : tA2 #t$tA3 #; out, here) . . . (3)
(b : tA3 #t$t#tb ; out, here) . . . (4)
(c : tA1 #t$tA4 #; out, here) . . . (5)
(a : tA4 #t$tA5 #; out, here) . . . (6)
(b : tA5 #t$tA6 #; out, here) . . . (7)
(a : tA6 #t$t#ta ; out, here) . . . (8)
and H = {a, b, c}.
If rule 1 of the labeled splicing P system Π is applied, the system halts after
generating “a”, because tA1 t is present in one copy and tta is present in arbitrary
many copies and after applying the “a” labeled rule one copy of tA1 ta and tt are
produced. The string tA1 ta is sent outside the membrane and tt remains inside
the membrane which cannot evolve further using the rules inside the membrane.
The splicing rules (b : tA1 #t$tA2 #; out, here), (a : tA2 #t$tA3 #; out, here), (b :
tA3 #t$t#tb ; out, here) are applicable sequentially only and hence the system
halts after generating bab.
Similarly, the splicing rules i.e., (c : tA1 #t$tA4 #; out, here), (a : tA4 #t$tA5 #; out,
here), (b : tA5 #t$tA6 #; out, here), (a : tA6 #t$t#ta ; out, here) are applicable sequentially only, then the labeled splicing P system halts after generating caba.
Hence RLSP S1 (Π) = L = {a, bab, caba}.
In the next theorem we prove that every non-empty regular language can be a
regulated language or control language of a labeled splicing P system which uses
no λ-labeled rules.
Theorem 2. (REG \ {λ}) ⊆ RLSP S1 (Π).
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Proof. Let L be a regular language such that L does not contain λ. Then there
exists a right linear grammar G = (N1 , T1 , P1 , A1 ) such that L = L(G). The non
terminals of the grammar be Ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where A1 is the starting symbol.
We now construct a labeled splicing P system Π from the rules of the grammar
G such that L = RLSP S1 (Π). The rules in P1 are of the form Ai → aAi ,
Ai → aAj (i 6= j), Ai → a, Ai , Aj ∈ N1 and a ∈ T1 .
Let Π = (V, T, µ, A, R, H) be a labeled splicing P system, where :
• V = {t, A1 , A2 , . . . , An } ∪ D, for D = {ta | Ai → aAi , Ai → aAj (i 6= j), Ai →
a ∈ P1 , a ∈ T1 };
• T = {t} ∪ D;
• µ = [1 ]1 ;
0
• A = {tA1 t} ∪ B ∪ C ∪ D , where
1. B = {tAj ta | Ai → aAj ∈ P1 , a ∈ T1 },
2. C = {tAi ta | Ai → aAi ∈ P1 , a ∈ T1 },
0
3. D = {tta | Ai → a ∈ P1 , a ∈ T1 },
such that M (tA1 t) = 1 and M (w) = ∞ for all w ∈ (A\{tA1 t}), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n;
• The rules R of the labeled splicing P system are of the form :
1 ≤ i, j ≤ n
(a : tAi #t$tAi #ta ; out, here), for Ai → aAi , a ∈ T1
(a : tAi #t$tAj #ta ; out, here), for Ai → aAj , i 6= j, a ∈ T1 .
(a : tAi #t$t#ta ; out, here), for Ai → a, a ∈ T1 .
• H = T1 .
The idea of the proof is to simulate the rules in the grammar by using splicing
rules. Any computation in grammar G will start from the starting symbol A1
and will terminate when the computation will reach a terminal string i.e., an
element of the language L is generated. In the labeled splicing system, initially
the computation will start with the string tA1 t which is present in only one
copy. When any of the rules in P1 is applied to A1 , the corresponding labeled
splicing rule is applied to tA1 t and tta or tAj ta or tAi ta depending on the rule
being applied. So after application of the splicing rule, two strings are produced
in one copy. One of the string is sent to the environment and the other string
will evolve inside the membrane using the rules present inside the membrane.
This process will continue until a terminal string is generated by the rules of
the grammar G and at the same time the labeled splicing P system will reach
a configuration where no further evolution is possible i.e., the system halts. If
the labels of the splicing rules applied during the computation are concatenated
sequentially, the labeled splicing P system will reach a halting configuration only
for strings generated by the grammar G.
t
u
We will illustrate the working of a labeled splicing P system with one membrane
and without λ-labeled rules generating a non-empty regular language.
Example 5. Here we will give example of a labeled splicing P system which will
halt after generating the language L = {awa | w ∈ {a, b}∗ } only. Clearly, L is a
regular language. We will construct a labeled splicing P system as in Theorem 2.
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Let Π = (V, T, µ, A, R, H) be a labeled splicing P system where V = {t, A1 , A2 , ta ,
tb }, T = {t, ta , tb }, A = {tA1 t, tA2 ta , tA2 tb , tta }, M (tA1 t) = 1, M (tA2 ta ) =
M (tA2 tb ) = M (tta ) = ∞, µ = [1 ]1 ,
R contains the following rules :
(a : tA1 #t$tA2 #ta ; out, here) . . . (1)
(a : tA2 #t$tA2 #ta ; out, here) . . . (2)
(b : tA2 #t$tA2 #tb ; out, here) . . . (3)
(a : tA2 #t$t#ta ; out, here) . . . (4)
H = {a, b}.
Initially only tA1 t and tA2 ta can evolve using the first “a” labeled rule (i.e., rule
1) and tA1 ta and tA2 t are produced in one copy. First string is sent to the environment and tA2 t remains inside the membrane which can evolve using ruleS
2, 3, 4. If the rule 4 which is “a” labeled is applied, one copy of tA2 ta and tt are
produced. The string tA2 t is sent to the environment and tt remains inside. Hence
no further evolution is possible inside the membrane and the system halts completely. After rule 1 is applied, rule 2 and 3 can be applied non-deterministically
any number of times but when rule 4 is applied, the system halts completely.
When rule 1 is applied, “a” is generated. Now rule 2 and rule 3 i.e., “a” and
“b” labeled rules can be applied non-deterministically and hence any string over
{a, b} can be generated. When rule 4 is applied, the system halts completely.
Hence if the labels of the applied rules are concatenated system Π halts after
generating strings from L only. Hence RLSP S1 (Π) = L.
In the next theorem we will prove that non-regular languages can also be regulated languages of the labeled splicing P system. To prove this, a labeled splicing
P system is constructed which halts only after generating the context free language {an bn | n ≥ 1}.
Lemma 1 RLSP S1 (Π) \ REG 6= ∅.
Proof. Proof of this lemma follows from Example 3.4.

t
u

In [1], authors proved that {wwR | w ∈ {a, b}∗ } cannot be a control language of
a P system without λ-labeled rules. In the following we show that there exists a
labeled splicing P system Π that generates {wwR | w ∈ {a, b}+ } as its control
language such that RLSP S2 (Π) = {wwR | w ∈ {a, b}+ }.
Consider the labeled splicing P system Π = (V1 , T1 , µ1 , A1 , A2 , R1 , R2 , H1 ),
where :
•
•
•
•

V1 = {α1 , α2 , α3 , αt };
T1 = {αt };
µ1 = [1 ]1 ;
A1 = {α1 αt }, M (α1 αt ) = ∞;
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• A2 = {α1 αt , α2 αt , α3 αt }, M (α1 αt ) = 1, M (α2 αt ) = ∞, M (α3 αt ) = ∞;
• R1 contains the following rules :
(a : #α2 αt $α1 #αt ; here, out)

o

(b : #α3 αt #$α1 #αt ; here, out)

o

. . . (5)

• R2 contains the following rules :
(a : α1 #αt $#α2 αt ; here, out)

o

(a : α1 α2 #αt $#α2 αt ; here, out)

o

(a : α2 α2 #αt $#α2 αt ; here, out)

o

(a : α3 α2 #αt $#α2 αt ; here, out)

o

(a : α1 α3 #αt $#α2 αt ; here, out)

o

(a : α2 α3 #αt $#α2 αt ; here, out)

o

(a : α3 α3 #αt $#α2 αt ; here, out)

o

(a : α1 #αt $#α2 αt ; out, out)

o

(a : α1 α2 #αt $#α2 αt ; out, out)

o

(a : α2 α2 #αt $#α2 αt ; out, out)

o

(a : α3 α2 #αt $#α2 αt ; out, out)

o

(a : α1 α3 #αt $#α2 αt ; out, out)

o

(a : α2 α3 #αt $#α2 αt ; out, out)

o

(a : α3 α3 #αt $#α2 αt ; out, out)

o

(b : α1 #αt $#α3 αt ; here, out)

o

(b : α1 α2 #αt $#α3 αt ; here, out)

o

(b : α2 α2 #αt $#α3 αt ; here, out)

o

(b : α3 α2 #αt $#α3 αt ; here, out)

o

(b : α1 α3 #αt $#α3 αt ; here, out)

o

(b : α2 α3 #αt $#α3 αt ; here, out)

o

(b : α3 α3 #αt $#α3 αt ; here, out)

o

. . . (1)

. . . (2)

. . . (3)
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(b : α1 #αt $#α3 αt ; out, out)

o

(b : α1 α2 #αt $#α3 αt ; out, out)

o

(b : α2 α2 #αt $#α3 αt ; out, out)

o

(b : α3 α2 #αt $#α3 αt ; out, out)

o

(b : α1 α3 #αt $#α3 αt ; out, out)

o

(b : α2 α3 #αt $#α3 αt ; out, out)

o

(b : α3 α3 #αt $#α3 αt ; out, out)

o

. . . (4)

• H1 = {a, b}.
If any of the “a” labeled rule from rule set 1 is applied, one α2 is added between
α1 and αt . Similarly, if any of the “b” labeled rule from rule set 3 is applied, one
α3 is added between α1 and αt . If any of the “a” labelled rule from rule set 2 is
applied, one α2 is added between α1 and αt , and both the produced strings are
sent to membrane one. If any of the “b” labeled rule from rule set 4 is applied,
one α3 is added between α1 and αt , and both the produced strings are sent to
membrane one. During the computation only strings of the form α1 {α2 , α3 }+ αt
and αt are sent to membrane one.
In membrane one, if an “a” labeled rule is applied, one α2 is removed and
similarly if “b” labeled rule is applied, one α3 is removed from α1 {α2 , α3 }+ αt .
When the last symbol of wR is generated only α1 αt remains inside the membrane
which cannot evolve further. So the system halts after generating elements of the
language {wwR | w ∈ {a, b}+ } only. Hence RLSP S2 (Π) = {wwR | w ∈ {a, b}+ }
and therefore RLSP S∗ (Π) \ REG 6= ∅.
Theorem 3. (CF \ {λ}) ⊆ RLSP S1 (Π).
Proof. Let L be any context-free language such that λ ∈
/ L. Then let G =
(N, T, P, S) be a context-free grammar in Greibach normal form such that L =
L(G). We construct a labeled splicing P system Π = (V1 , T1 , µ1 , A1 , R1 , H1 )
which will halt only after generating the elements of the non-empty context-free
language L.
The labeled splicing P system Π = (V1 , T1 , µ1 , A1 , R1 , H1 ), where :
V1 = {t} ∪ N ∪ C, for C = {ta | A → aα, A → a ∈ P, a ∈ T, α ∈ N + };
T1 = {t} ∪ C;
µ1 = [1 ]1 ;
A1 = {tSt} ∪ B ∪ D, where
1. D = {tta | A → a ∈ P, a ∈ T },
2. B = {tαta | A → aα ∈ P, a ∈ T, α ∈ N + },
such that M (tSt) = 1 and M (w) = ∞ for all w ∈ (A1 \ {tSt});
• R1 contains the following rules :
(a : tA#t̄t$tα#ta ; out, here), for A → aα ∈ P ,
(a : tA#t̄t$t#ta ; out, here), for A → a ∈ P where t̄ ∈ N ∗ ;
•
•
•
•
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• H1 = T .
The computations in G starts from symbol S, and the rules present in P are
applied sequentially. The computation stops when it reaches a terminal string
i.e., no non-terminal is present where the rules of P can be applied. The above
construction of Π simulate the rules of P in R1 and hence the system halts after
generating L only.
t
u
The following example illustrates the above theorem.
Example 6. Consider the Dyck language L over {a, b}. We construct a labeled
splicing P system Π with one membrane such that RLSP S1 (Π) = L.
Let Π = (V1 , T1 , µ1 , A1 , R1 , H1 ) be a labeled splicing P system, where :
V1 = {t, S, U, ta , tb };
T1 = {t, ta , tb };
µ1 = [1 ]1 ;
A1 = {tSt, tU ta , tSU ta , tU Sta , tSU Sta , ttb }, such that M (tSt) = 1 and remaining elements of A1 are available in arbitrary number of copies.
R1 contains the following rules :
(a : tS#t̄t$tU #ta ; out, here),
(a : tS#t̄t$tSU #ta ; out, here),
(a : tS#t̄t$tU S#ta ; out, here),
(a : tS#t̄t$tSU S#ta ; out, here),
(b : tU #t̄t$t#tb ; out, here) }
where t̄ ∈ {S, U }∗ and H1 = {a, b}.
The strings of the form t{S, U }+ t evolve inside the membrane using the “a” and
“b” labeled rules. When a halting configuration (i.e., tt) is reached, if the labels
of the applied rules are concatenated, an element of Dyck language over {a, b}
is generated.
In [1], authors claimed that {ww | w ∈ {a, b}∗ } cannot be a control language
of any P system without λ-labeled rules. But we show that {ww | w ∈ {a, b}+ }
is control language of a labeled splicing P system without λ-labeled rules. In
following Lemma we show that there exists a labeled splicing P system Π such
that, RLSP S2 (Π) = {ww | w ∈ {a, b}+ }.
Lemma 2 RLSP S2 (Π) \ CF 6= ∅.
Proof. We give the proof of this lemma by showing L = {ww | w ∈ {a, b}∗ } can
be generated by a labeled splicing P system without λ-rules Π . Consider the
labeled splicing P system Π = (V1 , T1 , µ1 , A1 , A2 , R1 , R2 , H1 ), where :
•
•
•
•
•

V1 = {α1 , α2 , α3 , αt };
T1 = {αt };
µ1 = [1 ]1 ;
A1 = {α1 αt }, M (α1 αt ) = ∞;
A2 = {α1 αt , α2 αt , α3 αt }, M (α1 αt ) = 1, M (α2 αt ) = ∞, M (α3 αt ) = ∞;
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• R1 contains the following rules :

(a : α1 α2 #$α1 #αt ; out, here)

o

(b : α1 α3 #$α1 #αt ; out, here)}

o

. . . (5)

• R2 contains the following rules :

(a : α1 #αt $#α2 αt ; here, out)

o

(a : α1 α2 #αt $#α2 αt ; here, out)

o

(a : α2 α2 #αt $#α2 αt ; here, out)

o

(a : α3 α2 #αt $#α2 αt ; here, out)

o

(a : α1 α3 #αt $#α2 αt ; here, out)

o

(a : α2 α3 #αt $#α2 αt ; here, out)

o

(a : α3 α3 #αt $#α2 αt ; here, out)

o

(a : α1 #αt $#α2 αt ; out, out)

o

(a : α1 α2 #αt $#α2 αt ; out, out)

o

(a : α2 α2 #αt $#α2 αt ; out, out)

o

(a : α3 α2 #αt $#α2 αt ; out, out)

o

(a : α1 α3 #αt $#α2 αt ; out, out)

o

(a : α2 α3 #αt $#α2 αt ; out, out)

o

(a : α3 α3 #αt $#α2 αt ; out, out)

o

(b : α1 #αt $#α3 αt ; here, out)

o

(b : α1 α2 #αt $#α3 αt ; here, out)

o

(b : α2 α2 #αt $#α3 αt ; here, out)

o

(b : α3 α2 #αt $#α3 αt ; here, out)

o

(b : α1 α3 #αt $#α3 αt ; here, out)

o

(b : α2 α3 #αt $#α3 αt ; here, out)

o

(b : α3 α3 #αt $#α3 αt ; here, out)

o

. . . (1)

. . . (2)

. . . (3)
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(b : α1 #αt $#α3 αt ; out, out)

o

(b : α1 α2 #αt $#α3 αt ; out, out)

o

(b : α2 α2 #αt $#α3 αt ; out, out)

o

(b : α3 α2 #αt $#α3 αt ; out, out)

o

(b : α1 α3 #αt $#α3 αt ; out, out)

o

(b : α2 α3 #αt $#α3 αt ; out, out)

o

(b : α3 α3 #αt $#α3 αt ; out, out)

o
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• H1 = {a, b}.
If any of the “a” labeled rules from rule set 1 is applied, one α2 will be added
between α1 and αt . Similarly, if any of the “b” labeled rules from rule set 3 is
applied, one α3 is added between α1 and αt . If any of the “a” labelled rule from
rule set 2 is applied, one α2 is added between α1 and αt , and both the produced
strings are sent to membrane one. If any of the “b” labeled rule from rule set 4 is
applied, one α3 will be added between α1 and αt , and both the produced strings
are sent to membrane one. At any time during the computation only strings of
the form α1 {α2 , α3 }+ αt and αt are sent to membrane one.
In membrane one, if an “a” labeled rule is applied, one α2 is removed and
similarly if “b” labeled rule is applied, one α3 is removed from α1 {α2 , α3 }+ αt .
When the last symbol of w is generated only α1 αt remains inside the membrane
which cannot evolve further. So the system halts after generating elements of the
language {ww | w ∈ {a, b}+ } only. Hence RLSP S2 (Π) = {ww | w ∈ {a, b}+ }
and therefore RLSP S∗ (Π) \ CF 6= ∅.
t
u
From the above lemma we can see that without using λ-labeled rules context
sensitive languages can be generated. In the next theorem we proved that every
non-empty context-sensitive langauge is a regulated language of a labeled splicing
P system, where λ-labeled rules are permitted.
Theorem 4. CS ⊆ RLλ SP S1 (Π).
Proof. Let L be a context-sensitive language. Then there exists a context-sensitive
grammar G = (N, T, P, S) which can generate L. For every context-sensitive
0
0
0
0
0
grammar G, an equivalent grammar G = (N , T , P , S ) can be constructed
0
where the rules in P are of the form A → BC, AB → CD, A → a (i.e., the
0
0
0
grammar G is in Kuroda normal form) where A, B, C, D ∈ N , a ∈ T . If L
0
0
contains the empty language, there exists a rule of the form S → λ ∈ P .
We construct a labeled splicing P system Π = (V1 , T1 , µ1 , A1 , R1 , H1 ) from the
0
rules present in the grammar G such that RLλ SP S1 (Π) = L.
The labeled splicing P system Π = (V1 , T1 , µ1 , A1 , R1 , H1 ), where :
0

0

0

• V1 = {t, t2 , t3 } ∪ Z ∪ N , for Z = {ta | A → a ∈ P , a ∈ T } ;
• T1 = {t, t2 , t3 } ∪ Z ;
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• µ1 = [1 ]1 ;
0
0
• A1 = {tS t} ∪ X ∪ Y ∪ Z ∪ {t2 t3 },0 where
1. X = {t2 BCt3 | A → BC ∈ P },
0
2. Y = {t2 CDt3 | AB → CD ∈ P },
0
0
3. Z = {t2 ta t30 | A → a ∈ P },
0
such that M (tS t) = 1 and M (w) = ∞ for all w ∈ (A1 \ {tS t}).
• R1 contains the following rules :
0

0

0

(λ : t#S t$t2 #t3 ; here, out), for S → λ ∈ P ,
o
0
(λ : tα#Aβt$t2 #BCt3 ; here, here)
for A → BC ∈ P ,
o
0
(λ : t2 A#βt$tαBC#t3 ; out, here)
where α, β ∈ (N ∪ Z)∗
(λ : tα#ABβt$t2 #CDt3 ; here, here)

o

for AB → CD ∈ P ,

(λ : t2 AB#βt$tαCD#t3 ; out, here)

o

where α, β ∈ (N ∪ Z)∗

0

0

(a : tα#Aβt$t2 #ta t3 ; here, here)

o

for A → a ∈ P ,

(λ : t2 A#βt$tαta #t3 ; out, here)

o

where α, β ∈ (N ∪ Z)∗ .

0

0

0

• H1 = T ;
0

0

0

The computation of the grammar G starts from S . If rules in R are applied
sequentially, the computation of the grammar will stop when a terminal string
0
over T is reached. We have constructed the labeled splicing P system by sim0
ulating the rules of the grammar G . The labeled splicing P system Π halts at
0
the same time when a terminal string is reached in the computation of G and
0
the language generated by the grammar G is same as the concatenation of the
labels of the splicing rules.
t
u
Example 7. We give example of a labeled splicing P system with λ- labeled rules
which generates the context-sensitive language L = {x ∈ {a, b, c}∗ | |x|a = |x|b =
|x|c } such that RLλ SP S1 (Π) = L.
Let Π = (V1 , T1 , µ1 , A1 , R1 , H1 ) is a labeled splicing P system, where :
•
•
•
•

V1 = {t, S, A, B, C, ta , tb , tc , t2 , t3 };
T1 = {t, ta , tb , tc , t2 , t3 };
µ1 = [1 ]1 ;
A1 = {tSt, t2 SABCt3 , t2 ABCt3 , t2 ABt3 , t2 BAt3 , t2 ACt3 , t2 CAt3 , t2 BCt3 , t2 C
Bt3 , t2 ta t3 , t2 tb t3 , t2 tc t3 }, such that M (tSt) = 1 and M (w) = ∞ for all
w ∈ (A1 \ {tSt}).
• R1 contains the following rules :
o
(λ : tα#Sβt$t2 #SABCt3 ; here, here) . . . (1)
o
(λ : t2 S#βt$tαSABC#t3 ; out, here)
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(λ : tα#Sβt$t2 #ABCt3 ; here, here)

o

(λ : t2 ABC#βt$tαS#t3 ; out, here)

o

(λ : tα#ABβt$t2 #BAt3 ; here, here)

o

(λ : t2 AB#βt$tαBA#t3 ; out, here)

o

(λ : tα#BAβt$t2 #ABt3 ; here, here)

o

(λ : t2 BA#βt$tαAB#t3 ; out, here)

o

(λ : tα#BCβt$t2 #CBt3 ; here, here)

o

(λ : t2 BC#βt$tαCB#t3 ; out, here)

o

(λ : tα#CBβt$t2 #BCt3 ; here, here)

o

(λ : t2 CB#βt$tαBC#t3 ; out, here)

o

(λ : tα#ACβt$t2 #CAt3 ; here, here)

o

(λ : t2 AC#βt$tαCA#t3 ; out, here)

o

(λ : tα#CAβt$t2 #ACt3 ; here, here)

o

(λ : t2 CA#βt$tαAC#t3 ; out, here)

o

(a : tα#Aβt$t2 #ta t3 ; here, here)

o

(λ : t2 A#βt$tαta #t3 ; out, here)

o

(b : tα#Bβt$t2 #tb t3 ; here, here)

o

(λ : t2 B#βt$tαtb #t3 ; out, here)

o

(c : tα#Cβt$t2 #tc t3 ; here, here)

o

(λ : t2 C#βt$tαtc #t3 ; out, here)

o
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. . . (2)

. . . (3)

. . . (4)

. . . (5)

. . . (6)

. . . (7)

. . . (8)

. . . (9)

. . . (10)

. . . (11)

where α, β ∈ {S, A, B, C, ta , tb , tc }∗ .
• H1 = {a, b, c};
If λ-labeled rules from 1 to 8 are applied recursively, the system will reach a
configuration t{S, A, B, C}+ t, where number of A, B and C will be equal. But,
after application of the rules 9, 10 and 11, system will reach the configuration
t{ta , tb , tc }+ t, which cannot evolve further. If the labels of the applied rules are
concatenated, it will always form a string containing equal number of a, b and c.
Hence, RLλ SP S1 (Π) = L.
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Theorem 5. RLλ SP S1 (Π) = RE.
Proof. The inclusion RLλ SP S1 (Π) ⊆ RE is obvious from the statement of
Turing-Church thesis. So we have to prove the inclusion RE ⊆ RLλ SP S1 (Π)
only.
Let L ∈ RE and G = (N, T, P, S) is a type-0 grammar generating L. We know
0
0
0
0
0
that for every type-0 grammar G, an equivalent grammar G = (N , T , P , S )
0
can be constructed, where rules in P are of the form A → BC, A → a, A → λ
0
0
and AB → CD where A, B, C, D ∈ N and a ∈ T .
We construct a labeled splicing P system Π = (V1 , T1 , µ1 , A1 , R1 , H1 ) from the
0
rules present in the grammar G , which halts only after generating the elements
of L i.e.,RLλ SP S1 (Π) = L.
The labeled splicing P system Π = (V1 , T1 , µ1 , A1 , R1 , H1 ), where :
0

•
•
•
•

0

0

0

0

V1 = {t, t2 , t3 } ∪ Y ∪ N , for0 Y = {ta | A → a ∈ P , a ∈ T };
T1 = {t, t2 , t3 } ∪ {ta | ta ∈ Y };
µ = [1 ]1 ; 0
A1 = {tS t} ∪ W ∪ X ∪ Y ∪ Z, where
0
1. W = {t2 BCt3 | A → BC ∈ P },0
2. X = {t2 CDt3 | AB → CD
∈ P },
0
3. Y = {t2 ta t3 | A → a ∈ 0P },
4. Z = {t2 t3 | A
→ λ ∈ P },
0
such that M (tS t) = 1 and the remaining elements of A1 available in arbitrary number of copies.
• R1 contains the following rules :
(λ : tα#Aβt$t2 #BCt3 ; here, here)

o
o

0

for A → BC ∈ P ,
0

0

where α, β ∈ (N ∪ Y )∗
o
0
(λ : tα#ABβt$t2 #CDt3 ; here, here)
for AB → CD ∈ P ,
o
0
0
(λ : t2 AB#βt$tαCD#t3 ; out, here)
where α, β ∈ (N ∪ Y )∗
o
0
(a : tα#Aβt$t2 #ta t3 ; here, here)
for A → a ∈ P ,
o
0
0
(λ : t2 A#βt$tαta #t3 ; out, here) where α, β ∈ (N ∪ Y )∗
o
0
(λ : tα#Aβt$t2 #t3 ; here, here)
for A → λ ∈ P ,
o
0
0
(λ : t2 A#βt$tα#t3 ; out, here)
where α, β ∈ (N ∪ Y )∗
(λ : t2 A#βt$tαBC#t3 ; out, here)

0

• H1 = T ;
0

0

The grammar G starts from S and performs computation using the rules
0
0
present in P . Corresponding to each rule in P there exists two splicing rules.
0
The computation of the grammar G stops when a terminal string is reached.
0
The labeled splicing P system simulating the rules of the grammar G will also
halt at the same time generating the terminal strings generated by the grammar
0
G only.
t
u
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Conclusion

Labeled splicing P systems are defined with a motivation to look into the sequence of application of rules which lead to a halting status of P system. The
regulated evolution of the labeled splicing P system is different from usual control strategy in grammars [2]. The string over the labels identify in a unique
manner the halting status of the splicing P system. The system is observed to
be more powerful when λ-labeled rules are used. By power of the splicing P system we mean, the nature of the language over the labels of the P System being
REG, CF, CS or RE.
In this work we have shown that, every non-empty context-free language is a regulated language of a labeled splicing P system. Context-sensitive languages and
RE languages are regulated language of a labeled splicing P system with λ-labels
which contain axioms with finite number of elements and regular(REG) set of
rules. It will be interesting to look at controlled splicing P systems generating
L languages and controlled splicing P systems with permitting and forbidding
contexts.
Acknowledgments. Second author acknowledges UGC for the research grant.
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Abstract. Constrained shortest path problem (CSPP) is one of the core
problems in a lot of research fields. Based on mathematic model and
a sufficient condition of CSPP, the concepts of q-graph and shortest
path containing parameter q are proposed. By studying the necessary
and sufficient condition of shortest path containing parameter q, it is
found that all shortest paths containing parameter q corresponding to
a right neighborhood of key q value are optimal constrained shortest
paths. Using these findings, an exact algorithm for CSPP is designed
based on dichotomy and Dijkstra algorithm. The core content of the exact
algorithm is to compute the value range of key q value, whose complexity
is O(n4 ), so the computing speed of exact algorithm is satisfactory. And
a simulation experiment explains that the exact algorithm is a correct,
rapid and effective exact algorithm.
Keywords: network analysis, CSPP, dichotomy, Dijkstra algorithm, shortest path containing parameter q, key q value

1

Introduction

Constrained shortest path problem (CSPP) is the shortest path problem having
some constraint conditions. CSPP is one of the core problems[1, 2] in research
fields of optimization of traffic network[3, 4], mobile ad-hoc network QoS routing[5, 6] and network analysis[7, 8], and so on. Therefore, how to explore a better
algorithm for CSPP is an important research and application issue.
It is proved that CSPP is an NP-complete problem[9–11]. However, the research on algorithms for CSPP has never stopped. At present, the main methods
to solve CSPP are modern optimization algorithms, such as genetic algorithms
[12], immune algorithm [13], ant colony algorithm [14], particle swarm optimization [15], artificial fish-swarm algorithm [16], artificial bee colony algorithm [17],
shufled frog-leaping algorithm [18], cellular automata model [19], artificial neural
?
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network method [20], DNA computing [21], and so on. Almost all modern optimization algorithms are applied to CSPP. And classical optimization methods
are also used to solve CSPP, such as Dijkstra algorithm, dynamic programming,
Lagrangian relaxation [22], potential algorithm [23], and so on. These algorithms
can find out satisfactory solution of CSPP in a short time.
In this paper, according to the features of constrained shortest path, an exact
algorithm for CSPP is put forward based on Dijkstra algorithm and dichotomy,
whose complexity is O(n4 ). Therefore, this algorithm can obtain the global optimal solution of CSPP in a short time. This algorithm has obvious advantage
in the computing time and calculation accuracy, compared with other similar
algorithms.

2

Theoretical Foundation OF CSPP

First CSPP and its mathematical model are studied. Then the basic properties
and basic concepts of CSPP, which are the basis for algorithm design of CSPP,
are given by analyzing mathematical model of CSPP.
2.1

CSPP and Mathematical Model

Let D = (V, A, W, B) be positive weight simple digraph, where V (D) = {v1 , v2 ,
· · · , vn } is vertex set of D, A(D) = {aij |vi , vj ∈ V (D)} is arc set of D, W =
{wij |aij ∈ A(D) ∧ wij ∈ R+ } is cost weight set of D, B = {bij |aij ∈ A(D) ∧
bij ∈ R+ } is time weight set of D. A path in D is a sequence of arcs P =
(ai(1)i(2) , ai(2)i(3) , · · · , ai(k−1)i(k) ) satisfying j ∈ {2, 3, · · · , P
k} → ai(j−1)i(j) ∈ A(D).
Let P be a path from vertex v1 to vertex vn , W (P ) = aij ∈P wij is called W
P
weight of path P , B(P ) = aij ∈P bij is called B weight of path P [23]. Constrained shortest path is a shortest path P in D from vertex v1 to vertex vn
satisfies B(P ) ≤ b. CSPP is a shortest path problem satisfying B(P ) ≤ b.
Mathematical model of CSPP is 0 − 1 integer programming model (1) as
follows:
P
min W (P ) = aij ∈A(D) wij × xij
P
P
x − aj1 ∈A(D) xj1 = 1
Pa1j ∈A(D) 1j
P
xnj − ajn ∈A(D) xjn = −1
a
∈A(D)
nj
P
P
xij − aji ∈A(D) xji = 0(i = 2, 3, · · · , n − 1)
Panij ∈A(D)
Pn
i=1
j=1 bij × xij ≤ b
xij = 0 or 1
2.2

Sufficient Condition of Constrained Shortest Path

Theorem 1 If path P from vertex v1 to vertex vn satisfies condition (P) as
follows:
X
X
x1j −
xj1 = 1
(1)
a1j ∈A(D)

aj1 ∈A(D)
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X

xnj −

anj ∈A(D)

X

xij −

aij ∈A(D)

X

3

xjn = −1

(2)

(i = 2, 3, · · · , n − 1)

(3)

ajn ∈A(D)

X

xji = 0

aji ∈A(D)
n X
n
X

bij × xij ≤ b

(4)

i=1 j=1

xij = 0 or 1

(5)

pj − pi − bij × q − rij ≤ wij
rij ≥ 0, q ≥ 0

(aij ∈ A(D))

(aij ∈ A(D))

xij × (pj − pi − rij − wij − bij × q) = 0
n X
n
X

(

bij × xij − b) × q = 0

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

i=1 j=1

(xij − 1) × rij = 0

(10)

Then path P is optimal solution of CSPP.
Proof Integer programming model (1) becomes linear programming model
using constraint condition
0 ≤ xij ≤ 1
(11)
instead of constraint condition (5).
If let dual variables of the linear programming model be −p1 , −pn , −pi , −q
and −rij correspond to constraint conditions (1), (2), (3), (4) and (11) respectively, then dual problem of the linear programming model is as follows:
X
max zf = pn − p1 − b × q −
rij
aij ∈A(D)

pj − pi − bij × q − rij ≤ wij
rij ≥ 0, q ≥ 0
pi ∈ R

(aij ∈ A(D))

(aij ∈ A(D))
(vi ∈ V (D))

(12)

Therefore, conditions of complementary relaxation are as follows:
xij × (pj − pi − rij − wij − bij × q) = 0
n X
n
X
(
bij × xij − b) × q = 0
i=1 j=1

(xij − 1) × rij = 0
Path P satisfying condition (P) is a feasible solution of the linear programming
model; (rij , q, pi ) satisfying conditions (6) and (7) is a feasible solution of dual
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problem of the linear programming model; path P and (rij , q, pi ) satisfy conditions of complementary relaxation. Therefore, path P is optimal solution of
CSPP.¤
Condition (P) coming from the principle of complementary relaxation of
linear programming is difficult to ensure that condition (9) holds with integer
constraints, therefore condition (P) is a sufficient condition, but not a necessary
condition.
Definition 1 In positive weight simple digraph D = (V, A, W, B), if let
H = {wij + bij × q|wij ∈ W, bij ∈ B}, for ∀q(q ≥ 0), then
(1) Graph D(q) = (V, A, H) is called q-graph of D.
(2) Shortest path from vertex v1 to vertex vn of q-graph is called shortest
path containing parameter q.
(3) Condition (P) removing condition (4) and condition (9) is called condition q.
(4) For ∀q(q ≥ 0), a shortest path of q-graph can be determined, the shortest
path is called shortest
path containing parameter q and is denoted by
P
PP (q).
(5) W (q) = aij ∈P (q) wij is called W weight of path P (q), B(q) = aij ∈P (q) bij
is called B weight of path P (q), H(q) = W (q) + q × B(q) is called weight of path
P (q).¤
Theorem 2 For ∀q(q ≥ 0), necessary and sufficient condition for path P (q)
be shortest path containing parameter q is condition q. In other words, constrained shortest path removing condition (4) is shortest path containing parameter q.
Proof (Sufficiency) Objective function of mathematical model of shortest
path containing parameter q is as follows:
X
min H(P (q)) =
(wij + bij × q) × xij
aij ∈A(D)

and its constraint conditions are conditions (1), (2), (3) and (5).
Objective function of its dual problem is as follows:
X
max zf = pn − p1 −
rij
aij ∈A(D)

and constraint conditions are conditions (6), (7) and (12).
Conditions of complementary relaxation are conditions (8) and (10).
It is the same as that of proof of Theorem 1, path P (q) is shortest path
containing parameter q.
(Necessity) Let path P (q) be shortest path containing parameter q. Shortest path problem is equivalent to minimum cost flow problem whose flow is 1.
According to integer flow theorem [23] of network flow, path P (q) is optimal
solution of linear programming problem corresponding to mathematical model
of shortest path containing parameter q. So, path P (q) satisfies conditions of
complementary relaxation. And path P (q) is integer solution, therefore, path
P (q) satisfies condition q.¤
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2.3

5

Property Analysis of Shortest Path Containing Parameter q

Theorem 3 If path P (q) is shortest path containing parameter q, then conclusions are correct as follows:
(1) Function W (q) is right continuous monotone increasing step function;
path P (0) is shortest path on W .
(2) Function B(q) is right continuous monotone decreasing step function;
∃q 0 (q 0 > 0), for ∀q(q ≥ q 0 ), path P (q) is shortest path on B.
(3) Function H(q) is continuous monotone increasing concave function composed of several line segments. Function W (q) and function B(q) have the same
discontinuity points, which are also intersection points between line segments of
function H(q), which cause the change of shortest path containing parameter q.
(4) If q1 and q2 (q1 < q2 ) are two adjacent discontinuity points of function
B(q), then
W (q2 ) − W (q1 )
q2 =
(13)
B(q1 ) − B(q2 )
(5) If q0 , q1 and q2 (q0 < q1 < q2 ) are three adjacent discontinuity points of
function B(q), then
(W (q2 ) − W (q1 ))B(q0 ) + (W (q1 ) − W (q0 ))B(q2 ) > (W (q2 ) − W (q0 ))B(q1 ) (14)
Proof For ∀q1 ∀q2 (0 < q1 < q2 ), we have
W (q1 ) + q1 × B(q1 ) ≤ W (q2 ) + q1 × B(q2 )

(15)

W (q2 ) + q2 × B(q2 ) ≤ W (q1 ) + q2 × B(q1 )

(16)

q1 × (15) + q2 × (16), then (q2 − q1 )W (q1 ) ≤ (q2 − q1 )W (q2 ), so W (q1 ) ≤ W (q2 );
(15) + (16), then (q2 − q1 )B(q2 ) ≤ (q2 − q1 )B(q1 ), so B(q2 ) ≤ B(q1 ).
So function W (q) is monotone increasing function; function B(q) is monotone
decreasing function.
The number of all the paths from vertex v1 to vertex vn of digraph D is a
finite integer, namely, for ∀q(q ≥ 0), the number of function values of function
W (q) and function B(q) is a finite integer. Therefore, function W (q) and function
B(q) are monotone step function.
Let q 0 ≥ 0 and 4q ≥ 0, path P (q 0 ) and path P (q 0 + 4q) are obtained
respectively using Dijkstra algorithm[23]. If routings and P labeling vertices of
path P (q 0 ) and path P (q 0 + 4q) are the same from step 1 iteration to step i − 1
iteration, then the relation between T and P labeling of path P (q 0 ) and path
P (q 0 + 4q) in step i iteration is as follows:
X

T 0 (vj ) = T (vj ) + (

bil ) × 4q

ail ∈lj

P 0 (vj ) = P (vj ) + (

X

ail ∈lj

bil ) × 4q
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where T (vj ) and T 0 (vj ) are T labeling of vertex vj of path P (q 0 ) and path
P (q 0 + 4q), P (vj ) and P 0 (vj ) are P labeling of vertex vj of path P (q 0 ) and path
P (q 0 + 4q), lj is a shortest path from vertex v1 to vertex vj through P labeling
set.
Formula to determine P labeling is as follows:
P (vk ) = T (vk ) = min T (vj )
The process of determining P labeling of path P (q 0 ) and path P (q 0 + 4q)
is as follows:
Let
Q1 = {vl |T (vl ) = min{T (vj )}}
Q2 = {vl |T (vl ) > min{T (vj )}}
So Q1 ∩ Q2 = ∅, Q1 6= ∅, |Q1 + Q2 | = n − i.
Let
X
X
min{
bil |vj ∈ Q1 } =
bil
ail ∈lj

ail ∈lk

If Q2 = ∅, then ∃vk (vk ∈ Q1 ∧ P (vk ) = T (vk ) ∧ P 0 (vk ) = T 0 (vk )).
Let
X
X
a = max{|
bil −
bil ||vj ∈ Q2 }
ail ∈lk

ail ∈lj

If Q2 6= ∅ ∧ a = 0, then ∃vk (vk ∈ Q1 ∧ P (vk ) = T (vk ) ∧ P 0 (vk ) = T 0 (vk )).
If Q2 =
6 ∅ ∧ a > 0, then let
4qi1 = min{

T (vj ) − T (vk )
|vj ∈ Q2 }
a

So
4qi1 > 0
and
(

X

bil −

ail ∈lk

X

bil ) × 4qi1 ≤ T (vj ) − T (vk )

ail ∈lj

4qi1 ,

When 0 < 4q <
∃vk (vk ∈ Q1 ∧ P (vk ) = T (vk ) ∧ P 0 (vk ) = T 0 (vk )).
Therefore, the vertices determined to be P labeling of path P (q 0 ) and path
P (q 0 + 4q) in step i iteration are the same.
Formula to renew T labeling is as follows:
T (vj ) > P (vk ) + wkj + bkj × q 0 → λj = k
T (vj ) < P (vk ) + wkj + bkj × q 0 → λj = λj
T (vj ) = P (vk ) + wkj + bkj × q 0 → λj = k or λj
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Let the routings of T labeling vertex vj of path P (q 0 ) and path P (q 0 +4q) be
λj and λ0j . The process of renewing T labeling of path P (q 0 ) and path P (q 0 +4q)
is as follows:
Let
Q3 = {vj |T (vj ) = P (vk ) + wkj + bkj × q 0 }
Q4 = {vj |T (vj ) 6= P (vk ) + wkj + bkj × q 0 }
So Q3 ∩ Q4 = ∅, |Q3 + Q4 | = n − i.
If Q3 6= ∅, then for ∀vj (vj ∈ Q3 ),
for T 0 (vj ) > P 0 (vk ) + wkj + bkj × (q 0 + 4q), let λj = λ0j = k;
for T 0 (vj ) < P 0 (vk ) + wkj + bkj × (q 0 + 4q), let λj = λ0j = λj ;
for T 0 (vj ) = P 0 (vk ) + wkj + bkj × (q 0 + 4q), let λj = λ0j = k or λj .
Let
X
X
b = max{|
bil + bkj −
bil ||vj ∈ Q4 }
ail ∈lk

ail ∈lj

If Q4 6= ∅ ∧ b = 0, then for ∀vj (vj ∈ Q4 ),
for T (vj ) > P (vk ) + wkj + bkj × q 0 , so T 0 (vj ) > P 0 (vk ) + wkj + bkj × (q 0 + 4q),
let λj = λ0j = k;
for T (vj ) < P (vk ) + wkj + bkj × q 0 , so T 0 (vj ) < P 0 (vk ) + wkj + bkj × (q 0 + 4q),
let λj = λ0j = λj .
If Q4 6= ∅ ∧ b 6= 0, then let
4qi2 = min{

|T (vj ) − (P (vk ) + wkj + bkj × q 0 )|
|vj ∈ Q4 }
b

So
4qi2 > 0
and
|

X
ail ∈lk

bil + bkj −

X

bil | × 4qi2 ≤ |T (vj ) − (P (vk ) + wkj + bkj × q 0 )|

ail ∈lj

When 0 < 4q < 4qi2 ,
P
P
for T (vj ) > P (vk ) + wkj + bkj × q 0 , ( ail ∈lk bil + bkj − ail ∈lj bil ) × 4q <
T (vj ) − (P (vk ) + wkj + bkj × q 0 ), so T 0 (vj ) > P 0 (vk ) + wkj + bkj × (q 0 + 4q), let
λj = λ0j = k;
P
P
for T (vj ) < P (vk ) + wkj + bkj × q 0 , ( ail ∈lk bil + bkj − ail ∈lj bil ) × 4q >
T (vj ) − (P (vk ) + wkj + bkj × q 0 ), so T 0 (vj ) < P 0 (vk ) + wkj + bkj × (q 0 + 4q), let
λj = λ0j = λj .
Therefore, the routings of T labeling vertex of path P (q 0 ) and path P (q 0 +
4q) in step i iteration are the same.
Let

8
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n−1

d = min{4qi1 , 4qi2 }
i=1

So d > 0.
Therefore, when 0 < 4q < d, path P (q 0 ) and path P (q 0 + 4q) obtained
using Dijkstra algorithm are the same. So W (q 0 ) = W (q 0 + 4q) and B(q 0 ) =
B(q 0 + 4q). Therefore, function W (q) and function B(q) are right continuous
at q 0 . Because of arbitrariness of q 0 , function W (q) and function B(q) are right
continuous functions.
According to definition of shortest path containing parameter q, H(0) =
W (0) is the length of shortest path on W , and P (0) is shortest path on W .
The proof by contradiction of the conclusion: ∃q 0 (q 0 > 0), path P (q 0 ) is
shortest path on B, is as follows:
Suppose ∀q(q ≥ 0), path P (q) is not shortest path on B, and path P 0 is
shortest path on B. For ∀q(q ≥ 0), the number of function values of function
W (q) is a finite integer, so min{|W (q)−W (P 0 )|} is a constant, and B(q) > B(P 0 ),
then let
min{|W (q) − W (P 0 )|}
q0 =
B(q) − B(P 0 )
So q 0 > 0.
When q ≥ q 0 , H(q) > W (P 0 ) + q × B(P 0 ), this contradicts for path P (q) to
be shortest path containing parameter q. So ∃q 0 (q 0 > 0), path P (q 0 ) is shortest
path on B. Because of monotone decreasing of function B(q), for ∀q(q ≥ q 0 ),
path P (q) is shortest path on B.
Conclusions (1) and (2) are established.
According to the above analysis, if increasing q does not cause the change of
shortest path P (q) containing parameter q, then W (q) and B(q) are constants;
otherwise, values of function W (q) and function B(q) change simultaneously,
which leads to the shape of function H(q) change. So, function W (q) and function B(q) have the same discontinuity points, which are also intersection points
between line segments of function H(q), which cause the change of shortest path
P (q) containing parameter q.
Function H(q) is increasing linear function whose slope is constant B(q),
between two adjacent discontinuity points of function B(q). A discontinuity point
of function B(q) causes changes of shortest path P (q) containing parameter q,
which is obtained using Dijkstra algorithm. In Dijkstra algorithm, two cases
causing the change of routing are as follows:
Case (1): In the process of renewing T labeling, increasing q makes ’>’ or ’<’
of T (vj ) > P (vk ) + wkj + bkj × q or T (vj ) < P (vk ) + wkj + bkj × q transform ’=’.
Case (2): In the process of determining P labeling, increasing q makes ’<’ of
T (vk ) < T (vj ) transform ’=’, so as to affect the value of P (vk ) of case (1).
So the change of path P (q) ⇐⇒ the change of routing of vertex on path
P (q).
In Dijkstra algorithm, if q increases to point q 0 , and case (1) occurs ’=’,
then λj = k or λj . So routing of vertex vj may be changed or not, and H(q 0 )
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(changing routing) = H(q 0 ) (not changing routing), and for q 0 , one path P (q)
satisfies q < q 0 ; another path P (q) satisfies q > q 0 .
If q continues to increase from q 0 , then ’=’ becomes ’<’ or ’>’ in case (1), so
as to cause the change of path P (q).
The above analysis can be concluded that for q 0 , path P (q) satisfying q < q 0
and path P (q) satisfying q > q 0 are different.
So q 0 is discontinuity point of function B(q), and when q → q 0 − 0, H(q) →
H(q 0 ); when q → q 0 + 0,H(q) → H(q 0 ). So function H(q) is continuous function
in q 0 .
Therefore, function H(q) is continuous monotone increasing function composed of some line segments whose slope is function B(q), and function B(q) is
monotone decreasing function. So function H(q) is concave function. Conclusion
(3) is proved.
If q1 and q2 (q1 < q2 ) are two adjacent discontinuity points of function B(q),
then
H(q2 ) = W (q2 ) + q2 × B(q2 ) = W (q1 ) + q2 × B(q1 )
So
q2 =

W (q2 ) − W (q1 )
B(q1 ) − B(q2 )

Conclusion (4) is proved.
If q0 , q1 and q2 (q0 < q1 < q2 ) are three adjacent discontinuity points of function B(q), then W (q0 ) < W (q1 ) < W (q2 ),B(q0 ) > B(q1 ) > B(q2 ). According to
formula (13),
(q2 − q1 )(B(q1 ) − B(q2 ))(B(q0 ) − B(q1 )) =
(W (q2 ) − W (q1 ))B(q0 ) + (W (q1 ) − W (q0 ))B(q2 ) − (W (q2 ) − W (q0 ))B(q1 ) > 0
Conclusion (5) is proved.¤
According to Theorem 2, shortest path containing parameter q satisfies condition (4) and condition (9) is constrained shortest path. Therefore, the relation
between shortest path P (q) containing parameter q and condition (P) is as follows.
Theorem 4 Necessary and sufficient condition for shortest path P (q) containing parameter q to satisfy condition (P) is:
(B(0) ≤ b) ∨ ((q > 0) → (B(q) = b))

(17)

Proof Path P (q) satisfies condition q, so it only needs to prove that condition
(4) and condition (9) is equivalent to condition (17).
X
B(q) =
bij
aij ∈P (q)

=

n X
n
X
i=1 j=1

¯ P (q)) → (xij = 0)))
(bij × xij |((aij ∈ P (q)) → (xij = 1)) ∧ ((aij ∈

10
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If path P (q) satisfies condition (4) and condition (9), then (q > 0) → (B(q) =
b) from condition (9), (q = 0 ∧ B(0) ≤ b) ∨ (q > 0) from condition (4); If path
P (q) satisfies condition (17), then for ∀q(q ≥ 0), condition (4) and condition (9)
are always established.¤
Function B(q) is step function, so when q > 0, equation of B(q) = b may
have no solution.
Theorem 5 Let path P be a path from vertex v1 to vertex vn , and b > 0,
if B(0) > b, then one and only one of the following two conclusions is always
established.
(1) Necessary and sufficient condition of ∀P (B(P ) > b) is ∀q(q ≥ 0 → B(q) >
b).
(2) Necessary and sufficient condition of ∃P (B(P ) ≤ b) is
∃q1 ∃q ∗ ∃q2 (0 ≤ q1 < q ∗ < q2 ),
(B(q1 ) > b) ∧ (B(q ∗ ) ≤ b)
∀q(q ∈ [q1 , q ∗ ) → B(q) = B(q1 ))
∀q(q ∈ [q ∗ , q2 ) → B(q) = B(q ∗ ))
Proof For B(0) > b, one and only one of the following two cases occurs.
(1)∀P (B(P ) > b);
(2)∃P (B(P ) ≤ b).
According to the conclusion (2) and conclusion (3) of Theorem 3, if ∀P (B(P ) >
b), then ∀q(q ≥ 0 → B(P ) ≤ b). Conclusion (1) is proved. If ∃P (B(P ) ≤ b), then
∃q(q > 0 ∧ B(q) ≤ b). And B(0) > b, then ∃q1 ∃q ∗ (0 ≤ q1 < q ∗ ) ∧ (q1 and q ∗ are
two adjacent discontinuity points of function B(q)), (B(q1 ) > b) ∧ (B(q ∗ ) ≤ b).
If discontinuity point of function B(q) exists in the right of point q ∗ , then
∃q2 (q2 > q ∗ ), q2 is discontinuity point adjacent to q ∗ of function B(q); otherwise,
for ∀q2 (q2 > q ∗ ) → (B(q2 ) = B(q ∗ )). According to property of function B(q),
conclusion (2) is established.¤
Definition 2 For q ≥ 0, let q ∗ be minimum discontinuity point of function
B(q) satisfying B(q) ≤ b, then q ∗ is called key q value.¤
Theorems 4 and 5 give the conditions of existence of key q value.

3

Algorithm Design of CSPP

First three cases of optimal solution of CSPP are studied by analysis on a necessary and sufficient condition of optimal solution of CSPP as a theoretical basis
for the algorithm. Then the termination condition of algorithm is discussed.
3.1

Fundamental Theorem of Algorithm for CSPP

Theorem 6 (Fundamental Theorem of Algorithm) Let path P (q) be shortest path containing parameter q(q ≥ 0), then one and only one of the following
three conclusions is always established.
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(1) If B(0) ≤ b, then P (0) is optimal solution of CSPP.
(2) If ∀q(q ≥ 0 → B(q) > b), then CSPP has no solution.
(3) If (B(0) > b) ∧ (∃q(q > 0 ∧ B(q) ≤ b)), then ∃q 0 (q 0 > q ∗ ), for ∀q(q ∈
∗ 0
[q , q )), path P (q) is optimal solution of CSPP, where q ∗ is key q value.
Proof For ∀b∀q(b ≥ 0 ∧ q ≥ 0),one and only one of the following three cases
occurs.
(1)B(0) ≤ b;
(2)∀q(q ≥ 0 → B(q) > b);
(3)(B(0) > b) ∧ (∃q(q > 0 ∧ B(q) ≤ b)).
According to Theorem 4 and the conclusion (2) of Theorem 5, conclusion (1)
and conclusion (2) are established.
According to the conclusion (3) of Theorem 5, if (B(0) > b) ∧ (∃q(q > 0 →
B(q) ≤ b)), then ∃q ∗ ∃q 0 ∀q(q ∈ [q ∗ , q 0 )) → (B(q) = B(q ∗ )), where q ∗ is key q
value.
If B(q) > B(q ∗ ), then q < q ∗ . According to Definition 2,B(q) > b, so B(q) ≤ b
is equivalent to B(q) ≤ B(q ∗ ).
According to Theorem 2, constrained shortest path removing condition (4)
is shortest path containing parameter q. So optimal solution of CSPP must be
one of shortest paths containing parameter q. So condition (4) of model (1) is
equivalent to condition:
X

(bij × xij ) ≤ B(q ∗ )

(18)

aij ∈A(D)

So model (1) is equivalent to model (2):
X

min W (P ) =

wij × xij

aij ∈A(D)

X

x1j −

a1j ∈A(D)

X

aij ∈A(D)

xij −

xj1 = 1

aj1 ∈A(D)

xnj −

anj ∈A(D)

X

X
X

xjn = −1

ajn ∈A(D)

X

xji = 0

(i = 2, 3, · · · , n − 1)

aji ∈A(D)

X

(bij × xij ) ≤ B(q ∗ )

aij ∈A(D)

xij = 0 or 1
According to Theorem 4, path P (q ∗ ) satisfies condition P of model (2), so
path P (q ∗ ) is optimal solution of CSPP. And ∀q(q ∈ [q ∗ , q 0 ) → B(q) = B(q ∗ )),
therefore ∀q(q ∈ [q ∗ , q 0 ) → path P (q) is optimal solution of CSPP. Condition (3)
is established.¤
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The Design Idea of Algorithm for CSPP

According to Theorem 6, algorithm is designed as follows:
First, shortest path P 0 on B is solved using shortest path algorithm. If
B(P 0 ) > b, then CSPP has no solution.
Secondly, first search interval is solved starting from q = 0; then the value of q
satisfying B(q) = B(q ∗ ) is obtained using dichotomy. In each iteration, shortest
path containing parameter q is calculated using shortest path algorithm, and to
calculate the value of B(q), then to determine whether search interval continues
to be compressed.
When the length of search interval satisfies termination condition, path P (q)
which satisfies B(q) ≤ b (the right end point on search interval) is optimal
solution of CSPP.
3.3

Design of Algorithm Execution Module

In the algorithm, three sub-modules need to be repeatedly called. Three submodules are designed based on Dijkstra algorithm as follows:
Let Λ be global array to save routing of shortest path, U and V be global
variables to save the latest value of function W (q) and function B(q) respectively.
For network D = (V, A, B), algorithm 1 is as follows:
Step 1 Let p(v1 ) = 0, S = {v1 }, T = V − S; if a1i ∈ A, then let p(vi ) = b1i ;
otherwise, let p(vi ) = M (M À 0).
Step 2 Compute p(vk ) = minvi ∈T p(vi ); if k = n, then output p(vn ), end;
otherwise, let S = S ∪ {vk }, T = T − {vk }.
Step 3 For ∀akj (akj ∈ A), if vj ∈ T , then compute p(vj ) = min{p(vj ), p(vk )+
bkj }; return to Step 2.¤
For network D = (V, A, W, B), algorithm 2 is as follows:
Step 1 Let s(v1 ) = 0, S = {v1 }, T = V − S; if a1i ∈ A, then let s(vi ) =
w1i ,t(vi ) = b1i ,λi = 1; otherwise, let s(vi ) = M (M À 0).
Step 2 Compute s(vk ) = minvi ∈T s(vi ); if k = n, then return to Step 4;
otherwise, let S = S ∪ {vk }, T = T − {vk }.
Step 3 For ∀akj (akj ∈ A), if vj ∈ T , then compute
u = s(vj );
s(vj ) = min{s(vj ), s(vk ) + wkj };
if u > s(vj ), then λj = k,t(vj ) = t(vk ) + bkj ; return to Step 2.
Step 4 Let U = s(vn ),V = t(vn ). if t(vn ) ≤ b, then let Λ = {λi |vi ∈ V },
g = 0; otherwise, let g = 1, end.¤
For network D = (V, A, W, B) and q(q > 0), algorithm 3 is as follows:
Step 1 Let s(v1 ) = 0, S = {v1 }, T = V − S; if a1i ∈ A, then let s(vi ) =
w1i + b1i × q,t(vi ) = b1i ,λi = 1; otherwise, let s(vi ) = M (M À 0).
Step 2 Compute s(vk ) = minvi ∈T s(vi ); if k = n, then return to Step 4;
otherwise, let S = S ∪ {vk }, T = T − {vk }.
Step 3 For ∀akj (akj ∈ A), if vj ∈ T , then compute
u = s(vj );
s(vj ) = min{s(vj ), s(vk ) + wkj + bkj × q};
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if u > s(vj ), then λj = k,t(vj ) = t(vk ) + bkj ; return to Step 2.
Step 4 If t(vn ) ≤ b, then let Λ = {λi |vi ∈ V }, U = s(vn )−t(vn )×q,V = t(vn ),
g = 0; otherwise, let g = 1, end.¤
3.4

Discuss on the Algorithm Termination Condition

The termination condition of algorithm is any one of three cases of Theorem
6. According to Theorem 6, case (1) and case (2) can immediately terminate
algorithm.
According to the design idea of algorithm, algorithm terminates until the
right endpoint of the search interval into the right neighborhood [q ∗ , q 0 ) of q ∗
using dichotomy in case (3), where ∀q(q ∈ [q ∗ , q 0 ) → B(q) = B(q ∗ )). So the
length of interval [q ∗ , q 0 ) should be estimated, then termination condition of
case (3) is designed based on the length.
Theorem 7 Let each weight of weight set W and B have m significant
digits after decimal point in positive weight digraph D = (V, A, W, B), and q1
and q2 (q1 < q2 ) be value q obtained respectively in last two iterations using
dichotomy and algorithm 3, the following conclusions are correct:
(1) Let δ1 = 10m (W (P 0 ) − W (0)), where path P 0 is shortest path on B, then
key q value q ∗ satisfies 0 ≤ q ∗ < δ1 .
(2) Let ∆ = max{B(qi−1 ) − B(qi )}, where qi−1 and qi (qi−1 < qi ) are two
adjacent discontinuity points of function B(q) then
qi − qi−1 >

10−2m
2∆2

−2m
(3) Let δ2 = B(0) − B(δ1 ), if q2 − q1 ≤ 10 2 , then P (q2 ) is optimal solution
2δ2
of CSPP.
Proof q ∗ is discontinuity point of function B(q), so the upper limit of the
value of discontinuity point should be estimated. According to the conclusion
(4) of Theorem 3, let q1 and q2 (q1 < q2 ) be two adjacent discontinuity points
of function B(q), we have:

q2 =

W (q2 ) − W (q1 )
B(q1 ) − B(q2 )

According to Theorem 3, W (q2 ) − W (q1 ) < W (P 0 ) − W (0);
B(q1 ) − B(q2 ) > 0, so B(q1 ) − B(q2 ) ≥ 10−m ,
Therefore, q2 < 10m (W (P 0 ) − W (0)).
Because of arbitrariness of q2 , conclusion (1) is established.
W (qi ) and B(qj ) have m significant digits after decimal point, so W (qi ) ×
W (qj ) is 2m significant digits after decimal point.
According to the conclusion (5) of Theorem 3, let qi−2 , qi−1 and qi (qi−2 <
qi−1 < qi ) be three adjacent discontinuity points of function B(q), the following
inequalities hold:
(W (qi ) − W (qi−1 ))B(qi−2 ) + (W (qi−1 ) − W (qi−2 ))B(qi )

14
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−(W (qi ) − W (qi−2 ))B(qi−1 ) >

10−2m
2

10−2m
10−2m
2
q2 − q1 >
>
(B(q1 ) − B(q2 ))(B(q0 ) − B(q1 ))
2∆2
Conclusion (2) is established.
According to the conclusion (2) of Theorem 3, path P (δ1 ) is shortest path
on B, so B(qi−1 ) − B(qi ) < B(0) − B(δ1 ), namely, ∆ < δ2 ,
q2 − q1 ≤

10−2m
10−2m
<
2δ22
2∆2

According to the conclusion (2), there is no other discontinuity point of function
B(q) except key q value q ∗ between q1 and q2 .
According to Theorem 5, path P (q ∗ ) is the same as path P (q2 ). According
to Theorem 6, path P (q2 ) is optimal solution of CSPP.¤

4

Exact Algorithm for CSPP Based on Dichotomy

Algorithm for CSPP and its complexity are discussed in this section.
4.1

Design of Algorithm for CSPP

For positive weight simple digraph D = (V, A, W, B), where V (D) = {v1 , v2 ,
· · · , vn }, A(D) = {aij |vi , vj ∈ V (D)}, W = {wij |aij ∈ A(D)}, B = {bij |aij ∈
A(D)}, values of wij and bij have m significant digits after decimal point, exact
algorithm for CSPP based on dichotomy is as follows:
Step1 Call algorithm 1 to obtain p(vn ). If p(vn ) > b, then CSPP has no
solution, end.
Step2 Call algorithm 2 to obtain U , V and g. If g = 0, then obtain latest Λ,
10−2m
go to Step 7; otherwise (g = 1), let ε =
, k = 1, z = U , go to
p(vn )
2(V − p(vn ))2
Step 3.
Step3 Let q = k × z. Call Algorithm 3 to obtain g.
Step4 If g = 0, then let d = (k − 1) × z, h = k × z, return to step 5; otherwise
(g = 1), let k = k + 1, return to Step 3.
Step5 If h − d ≤ ε, then return to Step 7.
h
Step6 Let q = d +
2 . Call Algorithm 3 to obtain g. If g = 0, then to obtain
latest Λ, U and V , Let h = q; otherwise (g = 1), let d = q, return to Step 5.
Step7 Calculate constrained shortest path P from v1 to vn according to Λ,
and to output cost weight U and time weight V of constrained shortest path P ,
end.¤
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Analysis on Correctness and Complexity of Algorithm

Theorem 8 Path P obtained with exact algorithm for CSPP based on dichotomy is optimal solution of CSPP, and cost weight U of path P is the value
of optimal solution of CSPP.
Proof p(vn ) obtained with Algorithm 1 is the value B(P ) of shortest path
P on B from vertex v1 to vertex vn , so exact algorithm for CSPP based on
dichotomy solves the problem of case (2) of Theorem 6 in Step 1. U and V
obtained in Step 2 are respectively the value of W (0) and B(0). When g = 0,
optimal solution of CSPP is obtained. so exact algorithm for CSPP based on
dichotomy solves the problem of case (1) of Theorem 6 in Step 2. Then it will
be proved that the other part of the algorithm solves the problem of case (3) of
Theorem 6.
The interval which key q value q ∗ belongs to is calculated with dichotomy
from Step 3 to Step 6.
Initial search interval is calculated in Step 3 and Step 4. The weight of aij
W (0)
to eliminate the
is wij + bij × q in q-graph, so let unit step z = U =
p(vn )
B(P )
errors of the order of magnitude between cost weight and time weight. Initial
search interval [d, h] which key q value q ∗ belongs to is obtained in Step 4.
Search interval is compressed with dichotomy in Step 6 until the length of
search interval satisfies termination condition in Step 5. According to the conclusion (3) of Theorem 7, path P satisfying termination condition is optimal
solution of CSPP.¤
Theorem 9 Let n = |V | in digraph D = (V, A, W, B), the complexity of
exact algorithm for CSPP based on dichotomy is O(n4 ).
Proof In Step 2 and Step 3 of Algorithm 1, iteration times is no more than n−
(n − 2)(n − 3)
1, and times of comparison operations of Step 2 is no more than
;
2
(n − 2)(n − 3)
in Step 3, times of additive operations is no more than
; times
2
(n − 2)(n − 3)
of comparison operations is no more than
. So the complexity of
2
3
Algorithm 1 is O(n ). In Algorithm 2, times of comparison operations of Step
(n − 2)(n − 3)
2 is no more than
; in Step 3, times of comparison operations
2
(n − 2)(n − 3)
is no more than
; times of additive operations is no more than
2
(n − 2)(n − 3)
. So the complexity of algorithm 2 is O(n3 ). In algorithm
(n − 1)+
2
3, times of additive operations and multiply operations of Step 1 is no more
than (n − 1) + (n − 1); times of comparison operations of Step 2 is no more
(n − 2)(n − 3)
than
; in Step 3, times of comparison operations is no more than
2
(n − 2)(n − 3)
; times of additive operations is no more than (n − 1) + (n −
2
(n − 2)(n − 3)
2)(n − 3); times of multiply operations is no more than
; times
2
of comparison operations of Step 4 is no more than n − 1. So the complexity of
algorithm 3 is O(n3 ).
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The complexity of Step 1 and Step 2 of exact algorithm for CSPP based on
dichotomy is O(n3 ).
According to the conclusion (1) of Theorem 7, we have 0 ≤ q ∗ < 10m (W (P )−
W (0)), where P is shortest path on B, and unit step to find search interval is
W (0)
z=
. So iteration times of Step 3 and Step 4 is no more than 10m (W (P ) −
B(P )
B(P )
W (0))
.
W (0)
B(P )
< r0 + 1, then C = 10m × r0 × max{bij } is
Let constant r0 satisfy
W (0)
B(P )
a constant. So we have 10m (W (P ) − W (0))
≤ C × n. Namely, iteration
W (0)
times of Step 3 and Step 4 is O(n), the complexity of algorithm 3 is O(n3 ). So
the complexity of Step 3 and Step 4 is O(n4 ).
−2m
W (0)
10−2m
,
Search interval width is z =
, and ε = 10 2 =
B(P )
2δ2
2(B(0) − B(P ))2
and in Step 5 and Step 6 search interval is shorten half after each iteration. Let
iteration times of Step 5 and Step 6 is no more than t. So t satisfies as follows:
W (0)
2t 10−2m
=
B(P )
2(B(0) − B(P ))2
namely,
2t =

2 × 102m × (B(0) − B(P ))2 × W (0)
B(P )

we have
(B(0) − B(P ))2 < B(0)2 ; B(0) < n × max{bij };
B(P ) > min{bij }; W (0) < n × max{wij }
2 × 102m × max{wij } × max{bij }2
, then 2t < C 0 × n3 ,
min{bij }
namely, iteration times of Step 5 and Step 6 is O(logn). So the complexity
of Step 5 and Step 6 is O(n2 logn).
In a word, the complexity of exact algorithm for constrained shortest path
problem based on dichotomy is O(n4 ).¤
Let constant C 0 =

5

Simulation Experiment

We do a simulation experiment referring to Fig.1 to verify effectiveness and
feasibility of the exact algorithm. For the cost-time network D = (V, A, W, B)
referring to Fig.1, constrained shortest path from v1 to v9 is computed when
time constraint is 19, 18 and 17 respectively as follows.
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Fig. 1. Cost-time network D.

Give cost weight matrix and time weight matrix in the cost-time network D
as follows:


0 3 5 9 6 7 MMM
 M 0 M 5 4 M 12 M M 


 M M 0 M 4 3 M 15 M 


M M M 0 M M 5 M 8 



W =
 M M M M 0 M 7 6 12 
 M M M M M 0 M 9 13 


M M M M M M 0 M 4 


M M M M M M M 0 5 
MMMMMMMM 0


0 5 6 7 9 9 MMM
M 0 M 3 5 M 9 M M 


M M 0 M 8 6 M 4 M 


 M M M 0 M M 7 M 12 



B=
M M M M 0 M 6 6 6 
M M M M M 0 M 8 9 


M M M M M M 0 M 8 


M M M M M M M 0 8 
MMMMMMMM 0
First, the program for exact algorithm for CSPP based on dichotomy is
completed with VC language. Then, let b be 19, 18 and 17 respectively, the
process and results to compute are as follows.
(1) Let b = 19, then
First to call Algorithm 1 to obtain the shortest time distance 18; then to
call Algorithm 2 to obtain: U = 16.000000; V = 20.000000; p(vn ) = 18.000000;
z = 0.888889; ε = 0.125000.
To do Step 3 and Step 4 to obtain results in Table 1.
Obtain initial search interval [0.888889, 1.777778]. Then Step 5 and Step 6
can obtain results in Table 2.
Compute Step 7 to output computing results as follows:
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Table 1. result to compute search interval for b = 19

iteration times value q value W (q) value B(q) (λ1 , λ2 , λ3 , λ4 , λ5 , λ6 , λ7 , λ8 , λ9 )
1
0.888889 16.000000 20.000000
(1,1,1,2,1,1,4,5,4)
2
1.777778 17.000000 19.000000
(1,1,1,1,1,1,4,3,4)
Table 2. intermediate result by Step 5 and Step 6 for b = 19
iteration times value q value W (q) value B(q) (λ1 , λ2 , λ3 , λ4 , λ5 , λ6 , λ7 , λ8 , λ9 )
1
1.333333 17.000000 19.000000
(1,1,1,1,1,1,4,5,4)
2
1.111111 17.000000 19.000000
(1,1,1,1,1,1,4,5,4)
1.000000 17.000000 19.000000
(1,1,1,1,1,1,4,5,4)
3

Optimal Solution of CSPP is:
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 5, 5, 4);
Value of Optimal Solution is:
U = 17.000000
V = 19.000000
So constrained shortest path is as follows:
(v1 , v4 , v9 ).
(2) Let b = 18, then
The result to obtain by Step 1 and Step 2 is the same as that of b = 19. Step
3 and Step 4 can obtain results as Table 3.
Table 3. result to compute search interval for b = 18
iteration times value q value W (q) value B(q) (λ1 , λ2 , λ3 , λ4 , λ5 , λ6 , λ7 , λ8 , λ9 )
1
0.888889 16.000000 20.000000
(1,1,1,2,1,1,4,5,4)
2
1.777778 17.000000 19.000000
(1,1,1,1,1,1,4,3,4)
2.666667 17.000000 19.000000
(1,1,1,1,1,1,4,3,4)
3
4
3.555556 20.000000 18.000000
(1,1,1,1,1,1,4,3,9)

Obtain initial search interval [2.666667, 3.555556]. Then Step 5 and Step 6
can obtain results as Table 4.
Compute Step 7 to output computing results as follows:
Optimal Solution of CSPP is:
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 3, 6);
Value of Optimal Solution is:
U = 20.000000
V = 18.000000
So constrained shortest path is as follows:
(v1 , v6 , v9 ).
(3) Let b = 17, then computing result to output is as follows:
p(vn ) = 18.000000;
CSPP has no solution.
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Table 4. intermediate result by Step 5 and Step 6 for b = 18
iteration times value q value W (q) value B(q) (λ1 , λ2 , λ3 , λ4 , λ5 , λ6 , λ7 , λ8 , λ9 )
1
3.111111 20.000000 18.000000
(1,1,1,1,1,1,4,3,6)
2
2.888889 17.000000 19.000000
(1,1,1,1,1,1,4,3,4)
3
3.000000 17.000000 19.000000
(1,1,1,1,1,1,4,3,4)

6

Conclusion

Constrained shortest path has a closed relationship with shortest path containing
parameter q, constrained shortest path removing condition (4) is just shortest
path containing parameter q; and all shortest paths containing parameter q
corresponding to a right neighborhood of key q value are optimal constrained
shortest paths. The relation between constrained shortest path and shortest path
containing parameter q is shown in Fig.2.

Fig. 2. Relation diagram between constrained shortest path and shortest path containing parameter q.

Some concepts, such as q-graph, key q value, shortest path containing parameter q, and so on, are proposed; and the method to solve CSPP with key q
value and shortest path containing parameter q is first discovered. This method
is an exact algorithm for CSPP based on dichotomy which is a correct, rapid
and effective exact algorithm.
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Localized DNA circuits on DNA origami
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Abstract. Molecular computing circuits that made of DNA materials
can perform complex computations at the nanoscale. However, the performances of these diﬀusive components are limited by the speed, precision, modularity and scalability on accounts of the low diﬀusion rate
and unexpected interferences in the reaction process. Recent attempts to
solve these problems have mainly focus on constructing localized DNA
species that are physically tethered on a substrate. This paper proposes
designs for derived localized XOR gate, together with a localized negation circuit on DNA origami. The constructions of the localized logic
circuit, as well as its corresponding dual-rail circuit, are mostly based
on DNA hairpin displacement reaction that described ﬁrst in this paper.
We demonstrate the correctness of our designs within the extended DSD
tool which enables detail analysis of large-scale tethered DNA circuits.
The ﬁnal analysis indicates localized circuit has advantages of speed, precision, modularity and scalability when compared with former diﬀusive
molecular circuits.
Keywords: localized XOR gate; localized negation circuit; DNA hairpin; extended DSD

1

Introduction

As a new branch of natural computing, bio-computing has constructed functional
molecular computing devices that perform computations based on biological
materials[1–3]. DNA is an ideal material for carrying out molecular computation
because of its natural characteristics[4]. Synthetic molecular circuits built from
DNA provide great potential for many remarkable applications[5–7].However,
the speed and precision of circuit operation is limited by slow diﬀusion process
among interacting components. Recent attempts to solve this problem mainly
relay on spatial organization that make circuit components physically tether to
a DNA substrate, such as DNA origami[8–11]. The tethered components can
only interact when they are closely approximate to one another, and thus avoid
requiring diﬀusion and increase the speed of computation.
⋆
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A large number of implementations have been proposed to investigate the
possibility of localized DNA circuits over the past decades. In 2011, Chandran
presented detail designs for elementary gates and built a localized four bit square
root circuit on addressable substrates[9]. In 2013, Muscat proposed practical spatial isolation of components using DNA hairpins, making it easier to design
localized DNA circuits[11]. In 2014, Qian and Winfree provided a theoretical
framework that can implement abstract chemical reaction networks (CRNs) on
the surface of DNA origami, and further developed eﬃcient systematic approaches for constructing logic circuits[12, 13]. In the same year, Lakin and his group
extended the DSD language to allow the interactions between tethered species
(especially for DNA hairpin) to be encoded using formal reaction rules, which is
highly suited to analyze large-scale tethered DNA circuits[14, 15].
In this paper, a strand displacement reaction between a hairpin and a single
DNA strand is ﬁrst described. Next the design of basic logic gates using DNA
hairpins is described, together with a spatially localized example of negation circuit that is attached to DNA origami. The simulation results within the extended
Visual DSD software demonstrate the designed tethered circuit is eﬀective and
feasible. The ﬁnal analysis indicates localized circuit has a good performance of
speed, precision, modularity and scalability.

2

DNA Strand displacement using hairpins

A hairpin has a double-stranded domain and a single-stranded loop that connects
the two complementary sequences. Shown in Fig. 1(a) is an example of DNA
strand displacement between a hairpin and a single strand[11, 16, 17]. In the
presence of the single strand ⟨s a0 ⟩, the hairpin ﬁrst binds with the single strand
from toehold a0 ∗ and subsequently performs complementary pairs with domain
s until it ﬁnally exposes the initial inactive toehold y. The reaction result is the
overhanging output ⟨s y⟩ that can further react with other sequences.
Previous works have shown that DNA origami is an ideal substrate for arrangement of diﬀerent DNA structures[13, 18]. As shown in Fig. 1(b), a hairpin
is tethered to a small portion of DNA origami. The invading strand ⟨s a0 ⟩ implements similar strand displacement reaction with the individual tethered hairpin
as Fig. 1(a), except that the hairpin is physically restricted. Fundamental logic
gates based on this tethered reaction have advantages of spatial isolation, which
can avoid undesired interference between DNA species.

3

Abstract spatially isolated logic gates

DNA technology has been demonstrated as a promising method to implement
simple mathematical operations. As the basic DNA computation elements, logic
AND and OR gates that attached to typical DNA origami have been proposed
on previous works(Fig. 2)[11, 15]. Note that, only species which are connected by
a gray line are assumed to be close enough to react with each other in this paper.
For this localized AND gate, only in the presence of both inputs ⟨s a0 ⟩ and ⟨s b0 ⟩,
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Fig. 1. A progress of DNA strand displacement. (a) The hairpin reacting with the
single strand and exposing the initial inactive toehold y; (b) DNA strand displacement
reaction on origami.

the initial inactive toehold z can expose and react with other sequences, or the
signal cant be transmitted to the hairpin H(x, z) due to the designed toehold
hairpin H(x, -)[11, 19, 20]. The localized OR gate has no threshold hairpin, and
either of the inputs can open the hairpin H(x, z) and expose the toehold z.
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Fig. 2. Elemental logic gates based on tethered DNA components. (a) Spatially localized AND gate with threshold; (b) Spatially localized OR gate.

This paper mainly presents extended XOR gate based on the localized DNA
components(Fig. 3).In digital electronic circuit, the logic operation only adopts
two states, namely 0 and 1[21–23]. The value of logic XOR is 1 if the two inputs have diﬀerent values, while it is 0 when the two inputs are equal. In the
Fig. 3(b), the XOR gate is equivalently converted with basic AND, OR and
NOT gates. To avoid the diﬃculty of directly implementing NOT gate, all DNA
strand displacement logic circuits built use dual-rail logic so far[7, 20]. As shown
in Fig. 3(c), original input x0 is represented by two corresponding inputs x00 and
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x10 , and input x1 is represented by two corresponding inputs x01 and x11 . For the
dual-rail logic, if x0i is 1, this indicates that the logic value of xi is 0; while if
x1i is 1, this indicates that the logic value of xi is 1.The analysis indicates only
when x00 and x11 , as well as x10 and x01 , have the same values, the output y 1 is
1(that is y is 1).

Logic XOR gate implemented with AND,OR and NOT gates

Logic XOR gate
x0
x1

y

y

Truth table for the XOR gate
x0
0

x1

1

1

0

1

(a)

(b)
Dual-rail XOR gate

0

0
1
1

x1

y

0
1

x0

0

Input1
Input2

x 10
x01
y1

Input3
Input4

1

x1
x 00
(c)

Fig. 3. Construction for XOR gate. (a) Traditional XOR gate and its truth table;
(b) Logic XOR gate implemented using AND, OR and NOT gates; (c) Transformed
dual-rail XOR gate.

It is a signiﬁcant progress to implement surface circuits. Stuck on the DNA
origami, DNA species can only interact with the other sequences that are closely
tethered[15, 24, 25]. Shown in Fig. 4 is the abstract model of localized XOR gate,
which is transformed from the dual-rail XOR gate. It has four diﬀerent single
strand inputs ⟨s a0 ⟩, ⟨s b0 ⟩,⟨s c0 ⟩ and ⟨s d0 ⟩, respectively correspond to initial
x01 , x10 , x11 and x00 . Note that all the fuels and inputs are assumed to be diﬀused
in space, but these tethered hairpins are physically stuck. In the presence of both
input1 and input2, the whole function progress can be treated as the following
three parts: (1) ⟨s a0 ⟩ ﬁrst opens H (a0 , y) and reacts with the near threshold
hairpin with the help of Fuel(y, x); (2) the single strand ⟨s b0 ⟩ opens H (b0 , y)
and subsequently exposes the initial inactive toehold z at the cost of Fuel(y, x);
(3) the opened hairpin H (x, z) implements strand displacement with Fuel(z, F)
and then exposes the toehold i of H (F, i)[11]. Once H (F, i) is opened, the output
signal can be transmitted to the next sequences. In this case, the value of output
y 1 is 1, that is y is 1.When input3 and input4 are present, the value of output
y is also 1 after implementing the similar reactions described above. However,
in other cases, that is to say when the input1 and input4 have the same values
(0 or 1), signal transmissions are interrupted because of the designed threshold
hairpins, making the value of output y 1 is 0[9, 20].
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Fig. 4. Spatially localized XOR gate on DNA origami.

4

Localized negation circuit

Complex circuits can be built based on the fundamental gates described above[7,
26]. To model the computer though of calculation, we encode a set of localized
gates that together compute the negative digits of a three bit number[14, 15].
As shown in Fig. 5(a), the circuit is composed with two paratactic XOR gate.
The input x0 represents the sign bit, distinguished by two logic states 0 and
1, wherein 0 indicates the number is positive and 1 indicates the number is
negative. The input x1 and input x2 separately represent the high level and
low level of the binary number. Known from the truth table for the negation
circuit, when the input x0 is 0, the outputs keep the same as the corresponding
inputs; while when the input x0 is 1, the outputs are the negative numbers of
the corresponding inputs.
Fig. 5(b) is the transformed localized dual-rail negation circuit based on
the XOR gate designed above[19, 20]. Initial signal x0 is represented by input1
⟨s a0 ⟩ and input3 ⟨s c0 ⟩, x1 is represented by input2 ⟨s b0 ⟩ and input4 ⟨s d0 ⟩,
and x2 is also represented by input5 ⟨s e0 ⟩ and input6 ⟨s f0 ⟩, so only one pair
of inputs (1,2,5), (1,2,6), (1,4,5),(1,4,6), (2,3,5), (2,3,6), (3,4,5),(3,4,6) will be
present. Note that the transformed dual-rail input combination (1, 2, 5) simply
means the initial input x0 x1 x2 of the negation circuit is 011. When the hairpin
H (F, i) and H (E, t) are opened at last, it indicates the initial output y1 and y2
are 1, or the value of y1 and y2 are 0.

5

Simulation in extended DSD

Visual DSD is a compilation and simulation tool for the reaction progress of DNA
strand displacement systems[14]. To enable automated analysis of tethered DNA
components in large-scale circuit, Matthew R. Lakin and his group have extended
DSD for general encoding of tethered DNA sequences[15]. In this paper, the tool
is used to simulate the spatially localized XOR gate and the localized negation
circuit. Since there are four combinations for the XOR gate, the system will
produce four corresponding outputs.
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Fig. 5. Representations for negation circuit. (a) Digital negation circuit and its truth
table; (b) Transformed localized negation circuit on DNA origami and its compiling in
DSD.

The simulation results of the dual-rail XOR gate respectively shown in Fig. 6(a)Fig. 6(d) correspond to four input combinations from 00-11. In each plot, the
red, green and blue curves that respectively represent two input and one output
signals are clearly displayed. Note that the red and green curves are in the same
path. When the reporter ranges from 0-0.3, the logic of y is 0, at the same time,
if the output reporter changes from 0.7-1, the logic output of y is 1[15, 20]. For
instance, in Fig. 6(a), when input1 and input4 are present, which indicates the
initial input x0 x1 of the XOR gate is 00, the value of output y is 0.
Shown in Fig.6 (e)- Fig.6 (l) are eight kinds of simulation results for the
localized negation gate, corresponding to input combinations 000-111. Five speciﬁc curves that respectively represent the input and output signals are clearly
displayed in the simulation plots, indicating that all of the DNA strand displacement reactions have been successfully executed. To brief, we mainly discuss the
situation of input combination (1,2,5) shown in Fig. 6(h). The red, green and
blue curves indicate the input combination of the localized negation circuit is
011. With time going on, the green and blue curves gradually decrease to zero, and the red curve ﬁnally approximates to 1. The orange and purple curves,
which indicate the output y1 and y2 respectively, gradually rise with diﬀerent
rate constants and successively reach the deﬁned saturation value ranging from
0.7-1. The simulation result indicates when the input signal x0 x1 x2 is 011, the
value of y0 y1 y2 is also 011.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)
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Fig. 6. Simulation results in Visual DSD. (a) The simulation result of tethered XOR
gate when the input combination x0 x1 is 00; (b) The input combination x0 x1 for tethered XOR gate is 01; (c)The value of x0 x1 is 10; (d) The value of x0 x1 is 11;(e)-(l) The
simulation results of the tethered negation circuit corresponding to input combinations
000-111. Note that sometimes the simulation curves are in the same path.
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6

Disscussion

This paper mainly presents the detail design of localized XOR gate based on
DNA strand displacement using hairpins, together with an example of local
negation circuit. The simulation results in Visual DSD demonstrate good performances of the designed localized negation circuit.
The DNA components that used to construct the localized negation circuit
are physically stuck on their exact locations of DNA origami, resulting in precise
interactions between molecules at the nanoscale. Moreover, adjacent reactive
DNA species on substrate have a high concentration, enabling rapid interactions.
In contrast, DNA components that are diﬀusive in space are limited by the low
speed of collision and unexpected interferences.
Local molecular components can implement diﬀerent computational function
in parallel. For the localized negation circuit, the simulation results indicate two
paratactic XOR gates carry out logic computation concurrently. This advantage
has already been used for building molecular systems. Logic circuits with surface
species should be more scalable than diﬀusive circuits because DNA sequences
located in diﬀerent parts can resume. This property enables the possibilities of
constructing larger computation circuits.
Acknowledgments. Research is supported by the NSFC (Grant Nos.U1304620,
61472372, 61272022, 61572446), Innovation Scientists and Technicians Troop
Construction Projects of Henan (Grant No. 124200510017), and Innovation Scientists and Technicians Troop Construction Projects of Zhengzhou (Grant No.
131PLJRC648).
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Abstract. In traditional silicon-based digital computer, the hardware
circuits consist of diﬀerent kinds of logical gate circuits, and digital logic circuit is the basis for digital computer architecture. In a sense that
molecular logic gates built by DNA algorithmic self-assembly could be
regarded as the basic structure of the DNA computer. In this contribution, we adopt a new DNA sub-tile strategy, which provides a more
useful technique, assembling 4-arm tiles. Then depending on the level-2
sticky-ends for a speciﬁc connection between the tiles, the array complete
the XOR and XNOR logic operations.
Keywords: DNA algorithmic self-assembly, DNA sub-tile, logic operations, DNA computer

1

Introduction

Information and algorithms seem to be central to biological organization and
process, from the storage and replication of genetic information to the control
of developmental processes to the sophisticated computations performed by the
nervous system [1]. Like human technology uses electronic microprocessors to
control electrical and mechanical equipment [2], biological organisms use biochemical circuits to control molecular and chemical events. The engineering and
programming of biochemical circuits, in vivo and in vitro, would transform industries that use chemical and nanostructured materials [3, 4]. Although the
construction of biochemical circuits has been explored theoretically since the
birth of molecular biology, our practical experience with the capabilities and
possible programming of biochemical algorithms is still very young [5]. The idea
of algorithmic self-assembly stemmed from the combination of DNA computing,
the theory of tilings, and DNA nanotechnology [6–8]. Conceptually, algorithmic
self-assembly naturally spans the range between maximal simplicity (crystals)
and arbitrarily complex information processing [9].
In 2014, Shi et al. [10] developed a new DNA sub-tile strategy to easily create
whole families of programmable tiles. A DNA sub-tile consists of three ssDNA
⋆
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strands with two levels of sticky-ends. The level-1 sticky-ends direct sub-tiles
hybridize with their complements formation of tiles; the level-2 sticky-ends for
further assembly of tiles into 2D crystals and 3D superstructures.
In traditional silicon-based digital computer, the hardware circuits consist of
diﬀerent kinds of logical gate circuits, and digital logic circuit is the basis for
digital computer architecture [11]. In a sense that molecular logic gates built by
DNA tiles could be regarded as the basic structure of the DNA computer [12].
In this contribution, we will focus on construction of theoretical model on the
logical XOR and XNOR operation based on the algorithmic of DNA sub-tile
self-assembly.

2

Logical XOR and XNOR operation

When “0” and “1” represent the two diﬀerent logic states, the two binary digital
operation in accordance with a speciﬁed causality is called logic operation. XOR
stands for exclusive OR. The XOR operation has an output that is logic level
“0” when both inputs are at logic level “0” or “1”, but an output that is logic
level “1” when one input is at logic level “0” and another is at logic level “1”.
The XOR operation
⊕ with inputs x1 , x2 and output y implements the logical
expression y = x1
x2 .
Logical XNOR operation is the reverse of XOR. The XNOR operation has
an output that is logic level “1” when both inputs are at logic level “0” or “1”,
but an output that is logic level “0” when one input is at logic level “0” and
another is at logic level “1”. The XNOR operation
with inputs x1 , x2 and output
⊙
y implements the logical expression y = x1
x2 .

3

DNA sub-tile

DNA sub-tile is a new strategy to create programmable DNA tiles. A DNA
sub-tile structure constructed from three ssDNA strands called “a”, “b” and “c”
(Fig. 1). Strand a is 21-base long, containing three domains a1 , a2 and a3 . Strand
b is 27-base long, containing four domains b1 , b2 , b3 and b4 . To ensure ﬂexibility
of the sub-tile, domain b2 is a six single-stranded loop (colored lime). Strand c
is 42-base long, containing six domains c1 , c2 , ..., c6 . According to the principle
of complementary base pairing, domain c4 associate with domain b1 , domain c5
associate with domain b3 , and domain c6 associate with domain a2 . And domains
c2 , c3 , a3 and b4 are level-1 sticky-ends, the level-2 sticky-ends are domains a1
and c1 . When these three strands are mixed in the equal concentration and
annealed, they will bind together, and form the sub-tile structure.
Depending on the level-1 sticky-ends, two adjacent sub-tiles will form a towhelix arm containing a Holliday junction crossover tile. Two neighboring sub-tiles
Si and Sj in witch domain ai3 of sub-tile Si is the WC complement of domain
cj2 of sub-tile Sj , and domain bi4 of sub-tile Si the WC complement of domain
cj3 of sub-tile Sj (Fig. 2). Similarly, several sub-tiles will be able to form a DNA
motif with a desired number of arms. Constructing a 4-arm tile require four
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Fig. 1. Diagram of DNA sub-tile constructed from three ssDNA molecules ‘a’, ‘b’ and
‘c’. Strand a is 21-base long, strand b is 26-base long, strand c is 42-base long. Mixing
the three DNA strands with equal concentration and annealing the solution, the sub-tile
structures were assembled.

sub-tiles (S1 , S2 , S3 and S4 ) associated each other with the level-1 sticky-ends,
then from 4-arm tiles into lattices with the level-2 sticky-ends (Fig. 3).

ai1
cj1
ai3

cj2

bi1

aj1

cj3
aj3
bj1

ci3

ci1

bi3

ci2
Si

bj3
Sj

Fig. 2. With the help of level-1 sticky-ends, domain ai3 , bj4 of sub-tile Si complement
of domain cj2 , cj3 of sub-tile Sj , and bind two neighboring sub-tiles Si and Sj together.

4

Theoretical model of the common molecular logical
operations

In periodic self-assembly, the sticky-ends containing information that directs
the association of tiles to construct periodic lattices. In this paper, the level-2
sticky-ends of 4-arm tiles serve the same role. DNA sub-tile self-assembly not
only formed periodic lattices, but also performed DNA-based computation.
4.1

Logical XOR operation model

Here, we have used 4-arm tiles; their model is illustrated in the Fig. 4(a). The
patterning is made by designing the tile representing a bit “1” to have a stem
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c 22
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c 23
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b 41

b 21 a 23
c33 c 32
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S3

c 43

b 31

c 42

a 33

Fig. 3. The construction procedure for a 4-arm tile with four sub-tiles S1 , S2 , S3 and
S4 . Then from 4-arm tiles into 2D lattices.

loop, we can see a spot in the tile in AFM. But, the other tile represents a bit
“0” without a stem loop, and we cannot see the spot of the tile in AFM.
We deﬁne four diﬀerent kinds of X tiles, four diﬀerent kinds of Y tiles, two
diﬀerent kinds of y0 tiles, and two diﬀerent kinds of C tiles with ﬁxation ability
(Fig. 4(b)). The diﬀerent sticky-ends are depicted as diﬀerent colors, and the
sticky-ends with the same color will complement together. The result of the
XOR operation is a “0” if two input numbers are the same (two zeros or two
ones), but it is “1” if one of the two numbers is zero and the other is one. The
cumulative XOR consists of a series of Boolean inputs x1 , x2 , x3 , ..., xn , and the
output is also a series of Booleans y1 , y2 , y3 , ..., yn , where y0 = x1 , and for i =
1, yi = yi−1 XOR xi . The value of any yi in these calculations also reports the
even or odd parity of the ﬁrst i values of x. Thus, two values of input X tiles are
needed, one whose value is “0” and a second whose value is “1”.
The X tiles are shown in left in the Fig. 4(c), their value “0” or “1” is
shown in the middle of each tile, the upper sticky-ends provide the means of
connecting successive X tiles. However, to demonstrate the eﬃcacy of the process,
the calculations performed here are deﬁnite four-bit calculations for which the
order of the input X tiles is speciﬁed exactly by a series of diﬀerent sticky ends.
Like X tiles, two values of Y tiles are needed. However, there are two ways to
get each of these results: the value of a Y tile can be “0” either because both
inputs are “0” or because both are “1”; similarly, the value of a Y tile can be
“1” because the value of one input is “0” and the other is “1”, or vice versa.
Thus, four diﬀerent kinds of Y tiles are necessary. The Y tiles are shown in right
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Fig. 4. (a) The model of 4-arm tiles. (b) The tiles used to perform the cumulative XOR
calculation. (c) Self- assembly process of logical XOR operation.
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in the Fig. 4(c). The tile values again are displayed on the central domain. The
two inputs derive from the sticky ends on the upper (yi−1 ) and right (xi ). For
example, the right-side sticky end of x1 = 0 is yellow and the upper-side sticky
end of y0 = 0 is brown, which determines y1 has a yellow left-side sticky end and
a brown bottom-side sticky end, and y1 = 0. The array in the Fig. 4(c): because
x1 = 0, y0 = 0, y1 = x1 XOR y0 = 0. Because x2 = 1, y1 = 0, y2 = x2 XOR y1
= 1. Because x3 = 1, y2 = 1, y3 = x3 XOR y2 = 0. Because x4 = 1, y3 = 0, y4
= x4 XOR y3 = 1.
4.2

Logical XNOR operation model

X:

Y:

y0:

C:

x4

y4

x3

y3

x2

y2

x2

x1

y1

x1

y0

y1

y0

x1

y0

Fig. 5. (a) The tiles used to perform the cumulative XNOR calculation. (b) Selfassembly process of logical XNOR operation.
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We deﬁne four diﬀerent kinds of X tiles, four diﬀerent kinds of Y tiles, two
diﬀerent kinds of y0 tiles, and two diﬀerent kinds of C tiles with ﬁxation ability
(Fig. 5(a)). The result of the XNOR operation is a “1” if two input numbers
are the same (two zeros or two ones), but it is “0” if one of the two numbers is
zero and the other is one. The cumulative XNOR consists of a series of Boolean
inputs x1 , x2 , x3 , ..., xn , and the output is also a series of Booleans y1 , y2 , y3 ,
..., yn , where y0 = x1 , and for i = 1, yi = yi−1 XNOR xi . Thus, two values of
input X tiles are needed, one whose value is “0” and a second whose value is
“1”.
The X tiles are show in left in the Fig. 5(b), their value “0” or “1” is show in
the middle of each tile, the upper sticky-ends provide the means of connecting
successive X tiles. However, to demonstrate the eﬃcacy of the procedure, the
calculations performed here are deﬁnite four-bit calculations for which the order
of the input X tiles is speciﬁed exactly by a series of diﬀerent sticky ends. Like X
tiles, two values of Y tiles are needed. However, there are two ways to get each
of these results: the value of a Y tile can be “1” either because both inputs are
“0” or because both are “1”; similarly, the value of a Y tile can be “0” because
one input is “0” and the other is “1”, or vice versa. Thus, four diﬀerent kinds
of Y tiles are necessary. The Y tiles are shown in right in the Fig. 5(b). The tile
values again are displayed on the central domain. The two inputs derive from the
sticky ends on the upper (yi−1 ) and right (xi ). For example, the right-side sticky
end of x1 = 1 is green and the upper-side sticky end of y0 = 1 is pink, which
determines y1 has a green left-side sticky end and a pink bottom-side sticky end,
and y1 = 1. The array in the Fig. 5(b): because x1 = 1, y0 = 1, y1 = x1 XNOR
y0 = 1. Because x2 = 0, y1 = 1, y2 = x2 XNOR y1 = 0. Because x3 = 0, y2 =
0, y3 = x3 XNOR y2 = 1. Because x4 = 1, y3 = 1, y4 = x4 XNOR y3 = 1.

5

Conclusion

In periodic self-assembly, the sticky-ends containing information that directs the
association of tiles to construct periodic lattices. In a mathematical context,
aperiodic mosaics may be formed by the self-assembly of “Wang” tiles, a process
that simulates the behavior of a Turing machine. Macroscopic self-assembly has
been used to perform computations; there is also a logical equivalence between
DNA sticky-ends and Wang tile edges [13]. This suggests that the self-assembly
of DNA-based tiles could be used to perform DNA-based computation.
In this paper, we adopt a new DNA sub-tile strategy, which provides a more
useful technique, assembling 4-arm tiles. Then depending on the level-2 stickyends for a speciﬁc connection between the tiles, the array complete the XOR and
XNOR logic operation. The idea of algorithmic self-assembly stemmed from the
combination of DNA computing, the theory of tilings, and DNA nanotechnology.
Although only built simple logic operations, but we made a foundation work for
the realization of DNA computer.
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Abstract. Coritivity theory can be applied to many problems in social
network, such as influence maximization problem and community detection. Core nodes are crucial to characterize network connectivity. But
how to find core nodes is a NP-complete problem. Methods in references
only can be tested out on a small scale or firstly reduce the size of a large
network. Membrane system is a novel computing model introduced by
Păun in the area of membrane computing. We here present a membraneinspired genetic algorithm to search for the core nodes of a large social
network. The experimental results show that the solution quality from
the proposed algorithm is competitive with pure genetic algorithms.
Keywords: membrane computing, P system, membrane-inspired algorithm, core and coritivity

1

Introduction

Membrane computing is a branch of natural computing, which was introduced
by Păun in 1998 [1]. It is inspired by the structure and function of living cells as
well as tissues, organs and other high order structures. The computing models
investigated in the framework of membrane computing are called P systems,
which are a class of bio-inspired computing models. There are three types of
P systems: cell-like P systems [1, 2], tissue P systems [3, 4] and spiking neural
P systems [5–8]. P systems provide distributed and parallel computing models,
which were proved to be a rich framework for handling many problems related
to computing [9, 10].
The membrane algorithm, which was introduced by Nishida [11] in 2005, is
a membrane-inspired optimization algorithm. It combines the concepts of P systems with some local approximate algorithms. In the framework of membrane
?
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computing, the objects and the membranes evolve step by step according to specific evolution rules such as rewriting, communications and division rules. This
process can describe many of the evolutionary concepts of living cells. A membrane algorithm is also called a P-based algorithm. In a membrane algorithm, the
membranes separate space into several regions, where sub-algorithms and tentative solutions are placed as well as transporting mechanism and transforming
mechanism of membrane structure. The sub-algorithms are always selected from
heuristics operators, such as evolutionary algorithms [12, 13]. From a computational point of view, a P system provides a good framework for an approximation
algorithm because of its hierarchical structure and intrinsic parallelism. Compared with a traditional hybrid optimization algorithm, the membrane algorithm
contains rich changes in algorithm structure and stochastic processes.
Proper architecture design is an important research aspect for membrane
algorithms. The membrane system proposed by Nishida (see [11]) includes a
nested membrane structure (sometimes the structure can be changed during the
computation process), while a local search algorithm supplying the evolution
scheme for each region. Tentative solutions were placed in the regions delimited
by the membranes. When computing the results for different regions, exchanges
are included by applying transportation and membrane structure transformation
mechanisms. The membrane algorithm designed in [11] efficiently deals with the
traveling salesman problem (TSP). In [14], the minimum storage problem was
successfully solved using a membrane algorithm. In [15], Zaharie and Ciobanu
discussed the similarities between distributed evolutionary algorithms and P
systems. They suggested novel variants of distributed evolutionary algorithms
to solve numeric optimization problems. Several approaches combining (nested
membrane structure) NMS with genetic algorithms have been presented to solve
numeric optimization problems [16], traveling salesman problems [17], controller
design problems for a marine diesel engine [18], gasoline blending and scheduling
problems [19] and optimal control problems for a time-varying unstable plant
[20]. A quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithm based on P systems (QEPS)
was proposed in [21]. It incorporated a one-level membrane structure (OLMS) and a quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithm. The difference between the
performances of a membrane algorithm with OLMS and a membrane algorithm
with a nested membrane structure was also analyzed. In [22], a modified QEPS
with a local search was discussed by analyzing radar emitter signals. In [10],
OLMS was integrated with DE and ant colony optimization methods to solve
numeric optimization and traveling salesman problems. These studies clearly illustrate that membrane systems can be used to improve the performance of many
meta-heuristic search methods and that they sometimes balance exploration and
exploitation efficiently [23, 24]. To date, there are very few papers that consider
a tissue P system to be a membrane structure of P-based algorithms [25], but
our paper is a contribution to this line of research.
Coritivity is one measure of the network connectivity and can reflect the network structure [26]. It can be used to measure the nodes’ influence in diffusing
information to some extent or discover communities. In reference [27], coritivity
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theory applied to the influence maximization problem and help get k initial active nodes. The experimental results showed that coritivity is competitive with
other node-selection methods. However, how to find core nodes is a very difficult problem. The authors shrank the scale to a small size [27]. In this work,
we present a membrane-inspired genetic algorithm (MIGA) to deal with this
problem. The structure of MIGA is based on a tissue-like membrane structure;
and the genetic operators are used as the system’s sub-algorithms. We focus on
the influence a membrane structure has on those genetic operations.

2

Basic Coritivity Theory

In real networks, there are always some entities locating at important positions or
playing crucial roles. Removing these entities will lead the network to an unstable
state. These entities are called cores of the network. To study cores and their
effect, we introduce coritivity theory into networks. Coritivity theory measures
the importance of a set of nodes by the number of connected components showing
up after deleting the nodes and their incident edges from the graph [27].
Given an undirected unweighted connected graph G, with V (G) and E(G)
representing the node set and the edge set, the coritivity of graph G, h(G), is
defined as [26]
h(G) = max{ω(G − S) − |S|; S ∈ C(G)},
where C(G) denotes the collection of cut sets of G, and ω(G − S) is the number
of components of graph G − S. For S ⊆ V (G), G − S denotes the graph obtained
by deleting from G node set S together with all edges incident with any node in
S. |S| stands for the number of nodes in S. Moreover, if S 0 ∈ C(G) and satisfies
h(G) = ω(G − S 0 ) − |S 0 |.
S 0 is called a core of graph G. This definition of core and coritivity implies that
each network has a unique coritivity value but may have many different cores.
Each core is a cut set.
Coritivity is a measurement to quantify the importance of the core in networks. Naturally, given a network, the most fundamental problem is to calculate
the core and coritivity. It can be proved that finding core nodes is a NP-complete
problem.

3

A Membrane-Inspired Genetic Algorithm

In this paper, we propose a membrane-inspired genetic algorithm (MIGA). It is
designed with the concept of tissue P system and genetic evolution. The flowchart
of MIGA is shown in Figure 1.
Support a network is a set of N nodes tied together by M edges. The representation of a solution we use here is an integer string n1 , ..., nN . The vector
n = (n1 , ..., nN ) represents which node is present and which one is removed. We
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Fig. 1. The flowchart of MIGA.

adopt the convention that ni = 1 if node i is present, and ni = 0 if node i is
removed (corresponding to an core node).
The initial structure is [ ]1 [ ]2 . We call the membrane with label 2 the operation membrane and call the membrane with label 1 the output membrane. The
local best solution in an operation membrane is denoted as lbest . The global best
solution of the system is denoted as gbest . The operation membrane which obtains gbest is called the best operation membrane, while the operation membrane
which obtains the worst lbest is called the worst operation membrane.
The procedure of the MIGA is described as follows.
Step 1. After the parameters have been set, such as the iteration number, the
population size, the crossover rate, and the mutation rate, the MIGA randomly
generates the initial chromosomes of the problem in membrane 2 using a random
number generator. Each position of the string is assigned with an integer number
from 0 to n. In a string, no number can appear more than once except 0.
Step 2. Separation rules [a]i → [Q1 ]i [Q2 ]i are used to generate m cells labeled
with the number 2. The structure variant is shown in Figure 2. The initial
chromosomes are separated into m membranes, also with label 2.The number of
chromosomes will differ by no more than one.
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Fig. 2. Separation process.

Step 3. In each operation membrane, a genetic algorithm is used to find core
nodes.
Step 4. To avoid premature convergence and to add diversity to the new population, communication rules are used to exchange several chromosomes between
the best operation membrane and the worst operation membrane for each xmax
step.
Step 5. The operation membrane sends its chromosomes into the output
membrane for each ymax step, and then the output membrane reassigns the
population to m operation membranes. The number of chromosomes will differ
by no more than one.
Step 6. If the iteration number reaches the maximum iteration number Itermax ,
the output membrane outputs gbest ; otherwise, the chromosomes are sent to the
operation membranes, and return to Step 3.
3.1

Membrane-Inspired Genetic Algorithm in Operation
Membranes

In each operation membrane, membrane-inspired evolutionary algorithm (MIGA) combines several genetic operators with membrane structure. The flowchart
is shown in Figure 3.
The procedure of MIGA is described briefly as follows.
Step 1. Initialize the population.
Step 2. Evaluate individuals and select parents.
Step 3. Use the two parents crossover operator, the single parent crossover
operator, and the mutation operator to generate children from selected parents.
Step 4. If the iteration number of the local search in the operation membrane reaches ymax or the multiples of ymax , the operation membrane sends its
chromosomes into the output membrane. Otherwise, return to Step 5.
Step 5. If the iteration number of the local search in the operation membrane
reaches xmax or the multiples of xmax , exchange several chromosomes between
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Initialize
chromosomes

Evolution

Select parents

Update the
population
Two parents
crossover

yes

Single parent
crossover

Exchange solutions?

no

Mutation

Evolution
Evolution
yes
no

Update the
population

Is the iteration number equal to
multiples of Ymax?

Is the iteration number equal to
multiples of Xmax?

no

yes
Output

Fig. 3. The flowchart of MIGA in operation membranes.

the best operation membrane and the worst operation membrane. Otherwise,
return to Step 2.
Selection and Evaluation We implemented the tournament selection method
to select parents and then generate offspring. A “tournament” is performed among a few individuals chosen at random from the population and the best
parent is selected. The tournament size is an important parameter to adjust
selection pressure. If the tournament size is larger, weak individuals have a smaller chance of being selected. However, a smaller size is a better choice to
ensure diversity.
Recombination Recombination operators are designed to generate children
from selected parents. We used two types of reproduction operators in our algorithm. One of the reproduction operators used was a classical two parents
crossover.
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Table 1. Parameters used for the PHEA
Notation
N
m
xmax
ymax
f
pc1
pc2
pm
Itermax

Value
100
5
20
40
50%
20%
20%
90%
1000

Parameter
the total population size
the number of subsystems
exchange chromosomes between operation membranes for each xmax steps
send chromosomes to the output membrane for each ymax steps
the exchange rate
the two parents crossover rate
the single parent crossover rate
the mutation rate
the maximum iteration number

The other reproduction operator used was single parent crossover operator
(SPO).This operator allows for more diversity. In it, each trip (a sequence of nodes) in the parent solution has a 50% chance of being duplicated in the offspring
solution. Other positions will be assigned with nodes randomly. In a string, no
number can appear more than once except 0.
Mutation We used three-point mutation in this paper to promote population
diversity.The procedure of this operation is listed as follows.
Step 1. Pick one point (or two points or three points) at random from a
sequence.
Step 2. Change the selected point (or points) while keeping the other points
in the sequence unchanged. Then, new sequences can be obtained, and they are
regarded as the offspring.
Repeat this process until ten chromosomes are created from a parents sequence by exchanging genes. Only the best transformation is used as the offspring produced by the mutation.

4
4.1

Computational Experiments
Benchmark Problems

In order to verify the effectiveness of our algorithm, we conduct experiments
on real social network data. The experiment is conducted using two datasets,
Amazon and DBLP. Amazon is a co-product purchasing network, where each
node represents an kind of product. Edges between nodes represent that the
certain products are frequently co-purchased. Ground-truth communities are
defined by the hierarchy of product categories. The number of nodes is 334863,
number of edges is 925872, and the number of true communities is 5000. DBLP
is an author collaboration network, where each vertex represents an author and
each edge represents a coauthor relationship. Ground-truth communities are
defined as sets of authors who published in the same journal or conference. The
number of nodes is 317080, the number of edges is 1049866, and the number
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Table 2. Core nodes about ten Amazon’s communities obtained by MIGA.
Number Coritivity Core Nodes
1
56
279830, 521655, 271643, 123953, 294393, 19509, 394886, 458993,
166566, 221281, 229209, 79870, 502212, 280255, 361524, 330328,
49424, 373756, 108892, 476448, 295177, 19999, 127262, 18041,
217871, 475666, 190765, 306636, 396502, 150207, 310851, 519686,
296111, 383087, 244578, 152407, 208714, 345901, 401268, 401449,
500473, 186386, 230788, 373799, 38671, 371029, 83906, 123159,
203272, 447892, 176159, 317367
2
37
425538, 431210, 372898, 250774, 401615, 366691, 141236, 437872,
121895, 311029, 199857, 526811, 197286, 494409, 232138, 439577,
386841, 110031, 354879, 367642, 241105, 193112, 501167, 376886,
184995, 285611, 275210, 363412, 540846, 29516, 422289, 235790
3
13
210992, 235970, 421557, 343242, 536830, 139089, 66096, 127345,
73400, 67464, 367285, 445716, 23465, 229510, 163920, 168720,
184458, 56052, 193790, 434966, 74439, 182430, 358034, 205319,
67395, 120380, 71736, 99373, 47744, 475581, 494481, 373188,
142427, 98332, 406305, 433843, 114473, 261558
4
27
517097, 52705, 98598, 432507, 413736, 123137, 407916, 337899,
290254, 40150, 7775, 193701, 49011, 176655, 531766, 102327,
439603, 190647, 153222, 167320, 493977, 147613, 49251, 41947,
415696, 298981, 103920, 466954, 426901, 33972, 84360, 312191,
407983, 151478, 240649, 140989, 355126, 269278
5
59
36802, 11915, 135409, 104366, 158327, 475036, 396362, 448,
75848, 28123, 301483, 326481, 106397, 433792, 368498, 15922,
471848, 301682, 81790, 155663, 131043, 206540
6
20
257906, 120511, 533768, 216701, 270721, 140456, 66324, 49986,
315789, 182173, 166089, 352727, 82276, 96221
7
37
137370, 325027, 362720, 314189, 135071, 362446, 414226, 263822,
71772, 448760, 342319, 42131, 527901, 297017, 424918, 451004,
435149, 112788, 337991, 281767, 293481, 69255, 305967, 328079,
341087, 516611
8
6
458993, 229209, 221281, 502212, 330328, 127262, 306636, 383087,
542633, 217871, 38265
9
19
257906, 120511, 270721, 533768, 216701, 140456, 66324, 49986,
315789, 182173, 166089, 82276, 96221
10
7
458993, 229209, 221281, 502212, 330328, 127262, 217871, 306636,
447892, 383087
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Table 3. Core nodes about ten Amazon’s communities obtained by MIGA−cs,−symp .
Number Coritivity Core Nodes
1
31
221281, 279830, 19509, 229209, 502212, 458993, 521655, 294393,
230788, 271643, 394886, 217871, 373799, 383087, 401268, 127262,
123953, 361524, 345901, 306636, 38671, 309411, 295177, 476448,
208714, 371029, 447892, 377247, 30690, 373756, 542633, 19999,
330328, 475666, 18041, 150207, 280255, 512729, 202986, 417521,
166549, 287524, 433190, 108892
2
36
425538, 250774, 431210, 401615, 372898, 366691, 141236, 311029,
437872, 121895, 199857, 197286, 526811, 232138, 494409, 439577,
110031, 386841, 367642, 193112, 501167, 241105, 275210, 363412,
285611, 354879, 540846, 376886, 422289, 184995, 29516
3
14
210992, 235970, 343242, 536830, 421557, 73400, 139089, 127345,
66096, 445716, 67464, 229510, 23465, 367285, 168720, 163920,
434966, 74439, 56052, 193790, 205319, 99373, 71736, 182430,
98332, 184458, 406305, 494481, 47744, 67395, 261558, 475581,
373188, 49761, 433843, 114473, 494860
4
26
517097, 52705, 98598, 432507, 123137, 413736, 407916, 40150,
7775, 49011, 337899, 176655, 531766, 290254, 102327, 193701,
439603, 153222, 190647, 147613, 167320, 493977, 49251, 426901,
415696, 41947, 103920, 33972, 84360, 312191, 407983, 355126,
298981, 466954, 240649, 140989
5
58
36802, 11915, 135409, 104366, 396362, 158327, 475036, 448,
75848, 28123, 326481, 433792, 106397, 301483, 368498, 15922,
471848, 301682, 155663, 81790, 131043, 149579, 206540
6
13
120511, 533768, 216701, 257906, 49986, 315789, 66324, 270721,
356114, 140456, 166089, 106873
7
36
137370, 362720, 325027, 314189, 135071, 414226, 71772, 362446,
263822, 527901, 42131, 342319, 448760, 451004, 424918, 297017,
281767, 337991, 293481, 305967, 69255, 112788, 457476, 516611,
372872, 204147, 328079, 435149
8
2
229209, 221281, 502212, 458993, 383087, 217871, 127262, 306636,
401268, 542633, 345901
9
14
120511, 257906, 533768, 49986, 315789, 216701, 66324, 270721,
356114, 140456, 166089
10
5
221281, 229209, 502212, 458993, 217871, 383087, 127262, 401268,
345901, 306636
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of true communities is 5000. We choose twenty communities from top 0.4% of
Amazon and other twenty communities from top 0.4% of DBLP.
Table 4. Coritivities obtained by MIGA and MIGA−cs,−symp .
Number MIGA MIGA−cs,−symp Number MIGA MIGA−cs,−symp
A1
56
31
D1
91
74
A2
37
36
D2
98
83
A3
13
14
D3
13
5
A4
27
26
D4
69
59
A5
26
25
D5
64
41
A6
59
58
D6
8
6
A7
20
13
D7
33
25
A8
37
36
D8
22
18
A9
6
2
D9
53
59
A10
19
14
D10
30
25
A11
7
5
D11
29
19
A12
42
42
D12
10
3
A13
41
41
D13
23
21
A14
19
18
D14
5
5
A15
12
9
D15
25
23
A16
29
29
D16
13
9
A17
12
9
D17
17
16
A18
35
35
D18
7
3
A19
33
31
D19
3
2
A20
43
43
D20
19
19

4.2

Parameter Settings

The proposed algorithmic framework was coded in C and all the experiments
were conducted on a MacBook Pro i5 machine with 4GB RAM. The parameters used in the proposed algorithm are shown in Table 1. For each benchmark
problem, 20 independent runs were carried out.
4.3

Results of MIGA

The core nodes of ten Amazon’s communities are obtained by the MIGA is
shown in Table 2. The solution would be improved further if every parameter is
set more reasonably.
In this subsection, we briefly analyze the algorithm without the processes
of cell separation and cell communication. We use the term MIGA−cs,−symp to
represent the method, which is based on MIGA but does not include membrane
structure transformations. A comparison is made between the optimal solutions
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obtained by the MIGA and MIGA−cs,−symp . The core nodes of ten DBLP’s communities obtained by the MIGA−cs,−symp is shown in Table 3. The solutions are
much worse than those solutions generated by MIGA, even though the genetic
operators continue to be used. Table 4 list the coritivities of twenty Amazon’s
communities and the coritivities of twenty DBLP’s communities, which are calculated by MIGA and MIGA−cs,−symp . The results show that the characters of
membrane system can improve the performance of genetic algorithms.

5

Conclusions

In this work, we propose a membrane-inspired genetic algorithm to find core
nodes of large social communities. MIGA consists of tissue-like membrane structure and genetic operator. The membrane structure evolved according to separation rules.In the computing process, membranes exchanged chromosomes according to communication rules. This type of rule can not only increase the diversity
of the population in each subsystem but also improve the performance of genetic operators. The proposed algorithm was tested using real social network data.
The experimental results show that the solution quality from the proposed algorithm is competitive with pure genetic algorithms. In reference [27], core nodes
are used in the influence maximization problem. As the definition of coritivity
is based on the connected components of the network, it can be used to other
kind of problems, such as community discovery.
Acknowledgments. The authors are supported by the Fundamental Research
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Abstract. Performing logic computation with DNA material provides
an excellent approach to realize the miniaturization of electronic circuit
components. Due to the low speed of species diﬀusion and unexpected
molecular collision, more attention has been focused on localized DNA
strand displacement, wherein DNA components are tethered to a molecular substrate, such as canvas board constructed by SST (single-stranded
tile) and DNA origami. In the localized DNA strand displacement, output signals from the upper cascade can trigger the next cascade reactions,
which enables the fabricating of complicated digital circuits. Based on
two kinds of reversible and irreversible DNA strand displacement reactions, this paper introduces a novel method for constructing localized
basic gates, together with a propagation XOR gate. The spatially isolated DNA components are demonstrated to be eﬃcient in the extended
DSD software.
Keywords: Localized DNA strand displacement; SST; Localized basic
gates; Extended DSD

1

Introduction

Structural DNA nanotechnology provides an attractive route to construct nanoarchitectures with complex patterns [1]. Well-deﬁned and programmable sticky
ends enable precise rational design of target molecular fabrications [1, 2]. DNA
tile based self-assembly uses DNA to build nanometer scale materials that provides the foundation of an emerging ﬁeld of structural DNA nanotechnology [3].
Researchers have developed diverse tile motifs for DNA self-assemblies, such as
the double crossover (DX) [4], the triple crossover (TX) [5, 6], the quadruple
crossover (QX) and 44 tile [7, 8]. Seeman ﬁrst proposed the method of constructing molecular fabrication from multi-arm branched DNA junctions with
exposed single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) sticky ends [9]. In 2012, Yin extended
this approach to assemble diﬀerent size of two-dimensional rectangular canvas
fabrication using a large number of ﬂexible, 42-nucleotide (nt) single-stranded
⋆
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DNA motif [10]. The DNA canvas structures have been demonstrated to be a
wonderful material for the organization of nanometer components, just like a
nanoscale board [11].
Recent attempts have shown that spatially isolated DNA systems, wherein
DNA components are physically tethered to a molecular substrate, have good
advantages of fast signal propagation, suﬃcient reaction precision and parallel
computing ability [12, 13]. Based on the technology of DNA strand displacement,
abundant localized DNA circuits have been constructed over the past decades.
In 2011, Chandran illustrated the mechanism of localized hybridization reaction
and further presented a novel method of constructing localized logic circuits [11].
In 2013, Muscat proposed designs for logical AND, OR and half-sum circuit using
DNA hairpin displacement, wherein the DNA components are spatially isolated
on a DNA substrate addresses [13]. In 2014, Qian and Winfree explained the
abstract chemical reaction networks (CRNs) on a surface and introduced the
implementation of a novel DNA mechanism that is capable of fabricating logic
circuits [14, 15].
Based on localized DNA strand displacement, this paper proposes a novel
method to construct DNA-based elementary logic gates that take advantage of
spatial isolation. In the localized DNA circuits, input signals are diﬀusive, but
DNA gates are attached to a ‘molecular board’ constructed by single-stranded
DNA (ssDNA). The construction of the localized AND and OR gates are clearly
illustrated ﬁrst. Using dual-rail logic, a propagation XOR gate is designed based
on the two basic gates. The whole localized DNA strand displacement reactions
for the XOR gate are simulated in DSD software and the results indicate the
localized XOR gate has a good performance of precision and scalability.

2

Elementary DNA Gate Motif

Based on localized DNA strand displacement reactions, we propose a feasible
method for DNA-based logic computation. As the basic element for implementing any Boolean function, two-input AND and OR gates are designed ﬁrst [16,
17]. The tethers are represented by single strands with black dots at one end for
brevity. Fig. 1 illustrates the whole mechanism of the AND gate implemented
by DNA strands. The tethered nicked double-stranded DNA gate sequences has
an exposed toehold a∗ , which is complementary to the short domain a on the
single-stranded input signal ⟨a s⟩ [14]. In the presence of the invading strand
⟨a s⟩, it ﬁrst binds to the toehold a* and subsequently performs the process of
branch migration until it displaces the original bound single strand ⟨s b⟩. The
DNA strand displacement reaction is reversible, resulting in the exposure of the
original inactive toehold b∗ . When another input signal ⟨b s⟩ arrives, similar
reversible occurs, which can successfully release the single strand ⟨s c⟩. Only
in the presence of both of the input strands ⟨a s⟩ and ⟨b s⟩, the output signal
strand ⟨s c⟩ is released, which acts as a molecular AND gate. In the DNA gates,
logic values (‘0’ and ‘1’) are distinguished by strand concentrations. For the D-
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NA AND gate, the logic value of output is ‘1’ only if the single strand ⟨s c⟩ is
released.
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Fig. 1. Abstract model of Localized AND gate. The strand displacement reaction is
reversible.

Unlike the AND gate, DNA strand displacement reactions for the OR gate
is irreversible (Fig. 2) [18]. Both of the invading single strand ⟨a s⟩ and ⟨s b⟩
can separately bind with the tethered DNA complexes from toehold domain
a∗ or b∗ , and performs the process of branch migration with domain s∗ until it
completely displaces the bound strand ⟨s c⟩. Since the input signal domains have
more complementary sequences with the tethered DNA complexes, the branch
migration progress is irreversible. For the molecular OR gate, either of the two
input signals can trigger the output of single strand ⟨s c⟩, just as the traditional
electronic OR gate. In the DNA OR gate, if the single strand ⟨s c⟩ is released,
the logic value of output is ‘1’. Input and output signals for the illustrated DNA
gates are all single-stranded DNA sequences, which enables intricate fabrication
of logic circuits.
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Fig. 2. Abstract model of Localized OR gate. The strand displacement reaction is
irreversible.
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Abstract Propagation XOR Gate

For traditional logic circuit, it is an undoubted bottleneck to realize the miniaturization of circuit components. DNA technology provides a promising method
to solve the problem of logic computing [19, 20]. Molecular logic states, namely
‘0’ and ‘1’, are distinguished by DNA strand concentrations. Moreover, dual-rail
logic has been widely used in the construction of DNA circuits, wherein AND
and OR gates themselves are suﬃcient to implement any Boolean function [16].
In the DNA dual-rail circuit, original input and output signals are respectively
represented by two diﬀerent DNA strands and traditional electronic AND and
OR gates are represented by twice as much as molecular gates, which are mainly
fabricated based on DNA strand displacement reactions. Propagation XOR gate
is illustrated next based on the designed localized AND and OR gate.
Logic computation only adopts two diﬀerent states ‘0’ and ‘1’. In logic XOR,
only if logic values of the two inputs are diﬀerent, the output signal is ‘1’. That
is to say, when both of the input signals x0 and x1 are ‘1’ or ‘0’, the value of
the output y0 is ‘0’, just as the truth table illustrates. Shown in Fig. 3(a) is the
XOR gate implemented with AND, OR and NOT gates. However, there is much
diﬃculty to implement logic NOT gate using DNA motif. To avoid the problem
of constructing NOT gate, the electronic XOR gate is equivalently translated into
the dual-rail circuit (Fig. 3(b)). Two input signal x00 and x10 together represent
original input x0 , and another two inputs x01 and x11 represent input x1 . We
deﬁne that when the input xi is ‘0’, the value of x0i is ‘1’. At the same time,
if the logic value of xi is ‘1’, the x1i is ‘1’. So the output signal y0 is ‘1’ only if
the output y01 is ‘1’, otherwise the output y0 is ‘0’. Based on the localized AND
and OR gates that we proposed in part 2, abstract XOR gate is fabricated in
Fig. 3(c). Two paratactic tethered AND gates are designed in the ﬁrst cascade
and localized OR gate is tethered in the second cascade.
Shown in Fig. 4 is the mechanism of how the molecular XOR gate operates.
Using dual-rail logic, only one combination of inputs (1, 2), (1, 4), (2, 3) and (3,
4) will be present, wherein input 1 corresponds to x01 , input 2 corresponds to x10 ,
input 3 corresponds to x11 , and input 4 corresponds to x00 [11, 13]. For the XOR
gate implemented by localized DNA strand displacement, x01 is represented by
the single-stranded DNA ⟨a s⟩, x10 is represented by the single-stranded DNA
⟨b s⟩, x11 is represented by the single-stranded DNA ⟨s d⟩, and x00 is represented
by the single-stranded DNA ⟨s e⟩. Note that, all the input signals are diﬀusive
and the logic gates are tethered. When both of input 1 and input 2 are present,
three strand displacement reactions occur: (1) ⟨a s⟩ ﬁrst binds with domain a∗
and performs the process of branch migration with domain s∗ , resulting in the
release of single-stranded DNA ⟨s b⟩; (2) ⟨b s⟩ takes similar strand displacement
reaction with the localized DNA complexes, enabling the output of the single
strand ⟨s c1 ⟩ ; (3) the output signal ⟨s c1 ⟩, which is released from the ﬁrst
cascade, implements strand displacement with the tethered DNA species in the
second cascade, and ﬁnally displaces the output signal ⟨c s⟩. Once the singlestranded DNA ⟨c s⟩ is present, the output value of y01 is ‘1’, that is y0 is ‘1’. The
output value of y01 is also ‘1’ on the condition that input 3 and input 4 are both
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Dual-rail XOR gate implemented with AND and OR gates

Truth table for XOR gate
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0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1
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Input2 x01
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Input4
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(b)

XOR gate implemented with localized DNA strands
XOR gate implemented with AND,OR and NOT gates
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Fig. 3. Three forms of XOR gate. (a) XOR gate implemented with three basic gates;
(b) XOR gate implemented using dual-rail logic; (c) XOR gate based on localized DNA
strand displacement.

present. In the other two cases, that is when the input combination is (1, 4) and
(2, 3), no single strand ⟨c s⟩ is released, which simply means y0 is ‘0’.

4

Simulation in Visual DSD

Visual DSD is a wonderful software for abstract modeling of DNA strand displacement reactions [21]. It allows fast analysis of DNA strand displacement
systems that are diﬀusive or localized [22]. General encoding method for tethered species has been proposed in the extended DSD language. Molecular canvas
that constructed by SST and DNA origami are usually designed for providing
nanometer substrate spaces. Next we will simulate the whole mechanism of the
XOR gate on the SST board.
Corresponding to combination inputs (1, 4), (3, 4), (1, 2) and (2, 3), four
simulation results are shown in Fig. 5. Logic states of the molecular XOR gate
are distinguished by low and high concentrations, and we consider signal as ‘0’
state with concentrations ranging from 0-0.2nm and ‘1’ state with concentrations
ranging from 0.8-1nm. In the deterministicstiﬀ plots, the output strand ⟨c s⟩ is
represented by the red curve, and two input signals are represented by the green
and blue curves respectively. The real-time concentrations and terminal states of
the input and output strands indicate that all of the localized DNA strand displacement reactions have been successfully executed. To brief, we simply discuss
the input combination (1, 2) and (1, 4) in the following paragraph.
In Fig. 5(c), concentrations of input 1 and input 2 are deﬁned to be 0.9nm,
and input 3 and input 4 are deﬁned to be 0.1nm, indicating the two bit binary
input signal of the XOR gate is ‘10’. With time goes on, the two input strands
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Fig. 4. The mechanism of localized XOR gate corresponded to input combination (1,
2). (a) The ﬁrst step reaction; (b) The second step reaction; (c) The third step reaction.

gradually decrease and ﬁnally approximately approach to 0.1nm. However, the
reporter curve that represents the output strand gradually rises with diﬀerent
rate constants and successively reaches the deﬁned saturation concentration of
0.9nm. The simulation plot demonstrates that when the input of the localized
XOR gate is ‘10’, the output value is ‘1’. In Fig. 5(a), logic states of input 1 and
input 4 are deﬁned to be ‘1’ and their concentrations are set to be 0.9nm, and
input 2 and input 3 are deﬁned to be 0.9nm, which indicates the input signal
of the XOR gate is ‘00’. As time going on, part of the inputs interact with the
localized gate complexes, but the reporter strand keeps ranging in the scope
from 0nm to 0.2nm. This plot illustrates that when the input of the localized
XOR gate is ‘00’, the output value is ‘0’. Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(d) are respectively
corresponded to the input signal ‘01’ and ‘11’, and we will not explain them
repeatedly.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, molecular two-input AND and OR gates are ﬁrst illustrated in
detail, wherein DNA sequences are tethered to a SST substrate. Based on the
DNA gates designed above, the propagation XOR gate is fabricated, and this
paper subsequently shows how the XOR gate operates. With binary input com-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Fig. 5. Simulation results for localized XOR gate corresponding to inputs from ‘00’ to
‘11’.

binations from ‘00’ to ‘11’, the localized XOR gate has been demonstrated to be
feasible in the extended DSD software.
These molecular logic gates can operate because the localized DNA strand
reactions can be cascades, wherein the output signals are single-stranded DNA.
More complex DNA circuits can be constructed using this method, such as the
familiar half-sum circuit. Compared to DNA strand displacement reactions that
are diﬀusive, tethered species have a good advantage of great precision. The
DNA technology provides a perfect way to perform bio-computations in the
nano-scale. The localized DNA strand displacement technology is expected to
construct more systematic architectures and networks.
Acknowledgments. Research is supported by the NSFC (Grant Nos.U1304620,
61472372, 61272022, 61572446), Innovation Scientists and Technicians Troop
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Abstract We continue the study of spiking neural P systems with a generalized use of rules
(which combining spiking neural P systems with exhaustive use of rules and sequential use
of rules) by considering these computing devices as language generators. Specifically, mark
the moment that the output neuron emitted spikes as a character, thus constitutes the language generated by that system. The computational power of spiking neural P systems with
a generalized use of rules is investigated, when considering them as language generating
devices. Specifically, it is proved that finite and recursively enumerable languages are characterized by spiking neural P systems with a generalized use of rules. The relationships with
regular languages are also investigated.
Keywords Membrane computing · spiking neural P systems · generalized use of rules

1 Introduction
Membrane Computing is a branch of natural computing introduced by Păun in Păun (2000),
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operations, computing models,etc.) from the structure and the functioning of a single cell
and from complexes of cells, such as tissues, organs. The devices of the obtained models
usually called P systems, besides they are distributed and parallel. General information about
membrane computing can be found in Păun (2002) and Păun et al (2010), with up-to-date
information available at the membrane computing website (http://ppage.psystems.eu). There
are three variants of P systems, tissue P systems, cell-like P systems and spiking neural P
systems. The tissue P systems are introduced in Liu et al (2015) and Zhang et al (2014b).
This article centers the spiking neural P systems, introduced by Ionescu et al (2006).
Spiking neural P systems (SN P systems) are a class of computing devices, which consist of a set of neurons placed in the nodes of a directed graph and sending impulses to each
other spikes. The graph’s arcs represent synapses. The neurons contain rules for emitting
spikes and getting spikes. Two main kinds of outputs can be got by a computation in an SN
P system: a set of numbers or the string. The case of SN P systems as number generators
which generate sets of numbers obtained by considering the number of steps elapsed between consecutive spikes which exit the output neuron was investigated in several papers,
such as Zeng et al (2012). SN P systems with standard rules were investigated in Ionescu
et al (2006) and the SN P systems with extended rules were investigated in Chen et al (2008),
where it is proved that such systems are Turing complete. In turn, a string corresponding to
the sequence of spikes which exit the output neuron mainly in the following two ways.
For SN P systems with standard rules, the string is a binary one, with 0 associated with a
step when no spike is emitted and 1 associated with a step when a spike is emitted. The
above-mentioned case was investigated in Chen et al (2007). Another is the case of strings
produced by SN P systems with extended rules, a symbol bi is associated to a step when the
output neuron sends i spikes into the environment, with two cases: b0 (hence a step when
no spike is emitted) is regarded as a symbol which called the restricted case or as the empty
string which called the non-restricted case. The extended SN P systems produces the string
languages on an arbitrary alphabet were investigated in Chen et al (2008).
Recently there have been many papers published that are devoted to the research of
SN P systems. Among these researches, some SN P systems have been used for solving
computational hard problems (e.g., (Zhang et al (2014a)) and also many variants of SN P
systems have been investigated (e.g., (Zeng et al (2014a)), (Zeng et al (2014b)), (Song et al
(2015)), (Kong et al (2014)), (Song et al (2014)), (Cabarle et al (2012)) and (Song et al
(2014)).)
The application of the rules is important for SN P systems, there are three ways of using
rules have been investigated in an SN P system: the sequential use of rules, the exhaustive
use of rules and the generative use of rules. The sequential use of rules means that in a
neuron, at a step, one of the enabled rules is nondeterministically chosen for the application,
and then the chosen rule is applied only once, so the system works in a sequential way at the
level of the neuron. The SN P systems with sequential use of rules were investigated in Pan
et al (2011) and Zhang et al (2014d) as number generators and in Chen et al (2007) and Chen
et al (2008) as language generators, which were all proved to be computationally complete
devices.The exhaustive use of rules means that in a neuron, at a step, one of the enabled
rules is nondeterministically chosen for the application, and then the chosen rule is applied
as many times as possible. The SN P systems with exhaustive use of rules were proved to be
universal as number generators in Ionescu et al (2007) and as language generators in Zhang
et al (2008). The generalized use of rules is between the sequential way and the exhaustive
way. Specifically, a generalized use of rules means that the chosen rule is applied for any
l times, where l ∈ {1, 2, ..., m}; m is the maximum number of times for which the chosen
rule can be applied under the way of the exhaustive use of rules. The computational power
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of SN P systems with a generalized use of rules which were regarded as number generators
was investigated in Zhang et al (2014c). In this article, we consider SN P systems with
a generalized use of rules as language generators. Like in the case of SN P systems with
extended rules as language generators which mentioned above. Characterizations of finite
and recursively enumerable languages are obtained by SN P systems with a generalized use
of rules. The relationships with regular languages are also investigated.
This article is organized as follows. In section 2, some formal language theory prerequisites are recalled. In section 3, SN P systems with a generalized use of rules are introduced.
The generated languages by SN P systems with a generalized use of rules are investigated
in Section 4. Conclusions and remarks are given in section 5.

2 Prerequisites
We assume the reader to be familiar with basic language and automata theory, they can learn
from Rozenberg and Salomaa (1997) and Salomaa (1973) etc.. Hence we introduce here the
necessary notations and basic definitions.
For an alphabet V , V ∗ denotes the set of all finite strings over V , with the empty string
denoted by λ . The set of all nonempty strings over V is denoted by V + . When V = {a}
is a singleton, then we write simply a∗ and a+ instead of {a}∗ , {a}+ . The length of a
string x ∈ V ∗ is denoted by |x|. The families of finite, regular, and recursively enumerable
languages are denoted by FIN, REG, RE, respectively.
A regular expression over an alphabet V is defined as follows: (1) λ and each a ∈ V is a
∪
regular expression, (2) if E1 , E2 are regular expressions over V, then (E1 )(E2 ), (E1 ) (E2 ),
+
and (E1 ) are regular expressions over V, and (3) nothing else is a regular expression
over V. With each expression E, we associate a language L(E), defined in the following
∪
∪
way: (1) L(λ ) = {λ } and L(a) = {a}, for all a ∈ V , (2) L((E 1 ) (E 2 )) = L(E 1 ) L(E 2 ),
L((E 1 )(E 2 )) = L(E 1 )L(E 2 ), and L((E 1 )+ ) = (L(E 1 )+ ), for all regular expressions E1 , E2
over V. Non-necessary parentheses are omitted when writing a regular expression, and also
∪
(E)+ {λ } can be written as E ∗ .
A Chomsky grammar is given in the form G = (N, T, S, P), where N is the nonterminal
alphabet, T is the terminal alphabet, S ∈ N is the axiom, and P is the finite set of rules. For
regular grammars, the rules are of the form A → aB, A → a, for some A, B ∈ N, a ∈ T .
Let V = {b1 , b2 , ..., bs }, for some s ≥ 1. For a string x ∈ V ∗ , let us denote by vals (x) the
value in base s + 1 of x (we use base s + 1 in order to consider the symbols b1 , ..., bs as digits
1, 2, ..., s, thus avoiding the digit 0 in the left hand of the string). We extend this notation in
the natural way to sets of strings.
The universality results of the article are based on the notion of a register machine.
So we briefly introduce here this notation, first in the non-deterministic version. A register
machine is a construct M = (m, H, l0 , lh , I), where m is the number of registers, H is the
set of instruction labels, l0 is the start label (labeling an ADD instruction), lh is the halt
label (assigned to instruction HALT), and I is the set of instructions; each label from H
labels only one instruction from I, thus precisely identifying it. The instructions are of the
following forms:
• li : (ADD(r), l j , lk ) (add 1 to register r and then go to one of the instructions with labels l j
, lk non-deterministically chosen),
• li : (SUB(r), l j , lk ) (if register r is non-empty, then subtract 1 from it and go to the instruction with label l j , otherwise go to the instruction with label lk ),
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• lh : HALT (the halt instruction).
A register machine M generates a set N(M) of numbers in the following way: starting
with all registers empty (i.e., storing the number zero), the system applies the instruction
with label l0 and continues to apply instructions as indicated by the labels (and made possible
by the contents of registers); if the system reaches the halt instruction, then the number n
present in register 1 at that time is said to be generated by M. (Without loss of generality
we may assume that in the halting configuration all other registers are empty; also, we may
assume that register 1 is never subject of SUB instructions, but only of ADD instructions.)
It is known (see, e.g.,Minsky (1967)) that register machines generate all sets of numbers
which are Turing computable.
A register machine can also be used as a number accepting device: we introduce a number n is some register r0 , we start working with instruction with label l0 , and if the machine
eventually halts, then n is accepted. Furthermore, in both the accepting and the computing
case, the register machine can be deterministic, i.e., with the ADD instructions of the form
li : (ADD(r), l j ) (add 1 to register r and then go to the instruction with label l j ).

3 SN P systems with a Generalized Use of Rules
SN P systems with a generalized use of rules and the languages generated by them are
introduced in this section.
An SN P system with a generalized use of rules, of degree m ≥ 1, is a construct of the
form
Π = (O, σ1 , . . . , σm , syn, i0 ),
where:
• O = {a} is the singleton alphabet (a is called a spike);
• σ1 , ..., σm are neurons, of the form

σi = (ni , Ri ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
where:
• ni ≥ 0 is the initial number of spikes contained in σi ;
• Ri is a finite set of rules of the form E/ac → a p , where E is a regular expression over
a, and c ≥ 1, p ≥ 0, with the restriction c ≥ p.
• syn ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , m} × {1, 2, . . . , m} with i ̸= j for each (i, j) ∈ syn, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m (synapses
between neurons);
• i0 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} indicates the output neuron of the system.
We do not need the delay between firing and spiking in the proofs below, that is, spiking
rules are always of the form E/ac → a p (i.e., the form with delay likes E/ac → a p ; d, with
d ≥ 0).
A spiking rule E/ac → a p is applied in a generalized way as follows. If the neuron
σi contains k spikes and ak ∈ L(E), k ≥ c, then the rule can be applied. Using the rule
in a generalized way means the following. Assume that k = sc + r for some s ≥ 1 and
0 ≤ r < c; then lc spikes can be consumed, where l is nondeterministically chosen from the
set{1, 2, ..., s}. If the rule consumes lc spikes, 1 ≤ l ≤ s, then k − lc spikes remain in neuron
σi , and l p spikes are produced and sent to each of the neurons σ j such that (i, j) ∈ syn (this
means that the l p spikes are replicated and exactly l p spikes are sent to each of the neurons
σ j ). In the case of the output neuron, l p spikes are also sent to the environment. Of course,
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if neuron σi has no synapse leaving from it, the produced spikes are lost. A forgetting rule
E/ac → λ is applied in a generalized way works like a spiking rule.
We should stress that if several rules of a neuron are enabled at the same step, then only
one of them is nondeterministically chosen to be applied, and the chosen rule will be applied
in a generalized way as mentioned above.
A configuration of the system is described by the number of spikes present in each neuron. Thus, the initial configuration is ⟨n1 , n2 , . . . , nm ⟩. Using the rules as described above,
one can define transitions among configurations. Any sequence of transitions starting from
the initial configuration is called a computation. A computation halts if it reaches a configuration where no rule can be used. The result of a computation can be defined in several
ways. In this paper, we only consider a string as the result of a halting computation in the
following way: the symbol bi is associated with a step when the output neuron emits i spikes,
thus a string is associated with a halting computation as the sequence of these symbols bi .
Then, two cases arise. The first one interprets b0 (hence a step when no spike is emitted) as a
symbol, and this is called the restricted case; in the other case, b0 is interpreted as the empty
string, and this called non-restricted case.
gen
For an SN P system ∏, we denote by Lres
(∏) (with “gen” coming from “generalized”
gen
and “res” coming from “restricted”) and Lλ (∏) the language computed by SN P systems
with a generalized use of rules for the restricted and non-restricted cases, respectively. For
the above two cases, we denote by Lα SNPmgen (rulek , consq , prodl ) (when α = res means
the system in restricted case, α = λ means the system in non-restricted case. )the family of
gen
all sets Lres
(∏) and Lλgen (∏) generated by SN P systems working in the generalized mode,
with at most m ≥ 1 neurons, using at most k ≥ 1 rules in each neuron, with all spiking rules
E/ac → a p having c ≤ q and p ≤ l. When any of the parameters m, k, q, l is not bounded,
then it is replaced with *. For any given language L, we always work with the alphabet
V = {b1 , b2 , . . . , bs }, for some s ≥ 1. When a symbol b0 is also used, it is supposed that
b0 ∈
/ V.

4 The Languages Generated by SN P systems with a Generalized Use of Rules
In this section, we investigate SN P systems with a generalized use of rules as language
generators.

4.1 A characterization of FIN
Finite languages can be characterized by SN P systems consisting of one neuron working in
a generalized way, so the following theorem holds.
Theorem 1 Lα SNP1gen (rule∗ , cons∗ , prod∗ ) = FIN, α ∈ {res, λ }
Proof The inclusion Lα SNP1gen (rule∗ , cons∗ , prod∗ ) ⊆ FIN, α ∈ {res, λ } can be easily proved.
The number of spikes in a neuron is limited, it consumes at least one spike at any a step.
Assume the neuron only consumes a spike at a step, hence the computation lasts at most as
many as steps as the number of spikes present in the system at the beginning. Hence, the
generated strings have a bounded length.
Now we prove the opposite inclusion FIN ⊆ Lα SNP1gen (rule∗ , cons∗ , prod∗ ). Take a
finite language, L = {x1 , . . . , xn } ⊆ V ∗ , n ≥ 1 and xi = xi1 . . . xiri , for xi j ∈ V ,1 ≤ i ≤ n,1 ≤ j ≤
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ri = |xi |. Denote αk = ∑ki=1 |xi |, 1 ≤ k ≤ n. For any b ∈ V , define index(b) = i if b = bi .And
we assume that card(V ) = s.
From the Theorem 1 in Zhang et al (2008), any a rule in the neuron of the system only
can be applied once. Hence for the SN P systems with a generalized use of rules, the theorem
still holds true.
Theorem 2 If L ∈ FIN, L = {x1 , . . . , xn }, xi ∈ V , for 1 ≤ x ≤ n, and xi is a single character,
then L ∈ Lα SNP1gen (rule∗ , cons∗ , prod∗ ).
Proof Initially, the neuron contains as+i+1 spikes, and only the rules as+i+1 /as+1 → aindex(xi )
can be applied, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then the neuron produces index(xi ) spikes, means that generate
any a string xi , and at the next step , the remained i spikes can be lost because of the rule
ai → λ . Hence, the generated string xi is a single character, and concludes the computation.
Consequently, all the strings in L can be generated by the above SN P system with a generalized use of rules, which concludes the proof.

Fig. 1 An SN P system with a generalized use of rules from the proof of Theorem 2

4.2 Relationship with Regular Languages
Regular languages can be represented by SN P systems with extended rules(Chen et al
(2008)) and SN P systems with exhaustive use of rules(Zhang et al (2008)). Such a representation can also be obtained by SN P systems with a generalized use of rules.
Theorem 3 If L ∈ V ∗ , L ∈ REG, then L{b0 } ∈ Lres SNP3gen (rule∗ , cons∗ , prod∗ ).
Proof Make a rule in a neuron be used exactly once in the above SN P system with a
generalized use of rules, we can get that Theorem 3 from Zhang et al (2008) still holds true.
Hence, the proof can be concluded.
Theorem 4 Lλ SNP2gen (rule∗ , cons∗ , prod∗ ) ⊆ REG.
Proof For an SN P system with two neurons in the generalized mode, the number of spikes
from the system can remain the same after a step, but it cannot increase. Therefore, the
system consumes the number of spikes at most is the number present at the beginning. This
means that the system can pass through a finite number of configurations. Consequently, the
generated language is regular (see similar reasonings in Chen et al (2008)).
gen
Theorem 5 Lλ SNP13
(rule3 , cons2 , prod2 ) − REG ̸= ϕ .
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Fig. 2 An SN P system with a generalized use of rules from the proof of Theorem 5

Proof The SN P system Π with a generalized use of rules from Fig.2 generates the language
Lλgen (Π ) = {bn1 bm
2 |n ≥ 1, m ≥ 1}, which obviously is non-regular.
How the system works here briefly shown as follows. Start with two spikes in neuron σ2
and 4 spikes in neuron σ1 1. In the neuron σ2 , the rule a2 → a2 (or a2 → a) can be applied,
non-deterministically chosen. Assume that we choose the rule a2 → a2 , two spikes are sent
to neurons which connect it. At the same step, only the rule (a2 )+ /a2 → a2 can be applied,
and it can be used one or two times non-deterministically. Then the neuron σ1 0 accepts two
or four spikes and emits two or four spikes to neuron σ1 1 at next step. Neuron σ3 receives
two spikes and then spikes to neuron σ4 at next step. Neuron σ4 applies the rule a → a and
sends one spike to the environment. Because neuron σ1 and neuron σ2 spike each other, the
system can continue.
At some step, if the rule a2 → a is used, then the rule a(a2 )+ /a2 → λ is used in neuron
σ1 1, therefore, the number of spikes in neuron σ1 1 will not increase. And neuron σ1 3 will
send two or four spikes to neuronσ9 at a step, then apply any a rule and emit two spikes
to neuron σ4 . Neuron σ4 sends a spike to environment at next step. Because neuron σ9 and
neuron σ1 3 spike each other, the system can continue.
For the above SN P system with a generalized use of rules, some rules can be applied
one or two times, so the number of symbol b1 doesn’t equal the number of symbol b2 .
Consequently,the language {b1n bm
2 |n ≥ 1, m ≥ 1} can be generated by the system Π ,
which concludes the proof.
4.3 A characterization of RE
A characterization of recursively enumerable languages is obtained by the SN P systems
with a generalized use of rules. Let us write n in front of a language family notation in order
to denote the subfamily of languages over an alphabet with at most n symbols.
Theorem 6 nRE ⊆ nLλ SNP∗gen (rule7 , cons5n+1 , prod5n ), for n ≥ 1.
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Proof To prove the above inclusion, we construct SN P systems with a generalized use of
rules to simulate register machines which can characterize NRE.
For V = {b1 , b2 , . . . , bn }, let us take an arbitrary language L ⊆ V ∗ , L ∈ RE. Obviously,
L ∈ RE if and only if valn (L) ∈ NRE. In turn, a set of numbers is recursively enumerable if
and only if it can be accepted by a deterministic register machine. Let M1 be such a register
machine, i.e., N(M1 ) = valn (L).
An SN P system Π with a generalized use of rules that generates L is shown in Fig.3.

Fig. 3 The structure of the SN P system with a generalized use of rules from the proof of Theorem 6

An SN P system Π working in a generalized way of using rules can be constructed to
simulate the register machine M. For each register r of the register machine M we consider a
neuron σr in Π whose contents correspond to the contents of the register. Specifically, if the
register σr holds the number m ≥ 0, then neuron σr will contain 5m spikes. Therefore, σco
and σc1 are two distinguished neurons of Π , which are empty in the initial configuration. The
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role of the register machine M0 is to multiply the number stored in neuron σc1 (initially, we
have here number 0) by n + 1, then add the number from neuron σc0 ;specifically, if neuron
σc0 holds 5i spikes and neuron σc1 holds 5m spikes, m ≥ 0, then we end this step with
5(m(n + 1) + i) spikes in neuron σc1 and no spike in neuron σc0 . Assume that the register
∩
machines M0 = (m0 , H0 , l0,0 , lh,0 , I0 ) and M1 = (m1 , H1 , l0,1 , lh,1 , I1 ) have H0 H1 = ϕ . In all
cases below, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Start with 5n spikes in the neuron σ9 , then it spikes in the first
step and sends 5n spikes to neuron σ5 and neuron σ7 . In the next step the rule a5n → a5i
can be used in neuron σ5 , non-deterministically choosing the number i, while no rule can be
used in neuron σ7 . Then, neuron σ1 , neuron σ6 and neuron σ8 receive 5i spikes respectively.
Neuron σ7 outputs i spikes to the environment non-deterministically at next step, at the same
time neuron σ1 sends 5i spikes to neuron σc0 and neuron σ6 sends 5 spikes to neuron σlo,o .
Therefore, the number of spikes in neuron σc0 becomes 5i (representing the number i) and
five spikes are sent to neuron σlo,o , thus triggering the start of a computation in M0 . The
subsystem corresponding to the register machine M0 starts to work, multiplying the value
of σc1 with n + 1 and adding i. When this process halts, neuron σlh,o is activated, and in this
way 5 spikes are sent to neuron σ2 .
In the neuron σ2 , two rules a5 → a5 or a5 → a can be chosen non-deterministically. If
the first rule is applied, 5 spikes are sent to neuron σlh,o , which activates neuron σlh,o thus
starting the simulation of the register machine M1 . If the second rule is applied, the rule
aa5n → a5n can be used in the neuron σ7 , so we can repeat this process and this means that
the string should be continued.The computation stops if and only if valn (x) is accepted by
M1 .
In order to complete the proof we need to show how the two register machines are
simulated, using the common neuron σc1 but without mixing the computations. Therefore,
we consider the modules ADD and SUB from Figures 4 and 5. As we know from above
content, neurons are associated with each label of the machine and with each register (if
a neuron contains 5n spikes representing the number n from the register); there also are
additional neurons with primed labels C it is important to note that all these additional
neurons have distinct labels. We must ensure that when the ADD or SUB instruction in M0
is simulated, the rules of register r in M0 can not be applied.
Module ADD (shown in Fig.4), simulating an ADD instruction. The ADD module
li :(ADD(r), l j ) works as follows. At some step t, the register r holds number n. At the same
time, neuron σli contains five spikes, and no spike is present in other neurons except for
neurons associated with the registers. The rule a5 → a is used in that step, sending a spike
to neurons σli,m , for m = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. Then at step t+2 neurons σli,5 is applied, emits five
spikes to neuron σr and neuron σl j . Neuron σr receives five spikes, which corresponds to
the fact that the number in the register r is incremented by one. At next step, neuron σl j becomes active, which means that the system starts to simulate the instruction l j of the register
machine M. Therefore, it correctly simulates the ADD instruction li :(ADD(r), l j ).
Module SUB (shown in Fig.5), simulating a SUB instruction. The SUB module li :(SUB(r),
l j , lk )works as follows. Initially, at some step t, the neuron σli contains five spikes, then the
rule a5 → a2 can be applied, emits two spikes to neurons σ1 , σ2 , σ3 and σr . At next step,
neurons σi , i = {1, 2, 3} send six spikes in total to neuron σ4 and two spikes to neuron σr .
After receives two spikes, the rules can be used in the neuron σr . Therefore, there are three
cases will be turned out.
Case one, neuron σr has zero spike at step t(corresponding to the fact that the number
stored in register r is 0). Therefore, at step t+1 the neuron σr sends two spikes to σ4 . So the
rule a8 → a in neuron σ4 is used at next step. And then at step t+5, the only rule in neuron
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Fig. 4 Module ADD for simulating li :(ADD(r),l j )

σlk is used, which means that neuron σlk is activated, and the number of spikes stored in
neuron σr is still zero. Therefore, SUB instruction li is correctly simulated.
Case two, neuron σr has five spikes at step t(corresponding to the fact that the number
stored in register r is 1). At step t the neuron σr sends three spikes to neuron σ4 , then the
rule a9 → a5 is used at next step. Similarly, the only rule in neuron σ8 will be applied at
step t+5, which means that the instruction l j is simulated, the neuron σl j is activated. And
the number of spikes stored in neuron σr is still zero, because the two spikes received from
σ1 will spike the rule a2 → a2 , and the two spikes pasted to the neuron σ4 will be missed by
the rule a2 → λ . Therefore, SUB instruction li is correctly simulated.
Case three, neuron σr has 5n spikes, n ≥ 2 at step t(corresponding to the fact that the
number stored in register r is n). Neuron σr receives 5n + 2 spikes at step t + 1, so the
rule a2 (a5 )/a9 → a9 can be applied. Because of the generalized use of rules, the above can
be uses several times which is nondeterministically chosen. Here we can assume a number
stored in the register r, and then run the process, (similar explanation in Zhang et al (2014c)),
the details left to the readers. So under a generalized use of rules, the simulation has two
possibilities: neuron σl j is activated and the number of spikes in neuron σr is decremented
by five, or the simulation does not halt and it gives no result. This means that SUB instruction
li is still correctly simulated in case three.
we should note that assure an SUB instruction of M is still correctly simulated when it
shares a register with another instruction by using the rule (a9 )+ /a9 → λ .
In summary, the simulation of SUB instruction is correct in the above three cases.
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Fig. 5 Module ADD for simulating li :(SUB(r), l j , lk )

5 Conclusions and Remarks
In this paper, we have investigated the language generating power of SN P systems with a
generalized use of rules. The relationships with regular languages have been considered and
we have also proved that finite and recursively enumerable languages can be characterized
by SN P systems with a generalized use of rules.
Compare with the other two ways of using rules in an SN P system, the computational
power of the generative use of rules is more flexible. If the time of applying the chosen
rule always be one , the system works like in a sequential way at the level of the neuron.
Similarly, if the time of applying the chosen rule always be the maximum limit time, the
system works like in a exhaustive way at the level of the neuron.
In this work, the string languages produced by SN P systems with generalized rules are
composed by the symbol bi which is associated to a step when the output neuron sends i
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spikes into the environment. In Chen et al (2007), the binary languages is defined as the
sequences of symbols 0 and 1 which describe the behavior of the output neuron: if the
output neuron spikes, then we write 1, otherwise we write 0 mentioned. It will be of interest
to investigate the binary languages generated by SN P systems with the generalized use of
rules.
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Abstract. In this paper, the communication complexity of non-confluent
solutions for Vertex Cover Problem (VCP) and 3-Satisfiability Problem
(3SP) in Evolution-Communication P systems (ECP) are analyzed. We
use dynamical communication measures suggested by previous literature
in our analysis. Solutions are constructed in several modes of operation:
when communication is prioritized over evolution (CPE), when evolution
is prioritized over communication (EPC) and when no priority is imposed
(CME). VCP and 3SP are problems that have already been problems of
interest for works that investigate communication complexity in an ECP
system variant called Evolution-Communication P system with Energy
(ECPe system). In this paper, we are interested in employing the technique used in ECPe system, this time for solutions in ECP system.
Keywords: Membrane computing; Evolution-Communication P systems; Communication Complexity; Vertex Cover Problem; 3-Satisfiability
Problem;

1

Introduction

Membrane computing, as proposed by Gheorghe Păun, is a compartmentalized
and distributed model of computing inspired by living cells [2]. These so-called
P systems are often composed of several regions, each enclosed by a membrane,
working together to perform a computation. Hence, communication among these
membranes plays an essential role for the functioning of P systems.
However, the communication complexity of P systems is a less addressed issue
in the field of membrane computing (this has been included as research topic
in [3]). The authors in [8] tackled this concern, and presented the EvolutionCommunication P systems with energy (ECPe systems) alongside dynamical
complexity measures. In ECPe systems, energy objects e were introduced to
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Evolution-Communication P systems (ECP) to aid in gauging the communication complexity of a system. The special objects e were used as a form of payment
whenever an object is communicated. Initial investigation of ECPe system used
three modes of operation: one has priority on evolution (EPC), another has priority on communication (CPE), and the other does not impose priority on either
evolution or communication (CME). These modes were originally defined in [5]
for ECP systems.
The dynamical measures presented in [8] were applied in [11] for analyzing
the communication complexity of some decision problems solved in ECPe systems operating in CME mode. The problems tackled are NP-hard problems:
the Vertex Cover Problem (VCP) and the 3-Satisfiability problem (3SP). These
problems have already been solved [4, 7, 9] in other P system models, e.g. P
systems with active membranes, where polynomial time solutions are traded-off
with exponential workspace. While the solutions in these previous literatures are
confluent, the ECPe system solutions presented in [11] are non-confluent; this
means that whenever an instance of the problem is associated with a yes, there
is a computation in the P system solution that outputs a yes. Otherwise, all
computations in the P system solution outputs a no. Non-confluent solutions
to VCP and 3SP in other modes, specifically CPE and EPC, were presented in
[15].
In this paper, we present non-confluent solutions to VCP and 3SP, this time,
in ECP systems. This model is introduced and shown to be computationallycomplete in [5] (with additional completeness proofs in [1]). We are interested
in exploring the communication resources when previous solutions are adapted
in the original model, i.e. if we remove the object e requirement imposed during
communication. Thus, the solutions in this paper follow a similar pattern as in
previous solutions working in ECPe systems. In analyzing the communication
resources used in computations, we used a slight modification of the dynamical
measures given in previous works (e.g. in [8] and [11]).

2

Preliminaries

Before we proceed, we assume that readers are familiar with the fundamentals
of formal language theory and membrane computing [2, 12]. We start with a
formal definition of the problems used in our study. We take the definitions of a
graph, vertex cover, Vertex Cover Problem, Boolean formula and 3-Satisfiability
Problem from [11].
A graph is defined as an ordered pair (V, E) where V is the set of vertices
and the set of edges E ⊆ V × V . Figure 1 is a graph where V = {1, 2, 3, 4} and
E = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4)}. A vertex cover V Ck where 1 ≤ k ≤ |V | is a set of
vertices with size less than or equal to k where for all edges (i, j) ∈ E, i ∈ V Ck
or j ∈ V Ck .
Definition 1. Vertex Cover Problem(VCP) Given a graph G = (V, E) and
a positive integer k where 1 ≤ k ≤ |V |, is there a vertex cover V Ck ?
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Fig. 1. An Example of a Graph

A Boolean formula φX where X is a set of variables x1 , x2 . . . xp in conjunctive normal form (CNF) is a conjunction, denoted by C1 ∧ C2 ∧ . . . ∧ Cm where
m ∈ Z+ , of propositional clauses Ci which are a disjunction of literals yij defined
as Ci = (yi1 ∨ yi2 ∨ . . . ∨ yin ) where n ∈ Z+ and yij ∈ X ∪ {x|x ∈ X}, 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
The notation x implies a negation.
In a k-CNF Boolean formula, each clause is a disjunction of exactly k variables. A Boolean formula is said to be satisfiable if there exists a truth value (1
as true, 0 as false) assignment for all variables on which the formula evaluates
to true.
Definition 2. 3 Satisfiability Problem(3SP) Given a 3-CNF Boolean formula φX over a set of variables X, is φX satisfiable?
We now give the formal definition of the main model used in this study. We
define an Evolution-Communication P system (ECP system) similar to [5] as
follows:
Definition 3. An ECP system (without energy) is a construct of the form Π =
0
, houtput ) where m is the total number of
(O, µ, w1 , . . . , wm , R1 , R10 , . . . , Rm , Rm
membranes; O is the alphabet of objects; µ is a hierarchical membrane structure
(a rooted tree) of degree m, bijectively labelled from 1 to m, and the interior of
each membrane defines a region h (1 ≤ h ≤ m); the environment is referred as
∗
region 0; wh is the initial multiset over (O in region h (1 ≤ h ≤ m); Rh is the
set of evolution rules in region h; Each rule has the form u → v where u ∈ O+ ,
v ∈ O∗ . R0 h are sets of communication rules in membrane h; There are two
types of communication rules: symport and antiport. A symport rule takes one
of the following form: (u, in) or (u, out), where u ∈ O+ . An antiport rule takes
the form (u, out; v, in) where u, v ∈ O+ . houtput ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m} is the output
region.
The model used in our P systems consist of the usual P system features, i.e. a
hierarchical membrane structure; each membrane encloses a region that contains
a multiset of objects; objects can be evolved or communicated through a set
of rules. We represent a hierarchical membrane structure through a string of
matching square brackets with labels. If membrane j is immediately contained
in membrane h, i.e. [...[ ]j ]h , h is referred as parent of j (denoted by parent(j)).
Consequently, j is a child membrane of h. This is denoted by j ∈ children(h)
where children(h) is the set of all child membranes of h. Suppose a region consists
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of a multiset w, we use the term ‘copy of a’ to refer to an instance of object a
present in multiset w. We use the evolution rules associated with each region
in order to evolve copies of objects, while communication rules associated with
each membrane are used to communicate copies of objects accross membranes.
A set of evolution rules Rh is associated with each region h. To describe how
each evolution rule is executed, we refer to Definition 3 to recall the form followed
by each rule in Rh . When applying a rule of this type, multiset u transforms into
a multiset v in the next time step. This is similar to the multiset-rewriting rule
for TP systems [2]. However, the multiset produced always stays in the same
region. Each membrane h (1 ≤ h ≤ m) has a set of communication rules; each
communication rule can either be a symport or an antiport rule. A symport
rule can be of the form (u, in) or (u, out), where u ∈ O+ . By using this rule,
the multiset u are transported inside (denoted by in) or outside (denoted by
out) the membrane where the rule is defined. An antiport rule is of the form
(u, out; v, in) where u, v ∈ O+ . By using this rule, a multiset u in the region
immediately outside the membrane where the rule is declared, and a multiset
v inside the region bounded by the membrane should exist. When such rule is
applied, multisets u and v are swapped in the different regions, respectively. As
can be observed, the format for communication rules are adapted from rules
used in another model called P systems with symport and antiport [2].
In the model presented, rules are applied in a non-deterministic and maximally parallel manner, starting from the initial multiset in each region. Nondeterminism implies that at a certain step, if there are more than two rules that
can be applied to a copy of an object, the system non-deterministically chooses
the rule to be applied for each copy. Maximally parallel means that there are no
further rules applicable to copies that are not used in any rule. A configuration
C of a P system describes the state of a P system, i.e. the membrane structure
and the content of regions. The process of applying all applicable rules in a current configuration, thus obtaining a new configuration is called a transition. A
computation is a (finite or infinite) sequence of configurations such that: (a) the
first term is the initial configuration of the system; (b) for each n ≥ 2, the n-th
configuration of the sequence is obtained from the previous configuration in one
transition step; and (c) if the sequence is finite then the last term is a halting
configuration (a configuration where no rule of the system is applicable to it).
Computation succeeds when the system halts. If the computation doesn’t halt,
computation fails because the system did not produce any output.
It can be observed that in ECP system, evolution rules are distinguished
from communication rules. Thus, following non-determinism, a copy of an object
may either be communicated or evolved. In [5], aside from this usual mode of
operation, they also investigated ECP systems where some priority is imposed
over rules. The resulting three modes are explicitly stated in the next definition:
Definition 4. We define three modes of operation for a given ECP system:
– CPE mode (communication has priority over evolution) - if there is a
communication rule that can be applied in any membrane in the system,
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then only communication rules are applied on that step and no evolution
rule can be performed.
– CME mode (communication and evolution rules are mixed) - there is no
priority over evolution or communication rule.
– EPC mode (evolution has priority over communication) - if there is an
evolution rule that can be applied in any membrane in the system, then only
evolution rules are applied on that step and no evolution rule can be performed.
To further illustrate these modes of operation, suppose in a computation step of
an ECP system, we can apply an evolution rule r1 and a communication rule r2 .
In the CME mode, both rules are applied to proceed to the next configuration.
However, in CPE mode, only rule r2 is applied. In EPC mode, only rule r1 is
applied.

3

On communication complexity of problems solved in
ECP systems

We slightly modified the definitions in [11] to define communication complexity
classes for problems solved in ECP systems.
3.1

Solving Hard Problems in ECP systems

We first define a recognizer ECP system used in solving decision problems as
adapted from [13].
Definition 5. A recognizer ECP system is an ECP system Π whose alphabet
contains two distinct objects yes and no. Every computation of Π is halting and
during each computation, exactly one of the objects yes, no is sent out from the
skin to signal acceptance or rejection. If all the computations of Π agree on the
result, then Π is said to be confluent; if this is not necessarily the case, then it
is said to be non-confluent and the global result is acceptance if and only if there
exists an accepting computation.
Based on [13], a decision problem can be represented as a pair Y = (IY , θY )
where IY is a language over a finite alphabet and θY is a total Boolean function
over IY . In the next definition, a family of recognizer ECP systems is used to
solve a decision problem. A family of recognizer ECP systems Π(n) is a set of
ECP systems that takes a parameter n to construct each system.
Definition 6. A family Π(n), n ∈ N, of ECP systems, solves a problem (IY , θY )
if there exists a pair (cod, s) over IY such that for each instance u ∈ IY :
(i) n = s(u) ∈ N and cod(u) is an input multiset of the system Π(n)
(ii) there exists an accepting computation of Π(n) with input cod(u) if and only
if θY (u) = 1.
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3.2

Some Dynamical Communication Measures and Communication
Complexity Class

We start with the definition of some dynamical communication measures originally defined in [8] for a variant of ECP systems called Evolution-Communication
P systems with Energy (ECPe systems).

 1 if a communication rule is used
in this transition,
ComN (Ci ⇒ Ci+1 ) =

0 otherwise
ComR(Ci ⇒ Ci+1 ) = the number of communication rules
used in this transition
Another dynamical measure used in [8] employs special object e (so-called energy) as cost for every communicated object. Such form of cost is of importance
when defining the weight of every communication (or ComW ). Since ECP systems do not employ energy, we modified the communication weight used in this
study, we denote it by ComW 0 .
ComW 0 (Ci ⇒ Ci+1 ) = the sum of application of all communication rules
used in this transition.
These measures can be extended for computations. Specifically, for ComX ∈
{ComN, ComR, ComW 0 } and a halting computation δ : C0 ⇒ C1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ Ch :
ComX(δ) =

h−1
X

ComX(Ci ⇒ Ci+1 )

i=0

We use the measures above to define communication complexity classes for ECP
systems and for problems solved in ECP systems.
Definition 7. Let Y = (IY , θY ) be a decision problem, Π(n), n ∈ N, be a family of recognizer ECP systems solving Y with a pair (cod, s) over IY . For each
instance u ∈ IY :
ComX(u, Π(n)) =

min{ComX(δ) | δ : C0 ⇒ C1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ Ch in Π(n)
with n = s(u) and cod(u) is an input multiset in Π(n)},

where X ∈ {N, R, W 0 }. To analyze the communication resources used by Π(n)
in solving problem Y, ComX(Y, Π(n)) is defined as:
ComX(Y, Π(n)) = max{ComX(u, Π(n)) | u ∈ IY }.
Definition 8. Let Fmode ComX where X ∈ {N, R, W 0 } and mode ∈ {CP E,
CM E, EP C}. Decision problem Y = (IY , θY ) ∈ Fmode ComX(k) if and only if:
(i) There exists a family Π(n), n ∈ N, of confluent recognizer ECP systems that
operates in mode and decides Y
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(ii) ComX(Y, Π(n)) = k.
The analogous complexity classes for non-confluent recognizer ECP systems are
N Fmode ComX where X ∈ {N, R, W 0 } and mode ∈ {CP E, CM E, EP C}.
We say that Y ∈ Fmode ComN RW 0 (p, q, r) if and only if Y ∈ Fmode ComN (p),
Y ∈ Fmode ComR(q) and Y ∈ Fmode ComW 0 (r). We use N Fmode ComN RW 0 for
non-confluent recognizer ECP systems.

4

On ECP solutions to VCP

From [11], the Vertex Cover Problem (VCP) can be represented by a pair V CP =
(IV CP , θV CP ) where IV CP = {w(G,k) | w(G,k) is a string representing a graph G
and a positive integer k }. The Boolean function θV CP (w(G,k) ) = 1 whenever
there is a vertex cover V Ck in the graph G; otherwise, θV CP (w(G,k) ) = 0. In the
succeeding VCP solutions, we will be using the same encoding as in [11]: The pair
(cod, s) for every instance wG,k over IV CP have s(wG,k ) = |VG | (which is also
the parameter input for the family of ECP system solving VCP) and cod(wG,k )
as an input multiset in region 0 consisting of Aij for every (i, j) ∈ EG , k copies
of object c, and |EG | − k copies of object d.
The solutions for VCP stated in the paper follow the pattern of the solution
presented in [11] and [15]. This implies that computations in every ECP solution
for VCP follow four consecutive phases namely: setup phase, finding a candidate
solution, verifying the candidate solution and output phase. During the setup
phase, an end-vertex is selected for each of the edges. In the next phase, a
candidate vertex cover is determined. The validity of the candidate vertex cover
is examined in the succeeding phase. Finally, in the output phase, a yes or no
is sent to the environment depending on whether the examined vertex cover is
valid or not.
Theorem 1. V CP ∈ N FCP E ComN RW 0 (6, 2k + 4, |EG | + 2k + 3) where EG
represents the set of edges.
Proof. To prove the above theorem, we define a family of ECP systems operating
in CPE mode as Π(n) where n = s(w(G,k) ) = |VG |:
Π(n) = (O, [0 [1 ]1 [2 ]2 ]0 , w0 , ∅, ∅, R0 , R00 , R1 , R10 , R2 , R20 ),
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

O = {Aij , vi , i, i|1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} ∪ {c, c0 , d, no, yes} ∪ {#0 , #1 , #2 , #3 }
w0 = v1 v2 . . . vn #0 cod(w(G,k) )
R0 = {Aij → i, Aij → j | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} ∪ {#3 → no}
R00 = {(yes, out), (no, out)}
R1 = {vi → in−1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {c → c0 }
R10 = {(vi , in; c0 , out), (i, in; i, out) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {(c, in)}
R2 = {#0 → #1 , #1 → #2 , #2 → #3 , #3 → yes}
R20 = {(i, in; #3 , out) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {(#0 , in), (yes, out), (no, out)}
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N
Setup
1
Finding a Candidate 1

R
2
k

W’
k+1
k
at most |EG |
Validation
1 at most k
(if candidate is valid)
Output
2
2
2
Table 1. Communication Resources for VCP solution in CPE mode. N refers to the
number of communication steps, R refers to the number of communication rules and
W’ refers to the sum of application of all communication rules

The computation of the ECP system in CPE mode solving the VCP problem
is described in the Appendix. Table 1 summarizes the communication resources
used per phase.
Theorem 2. V CP ∈ N FCM E ComN RW 0 (6, 2k + 5, |EG | + 2k + 4) where EG
represents the set of edges.
Proof. To prove theorem 2, we define a family of ECP systems operating in CME
mode as Π(n) where n = s(w(G,k) ) = |VG |:
Π(n) = (O, [0 [1 ]1 [2 ]2 ]0 , w0 , ∅, ∅, R0 , R00 , R1 , R10 , R2 , R20 ),
– O = {Aij , vi , i, i | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}∪{c, c0 , d, no, yes}∪{#0 , #1 , #2 , #3 , #4 , #5 ,
#6 , α0 , α1 , α2 , α3 , α4 }
– w0 = v1 v2 . . . vn #0 α0 cod(w(G,k) )
– R0 = {Aij → i, Aij → j|1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}
∪ {#0 → #1 , #1 → #2 , #2 → #3 , #3 → #4 , #4 → #5 , #5 → #6 }
– R00 = {(yes, out), (no, out)}
– R1 = {c → c0 } ∪ {vi → in−1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
– R10 = {(c, in)} ∪ {(vi , in; c0 , out), (i, in; i, out) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
– R2 = {α0 → α1 , α1 → α2 , α2 → α3 , α3 → α4 } ∪ {#6 → yes}
∪ {i → no | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
– R20 = {(α0 , in), (#6 , in; α4 , out), (i, in; α4 , out)} ∪ {(yes, out), (no, out)}
The computation of the ECP system in CME mode solving the VCP problem
is described in the Appendix. Table 2 summarizes the communication resources
used per phase.
Theorem 3. V CP ∈ N FEP C ComN RW 0 (7, 2k + 8, |EG | + 2k + 7) where EG
represents the set of edges.
Proof. To prove theorem 3, we define a family of ECP systems operating in EPC
mode as Π(n) where n = s(w(G,k) ) = |VG |:
Π(n) = (O, [0 [1 ]1 [2 ]2 ]0 , w0 , ∅, ∅, R0 , R00 , R1 , R10 , R2 , R20 ),
– O = {Aij , vi , i, i|1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} ∪ {c, c0 , d, no, yes} ∪ {#0 , #1 , #2 , α0 , α1 , Ω}
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N
Setup and Finding a Candidate 2

9

W’
2k + 1
at most |EG |
Validation
1 at most k
(if candidate is valid)
Output
3
3
3
Table 2. Communication Resources for VCP solution in CME mode. N refers to the
number of communication steps, R refers to the number of communication rules and
W’ refers to the sum of application of all communication rules

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

R
k+2

w0 = v1 v2 . . . vn #0 cod(w(G,k) )
R0 = {Aij → i, Aij → j|1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} ∪ {#1 → #2 , α0 → α1 }
R00 = {(yes, out), (no, out)}
R1 = {c → c0 } ∪ {vi → in−1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
R10 = {(c, in)} ∪ {(vi , in; c0 , out), (i, in; i, out) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
R2 = {#0 → #1 , #2 → α0 Ω} ∪ {α1 → yes} ∪ {i → no | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
R20 = {(#0 , in), (#1 , out), (#2 , in)} ∪ {(α0 , out), (α1 , in; Ω, out)}
∪ {(i, in; Ω, out) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {(yes, out), (no, out)}

The computation of the ECP system in EPC mode solving the VCP problem
is described in the Appendix. Table 3 summarizes the communication resources
used per phase.

Setup
Finding
a candidate

N
1

R
2

W’
k+1

1

k+1

k+1

at most |EG | + 1
(if candidate is valid)
at most 4
at most 4
at most 4
Output
(if candidate is valid) (if candidate is valid) (if candidate is valid)
Table 3. Communication Resources for VCP solution in EPC mode. N refers to the
number of communication steps, R refers to the number of communication rules and
W’ refers to the sum of application of all communication rules
Validation

5

1

at most k + 1

On ECP solutions to 3SP

In [11], the 3-Satisfiability Problem (3SP) can be represented by a pair 3SP =
(I3SP , φ3SP ) where I3SP = {wφX | wφX is a string representing a 3-CNF Boolean
formula φX }. The θ3SP (wφX ) = 1 evaluates to 1 if φX is satisfiable; otherwise,
θ3SP (wφX ) = 0. In the succeeding 3SP solutions, we will be using the same encoding as in [11]: The pair (cod, s) associated with the ECP system for every
instance wφX over IφX has size s(wφX ) as the number of clauses for the Boolean
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formula φX . The encoding cod(wφX ) is an input multiset in region 0. This encoding consists of Ai1 i2 i3 ,q for 1 ≤ q ≤ n where if Cq = yi1 ,q ∨ yi2 ,q ∨ yi3 ,q ,
then
(
d if yil ,q = xd
il = ˆ
d if yil ,q = xd
for l = {1, 2, 3}, where xd ∈ {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }.
As in solutions in VCP, solution in 3SP for the succeeding theorems follow
the pattern of the solutions presented in [11] and [15]. Computations in every
ECP solution for 3SP also follow four phases: setup phase, finding a candidate
solution, verifying the candidate solution and output phase. During the setup
phase and finding a candidate solution, objects representing each clause is sent
to a target region whereas the variables involved are assigned a truth value. The
validation phase determines whether all clauses are satisfied by the chosen truth
assignment. Finally, in the output phase, a yes or no is sent to the environment
depending on whether the examined truth assignment is valid or not.
Theorem 4. 3SP ∈ N FCP E ComN RW 0 (6, 2n+4, 3n+3) where n is the number
of clauses for the input 3-CNF Boolean formula.
Proof. To prove the above theorem, we define a family of ECP systems operating
in CPE mode as Π(n), n = s(wφX ):
Π(n) = (O, [0 [1 ]1 ]0 , w0 , ∅, ∅, R0 , R00 , R1 , R10 ),
– O = {xd , 0d , 1d , d, dˆ | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪ {Ai1 i2 i3 ,q | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈
3n
S
ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪ {c, #0 , #1 , #2 , #3 , α2 , β, no, yes}
{d, d},
d=1

– w0 = x1 x2 . . . x3n #0 cod(wφx )
– R0 = {xd → 0nd , xd → 1nd , d → c, dˆ → c | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪ {#0 → #1 , #2 →
#3 , #1 → #2 α2 }
– R00 = {(yes, out), (no, out)}
– R1 = {α2 → α3 , α3 → yes, #3 → no} ∪ {Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i1 , Ai1 i2 i3 ,q →
3n
S
ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪ {0d →
i2 , Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i3 | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈
{d, d},
d=1

β, 1d → β | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n}
– R10 = {(Ai1 i2 i3 ,q , in) | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈

3n
S

ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪
{d, d},

d=1

ˆ out), (1d , in; d, out), (#3 , in; d, out), (#3 , in; d,
ˆ out) | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪
{(0d , in; d,
{(c, in; β, out), (#3 , in; yes, out), (c, in; no, out)} ∪ {(α2 , in)}
Computation for the above ECP solution operating in CPE mode is described in
the Appendix. Table 4 summarizes the communication resources used per phase.
Theorem 5. 3SP ∈ N FCM E ComN RW 0 (5, 2n + 4, 3n + 3) where n is the number of clauses for the input 3-CNF Boolean formula.
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Setup and finding
a candidate solution

N

R

W’

1

n

n

11

at most 5
at most 2n + 3
(if candidate at most n + 4
(if candidate is valid)
is not valid)
Table 4. Communication Resources for 3SP solution in CPE mode. N refers to the
number of communication steps, R refers to the number of communication rules and
W’ refers to the sum of application of all communication rules
Validation
and Output

Proof. To prove this theorem, we define a family of ECP systems operating in
CME mode as Π(n), n = s(wφX ).
Π(n) = (O, [0 [1 ]1 ]0 , w0 , ∅, ∅, R0 , R00 , R1 , R10 ),
– O = {xd , 0d , 1d , d, dˆ | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪ {Ai1 i2 i3 ,q | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈
3n
S
ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪ {c, #0 , #1 , #2 , #3 , #4 , α0 , α1 , α2 , α3 , β, no, yes}
{d, d},
d=1

– w0 = x1 x2 . . . x3n #0 α0 cod(wφx )
– R0 = {xd → 0nd , xd → 1nd , d → c, dˆ → c|1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪ {#0 → #1 , #1 →
#2 , #2 → #3 , # 3 → # 4 }
– R00 = {(yes, out), (no, out)}
– R1 = {Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i1 , Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i2 , Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i3 | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈
3n
S
ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪ {0d → β, 1d → β | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪ {α0 →
{d, d},
d=1

α1 , α1 → α2 , α2 → α3 , α3 → yes, #4 → no}
– R10 = {(Ai1 i2 i3 ,q , in) | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈

3n
S

ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪
{d, d},

d=1

ˆ out), (1d , in; d, out), (#4 , in; d, out), (#4 , in; d,
ˆ out) | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪
{(0d , in; d,
{(c, in; β, out), (#4 , in; yes, out), (c, in; no, out), (α0 , in)}
Computation for the above ECP solution operating in CME mode is described
in the Appendix. Table 5 below summarizes the communication resources used
per phase.
N
R
W’
Setup and finding
1
n+1
n+1
a candidate solution
Validation
at most 2n + 2
4 at most n + 3
and Output
(if candidate is valid)
Table 5. Communication Resources for 3SP solution in CME mode. N refers to the
number of communication steps, R refers to the number of communication rules and
W’ refers to the sum of application of all communication rules
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Theorem 6. 3SP ∈ N FEP C ComN RW 0 (5, 2n+4, 3n+3) where n is the number
of clauses for the input 3-CNF Boolean formula.
Proof. To prove the above theorem, we define a family of ECP systems operating
in EPC mode Π(n).
Π(n) = (O, [0 [1 ]1 ]0 , w0 , ∅, ∅, R0 , R00 , R1 , R10 ),
– O = {xd , 0d , 1d , d, dˆ | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪ {Ai1 i2 i3 ,q | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈
3n
S
ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪ {c, #0 , #1 , #2 , #3 , α0 , α1 , α2 , β, no, yes}
{d, d},
d=1

– w0 = x1 x2 . . . x3n #0 α0 cod(wφx )
– R0 = {xd → 0nd , xd → 1nd , d → c, dˆ → c | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪ {#0 → #1 , #2 →
#3 , α1 → α2 }
– R00 = {(yes, out), (no, out)}
– R1 = {α0 → α1 , α2 → α3 , α3 → yes, #1 → #2 , #3 → no} ∪ {Ai1 i2 i3 ,q →
3n
S
ˆ ∀r ∈
i1 , Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i2 , Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i3 | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈
{d, d},
d=1

{1, 2, 3}} ∪ {0d → β, 1d → β | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n}
– R10 = {(Ai1 i2 i3 ,q , in) | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈

3n
S

ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪
{d, d},

d=1

ˆ out), (1d , in; d, out), (#3 , in; d, out), (#3 , in; d,
ˆ out) | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪
{(0d , in; d,
{(c, in; β, out), (#3 , in; yes, out), (c, in; no, out)} ∪ {(#1 , in), (#2 , out)} ∪
{(α0 , in), (α1 , out), (α2 , in)}
Description of computation for the above ECP solution (for 3SP) operating in
EPC mode is given in the Appendix. Table 6 summarizes the communication
resources used per phase.

N
R
W’
Setup and finding
1
n+1
n+1
a candidate solution
Validation
at most 2n + 2
4 at most n + 3
and Output
(if candidate is valid)
Table 6. Communication Resources for 3SP solution in EPC mode. N refers to the
number of communication steps, R refers to the number of communication rules and
W’ refers to the sum of application of all communication rules
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Conclusion

The following are the summary of the results for non-confluent solution of VCP
and 3SP in ECP system:
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a. V CP ∈ N FCP E ComN RW 0 (6, 2k + 4, |EG | + 2k + 3),
b. V CP ∈ N FCM E ComN RW 0 (6, 2k + 5, |EG | + 2k + 4),
c. V CP ∈ N FEP C ComN RW 0 (7, 2k + 8, |EG | + 2k + 7), where EG represents
the set of edges, and k is the input positive integer k.
d. 3SP ∈ N FCP E ComN RW 0 (6, 2n + 4, 3n + 3),
e. 3SP ∈ N FCM E ComN RW 0 (5, 2n + 4, 3n + 3),
f. 3SP ∈ N FEP C ComN RW 0 (5, 2n+4, 3n+3) where n is the number of clauses
for the input 3-CNF Boolean formula.
From the results for VCP, it can be observed that in all modes, there is a linear
increase in the resources from the value ComN to ComR to ComW 0 . The result
show a similar pattern as in [11] and [15] although we would like to emphasize
that the third measure (ComW 0 ) is different in previous work which makes use
of the concept of energy to impose a form of payment for every communicated
object. The results for VCP also seem to show increase of ‘difficulty’ in terms of
communication resources from CPE to CME to EPC (an observation similar to
that in [8]).
There is also a similarity in the results for 3SP in our current work and those
presented in [11] and [15]. However, we can observe that in these previous works,
the number of membranes utilized are linear to the number of clauses in the input
formula. This is in contrast to our work where we only require two membranes.
This seems to suggest that, for 3SP, it is more ‘difficult’ to devise non-confluent
solutions in ECPe systems than in ECP system. In our future works, we aim
to further investigate this issue by using Sevilla carpets [10, 6], as suggested in
[14], to provide a detailed comparison of the communication resources used for
VCP and 3SP solutions in both ECPe systems and ECP systems operating in
different modes.
We end our paper with some open problems: can we have a non-confluent
solution in ECP system that can minimize the resources used in this paper (e.g.
a constant ComR or a linear ComW’ for VCP)? What about a comparison of
communication resources for confluent and determinictic solutions?
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APPENDIX
Theorem V CP ∈ N FCP E ComN RW 0 (6, 2k + 4, |EG | + 2k + 3) where EG represents the set of edges.
We recall the family of ECP systems operating in CPE mode that is used in
Theorem 1. It is described as Π(n) where n = s(w(G,k) ) = |VG |:
Π(n) = (O, [0 [1 ]1 [2 ]2 ]0 , w0 , ∅, ∅, R0 , R00 , R1 , R10 , R2 , R20 )
where:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

O = {Aij , vi , i, i|1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} ∪ {c, c0 , d, no, yes} ∪ {#0 , #1 , #2 , #3 }
w0 = v1 v2 . . . vn #0 cod(w(G,k) )
R0 = {Aij → i, Aij → j | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} ∪ {#3 → no}
R00 = {(yes, out), (no, out)}
R1 = {vi → in−1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {c → c0 }
R10 = {(vi , in; c0 , out), (i, in; i, out) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {(c, in)}
R2 = {#0 → #1 , #1 → #2 , #2 → #3 , #3 → yes}
R20 = {(i, in; #3 , out) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {(#0 , in), (yes, out), (no, out)}

The computation of the ECP system in CPE mode solving the VCP problem is
as follows: the setup phase is composed of two steps. In the initial step, k copies
of object c are transported to region 1 and #0 is transported to region 2. Since
no communication can occur in the next step, evolution rules are applied. Th
evolution rules applied are used to evolve each Aij to either i or j and each c
to c0 . Also, #0 evolves to #1 . The next time step signals the phase of finding a
candidate solution. There are k rules of the form (vi , in; c0 , out) that are used in
this step to select a candidate vertex cover.
In the next step signaling the validation phase, no communication can be
applied. Instead, select evolution rules are applied to evolve all vi ’s into n −
1 number of i objects. Simultaneously in region 2, #1 will evolve to #2 . In
the next step, the system can use some communication rules. Specifically, the
communication rules of the form (i, in; i, out) may be used up to |EG | number
of times depending on whether the candidate vertex cover is valid or not. If the
chosen vertex cover is valid, the rule will be used |EG | times because all the
edges will be covered. The next step involves an evolution rule that changes #2
to #3 . This step signals the last phase, i.e. the output phase. When #3 already
exists in region 2, two scenarios may occur. If the chosen vertex cover is invalid,
the communication rule (i, in; #3 , out) will be used. Otherwise, #3 will evolve to
yes. Note that although the rule #3 → yes may also be applicable in the case
of an invalid candidate vertex cover, the rule will not be applied because the
mode used in the system prioritizes communication over evolution. Afterwards,
if the chosen vertex cover is invalid, the next step makes use of rule #3 → no in
region 0. Otherwise, the object yes will be transported from region 2 to region
0. In the last step, either a yes or a no occurs in the outermost region. Thus in
the last step, one of these objects is sent to the environment.
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Theorem V CP ∈ N FCM E ComN RW 0 (6, 2k + 5, |EG | + 2k + 4) where EG represents the set of edges.
We recall the family of ECP systems operating in CME mode that is used in
Theorem 2. It is described as Π(n) where n = s(w(G,k) ) = |VG |:
Π(n) = (O, [0 [1 ]1 [2 ]2 ]0 , w0 , ∅, ∅, R0 , R00 , R1 , R10 , R2 , R20 )
where:
– O = {Aij , vi , i, i | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}∪{c, c0 , d, no, yes}∪{#0 , #1 , #2 , #3 , #4 , #5 ,
#6 , α0 , α1 , α2 , α3 , α4 }
– w0 = v1 v2 . . . vn #0 α0 cod(w(G,k) )
– R0 = {Aij → i, Aij → j|1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}
∪ {#0 → #1 , #1 → #2 , #2 → #3 , #3 → #4 , #4 → #5 , #5 → #6 }
– R00 = {(yes, out), (no, out)}
– R1 = {c → c0 } ∪ {vi → in−1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
– R10 = {(c, in)} ∪ {(vi , in; c0 , out), (i, in; i, out) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
– R2 = {α0 → α1 , α1 → α2 , α2 → α3 , α3 → α4 } ∪ {#6 → yes}
∪ {i → no | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
– R20 = {(α0 , in), (#6 , in; α4 , out), (i, in; α4 , out)} ∪ {(yes, out), (no, out)}
Computation proceeds as follows: Initially, Aij evolves into i or j and #0 evolves
to #1 . Since evolution and communication can both be applied in one step, there
are also k copies of c transported to region 1 and α0 is transported to region 2.
The next two steps are used to find a candidate vertex cover. Specifically, copies
of objects #1 , c and α0 evolve to #2 , c0 and α1 , respectively. Afterwards, #2
will evolve to #3 and α1 will evolve to α2 . As in CPE mode, there are k rules
of the form (vi , in; c0 , out) applied when choosing a candidate vertex cover.
During the validation phase, the evolution rules #3 → #4 , vi → in−1 and
α2 → α3 are used. In the next step, the copy of object #4 evolves to #5 and α3
evolves to α4 . The select communication rules (i, in; i, out) (1 ≤ i ≤ |VG |) are
then used to check that all the edges are covered. If the chosen vertex cover is not
valid, in the next step, the communication rule (i, in; α4 , out) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n
is inevitably used. This is a prerequisite in outputting no. Simultanenously,
object #5 evolves to #6 . An invalid candidate cover results to occurrence of an
object i in region 2. In the next step, this i is evolved into a no. Two additional
steps will be needed to communicate the produced no in the environment. If the
examined cover is valid, α4 waits for the occurrence of #6 in region 0 in order
to be communicated via the rule (#6 , in; α4 , out). The object #6 in region 2 is
then evolved to a yes. Two additional steps will be needed to communicate the
produced yes in the environment. Note that it takes nine steps for a computation
to output a no and ten steps to output a yes.
Theorem V CP ∈ N FEP C ComN RW 0 (7, 2k + 8, |EG | + 2k + 7) where EG represents the set of edges.
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We recall the family of ECP systems operating in EPC mode that is used in
Theorem 3. It is described as Π(n) where n = s(w(G,k) ) = |VG |:
Π(n) = (O, [0 [1 ]1 [2 ]2 ]0 , w0 , ∅, ∅, R0 , R00 , R1 , R10 , R2 , R20 )
where:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

O = {Aij , vi , i, i|1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} ∪ {c, c0 , d, no, yes} ∪ {#0 , #1 , #2 , α0 , α1 , Ω}
w0 = v1 v2 . . . vn #0 cod(w(G,k) )
R0 = {Aij → i, Aij → j|1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} ∪ {#1 → #2 , α0 → α1 }
R00 = {(yes, out), (no, out)}
R1 = {c → c0 } ∪ {vi → in−1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
R10 = {(c, in)} ∪ {(vi , in; c0 , out), (i, in; i, out) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
R2 = {#0 → #1 , #2 → α0 Ω} ∪ {α1 → yes} ∪ {i → no | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
R20 = {(#0 , in), (#1 , out), (#2 , in)} ∪ {(α0 , out), (α1 , in; Ω, out)}
∪ {(i, in; Ω, out) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {(yes, out), (no, out)}

Computation proceeds as follows: Initially, Aij evolves into i or j. In the next
step, since no evolution rules are applicable, communication rules are applied so
that copies of object c are moved to region 1 while #0 moves to region 2. In the
next step signaling the next phase, each object c evolves to c0 and #0 evolves to
#1 . Exactly k communication rules of the form (vi , in; c0 , out) is applied while
#1 is transported to region 0.
During validation, the evolution rules vi → in−1 and #1 → #2 are used.
The next step in the validation phase simultaneuosly transports #2 in region
2 while using the rules (i, in; i, out) is to verify the validity of a chosen vertex
cover. The use of the evolution rule #2 → α0 Ω signals the output phase. In the
next step, the rule (α0 , out) is used. If the chosen vertex cover is invalid, the
rule (i, in; Ω, out) is also used. In the next step, α0 evolves to α1 . In case of the
chosen vertex cover is invalid, the object i that was communicated to region 2
in the previous step evolves to no. Upon production of a no in region 2, two
additional steps is needed to send no to the environment signaling a negative
decision for the computation.
However, in the opposite case, the object Ω remains in region 2 until the
antiport rule (α1 , in; Ω, out) becomes applicable. Upon use of the antiport rule,
the occurrence of α1 in region 2 triggers the production of the object yes. Two
more steps is then needed to send yes in the environment and halt the computation. Note that it takes eleven steps for a computation to output a no and
thirteen steps to output a yes.
Theorem 3SP ∈ N FCP E ComN RW 0 (6, 2n + 4, 3n + 3) where n is the number
of clauses for the input 3-CNF Boolean formula.
We recall the family of ECP systems operating in CPE mode that is used in
Theorem 4. It is described as Π(n), n = s(wφX ):
Π(n) = (O, [0 [1 ]1 ]0 , w0 , ∅, ∅, R0 , R00 , R1 , R10 )
where:
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– O = {xd , 0d , 1d , d, dˆ | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪ {Ai1 i2 i3 ,q | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈
3n
S
ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪ {c, #0 , #1 , #2 , #3 , α2 , β, no, yes}
{d, d},
d=1

– w0 = x1 x2 . . . x3n #0 cod(wφx )
– R0 = {xd → 0nd , xd → 1nd , d → c, dˆ → c | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪ {#0 → #1 , #2 →
#3 , #1 → #2 α2 }
– R00 = {(yes, out), (no, out)}
– R1 = {α2 → α3 , α3 → yes, #3 → no} ∪ {Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i1 , Ai1 i2 i3 ,q →
3n
S
ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪ {0d →
i2 , Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i3 | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈
{d, d},
d=1

β, 1d → β | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n}
– R10 = {(Ai1 i2 i3 ,q , in) | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈

3n
S

ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪
{d, d},

d=1

ˆ out), (1d , in; d, out), (#3 , in; d, out), (#3 , in; d,
ˆ out) | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪
{(0d , in; d,
{(c, in; β, out), (#3 , in; yes, out), (c, in; no, out)} ∪ {(α2 , in)}
Computation proceeds as follows: Initially, since communication rules are prioritized, the first step is to send the objects Ai1 i2 i3 ,q (for 1 ≤ q ≤ n), representing
each clause in the formula, to region 1 using the rule (Ai1 i2 i3 ,q , in). In the next
step, the assignment of truth value for each variable is done by non-deterministic
application of any of the evolution rules xd → 0nd or xd → 1nd for each object xd .
In region 1, a literal contained in the clause is non-deterministically chosen to
represent each clause through application of the rules having any of the following
forms: Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i1 , Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i2 , and Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i3 . At the same time, #0
evolves to #1 .
The next step signals the validation step: objects representing variables in
region 1 are exchanged with their corresponding truth values in region 0 through
ˆ out) and/or (1d , in; d, out). When no copy of d or dˆ remains
the rules (0d , in; d,
in region 1, it means that all clauses are satisfied by the candidate variable
assignment. In the next step, object #1 becomes #2 while also producing α2 .
All copies of d are evolved to c and all copies of 0d and 1d are evolved to β.
Object α2 enters region 1 in the succeeding step, at the same time, every copy
of β in region 1 is swapped with a copy of c in region 0. The objects #2 and α2
then evolve to #3 and α3 , respectively.
If all the clauses are validated, no communication rule can be applied at this
time step. Thus, α3 in region 1 transforms into a yes. In the opposite case, object
#3 is communicated through membrane 1 with the use of the rule (#3 , in; d, out)
ˆ out). If the object yes is in region 1, it will be sent to region 0 and
or (#3 , in; d,
to the environment in two steps. This implies that computation halts after two
steps. If this is not the case, #3 evolves to a no. Then no will be sent to region
0 and eventually to the environment. Computation halts afterwards.
Theorem 3SP ∈ N FCM E ComN RW 0 (5, 2n + 4, 3n + 3) where n is the number
of clauses for the input 3-CNF Boolean formula.
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We recall the family of ECP systems operating in CME mode used in Theorem
5. It is described as Π(n), n = s(wφX ):
Π(n) = (O, [0 [1 ]1 ]0 , w0 , ∅, ∅, R0 , R00 , R1 , R10 )
where:
– O = {xd , 0d , 1d , d, dˆ | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪ {Ai1 i2 i3 ,q | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈
3n
S
ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪ {c, #0 , #1 , #2 , #3 , #4 , α0 , α1 , α2 , α3 , β, no, yes}
{d, d},
d=1

– w0 = x1 x2 . . . x3n #0 α0 cod(wφx )
– R0 = {xd → 0nd , xd → 1nd , d → c, dˆ → c|1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪ {#0 → #1 , #1 →
# 2 , #2 → #3 , #3 → #4 }
– R00 = {(yes, out), (no, out)}
– R1 = {Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i1 , Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i2 , Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i3 | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈
3n
S
ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪ {0d → β, 1d → β | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪ {α0 →
{d, d},
d=1

α1 , α1 → α2 , α2 → α3 , α3 → yes, #4 → no}
– R10 = {(Ai1 i2 i3 ,q , in) | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈

3n
S

ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪
{d, d},

d=1

ˆ out), (1d , in; d, out), (#4 , in; d, out), (#4 , in; d,
ˆ out) | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪
{(0d , in; d,
{(c, in; β, out), (#4 , in; yes, out), (c, in; no, out), (α0 , in)}
Computation proceeds as follows: Two steps are needed to accomplish both the
setup and finding a candidate phase. The initial step involves the assignment
of truth values for each variable in region 0, and the transfer of the clause
representations to region 1. Each object xi , which represent a variable in a
clause, non-deterministically evolves into either 0nd (false) or 1n1 (true) through
rules xd → 0nd or xd → 1nd where n is the number of clauses. Simultaneously, the
objects Ai1 i2 i3 ,q and α0 are transported to region 1 using the rules (Ai1 i2 i3 ,q , in)
and (α0 , in) respectively. Also, the rule #0 → #1 is applied. In the following
step, a variable is non-deterministically chosen from each clause using the rules
Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i1 , Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i2 , and Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i1 i2 i3 → i3 . Meanwhile, α0 evolves
into α1 in region 1 while in region 0, #1 becomes #2 .
The next step initiates the validation and output phase. Each variable in
region 1 is exchanged for its corresponding truth value from region 0. This is
ˆ out) and/or (1d , in; d, out). If the input formula
done by applying rules (0d , in; d,
is satisfiable, the next configuration will no longer contain objects d or dˆ in region
1. Meanwhile, objects #2 and α1 evolve to #3 and α2 , respectively. The next
transition involves only evolution rules. Specifically, in region 0, objects d and
dˆ evolve to c; object #3 evolves to #4 . In region 1, objects 0d and 1d evolve to
β while α3 becomes α4 . In the next time step, the number of application of the
communication rule (c, in; β, out) indicates the number of clauses satisfied (as
validated in the preceding step). If there exists unsatisfied clauses, a rule of the
ˆ is applied. While these communication rules
form (#4 , in; d, out) and (#4 , in; d)
are being applied, an evolution rule in region 1 changes α2 to yes.
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If the #4 is already present in region 1, then #4 becomes no in the next
step. Otherwise, the object yes produced in the previous step is transferred to
region 0 in exchange for #4 . For the next step, if yes is in region 0, it will
be communicated to the environment. The computation halts as #4 in region
1 evolves to a no. Otherwise, the rule (no, out) in membrane 1 is applied. An
additional step is then performed to send the object no to the environment;
afterwards, computation halts.
Theorem 3SP ∈ N FEP C ComN RW 0 (5, 2n + 4, 3n + 3) where n is the number
of clauses for the input 3-CNF Boolean formula.
We recall the family of ECP systems operating in EPC mode used in Theorem
6. It is described as Π(n):
Π(n) = (O, [0 [1 ]1 ]0 , w0 , ∅, ∅, R0 , R00 , R1 , R10 )
where:
– O = {xd , 0d , 1d , d, dˆ | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪ {Ai1 i2 i3 ,q | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈
3n
S
ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪ {c, #0 , #1 , #2 , #3 , α0 , α1 , α2 , β, no, yes}
{d, d},
d=1

– w0 = x1 x2 . . . x3n #0 α0 cod(wφx )
– R0 = {xd → 0nd , xd → 1nd , d → c, dˆ → c | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪ {#0 → #1 , #2 →
#3 , α1 → α2 }
– R00 = {(yes, out), (no, out)}
– R1 = {α0 → α1 , α2 → α3 , α3 → yes, #1 → #2 , #3 → no} ∪ {Ai1 i2 i3 ,q →
3n
S
ˆ ∀r ∈
i1 , Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i2 , Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i3 | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈
{d, d},
d=1

{1, 2, 3}} ∪ {0d → β, 1d → β | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n}
– R10 = {(Ai1 i2 i3 ,q , in) | 1 ≤ q ≤ n and ir ∈

3n
S

ˆ ∀r ∈ {1, 2, 3}} ∪
{d, d},

d=1

ˆ out), (1d , in; d, out), (#3 , in; d, out), (#3 , in; d,
ˆ out) | 1 ≤ d ≤ 3n} ∪
{(0d , in; d,
{(c, in; β, out), (#3 , in; yes, out), (c, in; no, out)} ∪ {(#1 , in), (#2 , out)} ∪
{(α0 , in), (α1 , out), (α2 , in)}
Computation proceeds as follows: It takes three steps to complete the setup and
finding a candidate phase. In the first step, each variable represented in region 0
is assigned a truth value in a non-deterministic manner. This is done by applying
xd → 0nd or xd → 1nd on every object xi . In the next step, all objects can no
longer be evolved thus communication rules can be applied. Specifically, objects
Ai1 i2 i3 ,q , as well as the object #0 is communicated through membrane 1 using
the rules (Ai1 i2 i3 ,q , in) and (#0 , in), respectively. During the third step, a literal
is non-deterministically chosen for each clause in region 1 using one of the rules
Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i1 , Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i2 , and Ai1 i2 i3 ,q → i3 . Simultaneously, #0 evolves to
#1 .
The next step signals the start of the validation and output phase. During
ˆ out) and/or (1d , in; d, out)
this step, communication rules of the form (0d , in; d,
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are applied to determine whether the candidate variable assignment can be used
to satisfy the given formula. If the assignment satisfies all clauses, all objects d
or dˆ from region 1 will be transferred to region 0. At the same time, object #1 is
communicated from region 1 to region 0. In the next step, only one evolution rule
is applicable; this rule evolves #1 in region 0 to #2 . The next step only involves
communication rules since all remaining objects cannot be evolved. In this step,
the rule (c, in; β, out) is applied if at least one clause is satisfied. During this
ˆ out) sends #2 in region 1 if
step, a rule of the form (#2 , in; d, out) or (#2 , in; d,
there exists one clause that is not satisfied by the chosen assignment.
There are two scenarios that may occur in the next configuration: (a) #2
remains in region 0 implying that all clauses are satisfied, (b) at least one clause is
not satisfied as indicated by the entry of #2 in region 1. Case (b) proceeds in the
following way: the #2 in region 1 evolves to no. The object d or dˆ communicated
from region 1 evolves to c. (If there are c’s inside region 1, these c’s also evolve
to yes.) The c in region 0 is swapped with the no in region 1 so that in the
next step, no is sent outside the skin. Case (a) proceeds in the following way:
the c’s communicated inside membrane 1 in the previous step evolve to yes. In
the following step, the #2 that remains in region 0 is used to apply an antiport
rule (#2 , in; yes, out). The next step is a dummy step for case (a) since it only
involves evolution of #2 to no (which is only relevant for case (b)). Note however
that the produced no can never be output in region 0 for case (a). The last step
simply communicates the object yes to the environment.
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Abstract. Automatic design of P systems is an attractive research topic
in the community of membrane computing. Diﬀering from the previous work that used evolutionary algorithms to fulﬁll the task, this paper presents the design of a simple (deterministic transition) P system
(without input membrane) of degree 1, capturing the value of the korder (k ≥ 2) polynomial by using a reasoning method. Speciﬁcally, the
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to the multiplicity of a distinguished object of the system (the output
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1

Introduction

Since the area of membrane computing was initiated in 1998 [1], the rapidly
theoretical development with respect to computing models and their computing
power and computational eﬃciency [2] and various real-world applications [3, 4]
have been reported. A P system for performing a speciﬁc task, especially for solving an NP-hard, NP-complete or PSPACE-complete problem or for controlling
robots, is carefully designed by experts and cannot be automatically gained by
using programs, which may limit the application of P systems. How to automatically design a P system by using programs, namely, the programmability of a P
system, is an attractive research direction in the area of membrane computing
[5].
The automatic design of a P system is a very complicated and challenging
task. The related work in the literature focused on the use of evolutionary algorithms to make a population of P systems evolve toward a successful one. This
⋆
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work started with the selection of an appropriate subset from a redundant set
of evolution rules to design a cell-like P system, where a membrane structure
and initial objects were pre-deﬁned and ﬁxed in the process of design [6–9, 4].
In [6], a genetic algorithm was used to design a P system to calculate 42 . In
[7], a binary encoding technique was presented to denote an evolution rule set
of a P system and a quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithm (QIEA) was used
to make a population of P systems evolve toward successful ones. This method
successfully solved the design of P systems to compute 42 and n2 (for natural
numbers n ≥ 2). In [8], an evaluation approach considering non-determinism and
halting penalty factors and a genetic algorithm with the binary encoding technique in [7] were introduced to design P systems for 42 , n2 and the generation of
n
n
language {a2 b3 |n > 1}. In these studies mentioned above, a speciﬁc redundant
evolution rule set was designed for a speciﬁc computational task. This was developed in [4, 9] by applying one pre-deﬁned redundant evolution rule set to design
multiple diﬀerent P systems, each of which executes a computation task. In [9],
an automatic design method of a cell-like P system framework for performing
ﬁve basic arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, division
and power) was presented. In [4], a common redundant set of evolution rules was
applied to design successful P systems for fulﬁlling eight computational tasks:
2(n − 1), 2n − 1, n2 , 21 [(n − 1)2 + (n − 1)], (n − 1)2 + (n − 1), (n − 1)2 + 2n + 2,
n
n
a2 b3 and 12 (3n − 1), (n > 1 or 2). A signiﬁcant development in this topic is
the work in [10] in which a cell-like halting P system for 42 was designed by
tuning membrane structures, initial objects and evolution rules. In this work,
a genetic algorithm with a binary encoding technique was discussed to codify
the membrane structure, initial objects and evolution rules of a P system. Following this work, an automatic design method, Permutation Penalty Genetic
Algorithm (PPGA), for a deterministic and non-halting membrane system by
tuning membrane structures, initial objects and evolution rules was proposed in
[5]. The main ideas of PPGA are the introduction of the permutation encoding
technique for a membrane system, a penalty function evaluation approach for a
candidate membrane system and a genetic algorithm for making a population of
P systems evolve toward a successful one fulﬁlling a given computational task. A
cell-like membrane system for computing the square of n2 (for natural numbers
n ≥ 1) was successfully designed. In addition, the automatic design of the minimal membrane systems with respect to their membrane structures, alphabet,
initial objects and evolution rules to fulﬁll the given task were also discussed in
[5].
On the basis of the studies mentioned above, our aim is to design a P system
to compute a general polynomial. This paper proposes a reasoning method to
implement the design of a simple (deterministic transition) P system (without
input membrane) of degree 1, capturing the value of the k-order polynomial,
and it also presents the descriptive computational resources required by the
designed k-order polynomial P system. The reasoning method is the use of the
characteristics of P systems with a membrane structure, initial objects and rules,
and the semantics of the P systems to provide a way to design the required
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membrane systems. The introduced technique is completely diﬀerent from the
previous work that used evolutionary algorithms to design a P system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
polynomials we aim to design. In Sections 3, the two-, three- and k-order polynomial P systems are designed. Section 4 discusses the descriptive computational
resources that the two-, three- and k-order polynomial P systems require. Section
5 concludes this work.

2

Polynomials computed by P systems

We start by deﬁning what computing a k-order polynomial means in the framework of deterministic transition P system without input membrane.
Definition 1. Let p(n) be a polynomial whose coeficients are natural numbers.
We say that p(n) is computed by a deterministic transition P system without
input membrane Πp(n) = (Γ, µ, M1 , . . . , Mq , R1 , . . . , Rq , iout ), if the following
holds:
– There exists a distinguished object (the output object), o, in the working
alphabet Γ .
– For each t ∈ N, in the configuration Ct of Πp(n) at instant t, the multiplicity
of object o in the output membrane labelled by iout is p(t).
From the previous deﬁnition, if a deterministic transition P system without
input membrane computes a polynomial, then the computation of that system
is a non-halting computation.
We try to ﬁnd a minimum such P system computing a k-order polynomial.
Here the concept “minimum” refers to the following constraints associated with
P systems:
– The membrane structure has only one membrane.
– The evolution rules are non-cooperative.
– The number of objects and rules must be minimum.

3
3.1

Polynomial P systems design
Two-order polynomial P system design

In this section we present a (deterministic) transition P system (without input
membrane), Πp(n) , of degree 1 that computes the arbitrary polynomial with
order 2, p(n) = a2 · n2 + a1 · n + a0 , where a0 , a1 , a2 are natural numbers, in the
sense of Deﬁnition 1.
It is worth pointing out that p(n + 1) = p(n) + 2a2 · n + a2 + a1 .
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For each symbol x, the expression x0 denotes the empty multiset (or the empty
string).
Associated with the polynomial p(n) = a2 · n2 + a1 · n + a0 , we consider
the (deterministic) transition P system (without input membrane) Πp(n) =
(Γ, µ, M1 , R1 , iout ) of degree 1, deﬁned as follows:
– Γ = {b1 , b2 , o} and the output object is o;
– µ = [ ]1 ;
– M1 = {oa0 b1 };
– R1 is the set of the following non-cooperative evolution rules:
– r1 ≡ [ b1 −→ oa2 +a1 b1 b2 ]1 ;
– r2 ≡ [ b2 −→ o2a2 b2 ]1 .
– iout = 1.
Let C = (C0 , C1 , C2 , . . . , Ct , . . . ) be the (unique) computation of Π. For each t ∈ N
and x ∈ Γ , we denote by Ct (1) the multiset over Γ associated with the membrane
1 in conﬁguration Ct .
Theorem 1. For every t ∈ N we have Ct (1) = {op(t) , b1 , b2 t }.
Proof. Let us prove the result by induction on t.
For the base case, t = 0, we note that C0 (1) = M1 = {oa0 b1 } = {op(0) , b1 ,
b2 }.
0

Let us assume the result holds for t ≥ 0, that is, let us suppose that Ct (1) =
{op(t) , b1 , b2 t }. In order to obtain Ct+1 (1), we must apply the rules r1 and r2
to conﬁguration Ct . Then
Ct+1 (1) = {op(t) , oa2 +a1 , b1 , b2 , o2a2 ·t , b2 t }
= {op(t)+2a2 ·t+a2 +a1 , b1 , b2 (t+1) }
= {op(t+1) , b1 , b2 (t+1) }
Hence, the result holds for t + 1.
Corollary 1. For every t ∈ N, in configuration Ct of Πp(n) at instant t, the
multiplicity of object o in the membrane of the system is p(t).
3.2

Three-order polynomial P system design

In this section we present a (deterministic) transition P system (without input
membrane), Πp(n) , of degree 1 that computes the arbitrary polynomial with
order 3,
p(n) = a3 · n3 + a2 · n2 + a1 · n + a0 ,
where a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 are natural numbers, in the sense of Deﬁnition 1.
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It is worth pointing out that p(n+1) = p(n)+3a3 n2 +(3a3 +2a2 )n+a3 +a2 +a1 .
Associated with the polynomial p(n) = a3 ·n3 +a2 ·n2 +a1 ·n+a0 , we consider
the (deterministic) transition P system (without input membrane), Πp(n) =
(Γ, µ, M1 , R1 ), of degree 1 deﬁned as follows:
–
–
–
–

Γ = {b1 , b2 , b3 , o} and the output object is o;
µ = [ ]1 ;
M1 = {oa0 b1 };
R1 is the set of the following non-cooperative evolution rules:
– r1 ≡ [ b1 −→ oa3 +a2 +a1 b1 b2 b3 ]1 ;
– r2 ≡ [ b2 −→ o3a3 +2a2 b2 b3 2 ]1 ;
– r3 ≡ [ b3 −→ o3a3 b3 ]1 .

Let C = (C0 , C1 , C2 , . . . , Ct , . . . ) be the (unique) computation of Π. For each t ∈ N
and x ∈, Γ we denote by Ct (1) the multiset over Γ associated with membrane 1
in conﬁguration Ct .
2

Theorem 2. For every t ∈ N we have Ct (1) = {op(t) , b1 , b2 t , b3 t }.
Proof. Let us prove the result by induction on t. For the base case, t = 0, we
2
note that C0 (1) = M1 = {oa0 b1 } = {op(0) , b1 , b2 0 , b3 0 }.
Let us assume the result holds for t ≥ 0, that is, let us suppose that Ct (1) =
2
{o
, b1 , b2 t , b3 t }. In order to obtain Ct+1 (1), we can apply the rules r1 , r2
and r3 to conﬁguration Ct . Then
p(t)

2

2

Ct+1 (1) = {op(t) , oa3 +a2 +a1 , b1 , b2 , b3 , o(3a3 +2a2 )·t , b2 t , b3 2t , o3a3 t , b3 t }
2
2
= {op(t)+3a3 t +(3a3 +2a2 )t+a3 +a2 +a1 , b1 , b2 t+1 , b3 t +2t+1 }
2
= {op(t+1) , b1 , b2 t+1 , b3 (t+1) }
Hence, the result holds for t + 1.
Corollary 2. For every t ∈ N, in configuration Ct of Πp(n) at instant t, the
multiplicity of object o in the membrane of the system is p(t).

3.3

k-order polynomial P system design

In this section we present a (deterministic) transition P system (without input
membrane), Πpk (n) , of degree k ≥ 1 that computes the arbitrary polynomial
with order k, pk (n) = ak · nk + ak−1 · nk−1 + · · · + a1 · n1 + a0 · n0 , where
ak , ak−1 , . . . , a1 , a0 are natural numbers.
It is worth pointing out that the increment pk (n+1)−pk (n) of polynomial pk (n)
is:
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)
( )
( )
(
]
[ k
]
k
k−1
ak · nk−1 +
ak +
ak−1 · nk−2 +
1)
(1)
(
) 2
(
]
[ k
k−1
k−2
ak +
ak−1 +
ak−2 · nk−3 +
3
2
1
. . .(. . . . . . .). . . . . . .(
.......)
.........
( )
( )
[
]
k
k−1
3
2
ak +
ak−1 + · · · +
a3 +
a2 · n1 +
k)− 2
( k)− 1 (
( ) 2 ( ) 1
[ k
]
k−1
2
1
ak +
ak−1 + · · · +
a2 +
a1 · n0
k
k−1
2
1

[

Let us denote:
( )
(
)
( )
( )
k
k−1
2
1
(0)
– αk =
ak +
ak−1 + · · · +
a2 +
a
k
k
−
1
2
1 ( 1)
(
)
(
)
( )
k
k−1
3
2
(1)
– αk =
ak +
ak−1 + · · · +
a3 +
a2
k
−
1
k
−
2
2
(
)
(
)
( )
(1)
k
k−1
4
3
(2)
– αk =
ak +
ak−1 + · · · +
a4 +
a3
k
−
2
k
−
3
2
(
)
(
)
( )
(1)
k
k−1
5
4
(3)
– αk =
ak +
ak−1 + · · · +
a5 +
a4
k−3
k−4
2
1
.................................
( )
k
(k−1)
– αk
=
ak
1
Then:
(0)

(1)

(2)

(k−1)

pk (n + 1) − pk (n) = αk · t0 + αk · t + αk · t2 + · · · + αk

· tk−1

Associated with polynomial pk (n) = ak ·nk +ak−1 ·nk−1 +· · ·+a1 ·n1 +a0 ·n0
of order k, we consider the (deterministic) transition P system (without input
membrane) Πpk (n) = (Γ, µ, M1 , R1 ) of degree 1, deﬁned as follows:
– Γ = {o, b1 , b2 , . . . , bk } and the output object is o;
– µ = [ ]1 ;
– M1 = {oa0 b1 };
– R1 is the set of the following
non-cooperative evolution
rules:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
(
)
(0)

– r1 ≡ [ b1 −→ oαk b1

0
0

b2

1
0

b3

2
0

( ) ( ) ( )

(1)

– r2 ≡ [ b2 −→ oαk b2

1
1

b3

2
1

( ) ( )

(2)

– r3 ≡ [ b3 −→ oαk b3

2
2

( )

(3)

– r4 ≡ [ b4 −→ oαk b4

3
3

b4

3
2

b4

3
1

b4

. . . bk

k−1
3

.................................

. . . bk

(

. . . bk

(

. . . bk

(

3
0

k−1
2

)

]1 ;

k−1
1

)

]1 ;

k−1
0

)

]1 ;

]1 ;
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– rk ≡ [ bk −→ o

(k−1)

αk

bk

k−1
k−1
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)

]1 ;

Let C = (C0 , C1 , C2 , . . . , Ct , . . . ) the (unique) computation of Π. For each t ∈ N
and x ∈, Γ we denote by Ct (1) the multiset over Γ associated with the membrane
1 in conﬁguration Ct .
k−1

Theorem 3. For every t ∈ N, we have Ct (1) = {opk (t) , b1 , b2 t , . . . , bk t

}.

Proof. Let us prove the result by induction on t.
For the base case, t = 0, let us notice that C0 (1) = M1 = {oa0 b1 } =
{o
, b1 , b02 , . . . , bk 0 }.
pk (0)

Let us assume the result holds for t ≥ 0, that is, let us suppose that
k−1

Ct (1) = {opk (t) , b1 , b2 t , . . . , bk t

}

In order to obtain Ct+1 (1), we must apply the rules r1 , r2 and rk to conﬁguration
Ct . Then
( ) ( )
1
1
(1)
(2)
(k−1) k−1
+αk ·t+αk ·t2 +···+αk
·t
0 + 1 ·t
,
b
,
b
,
( )
(
) (
) 1 2(
)
2
2
2
k−1
k−1
k−1
2
k−1
+
·t
·t
+
·t+···+
·t
1
2
1
k−1
b3 0
, . . . , bk 0
}
2
(0)
(1)
(2)
(k−1) k−1
(t+1)
pk (t)+αk +αk ·t+αk ·t2 +···+αk
·t
{o
, b1 , b 2
, b3 (t+1) , . . . ,
k−1
bk (t+1) }
2
k−1
{opk (t+1) , b1 , b2 (t+1) , b3 (t+1) , . . . , bk (t+1) }
(0)

Ct+1 (1) = {o(pk (t)
, oαk
) ( )
=
=

Hence, the result holds for t + 1.
Corollary 3. For every t ∈ N, in configuration Ct of Πpk (n) at instant t, the
multiplicity of object o in the membrane of the system is pk (t).

4

Descriptive computational resources

This section discusses the descriptive computational resources required by the
designed two-, three- and k–order polynomial P systems. According to the design procedures of two- and three-order polynomial P systems, the amount of
resources to build the designed P systems (of degree 1) in both cases are 2 rules
and 3 objects, 3 rules and 4 objects, respectively. In what follows, we discuss the
descriptive computational resources required by the designed k–order polynomial
P system Πpk (n) of degree 1.
–
–
–
–

The
The
The
The

size of the working alphabet k + 1.
initial number of objects: a0 + 1.
number of rules: k.
sum of total length of rules:
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Table 1. Resources of diﬀerent order polynomial P systems. SWA, INO, NoR and SLR
represent the size of the working alphabet, the initial number of objects, the number
of rules and the sum of total length of rules, respectively. The symbol ‘–’ means that
the result is not obtained.
Two-order

Three-order

...

SWA

3

4

...

k-order
k+1

INO

a0 +1

a0 +1

...

a0 +1

NoR

2

3

...

k

SLR

3a2 + a1 + 5

7a3 + 3a2 + a1 + 10

...

LR (k)

• Objects in the left-hand side: k.
(0)
(1)
(2)
(k−1)
• Objects o in the right-hand side: αk + αk + αk + · · · + αk
. That
is, the total number of objects o in the rules is:
(2k − 1) · ak + (2k−1 − 1) · ak−1 + · · · + (22 − 1) · a2 + (21 − 1) · a1
• Objects bj (1 ≤ j ≤ k) in the right-hand side:
(
) (
)
(
)
j−1
j−1
j−1
+
+ ··· +
0
1
j−1
Thus, the total number of such kind of objects in the right hand side of
the rules is:
) (
)
(
)
j=k
j=k (
∑
[ j−1
j−1
j − 1 ] ∑ j−1
2
= 2k − 1
+
+ ··· +
=
0
1
j−1
j=1

j=1

Therefore, the sum of total length of rules is LR (k):
LR (k) = k+(2k −1)·ak +(2k−1 −1)·ak−1 +· · ·+(22 −1)·a2 +(21 −1)·a1 +2k −1
Hence, the total amount of descriptive computational resources is exponential
in the k–order polynomial.
We summarize the amount of resources to build the designed P systems (of
degree 1) as shown in Table 1, where SWA, INO, NoR and SLR represent the
size of the working alphabet, the initial number of objects, the number of rules
and the sum of total length of rules, respectively. In Table 1, the designed twoorder polynomial P system (Two-order, for short) is a2 · n2 + a1 · n + a0 ; the
designed three-order polynomial P system (Three-order, for short) is a3 · n3 +
a2 · n2 + a1 · n + a0 ; the k-order polynomial P system (k-order, for short) is
ak · nk + ... + a1 · n + a0 .

5

Conclusion

By analyzing the syntax and semantics of cell-like P systems, this study presented a reasoning method to design a k-order (k ≥ 2) polynomial P system.
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The signiﬁcance of this study is to provide an alternative approach to automatically design a P system that can perform a given task, which is diﬀerent from
the previous work on this topic. In future works, we really hope to extend this
method to design more variants of P systems for more computational tasks. Our
ambitious aim is to ﬁnd a way to design the minimal P system for a given task
including deﬁnite tasks such as the computation of polynomials and indeﬁnite
tasks like practical applications such as membrane controllers for mobile robots.
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Abstract. A new array P system called 8-directional array P system
is defined in this paper. The regulated evolution of this new model is
capable of generating interesting pictures in its accepting mode of evolution. The relationship between the family of regulating languages of
8-directional array P system and the family of λ-free regular, contextfree, context-sensitive languages is investigated. In the case of RE, the
simulation result requires λ-labeled rules.
Keywords: 8-directional array P system; Regulating string; Dependability; Chomsky languages; RE.

1

Introduction

A P system is a new computing model abstracting the biological happening in
membranes. Hence the system is also called membrane system. This computing
model now has several variants [1]. Most P systems variants are computationally
universal exhibiting the power of the systems.
Recently, there were several research papers on array P systems. The arrays
considered in [2] are set to evolve in a P system to generate various pictures. In
[3] the authors set a collection of pictures made up of symbols to evolve using
array rules mostly of isotonic type. The key idea was the construction of array
language by means of halting P system. Hence it is clear to look for the nature
of P systems which have well defined halting configurations. In [4] the authors
looked at the regulating string associated with a computation of a P system with
multi set of objects. In [5] the authors looked at the regulating evolution of an
isotonic array P system where the evolution rules were either regular isotonic or
context-free isotonic as defined in [6]. The authors in this paper also introduce
a new type of isotonic rule called restricted monotonic type which is different
from the array rules used in [3]. Some of the interesting P systems which use
arrays as data structures can be seen in [7–9].
In this paper we introduce a new array model called 8-directional array P
system. The interpretation and manipulation of the data structure ‘string’ will
⋆

This work was funded by the Project No: MAT/15-16/046/DSTX/KALP, Department of Science and Technology, Government of India.
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be like ‘turtle-like’ graphs with possibilities to turn in multiples of 45 degrees.
This array P system naturally can be seen to produce several interesting arrays
of both rectangular and non rectangular type. We are interested in looking at
the evolution of this P system in a regulating manner. This study is fundamental
as we impose Chomsky language control on the evolution of 8-directional array
P system.
In section 2, we define 8-directional array grammar and 8-directional array P
system (8dAP S). In section 3, we define labeled 8-directional array P system in
accepting mode (L8dAP S a ). We illustrate the model with interesting examples
which are capable of generating pictures. In section 4, we present the main
results. Section 5 presents concluding remarks.

2

8-Directional Array P Systems

In this section we give two definitions: one an 8-directional array grammar and
another an 8-directional array P system.
Definition 1. An 8-directional array grammar is defined as a quadruple G =
(N, T, P, S), where
1. N is a finite non-empty set of symbols called non-terminals.
2. T is a finite non-empty set of symbols called terminals such that it is disjoint
from N i.e. N ∩ T = ∅.
3. P is a finite non-empty set of θ-rotation rules of the form
A → βθ
or
αθ → β θ , 2 ≤ |α| ≤ |β|,
where A ∈ N , β ∈ (N ∪ T )+ , α contains exactly
n one non-terminal symbol
o
5π 3π 7π
and all other symbols in α are terminals, θ ∈ 0, π4 , π2 , 3π
,
π,
,
,
4
4
2
4 .
While applying the former type of rule, A is rewritten by α in the direction
of θ such that the leftmost symbol of α is placed in the position of A. For the
later type of rule, β is rewritten by α in the direction of θ such that the first
symbol of β is placed in the position of the first symbol of α.
4. S ∈ N is the start symbol.
Remark 1. For the rules of the form A → β θ , the symbols following A are to
be shifted by |β − 1| positions in the direction of θ. For the rules αθ → β θ the
symbols following α are to be shifted by |β| − |α| positions in the direction of θ.
π

Example 1. If A → (aAB) 4 means while applying the rule to any array of the
form αAβ, the resultant array will be
B
A
α a β

Pictures and Chomsky Languages in Array P System
π
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π

In the above array, apply the rule (aA) 4 → (bcdE) 4 , the resultant array will be
B
E
d
c
α b β
Definition 2. An 8-directional Array P System (8dAP S) of degree m(≥ 1) is
a construct Π = (V, T, µ, I1 , . . . , Im , (R1 , ρ1 ), . . . , (Rm , ρm ), io ), where V is
the total alphabet, T ⊆ V is the terminal alphabet, µ is a membrane structure
with m membranes labeled in a one-to-one manner with 1, 2, . . . , m; I1 , . . . , Im
are finite sets of arrays over V associated with the m regions of µ; R1 , . . . , Rm
are finite sets of θ-rotation rules over V associated with the m regions of µ;
ρ1 , . . . , ρm are partial order relations over R1 , . . . , Rm ; these rules have attached
targets here, out, in (in general, here is omitted), hence they are of the form
A → αθ (tar), or αθ → β θ (tar), 2 ≤ |α| ≤ |β| , where A ∈ (V \ T ), α contains
exactly one non-terminal symbol and all other symbols in α are terminals, β ∈
5π 3π 7π
V + and θ ∈ {0, π4 , π2 , 3π
4 , π, 4 , 2 , 4 }, tar ∈ {here, out, in}, with the obvious
meaning : the array produced by using this rule will go to the membrane indicated
by tar; finally, io is the output membrane.
We start from an initial configuration of the system and proceed iteratively,
by transition steps performed by using the θ-rotation rules in parallel, to all
arrays that can be rewritten, obeying the priority relations, and collecting the
terminal arrays generated in a designated membrane, the output one.
Note that each array is processed by one rule only, the parallelism refers
here to processing simultaneously all available arrays by all applicable θ-rotation
rules. If several rules can be applied to an array, may be in several places each,
then we take only one rule and only one possible location to apply it and consider
the obtained array as the next form of the object described by the array. It
is important to have in mind the fact that the evolution of the arrays is not
independent of each other, but interrelated in two ways : (1) if we have priorities,
a rule r1 applicable to an array A can forbid the use of another rule, r2 , for
rewriting another array, B, which is present at that time in the same membrane;
′
after applying the rule r1 , if r1 is not applicable to B or to the array A obtained
from A by using r1 , then it is possible that the rule r2 can now be applied
to B; (2) even without priorities, if an array A can be rewritten for ever, in
the same membrane or on an itinerary through several membranes, and this
cannot be avoided, then all arrays are lost, because the computation never stops,
irrespective of the arrays collected in the output membrane and which cannot
evolve further.
A computation is successful only if it stops, a configuration is reached where
no rule can be applied to the existing arrays. The result of a halting computation
consists of the arrays composed only of symbols from T (terminal symbols)
placed in the membrane with label io in the halting configuration.
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3

Labeled 8dAP S in Accepting Mode & Pictures

In this section we introduce labeled 8dAP S in accepting mode. We illustrate the
model with a few interesting examples which halt always on pictures.
Definition 3. A Labeled 8-directional Array P System in accepting mode (L8dA
P S a ) Π of degree m(≥ 1) is a construct Π = (V, T, µ, I1 , . . . , Im , (R1 , ρ1 ), . . . , (
Rm , ρm ), io , lab, F ), where V, T, µ, I1 , . . . , Im , R1 , . . . , Rm , ρ1 , . . . , ρm , io are same
as in definition 2, lab is a finite set of alphabet, which S
are used for labeling the
m
rules and F is the set of final configurations. Let R = i=1 Ri . Here we assign
a label to every rule in R where the labels are chosen from a finite alphabet lab
or the labels can be λ (empty label). Define a function f : R → lab ∪ {λ} called
a labeling function that assign a label to each rule in R. Noting that more than
one rule may have the same label, but the same rule in different membranes
cannot be assigned different labels. We extend the labeling for a label sequence
S = l1 l2 . . . lk ∈ R∗ as follows : f (λ) = λ and f (l1 l2 . . . lk ) = f (l1 )f (l2 . . . lk ).
b

′

A transition C ⇒ C between two successive configurations uses only rules with
the same label b and rules labeled with λ. If at least one rule has a label b ∈ lab
then the transition is called λ-restricted transition. If we allow all rules with λ
label then the transition is called λ-unrestricted transition (or λ-transition).
A regulating string of input symbols (over lab) is said to be accepted if all
its symbols are consumed and Π reaches a configuration in the set F . The set
of all regulating strings accepted in this way by computations in a L8dAP S a
Π is denoted by Laλ 8dAP (Π). The subscript indicates the fact that λ-steps (all
rules applied in one step can have λ label) are permitted. When only steps
where at least one rule with a non-empty label is used, the accepting language is
denoted by La 8dAP (Π). The family of languages La 8dAP (Π) associated with
L8dAP S a with at most m membranes, working in accepting mode is denoted by
La 8dAPm . In the unrestricted case, the corresponding language family is denoted
by Laλ 8dAPm . If the number of membranes is unbounded, then the subscript m
is replaced with ⋆.
We now give some interesting examples. In example 2 and 4 the regulating
languages are regular, example 3 has context-sensitive regulating language. From
these examples one can see that the halting configuration set can contain both
rectangular and non rectangular arrays.
Example 2. In this example the L8dAP S a Π1 , while accepting the regular regulating language, it halts on pictures of stars in its final configuration set F . The
L8dAPn
S a Π1 with three
is given as,
o nmembranes
o
n o

Π1 =
A, B, C, D, x , x , [1 [2 ]2 [3 ]3 ]1 , I1 , I2 , I3 , R1 , R2 , R3 , 3, a , F ,
n o
where I2 = A , I1 = I3 = φ and
(
R1 =

1) a : B → (Cx)0 , in2 , 2) a : D → (Ax)π , in2 , 3) a : D →
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(xx)π , in3
R2 =

(

)
π
2

4) a : A → (Bx) , out , 5) a : C → (Dx)

3π
2

, out

5

)

R3 = φ.
x
)
x  
x

The set of final configurations is F =
φ, φ, x x x , φ, φ, x x x x x , . . . .
x
x
x
The working of La 8dAP S a Π1 with three membranes is as follows:
The initial array in region 2 contains the only non-terminal A. Apply rules
4, 1, 5, 2 in order. Application of rule 3 instead of rule 2 will result in a halting configurationn in F . The o
above process will lead to the regulating language
a
4n
L 8dAP (Π1 ) = a : n ≥ 1 .
(



Example 3. Consider the L8dAP S a Π2 with two membranes, while accepting
the context-sensitive regulating language, it halts on an array in the set of picture
a
configurations
n
o Fngiven
o below. L8dAP S Π2 is given
n as,o 
n o
Π2 =
A, 0 , 0 , [1 [2 ]2 ]1 , I1 , I2 , R1 , R2 , 2, a, b, c , F , where I1 = A ,
I2 = φ(and
)
π

1) a : A → (0A) 4 , 2) b : A → (0A)

R1 =
R2 =

(

7π
4

, 3) c : A → (0A)π , in2
)

4) c : (0A0)0 → (000)0 > 5) c : A → (0A)π

.

The set of final configurations is
0
0
F =

(

0
φ,

!

0 0
,
00000

0
φ,

0
0

!

0
0
,
0000000

0
φ,

0
0

!

)

0
0
,... .
000000000

The working of L8dAP S a Π2 with two membranes is as follows: For any
n ≥ 2, application of rule 1, n times and rule 2, n times followed by rule 3 once
will expel the array to region 2. In region 2, apply (2n − 2) times rule 5. Finally
apply rule 4 one time, the system halts on an array inn F . The corresponding
o
regulating language accepted by Π2 is La 8dAP (Π2 ) = an bn c2n : n ≥ 2 .
Example 4. Consider the L8dAP S a Π4 with two membranes, it accepts the regular regulating language and halts on an array in the given set of picture of a
a
laddern
in its final configuration
o n o F given below. L8dAP S Πn4 is given
o as,

Π4 =
A, B, C, ⋆ , ⋆ , [1 [2 ]2 ]1 , I1 , I2 , R1 , R2 , 2, a, b, c , F , where
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n o
I1 = A , I2 = φ and
(

1) a : A → (B0C) , 2) b : B → (000A)

R1 =
R2 =

0

(

3π
2

, 3) c : C → (0000)
)

3π
2

, in2

)

4) a : A → (000)0 , 5) a : A → (B0C)0 , out .

The set of final configurations is

F =

(

⋆⋆⋆ !
⋆ ⋆
φ,
,
⋆ ⋆
⋆⋆⋆

⋆⋆⋆
⋆ ⋆
⋆ ⋆
⋆ ⋆ ⋆!
)
⋆ ⋆
φ,
,...
⋆ ⋆
⋆⋆⋆

The working of L8dAP S a Π4 with two membranes is as follows: Starting with
the axiom A in region 1, apply the rules 1, 2 and 3 in order to expel the array
to region 2. In region 2, apply the rule 5 to send back the array to region 1.
For halting apply rule 4 instead of rule 5. Repeating the above process will
lead to an array n
in F . The corresponding
regulating language accepted by Π4 is
o
a
n
L 8dAP (Π4 ) = (abc) a : n ≥ 1 .

4

Main Results

In this section, we investigate the relationship between the family of regulating
languages of 8-directional array P systems in acceptance mode (λ-restricted) and
the family of λ-free regular, context-free, context-sensitive languages. The simulation of recursively enumerable languages is done via λ-unrestricted L8dAP S a .
Notation: For any family P of languages, P \ {λ} means the family of λ-free
languages.
Theorem 1. (REG \ {λ}) ⊆ La 8dAP1
Proof. Let L ∈ (REG \ {λ}) and let D = (Q, Σ, δ, p0 , FD ) be a deterministic
finite automaton accepting L. Let n be the number of states in D. Rename the
states as qi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that q1 = p0 and the transition rules are changed
′
′
′
′
′
accordingly. Let D = (Q , Σ, δ , q1 , FD ) be the modified DF A. Using D we
′
construct a L8dAP S a Π5 with one membrane accepting L(D ) as follows:
 ′

Π5 = Q ∪ {x}, {x}, [1 ]1 , I1 , R1 , 1, Σ, F , where
n
o
n
R1 = a : qi → (qj )0 : (qi , a, qj ) ∈ δ ′
∪
a : qi → (x)0 : (qi , a, qf ) ∈
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δ ′ , qf ∈ FD
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o

and I1 = { x q1 }.
n
o
xx
The final configuration F =
The L8dAP S a Π5 constructed above works as follows: The L8dAP S a starts
with an array x q1 where q1 corresponds to the start symbol of the DF A in
the membrane. When the system uses the rule a : qi → qj , it simulates the
application of the rule (qi , a, qj ) ∈ δ ′ by the DF A, i.e. if the current symbol
is a and the system contains the object qi , then the current input symbol a is
consumed, and the object qi , gets replaced by the object qj (note that, at any
′
instance, the L8dAP S a contains only a single element from Q in the array).
The system accepts the input string when the input is completely read and the
corresponding
configuration in F is reached. The membrane contains the array


x x which is from F .
⊔
⊓
n
o
Remark 2. One can show that the context-free language an bn : n ≥ 1 can be
accepted by an 8dAP S. Hence we can deduce the following:
Proposition 1. La 8dAP⋆ − REG 6= ∅
Remark 3. We conclude from Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 that (REG \ {λ}) ⊂
La 8dAP⋆ . We proceed further to see whether (CF \ {λ}) ⊆ La 8dAP⋆ which we
prove in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. (CF \ {λ}) ⊆ La 8dAP1
Proof. Let L be a context-free language. Then let G = (N, T, P, S) be a contextfree grammar in Greibach normal form generating L. Let n be the number of
non-terminals in N . Now rename the non-terminals in N as Ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
such that A1 = S and also modify the rules with this renamed non-terminals.
′
′
Let G1 = (N , T, P , A1 ) be the grammar thus modified. Now, we construct a
L8dAPS a Π7 with one membrane for G1 is as follows:
′
Π7 = N ∪ {⋆}, {⋆}, [1]1 , I1 , R1 , 1, T, F , where I1 = {A1 } and
(
) (
)

a : Ai → ⋆y : Ai → ay ∈ P ′ ∪ a : Ai → ⋆ : Ai → a ∈ P ′
n
o
The final configuration F = (⋆⋆. . .⋆⋆) : number of ⋆′ s = |w| , w ∈ La 8dAP (Π7 ) .
R1 =

Initially, the L8dAP S a Π7 starts with an axiom A1 , the start symbol of G1 .
Now, we can apply either a rule a : A1 → ⋆y corresponds to A1 → ay or the
rule a : A1 → ⋆ corresponds to A1 → a. If we apply the latter rule, then the
system halts on the final configuration {(⋆)}, the corresponding regulated string
accepted by Π7 is a. Suppose, we choose the former rule, A1 is replaced with
⋆y, y is a string of non-terminals. We adopt the same procedure to the leftmost
non-terminal in the array. Once we choose the rule a : Ai → ⋆, then the leftmost
non-terminal in the array is replaced by ⋆. Now, the leftmost symbol in the
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array is not a non-terminal, so we prefer the non-terminal next to ⋆. Again
for this non-terminal we have two possibilities, either we can apply the rule
a : Ai → ⋆y or the rule a : Ai → ⋆ . If we proceed in this way, and finally apply
the only possible rule Ai → ⋆ to rewrite remaining non-terminals
in the array
n
as ⋆’s, the system halts on the final configuration (⋆ ⋆ . . . ⋆ ⋆) : number of
o
⋆′ s = |w| , w ∈ La 8dAP (Π7 ) . Note that what ever w may be, such that |w| = n,
n

z }| {
the halting array is of the form ⋆ ⋆ . . . ⋆ ⋆. The regulated string is obtained by
consuming a label of the rule in each step.
⊔
⊓
Remark 4. The context-sensitive language {an bn cn : n ≥ 1} can be accepted by
an 8dAP S which gives the following proposition.
Proposition 2. La 8dAP⋆ − CF 6= ∅
Next in the hierarchy we look for CSL.
Theorem 3. CS − La 8dAP⋆ 6= ∅

Proof. For the proof of this theorem we give a context-sensitive language which
n
can not be in any La 8dAP⋆ . L = {a2 : n ≥ 0} is a context-sensitive language.
Since L is over one letter alphabet and we intend to use no λ-rule, all the rules
in the L8dAP S a must be an a-rule. Let (α)θ → βkθ be a θ-rotation rule such that
α contains exactly one non-terminal (with zero or more number of terminals)
and βk contains exactly k non-terminals (with zero or more number of terminals). Suppose we assume that there exits a L8dAP S a Π8 with m membranes
that accepts L and halts on a configuration in F , where F is the set of final
configurations. The nonexistence of such a system is shown for m = 1 first. The
argument for m membrane P system will be identical to this. The reason is that
in both situations we need infinite number of rules in the membrane system
to build L. Let A1 , A2 , . . . , An be the arrays in the initial configuration of Π8 .
We recall that the successful halting computation means the system must halt
as well as the arrays remaining in the output membrane are terminal arrays
(composed of only terminals).
In the following steps we actually look for rules in the membrane to build L
recursively.
1. In order to accept a regulating string a, whose length is one, the system
must go up to one step (transition). Therefore, each array A1 , A2 , . . . , An in
Π8 must contain at most one non-terminal (no restriction on terminals). To
reach the successful halting computation, we must apply one or more rules
of type a : αθ → β0θ . Note that we have introduced at least one new rule to
accept the regulated string a.
2. By (1) above we know that each array A1 , A2 , . . . , An contains at most one
non-terminal. To accept regulating string a2 , the system must go up to two
steps (transitions). In order to do this, at least to one of the array, we need
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to apply the rule of type a : αθ → β1θ , which is a new rule. This rule may be
recursive (repeat any number of times) or non-recursive (apply one time).
If the rule is recursive, then it also accepts the strings a3 , a5 , a6 ,. . . ∈
/ L.
Suppose, it is non-recursive, we can apply it once, followed by an existing
rule of type αθ → β0θ to halt the computation. Hence, to accept a2 , we have
introduced a new rule of type αθ → β1θ .
3. Similarly, in order to accept a4 , the system must go up to 4 steps. At least
for one of the arrays we need to apply the rules in a way that there is no
recursion. In all the possible cases, if any of the rule is recursive, it leads to
the generation of a regulating string not in L. Therefore, the only possibility
is non-recursive rules. In all the cases, we can see at least one new rule is
required to accept a4 .
n

So, to accept each string in L = {a2 : n ≥ 0}, we need to introduce at least
one a-rule in each step. Since L is infinite, the number of a-rules required to
accept L is also infinite.
Now we give the argumentative proof similar to the above to show that there
does not exist any L8dAP S a to accept L. Suppose we assume that there is one
such L8dAP S a Π8 with m membranes. If at least in any one of the m membrane
contain a recursive a-rule then, it leads to an infinite loop or the system accepts
a string not in L. On the other hand, if the system contains only non recursive
a-rules then, the number of a-rules must be infinite, which is a contradiction.
Hence the theorem.
⊔
⊓
Theorem 4. La 8dAP⋆ ⊂ CS
Proof. We show how L8dAP S a will be recognized by a linear bounded automaton. In order to do this, we simulate a computation of a L8dAP S a by remembering the number of symbols in the arrays and their corresponding shapes after
the acceptance of each symbol in the regulating string. We then show that the
total number of symbols in the arrays is bounded by the length of the regulating
string.
Consider a regulating language L of a L8dAP S a Π9 with m membranes and
let p be the total number of rules in these m membranes. Let w = b1 b2 . . . bl ,
l ≥ 1 be a regulating string in L. Let A1 , A2 , . . . , An be the arrays in the m
membranes of Π9 in the initial configuration . We build a multi-track nondeterministic LBA B which simulates Π9 . In order for B to simulate Π9 , it
has to keep track the symbols in the arrays and their shapes after accepting
each symbol in the regulating string. So B has a track assigned to every rule of
Π9 , a track for each pixel-symbol triple (X, (x, y), i) ∈ V × Z2 × {1, 2, . . . , n} and
a track for each triple (X, Ai , j) ∈ V × {A1 , A2 , . . . , An } × {0, 1, 2, . . .}.
The array Ai plotted in the plane Z = i is as follows: one of the symbols
of the array Ai is plotted at ((0, 0), i), the origin of the plane Z = i. Fix this
symbol, and place the other symbols of the array as follows: a symbol left to it
is plotted at ((−1, 0), i); a symbol right to it is plotted at ((1, 0), i); a symbol
above to it is plotted at ((0, 1), i); a symbol below to it is plotted at ((0, −1), i);
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a symbol 45 degree angle to it, is plotted at ((1, 1), i); a symbol 135 degree
angle to it, is plotted at ((−1, 1), i); a symbol 225 degree angle to it, is plotted
at ((−1, −1), i); a symbol 315 degree angle to it, is plotted at ((1, −1), i). In
general, if the fixed symbol is in the position ((x, y), i), then a symbol left to it,
is plotted at ((x − 1, y), i); a symbol right to it, is plotted at ((x + 1, y), i); a
symbol above to it, is plotted at ((x, y + 1), i); a symbol below to it, is plotted
at ((x, y − 1), i); a symbol 45 degree angle to it, is plotted at ((x + 1, y + 1), i);
a symbol 135 degree angle to it, is plotted at ((x − 1, y + 1), i); a symbol 225
degree angle to it, is plotted at ((x − 1, y − 1), i); a symbol 315 degree angle to it,
is plotted at ((x + 1, y − 1), i). If any symbol of the array remains, then change
the fixed symbol and repeat the same procedure till all the symbols in the array
are plotted.
B keeps track of the configuration of Π9 by writing a positive integer 1 on
each track assigned to the symbol-pixel triple (X, (x, y), i), the symbol X being
plotted in the pixel (x, y) of the plane Z = i. And also writing a positive integer
on each track assigned to the symbol-configuration triple (X, Ai , j), denoting
the number of symbols X in the array Ai at the configuration j. Then for each
triple (X, (x, y), i), B examines the chosen rule set and plots the symbols X in
the pixel (x, y) of the plane Z = i by the procedure mentioned above, increasing
the number on the track (X, Ai , j) accordingly. We can see that in any step of
the computation, the tracks contain integers bounded by the number of symbols
inside Π9 during the corresponding computation step. The shape of the arrays
also preserved.
The number of symbols in the arrays in a configuration C during a computation step is bounded by S(i), where i is the number of symbols generated.
Then the space used by B to record the configurations and to calculate the
configuration change of Π9 is bounded by t × logb (S(i)), where b denotes the
base of the track alphabet and t denotes the number of tracks used. Finally,
B checks whether any more rules can be applied. If not, and also if it reaches
the configuration in F (set of final configurations), it accepts the regulating
string w, otherwise it rejects. So the number of symbols in the arrays present in
the system is bounded by the input length and hence the accepted language is
context-sensitive language.
⊔
⊓
Theorem 5. Laλ 8dAP⋆ = RE
Proof. The inclusion Laλ 8dAP⋆ ⊆ RE follows from Church-Turing hypothesis.
For the proof of the inclusion RE ⊆ Laλ 8dAP⋆ , it is enough to prove that
RE ⊆ Laλ 8dAP1 , since Laλ 8dAP1 ⊆ Laλ 8dAP⋆ .
Let H = {a1 , a2 , . . . , ak } and let L ⊆ H ∗ be a recursively enumerable language. Let e : H 7→ {11 , 12 , 13 , . . . , 1k } such that e(ai ) = 1i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
The encoding for a string w = ai aj . . . al , ai , aj , . . . , al ∈ H is as follows:
e(w) = 0e(ai )0e(aj )0 . . . 0e(al )0 .
′
For any L, there exists a Turing machine M = (K, {0, 1}, Γ, δ, q0, F ) which
halts after processing the input i0 placed in its input tape if and only if i0 = e(w)
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for some w ∈ L. So it is sufficient to show how to simulate the encoding e(w), and
simulate the transitions of the Turing machine with a L8dAP S a . The transitions
of the Turing machine are simulated by a L8dAP S a is as follows:
• The transition δ(q, a) = (p, b, R) is simulated by the θ-rotation rule
(q a c)0 → (b p c)0 , where c is some non-blank symbol.
• The transition δ(q, a) = (p, b, L) is simulated by the θ-rotation rule
(c q a)0 → (p c b)0 , where c is some non-blank symbol.


′
We construct a L8dAP S a Π = V, T, [1 ]1 , I1 , R1 , 1, H, F , where V = {q0 , q1 , . . .
n
o
n
o
, qk , 0, 1, x}, T = 0, 1, x , I1 = q0 0 e(ai ) 0 e(aj ) 0 . . . 0 e(al ) 0 0 , R1 =
n
o
ai : (q0 0 1)0 → (0 qi 1)0 : ai ∈ H, 1 ≤ i ≤ k ∪ set of all θ-rotation rules
corresponding to the transitions of the Turing
M which
n machine

o are labeled with
λ. The set of final configurations is F =
e(w)x : w ∈ L .
′

The L8dAP S a Π performs the following operations.

1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and the symbol ai ∈ H, the rule (q0 0 1)0 → (0 qi 1)0 ,
labeled with ai is used which introduce the symbol qi , it is the symbol used
in the first transition for generating the encoding in Step 2.
2. Perform the computation e(au) = 0e(a)e(u), u ∈ H + , a ∈ H. Assume that
the encoding of w is represented by encoding of each symbol of u padded
by 0 on both ends. The simulation of au is performed by the following subprogram.
δ(qi , 1) = (qi−1 , 1, R) ,
i = i, i − 1, i − 2, . . . , 3, 2.
δ(q1 , 1) = (q0 , 1, R)
The transitions of the sub-program can be simulated by the θ-rotation rules
as shown in the beginning of the proof, and these rules are assigned with
label λ.
3. Repeat the Steps 1 and 2 non-deterministically until the last symbol of the
regulated string w gets over.
n

o

4. The output array remains in the system is
e(w)x : w ∈ L , which is
the final configuration. The array reduced in the system is equal to e(w)x for
some w ∈ H + . We now start to simulate the working of the Turing machine
M in recognizing the string e(w). If the Turing machine halts, by introducing
the following transitions:
δ(q0 , 0) = (0, x, R)
and the corresponding θ-rotation rule is labeled with λ then w ∈ L, otherwise
the machine goes into an infinite loop.

So, we can see that the computation halts after accepting a string w if and only
if w ∈ L.
⊔
⊓
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Concluding Remarks

In this paper we introduced a new array P system called 8-directional array P system (8dAP S) and regulating 8dAP S. The data structure ‘string’ is interpreted
as ‘turtle-like’ graphs with a possibilities to turn in multiples of 45 degrees. This
P system-based fractal description model can be used to construct several interesting pictures. The regulating evolution of this model makes the system more
interesting. The regulating languages are from Chomsky hierarchy. We also understand the halting nature of this P system by means of ‘dependability’. By
dependability we mean to study the halting nature or halting configurations of
P system via string over the labels of the rules. We know that in our model
every rule is labeled and strings over the label set lead the application of the
rules. Such strings decide the strategy of movements in the parallel distributed
computing model, P system. Hence the study becomes significant. The main
difference between grammar rewriting system of describing some space filling
curves like ‘Koch curve’ and our recursive 8-directional array P system is that,
we do not re-scale the template. If we are able to record some where in the
system the shrinking effect, then our 8dAP S can generate almost all curves like
‘Koch curve’, Peano curve etc. One can also extend the study to understand
more about space filling curves which have important role in antenna designing.
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Abstract. This paper presents a hybrid approach based on combining
rhombic grids based algorithm and spiking neural P systems used for
solving clustering problems(RGSNPS for short). RGSNPS uses a network
membrane structure, firing and forgetting rules like in a spiking neural P
system to specify every rhombic grid respectively put inside seven cells
of the SN membrane system. Each rhombic grid independently evolves
in the group of cells (make up by 7 cells) according to its data contained
and relationships with the connected rhombic grids. RGSNPS applies
the channels connecting cells of the SN membrane system to implement
communication in the process of evolution of any two rhombic grid to do
cluster analysis. An instance is used to test the performance of RGSNPS.
Experiments via Iris and Wine benchmarks data sets indicate that the
proposed hybrid algorithm is effectiveness and accurate.
Keywords: Rhombic grids, Spiking neural P System, Cluster analysis

1

Introduction

SN P systems have been widely investigated both generative mode and accepting
mode. It has been used to solve decision problems [1][2]. When solving a problem
in the semi-uniform setting, there exists a deterministic Turing machine. [3]
which views spiking neural P systems as components of a restricted Arithmetic
Logic Unit. Several families of SN P systems were constructed to deal with
some basic arithmetic operations, namely addition, subtraction, comparison and
multiplication by a fixed factor.
Păun who initiated the P systems pointed out that solving real problem by
membrane computing need to be addressed. Until now, [4][5][6][7] showed that
the hybrid algorithms designed by applying evolutionary computation and membrane systems outperform their counterpart approaches in terms of the quality
of solutions. The comparative analysis of dynamic behaviors of a hybrid algorithm in [8][9] indicates that the combination of evolutionary computation and
membrane systems can produce a better algorithm for balancing exploration
and exploitation. These algorithms put membranes as computing environment,
through the parallelism of membrane, computing performance was improved.

2
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However, these algorithms do not use objects and real rules defined by P system. Algorithms are not implemented through changes of objects by real rules.
Because, we can see that P system is still in the phase of solving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division [10]. How can these algorithms deal with
complex functions? Different from researches above, we use spiking neural P system to implement the whole process of our clustering. Data are coded by objects.
Real membrane rules working on objects achieve the clustering goal.
Clustering algorithms partition data into a certain number of clusters. Most
researchers describe a cluster by considering that the internal homogeneity and
the external separation [11][12][13] patterns on the same cluster should be similar
to each other, while patterns in different clusters should not. Different starting
points and criteria usually lead to different taxonomies of clustering algorithms
[12] [13][14][15][16][17]. A rough but widely agreed frame is to classify clustering
techniques as hierarchical clustering and partitional clustering, based on the
properties of clusters generated [15][16].
Grid-based clustering techniques are usually used for the more complex and
high-dimension data. The grid-based clustering algorithm [18] partitions the data space into a certain number of cells and performs clustering operations on
the cells. OPTIGRID [19] is designed to obtain an optimal grid partitioning.
CLIQUE is probably the most intuitive and comprehensive clustering technique
[20]. The shifting grid approach (SHIFT) has been reported to be somehow similar to the sliding window technique. [19] and AGRID combines densitybased
and grid-based approaches to cluster large high-dimensional data [21]. To successfully migrate from the traditional centralized power delivery infrastructures
to the distributed nature required by Smart Grids, several disciplines must be
integrated [22][23].
Based on the above considerations, this paper develops a hybrid optimization method, called RGSNPS, by combining rhombic grids based clustering algorithms with a spiking neural P system in a proper way. RGSNPS uses a network
membrane structure, firing and forgetting rules like in a spiking neural P system to specify every rhombic grid respectively put inside seven cells of the SN
membrane system. Each rhombic grid independently evolves in the group of cells
(make up by 7 cells) according to its data contained and relationships with the
connected rhombic grids. RGSNPS applies the channels connecting cells of the
SN membrane system to implement communication in the process of evolution
of any two rhombic grid to do cluster analysis. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first attempt to use a spking P system to properly design rhombic grids
based clustering approach and also the first investigations regarding the use of
P system-based technique to grid. An instance is used to test the performance
of RGSNPS. Experiments via Iris and Wine benchmarks data sets indicate that
the proposed hybrid algorithm is effectiveness and accurate.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 states the problem
to be solved. In Section 3, the hybrid approach, RGSNPS, is described in detail.
The following section analyzes the experimental results. Section 5 concludes this
work.
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Problem Statement

Let Rn be the real Euclidean space of dimension n. A subset Ω ⊂ Rn is
called a spatial data set with N points and Ω = {x1 , x2 , ..., xN }, where xi =
(ξi1 , ξi2 , ..., ξin ) ∈ Rn for each i = 1, ..., N . A clustering problem over Ω is to
group the data set Ω into k partitions called clusters where the intra-cluster
similarity is maximal and the inter-cluster similarity is minimal. In this sense,
clustering is an optimization process in two levels, one is maximization and the
other is minimization. Here the integer k indicates the number of clusters. There
are two kinds of clustering when we consider k as a parameter. The first kind is
fixed number clustering where the number of clusters k is a priori determined.
The second kind is flexible clustering where the number k is chosen as one of
the parameters to meet the two level optimization problem.
Now we denote a partition of Ω as ℘ : ℘ = (C1 , ..., Ck ) with Ω = C1 ∪ ... ∪ Ck
and Ci ⊆ Ω for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. If we define Asim(Ci ) as the intra-cluster dissimilarity
measure for Ci ∈ ℘ and Simm(Ci , Cj ) as the inter-cluster similarity measure
for Ci , Cj ∈ ℘ . Then the two kinds of clustering problems are formulated as
follows:

min℘ Asim(Ci ), 1 ≤ i ≤ k
(1)
min℘ Simm(Ci , Cj ), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, i 6= j

min℘k Asim(Ci ), 1 ≤ i ≤ k
(2)
min℘k Simm(Ci , Cj ), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, i 6= j

3

Spiking Neural P systems and Rhombic Grid

This section starts with related works on hybrid algorithms combining membrane computing with clustering methodologies. For the convenience of concise
description of the introduced approach, RGSNPS. Rhombic grid is introduced
firstly. Spiking neural P systems are briefly introduced subsequently.
3.1

Spiking Neural P systems

SN P systems are a class of distributed parallel computing devices inspired from
neurons. An SN P system consists of a set of neurons placed in the nodes of a directed graph. It sends spikes along synapses[25]. Each neuron contains a number
of spikes. Spikes are created or deleted by a number of firing and forgetting rules.
The computational efficiency of SN P systems has been recently investigated in
a series of works [26][27].
A spiking neural P system of degree m ≥ 1 is a construct of the form [27]:
Y
= (O, σ1 , σ2 , ..., σm , syn, in, out)
(3)
where
(1)O = {a} is the singleton alphabet;
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(2)σ1 , σ2 , ..., σm are neurons, of the form σi = (ni , Ri ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
where
ni ≥ 0 is the initial number of spikes contained in σi ;
Ri is a finite set of rules of the following two forms:
(a) E/ac → ap ; d, where E is a regular expression over a, and c ≥ 1, d ≥ 0,
p ≥ 1,
with the restriction c ≥ p;
(b)as → λ, for s ≥ 1
(3) syn ⊆ {1, 2, ..., m} × {1, 2, ..., m} with i 6= j for each (i, j) ∈ syn, 1 ≤ i,
j ≤ m;
(4) (in, out) ∈ {1, 2, ..., m} indicates the input and the output neurons.
This system is working as follows:the initial configuration of the system is
described by the numbers n1 , n2 , ..., nm , of spikes present in each neuron. During
a computation, the ’state’ of the system is described by both the number of
spikes present in each neuron, and by the open/closed condition of each neuron.
If the neuron σi contains k spikes, and ak ∈ L(E), k ≥ c, then the firing rule
E/ac → ap ; d can be applied. It consumes c spikes and produces p spikes after
d time units. If the neuron σi contains exactly s spikes, then the forgetting rule
as → λ can be used, meaning that all spikes are removed from σi . In each time
unit, if a neuron σi can use one of its rules, then a rule from Ri must be used.
Any sequence of transitions starting in the initial configuration is called a
computation. A computation halts if it reaches a configuration where all neurons
are open and no rule can be used. In order to compute a function f : N k → N ,
we introduce k natural numbers n1 , ..., nk in the system by ”reading” from the
environment a binary sequence z = 10n1 −1 10n2 −1 1...10nk −1 1.
3.2

Rhombic Grid

Grid-based algorithm uses a multi-resolution grid structure (also called cell) containing the data objects which is limited space to quantify the number of units
and acts as operands of clustering performance. The advantage of this method is
its fast processing speed. Time of this algorithm is independent of data object’s
number, only depends on the quantitative dimension of space in each unit number. Common grid-based algorithm also has disadvantages, in the process of grid
partition, those characteristics about data can be achieved. Blank grid exists in
every division step of algorithm, which adds time complexity. Moreover, much
data is missing inevitably.
We propose rhombic grids to do the partition, which is based on common
grids division. Rhombic grids makes every grid with data to be a vertex of a
directed graph. Every rhombic grid has 8 connections with others, which enhance
relationship of data set in grids. We can do the clustering through traversing the
graph. Rhombic grid for clustering is more intuitive than traditional grid. It is
also more suitable for the computation of SN P systems.
Suppose the data set is X = {x1 , x2 , x3 , ., xn } ∈ Rn . It is bounded by a
diamond D0 in Rn . A rhombic grids graph is a directed graph G, where each
rhombic grid of G is a vertex v. There are edges e between nodes. Nearly every
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vertex links their eight neighbors except vertices on the boundary. Therefore,
G(V, E) becomes a graph with m × m vertexes. Vertex is signed as 1, 2, 3, ..., n
top-down and left to right. Directions among vertices are shown in Fig. 1.
Definition 1. Let V = {v1 , v2 , ..., vn } be the vertex of rhombic grids graph G.
We denote the degree of V is d. Then the three kinds of vertices {CV, F V, AV } ⊂
V in G are formulated as follows:

 vi ∈ CV, d = 8
vi ∈ F V, d = 5
(4)

vi ∈ AV, d = 3
CV:vertex in the center of the graph links with 8 neighbor vertexes as v5 ,
which have 4 edges with other vertices as 3, 4, 8, 12. Another 4 are connected
with 1, 2, 6, 9.
FV:vertex in the fringe of the graph links with 5 neighbors as v2 , which has
2 edges with others as vertices 3, 5 and 3 edges with 1, 4, 8.
AV:vertex in the apex of the graph connects with 3 neighbors as v1 , which has
2 edges with 2, 5 and 1 edges with 3.

1
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6
9

12

10

13

14
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1
16

17

18

20

21

19
22

1

23

24
25

Fig. 1. m × m rhombic grids graph with direction and serial number on it

4

Experimental Results and Analysis

To check the effectiveness of RGSNP for clustering, extensive experiments are
conducted on two data set to compare the correct rate with two classic algo-
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rithms. Moreover, these problems are widely used to be benchmarks. Some special features of the problems are discussed in detail in the following description.
4.1

Experimental Verification of the Hybrid Algorithm

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

0
-40

-20

0

20

40

60

Fig. 2. instance for experimental verification

we use a simple instance as Fig.2 to illustrate our algorithm clearly. At first,
we use 4 ∗ 4 rhombic Grids to divide data. Here we set the threshold t = 1 + 16 =
17, grids 2, 4, 5, 10, 13, 14 has patterns, they are denoted as s2 = 2 + 16 = 18,
s4 = 3 + 16 = 19, s5 = 2 + 16 = 18, s10 = 1 + 16 = 17, s13 = 2 + 16 = 18,
s14 = 2 + 16 = 18.
nOi = a, nIn1 = as1 , nIni = asi +1 , nSi = a3si , nBi = a2 . Ri is a finite set
of rules, which are design in a same way so that only rules in σ1 , σ2 are listed
below.
There are 14 spike trains being sent out: two 01, 000101, 000010001, 0001,
three 00001, 0100001, 0000000001, 00000000000010000000001, two 0000000000001
and 00000000000001. They are 2, 42, 54, 4, 5, 25, 10, 1310, 13, 14. We put 2,
42, 25 together for their common 2, 4 and 54, 4, 5 for 4 and 5, 2, 42, 25, 54, 4, 5
are in the same group. Hence, {2, 4, 5} is a cluster. Similarly, {10, 13} is another
cluster, {14} is the third cluster.
4.2

Comparison with Two Traditional Algorithms

RGSNP based clustering algorithm was applied to the wine data set firstly,
which is provided by the machine learning database of the University of California, Irving Campus(UCI). It is derived from three different grape wine in Italy,
including 178 records of wine’s information, each grape wine has 13 dimensions
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Table 1. rules in σ1
Membrane initial objects iterations

rules

In1

a

i = 1, i ≤ 17, i + + (ai a)a0 /ai+18 → ai+1 ,(ai a)a0 → a, aai+1 → ai+1 , a → λ

O1

a

i = 1, i ≤ 16, i + + ai+3 /ai → a; i
no iterations

i = 1, i ≤ 17, i + + ai+1 a3×0 /ai+1 → a0 ; i, ai+1 a2×0 /ai+1 → a0 ; i, ai+1 a0 /ai+1 → a0 ; i

S1

no iterations

a→λ

i = 1, i ≤ 17, i + + ai+1 → a

A1

no iterations
B1

a3 /a → a; 1, a2 → λ

a2

a→λ

i = 1, i ≤ 17, i + + aai+1 → a

C1

i = 1, i ≤ 17, i + + (aa)ai+1 /a → a2
no iterations

a → a; ∞, aa → λ

D1

no iterations

aa/a → a, a → a; ∞

i = 1, i ≤ 17, i + + (aa)a( i + 1) → λ

Table 2. rules in σ2
Membrane initial objects iterations
In2

a19

rules

i = 1, i ≤ 17, i + + (ai a)a18 /ai+18 → ai+1 , (ai+1 a)a18 → a
i = 2, i ≤ 17, i + + aai → ai
no iterations

O2

a

no iterations
S2

54

a

a→λ

i = 1, i ≤ 16, i + + ai+3 /ai → a; i
a3 /a2 → a; 2, a2 → λ

i = 1, i ≤ 17, i + + ai+1 a54 /ai+1 a18 → a18 ; i + 1, ai+1 a36 /ai+1 a18 → a18 ;
i + 1, ai+1 a18 /ai+1 a18 → a18 ; i + 1
no iterations

no iterations
B2

a→λ

i = 1, i ≤ 17, i + + ai+1 → a

A2
a2

a→λ

i = 1, i ≤ 17, i + + aai+1 → a

C2

i = 1, i ≤ 17, i + + (aa)ai+1 /a → a3
no iterations

a → a; ∞, aa → λ

D2

no iterations

aa/a → a, a → a; ∞

i = 1, i ≤ 17, i + + (aa)a( i + 1) → λ
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Table 3. synapses for SN P system
out
1 − 2, 1 − 5
2 − 3, 2 − 5
3−6
4 − 7, 4 − 11
5 − 8, 5 − 12
6 − 9, 6 − 13
7 − 8, 7 − 11
8 − 9, 8 − 12

in
3−1
4 − 2, 8 − 2
5 − 3, 9 − 3
5 − 4, 8 − 4
6 − 5, 9 − 5
10 − 6

out
9 − 10, 9 − 13

in
12 − 9, 15 − 9
13 − 10
12 − 11, 14 − 11
12 − 14, 12 − 16 13 − 12, 15 − 12
13 − 15
14 − 15, 14 − 16
16 − 15

11 − 8, 14 − 8

Table 4. Outputs of each grid
Number Output to Grids linked(only once) Output to the environment
1
a
λ
2
a3
01
000101
01
3
a
λ
4
a5
000010001
0001
5
a6
00001
0100001
00001
00001
6
a
λ
7
a
λ
8
a
λ
9
a
λ
10
a11
0000000001
00000000000010000000001
11
a
λ
12
a
λ
13
a14
0000000000001
0000000000001
15
14
a
00000000000001
15
a
λ
16
a
λ

of properties to describe. Here we choose the 12 and 13 dimension for our research, the threshold is that any grids has points, we use 20 × 21 grids to create
the rhombic grids and 2940 neurons to implement our algorithm, the data set
and result are shown as Fig.3. The data set was grouped into three clusters,
there are 7 patterns in a wrong clusters, correct rate is 1 − (18 ÷ 178) = 89.89%.
Next, we use Iris data set, which has 150 patterns with four dimensions. We
knew that this data set should be divided into three clusters. However, it is
famous for the difficult of clustering because the data in this set are alternative
and does not have any obvious bounds. So it is easily to put the data into wrong
clusters, and this is the reason why there are many experts study in the clusters
of the Iris data set. In order to show our algorithm clearly, we choose the firstforth dimension as Fig.4. We use 7 × 13 grids and set the threshold as 1 pattern,
we use 637 neurons to implement the clustering of this data set. The data set
was grouped into three clusters like Fig.4, there are 10 patterns missing and 3
patterns in a wrong clusters, correct rate is 1 − (13 ÷ 150) = 93.33%.
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Fig. 3. the 12 and 13 dimension wine data set and its clustering result
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Fig. 4. the first-forth dimension of Iris data set and its clustering result

When we choose grids as 91, 104, 169, 280, the correct rate s are as Fig.5.
we can see the trend may be the more the grids are, the lower the correct rate
is in a small area.
We use the wine and Iris data to testify the feasibility and validity of our
algorithm, in[?]we can easily see that the correct rate of wine clustering by kmeans is 74.1% after seven iterations, and for the Iris data, we know that the
famous k-means algorithm and Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm are very
effective on the clustering in data mining. k-means can not divide the data into
three groups and PSO also can not do this, it is to say that these two algorithm
give wrong clusters and their mistakes are more that 50 patterns. Hence, our
algorithm is more useful.
The grid-based algorithm based on membrane computing technique has the
advantages both of the general grid algorithm and P system. This method is
suitable for the high density data and it is not necessary to know the order of
the patterns. The clustering techniques can be executed parallel and gets the
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Table 5. Contrast of solving clustering by SN P System and Traditional Algorithms
SN P correct rate k-means correct rate PSO correct rate
Wine 89.9%

74.1%

70.2 %

Iris

66.7%

66.7%

93.3%

50
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40
35
Correct rate

30
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10
80

100

120

140

160

180

200

220

240

260

280

Grid number

Fig. 5. the association graph of grids number and correct rate in a small area

solution faster. Besides, SN P system only use one object-the spike a, which is
easy at simulating in computers. It also makes problems’ coding more simple.

5

Conclusion

This paper discusses the use of a spiking neural P system to appropriately develop a novel hybrid method for rhombic grids based solving clusteing problems.
Rhombic grids graph is proposed to make every rhombic grid with data to be a
vertex of a directed graph. Clustering is down by traversing on the graph. We
implement the algorithm through SN P system. m ∗ m ∗ 7 neurons and 7 types
of rules are used. This is especially useful for large database since membrane
computing has large parallel ability. Experiments are presented to verify effectiveness of the new algorithm. The correct rate of the hybrid algorithm is higher
than k-means and PSO. The correct rate of Wine are 89.9%, 74.1%, 70.2%. The
correct rate of Iris are 93.3%, 66.7%, 66.7%. Several open problems and research
lines can be formulated for the model we introduced. It provides an alternative solution for this traditional knowledge engineering. We should reduce the
number of neurons that are consumed in our future work
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Abstract. Spiking neural P systems with structural plasticity (in short,
SNPSP systems) are models of computations inspired by the function
and structure of biological neurons. In SNPSP systems, neurons can create or delete synapses using plasticity rules. We report two families of
solutions: a semi-uniform and a uniform one, to the NP-complete problem Subset Sum using SNPSP systems. All solutions are performed in
a nondeterministic way and in constant time. Instead of the usual rulelevel nondeterminism (choosing which rule to apply) we use synapse-level
nondeterminism (choosing which synapses to create or delete). The nondeterminism due to plasticity rules have the following effects: in our semiuniform solution, plasticity rules allowed for a normal form to be used
(i.e. without forgetting rules or rules with delays, system is simple, only
synapse-level nondeterminism); in our uniform solution we improved a
previous uniform solution solving Subset Sum by reducing the number
of neurons and the computation time.

Key words: Membrane computing; Spiking neural P system; Structural plasticity; NP-complete; Subset Sum

1

Introduction

Membrane computing,[1] a branch of natural computing, aims to abstract and
obtain computing ideas, data structures and operations from the function and
structure of living cells. Several introductory and advanced books[2,3] (including a handbook[4]) have been produced for this branch, including a recent collection of applications to systems and synthetic biology[5]. As early as 2006,
membrane algorithms[6] have been introduced for approximation inspired by P
systems (the model of computations in membrane computing). The P systems
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webpage[7] includes an updated list of workshops, conferences, and books on
or related to membrane computing (including a collection of PhD theses). The
Thomson Reuters Institute for Scientific Information (in short, ISI) has identified
membrane computing as a “fast emerging research front” as early as October
2003, see e.g. [8].
In this work, the specific P systems we consider are spiking neural P systems (in short, SNP systems) first introduced in [9]. In particular, we focus on a
variant of SNP systems known as spiking neural P systems with structural plasticity (in short, SNPSP systems), recently introduced in [10] and improved and
extended in [11]. We do not go into the details of SNP systems here, including
their neuroscience inspirations, computing power (i.e. what a model can or cannot compute) and computational complexity (i.e. time and space efficiency in
solving problems). We refer the reader instead to good introductions in [9,12] and
the SNP systems chapter in the membrane computing handbook[4]. In SNPSP
systems, neurons are placed on the vertices of a directed graph, and the edges between neurons are called synapses. Aside from spiking rules (more details below)
which are used to consume and produce spikes, SNPSP systems have plasticity
rules. Plasticity rules allow a neuron σi to create or delete synapses from itself
(i.e. outgoing edges of σi ) but cannot create or delete synapses towards itself
(incoming edges of σi ). The plasticity rules in SNPSP systems are inspired by
actual structural plasticity in biological neurons [13]
In this work we use SNPSP systems to provide families of solutions to the
NP-complete problem Subset Sum. The hardness of the Subset Sum problem is
applied to practical and important use in order to secure many systems requiring
encryption, e.g. in [14]. Of course, when we refer to solutions to a problem,
we mean to say that we provide an algorithm solving the problem, where the
algorithm in this case is the constructed SNPSP system.
This paper is organized as follows: some preliminaries for the rest of this work
are given in Section 2. Syntax and semantics of SNPSP systems in Section 3.
The Subset Sum problem as well as some existing solutions using SNP systems
are provided in Section 4. Complexity classes of SNPSP systems, with respect
to the type of solution, are also provided in Section 4. A semi-uniform family of
solution is given in Section 5. A uniform family of solution is provided in Section
6. Lastly, Section 7 provides some final remarks and future research directions.

2

Preliminaries

Before proceeding to the syntax (i.e. elements that constitute a model) and
semantics (i.e. the meaning and use of elements of a model) of SNPSP systems,
we briefly recall regular expressions. Regular expressions will be used by neurons
to check which spiking or plasticity rules to apply. We denote the set of natural
(counting) numbers as N = {0, 1, 2, . . .}, where N+ = N − {0}. Let V be an
alphabet, V ∗ is the set of all finite strings over V with respect to concatenation
and the identity element λ (the empty string). The set of all non-empty strings
over V is denoted as V + , so V + = V ∗ − {λ}.
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A language L ⊆ V ∗ is regular if there is a regular expression E over V such
that L(E) = L. A regular expression over an alphabet V is constructed starting
from λ and the symbols of V using the operations union, concatenation, and +.
Specifically, (i) λ and each a ∈ V are regular expressions, (ii) if E1 and E2 are
regular expressions over V then (E1 ∪E2 ), E1 E2 , and E1+ are regular expressions
over V , and (iii) nothing else is a regular expression over V . With each expression
E we associate a language L(E) defined in the following way: (i) L(λ) = {λ}
and L(a) = {a} for all a ∈ V , (ii) L(E1 ∪ E2 ) = L(E1 ) ∪ L(E2 ), L(E1 E2 ) =
L(E1 )L(E2 ), and L(E1+ ) = L(E1 )+ , for all regular expressions E1 , E2 over
V . Unnecessary parentheses are omitted when writing regular expressions. If
V = {a}, we simply write a∗ and a+ instead of {a}∗ and {a}+ . If a ∈ V , we
write a0 = λ.

3

Spiking neural P systems with structural plasticity

In this section we define SNP systems with structural plasticity. Motivations and
recent results in SNPSP systems are included in a series of papers in [11,15,16].
A spiking neural P system with structural plasticity (SNPSP systems) of degree
m ≥ 1 is a construct of the form Π = (O, σ1 , . . . , σm , syn, out), where:
– O = {a} is the singleton alphabet (a is called spike);
– σ1 , . . . , σm are neurons of the form (ni , Ri ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m; ni ≥ 0 indicates the
initial number of spikes in σi ; Ri is a finite rule set of σi with two forms:
1. Spiking rule: E/ac → a, where E is a regular expression over O, c ≥ 1;
2. Plasticity rule: E/ac → αk(i, N ), where E is a regular expression over
O, c ≥ 1, α ∈ {+, −, ±, ∓}, k ≥ 1, and N ⊆ {1, . . . , m} − {i};
– syn ⊆ {1, . . . , m} × {1, . . . , m}, with (i, i) ∈
/ syn for 1 ≤ i ≤ m (synapses
between neurons);
– in, out ∈ {1, . . . , m} indicate the input and output neuron labels.
Given neuron σi (we also say neuron i or simply σi ) we denote the set of
neuron labels with σi as their presynaptic (postsynaptic, respectively) neuron as
pres(i), i.e. pres(i) = {j|(i, j) ∈ syn} (as pos(i) = {j|(j, i) ∈ syn}, respectively).
Essentially, |pres(i)| and |pos(i)| is the out- and in-degree of the neuron (i.e.
vertex) σi , respectively. Spiking rules are applied as follows: If neuron σi contains
b spikes and ab ∈ L(E), with b ≥ c, then a rule E/ac → a ∈ Ri can be applied.
Applying such a rule means consuming c spikes from σi , thus only b − c spikes
remain in σi . Neuron i sends one spike to every neuron with a label in pres(i) at
the same step as rule application. A writing convention we adopt is as follows:
if a rule E/ac → a has L(E) = {ac }, we simply write this as ac → a.
Plasticity rules are applied as follows. If at step t we have that σi has b ≥ c
spikes and ab ∈ L(E), a rule E/ac → αk(i, N ) ∈ Ri can be applied. The set N is
a collection of neurons to which σi can create a synapse to, or remove a synapse
from, using the applied plasticity rule. The rule consumes c spikes and performs
one of the following, depending on α:
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– If α := + and N − pres(i) = ∅, or if α := − and pres(i) = ∅, then there is
nothing more to do, i.e. c spikes are consumed but no synapses are created
or removed. The former case corresponds to the case when σi has a synapse
to all neurons with labels in N , while the latter corresponds to the case when
σi has no more outgoing synapses to delete.
– for α := +, if |N − pres(i)| ≤ k, deterministically create a synapse to every
σl , l ∈ Nj − pres(i). If however |N − pres(i)| > k, nondeterministically select
k neurons in N − pres(i), and create one synapse to each selected neuron.
– for α := −, if |pres(i)| ≤ k, deterministically delete all synapses in pres(i).
If however |pres(i)| > k, nondeterministically select k neurons in pres(i),
and delete each synapse to the selected neurons.
If α := ± (α := ∓, respectively), create (delete, respectively) synapses at step t
and then delete (create, respectively) synapses at step t+1. Only the application
priority of synapse creation or deletion is changed, but the semantics of synapse
creation and deletion remain the same as when α ∈ {+, −}. Neuron i can receive
spikes from t until t + 1, but σi can only apply another rule at time t + 2.
An important note is that for σi applying a rule with α ∈ {+, ±, ∓}, creating
a synapse always involves a sending of one spike when σi connects to a neuron.
This single spike is sent at the time the synapse creation is applied, i.e. whenever
synapse (i, j) is created between σi and σj during synapse creation, we have σi
immediately transferring one spike to σj .
SNPSP systems are locally sequential (at each step, at most one rule is applied
per neuron) but globally parallel (neurons operate in parallel). Note that the
application of rules in neurons are synchronized, i.e. a global clock is assumed
and if a neuron can apply a rule then it must do so. A configuration of an
SNPSP system is based on (a) distribution of spikes in neurons, and (b) neuron
connections based on syn. For some step t, we can represent: (a) as hs1 , . . . , sm i
where si , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, is the number of spikes contained in σi ; for (b) we can derive
pres(i) and pos(i) from syn, for a given σi . The initial configuration therefore
is represented as hn1 , . . . , nm i, with the possibility of a disconnected graph.
Rule application (as defined above) allows for transitions from one configuration to another. A computation is defined as a sequence of transitions, from an
initial configuration, and following rule application semantics. A computation
halts if the system reaches a halting configuration, i.e. a configuration where no
rules can be applied. The output neuron applying a rule (we also say firing) triggers an output of the system, which will be defined below. The output neuron
sends spikes to the environment, and pres(out) = ∅. The input neuron receives
spikes from the environement and pos(in) = ∅.







m
a
l

a→a
a → ±1(l, {m, n})




Fig. 1. An SNPSP system Π.

n
a→a
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An example of an SNPSP system is Π = ({a}, σl , σm , σn , syn, n) where
σl = (1, {a → ±1(l, {m, n}}), σm = σn = (0, {a → a}), syn = {(m, n)}, and
the output neuron is σn . However and in what follows, for the sake of brevity
we omit formally defining the SNPSP system construct. We instead provide a
graphical representation as in Fig. 1. A computation of Π is as follows: the initial
configuration is h1, 0, 0i representing the corresponding spike distribution in the
neuron order σl , σm , σn .
Since a ∈ L(a), the plasticity rule of σl can be applied (we denote this as
step t). Since α := ± and k = 1 < |{m, n}|, σl must nondeterministically choose
to create either synapse (l, m) or (l, n) at t. At t therefore we have either the
synapse set syn0 = syn ∪ {(l, m)} or syn00 = syn ∪ {(l, n)}. Also at t we have σl
immediately sending a spike to σm if (l, m) is created, and the spike distribution
is now h0, 1, 0i. If (l, n) is created, the spike distribution is h0, 0, 1i, since σn
immediately receives a spike from σi during synapse creation. At step t + 1 the
created synapse at t is deleted, since α := ±, so we have syn = {(m, n)} again.
Notice that if (l, m) was created, the single spike is sent out to the environment
(i.e. σn spikes) at step t + 2. Otherwise the spike is sent to the environment at
t + 1 (if (l, n) was created).

4

Solving Subset Sum with SNPSP systems

SNP systems have been used to solve many NP-complete problems, see e.g.
[17,18,19,20,21]. These solutions are usually categorized as either semi-uniform
or uniform solutions. A problem Q is solved in a semi-uniform way if for each
specified instance I of Q we build an SNPSP system ΠQ,I , whose structure
and initial configuration depend on I. Furthermore, ΠQ,I halts and the output
neuron spikes at a specified time interval if and only if I is a positive instance of
Q. A uniform solution to Q consists of a family {ΠQ (n)}n∈N of SNPSP systems
such that, given an instance I ∈ Q of size n, we introduced a polynomial (in n)
number of spikes in specified (set of) input neuron(s) of ΠQ (n). Again, ΠQ (n)
halts and the output neuron spikes at a specified time, if and only if I is a
positive instance.
More formally, let X = (IX , ΘX ) be a decision problem, and g : N → N
a computable function, where IX is a set of instances and ΘX is a predicate
over IX . We say X is solvable by a family Π = {Π(n)|n ∈ N} of SNPSP
systems, in time bounded by g, in a nondeterministic and uniform way (denoted
as X ∈ NSNP(g)) if the following hold:
– The family Π is polynomially uniform by Turing machines, i.e. there exists a
deterministic Turing machine working in polynomial time which constructs
Π(n), n ∈ N.
– There exist polynomial time computable functions, cod and s, over IX , such
that
• For each instance w ∈ IX , s(w) is a natural number, and cod(w) is a
valid input (using some encoding) of the SNPSP system Π(s(w)).
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• The family Π is g-bounded with respect to (X, cod, s), i.e. for each instance w ∈ IX , the minimum length of an accepting computation of
Π(s(w)) with input cod(w) is bounded by g(|w|).
• The family Π is sound with respect to (X, cod, s), i.e. for each w ∈ IX ,
if there exists an accepting computation of Π(s(w)) with input cod(w),
then ΘX (w) = 1.
• The family Π is complete with respect to (X, cod, s), i.e. for every w ∈
IX , if ΘX (w) = 1 then there exists a computation of Π(w) with input
cod(w) which is an accepting computation.
We say X = (IX , ΘX ) is solvable in polynomial time by a family Π =
{Π(n)|n ∈ N} of SNPSP systems, in a nondeterministic and uniform way (denoted as X ∈ NPSNP) if there exists a k ∈ N such that X is solvable by the
family Π in time bounded by a polynomial, in a nondeterministic and uniform
way. Now let X = (IX , ΘX ) be a decision problem, and g, IX , and ΘX are as
previously defined here. We say X is solvable by a family Π = {Π(w)|w ∈ IX } of
SNPSP systems, in time bounded by g, in a nondeterministic and semi-uniform
way (denoted as X ∈ NSNP∗ (g)) if the following hold:
– The family Π is polynomially uniform Turing machines, i.e. there exists a
deterministic Turing machine working in polynomial time which constructs
Π(w) from instance w ∈ IX .
– The family Π is g-bounded with respect to X, i.e. for each w ∈ IX the
minimum length of an accepting computation of Π(w) is bounded by g(|w|).
– The family Π is sound with respect to X, i.e. for every w ∈ IX , if there
exists an accepting computation of Π(w), then ΘX (w) = 1.
– The family Π is complete with respect to X, i.e. for every w ∈ IX , if
ΘX (w) = 1, then there exists a computation of Π(w) which is an accepting
computation.
We then say that a decision problem X = (IX , ΘX ) is solvable in polynomial time
by a family of Π = {Π(w)|w ∈ IX } of SNPSP systems, in a nondeterministic
and semi-uniform way (denoted as X ∈ NPSNP∗ ) if there exists a k ∈ N
such that X is solvable by the family Π in time bounded by a polynomial, in a
nondeterministic and semi-uniform way.
The preference of uniform solutions over semi-uniform solutions is given by
the fact that the former are more strictly related to the structure of the problem,
instead of specific instances of the problem. For semi-uniform solutions, input
neurons are not needed since the problem instance is embedded in the system
structure (e.g. number of spikes, neurons, or rules) while in uniform solutions,
at least one input neuron is needed to introduce the instance into the system.
Deterministic and nondeterministic solutions (both for semi-uniform and uniform solutions) can be found in [17,18,19,20,21]. Note that nondeterministic solutions allow for more “compact” solutions, in terms of the number of neurons
in the system. Unless P = NP, we need exponential space (i.e. neurons) to
deterministically solve hard problems in polynomial time.
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The NP-complete problem considered here, Subset sum, can be defined as
follows:
Problem: Subset Sum [22]
– Instance: S, and a (multi)set V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn }, with S, vi ∈ N and 1 ≤
i ≤ n;
P
– Question: Is there a sub(multi)set B ⊆ V such that
b = S?
b∈B

In [17], the Subset sum problem was also solved in a nondeterministic and
semi-uniform way using SNP systems with extended rules: extended rules, as
compared to spiking rules, are of the form E/ac → ap with the meaning that
each step a neuron can produce p ≥ 1 spikes instead of only one spike. Additionally, [17] used some neurons that applied rules sequentially, while some neurons
applied their rules in an exhaustive manner (i.e. it is possible to apply a rule
more than once in one step). A follow-up and improved (uniform) solution was
then given in [18]. There are several ways of encoding an instance of Subset Sum
as the input to the system. Two common ways (used in this work, and as [17]
and [18]) involve either (i) starting with an initial configuration where each σi
stores vi number of spikes, 1 ≤ i ≤ n (for the semi-uniform solution), or (ii)
each σini receives a number of spikes from the environment equal to non-zero
multiples of vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n (for the uniform solution).

5

A semi-uniform solution to Subset Sum

We begin by providing a family Π of nondeterministic and semi-uniform SNPSP
systems solving Subset Sum in constant time, as given in [11]. Actually, the
semi-uniform solution provided in this section fixes a “bug” in the semi-uniform
solution given in [11]. The semi-uniform solution provided in [11] indeed solves
the Subset Sum problem, but it is possible for the solution to produce false
positive results. The size of each Π ∈ Π is dependent on the value of n and each
vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The number of neurons is a function of the magnitude of each vi .
The construct of each SNPSP system Πss,I , Πss ∈ Π, that solves instance I
of the Subset Sum problem is as follows:


Πss,I = {a}, σi , σi(Y ) , σi(N ) , σi(j) , σout 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ vi , syn, out
where V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn } and we need to check for the value S. We refer
to Fig. 2 for a graphical representation of Πss . Compared to the semi-uniform
solution in [17], each Πss has the following normal form (i.e. a simplifying set of
restrictions): (i) simple, i.e. each neuron has exactly one rule; (ii) only synapselevel nondeterminism, i.e. nondeterministic choice exists only in choosing which
synapse to create and not which rule to apply (known as rule-level nondeterminism; (iii) no forgetting rule or rule with a delay is used.
The initial configuration is where every σi has one spike, and every other
neuron has none. In step 1, each neuron σi nondeterministically chooses to create
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either synapse i, i(Y ) or i, i(N ) . If i, i(N ) is created, neuron σi(N ) consumes

a spike but has pres i(N ) = ∅, hence no more computations can proceed. If
i, i(Y ) is created, then at step 2, σi(Y ) then it sends one spike each to σi(1) to

σi(vi ) , i.e. vi number of spikes are produced since pres i(Y ) = vi .
Once neurons σi(1) to σi(vi ) receive one spike each, they send one spike each
to σout at step 3. If exactly S number of spikes are received by σout then σout
will send a spike to the environment. Therefore if an affirmative answer to the
problem instance exists, a spike would be sent to the environment in four steps
since the initial configuration. Otherwise, no spike sent to the environment in
four steps indicates a negative answer to the instance. Whether σout sends a
spike or not, the system still halts in four steps. This ends the description of the
semi-uniform solution.
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Fig. 2. The semi-uniform SNPSP system Πss solving Subset Sum.

In Πss the computation time is constant (four steps) but the number of
neurons is dependent on the individual values of the input numbers vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
In this case, our semi-uniform solution using exactly one (plasticity) rule in some
neurons is enough to replace the functions of rules with delays and forgetting
rules in the semi-uniform solution in [17]. At the price of slightly extending
the computation time (it is still constant), we obtain a uniform solution in the
following section.

6

A uniform solution to Subset Sum

Next, we provide a family Π solving Subset Sum in a nondeterministic and
uniform way in constant time. In this case, the system only “knows” the value of
n, while S and each vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n must be introduced into the system using n + 1
input neurons. This uniform family of solutions improves the solution provided
in the previous section and the uniform solution in [17].
Each SNPSP system Πus (n), Πus ∈ Π, that solves instance I of size n of
the problem is illustrated in Fig. 3. We introduce 2vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n spikes into the
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corresponding input neuron ini , while we introduce 2S spikes into inn+1 . Fig. 3
shows these spikes already present in the n+1 input neurons. These even number
of spikes cannot be used by σini until a spike is received from σci . Neurons
σci , 1 ≤ i ≤ n are the only neurons with nondeterminism (synapse-level). These
neurons nondeterministically allow their corresponding σini neurons to spike (if
σci creates synapse (ci , ini )) or not (if σci creates synapse (ci , x)). Note that
there is no σx so that (ci , x) is never actually created.
Neurons σci apply their rules at step 1, and at step 3 neurons ei,1 spike if
they become activated from their corresponding ini neuron. It also takes 3 steps
before σh3 and σh4 begin to spike, starting with the spiking of σh1 at step 1.
Neurons σh3 and σh4 “feed” a spike to each other starting at step 3. A spike is
also sent from σh4 to σt1 (the “comparison trigger” neuron). At step 4 the odd
number of spikes in σt1 , sent by the activated ei,1 neurons and σh4 ), allows the
use of its forgetting rule to remove all of its spikes.
At step 5 only σh4 sends a spike to σt1 . At step 6, σt1 sends one spike each
to σh4 and σt2 , while σt1 receives one more spike from σh4 . At step 7, σh4 stores
two spikes so it can never spike again, while σt1 sends one more spike to σt2 . At
step 8, σt2 sends a spike to σacc and σnn+1 which become activated with an odd
number of spikes now. Both σacc and σnn+1 empty their spikes (removing two
spikes each step) while sending one spike each to σout .
If the number of spikes accumulated in σacc equals the 2S number of spikes in
σnn+1 , then the system will halt without producing a spike to the environment.
Otherwise, σout will receive one spike from either σacc or σnn+1 and send one
spike to the environment. Halting without σout producing a spike, and halting
with σout producing a spike, corresponds to a positive and negative answer to the
problem instance, respectively. This ends the description of the uniform solution.
The number
Pn of neurons is constant, with 4n + 9 neurons. The system halts
in at most 2 i=1 vi + 6 steps: we have one initial step; at most max{vi |1 ≤ i ≤
n} + 1 to move the spikes from σini to σt1 ; one step for σt1 to send its first (out
of two) spike; σacc and P
σinn+1 become activated after two steps, once σt1 has
n
sent two spikes; at most i=1 vi steps for comparison between the spikes of σacc
and σinn+1 ; the last step
Pnis for σout to send one spike to the environment. Since
max{vi |1 ≤ i ≤ n} ≤ i=1 vi , we obtain the upper bound for the halting time.
Actually, the forgetting rules in Πus can be removed by using a plasticity rule
that functions like a forgetting rule, which is done by the σci neurons (synapse
(ci , x) is never created). The number of neurons and the halting time will still
remain the same. In comparison, the non-uniform system in [17] solving Subset
Sum (using forgetting rules, rules with delays, and standard
Pn rules) computes in
four steps, while their uniform solution halts in at most 3 i=1 vi + 6 steps using
5n + 13 neurons (also using delays, forgetting rules, and standard rules). Thus,
one benefit of using synapse-level nondeterminism in this case is decreasing the
needed neurons by a linear amount. Also in this case, fewer number of neurons
helped improve the computation time: spikes have fewer neurons to pass through,
so the spike of σout is sent to the environment sooner rather than later.
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Fig. 3. The uniform SNPSP system Πus solving Subset Sum.
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Final remarks

In this work, we fixed the semi-uniform solution to Subset Sum in [11] using
SNPSP systems. We also provided a uniform family of solutions to Subset Sum
using SNPSP systems. The use of plasticity rules in this case allowed for a
simplifying set of requirements (i.e. normal form) to be applied to our semiuniform solution, compared to the semi-uniform solution in [17]. In particular,
in our semi-uniform solution the plasticity rules could replace forgetting rules
and rules with delays. Our uniform solution decreased the number of neurons by
a linear amount with respect to the input size, compared to a uniform solution
to Subset Sum using SNP systems in [17]. A clear research direction of interest
is to show how to solve other hard problems using plasticity rules. Also, how do
we make better use of the nondeterminism at the synapse level due to plasticity
rules, to perhaps encode problem instances?
Synapse-level nondeterminism in this work provided a reduction in the number of neurons, but perhaps we can also use plasticity rules to further reduce system parameters, e.g. number of neurons, number of rules in neurons, or synapses
in the system. As an extension and future work, we also plan to use SNPSP systems to solve other hard problems, in particular, combinatorial problems come to
mind: since plasticity rules can (non)deterministically try to create connections
(i.e. synapses), one natural use of such rules is to try different combinations of
connections in order to solve problems. These work extensions will provide further members of the complexity classes provided earlier, e.g. NPSNP, NPSNP∗
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Abstract. Array P system with a sequential rewriting of array objects
in the regions linked the two areas of picture languages and membrane
computing. Tabled array P system (TPAP), introduced recently, is a variant with a parallel rewriting feature and with tables of array rewriting
rules. Application of this system for region-based segmentation of picture
arrays is considered here, besides obtaining some comparison properties
of the system.
Keywords: Membrane Computing, Array P system, Picture
language

1

Introduction

Păun [10] initiated the area of membrane computing around the year 2000,
motivated by the study of biological cells. The computing model in membrane
computing, referred to as P system (in honor of its originator), with its several
variants such as tissue P system and spiking neural P system (see, for example, [8, 17–20]), has turned out to be a versatile framework for solving many
computational problems in many fields of research and investigation [4, 11]. One
such area is computer vision (see, for example [4] pp. 617) which includes as
a sub-topic, the area of two-dimensional (2D) array grammars [3, 5, 16], both
the isometric and non-isometric varieties, developed as generalizations of formal
string grammars [12]. These 2D grammars generating picture array languages
have also provided potential tools for dealing with application problems [14, 16].
The two areas of picture array languages and membrane computing were
linked in [1] by a picture array generating model, known as array P system.
Parallel array P system (PAP), recently introduced [15] and an improvement
of PAP in terms of reduction in the number of membranes needed to generate
certain picture languages, considered in [9] are variants of the array P system. A
⋆
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further variant, called tabled parallel array P system (TPAP), introduced in [7],
involves the feature of having tables of rules in the regions of the parallel array
P system. This feature of grouping rules in tables is a well-known technique
in formal language theory [12], especially in Lindenmayer systems [13]. In [7],
certain comparison results and an application of TPAP to generation of picture
patterns, are examined.
We here examine further the tabled parallel array P system and show that
TPAP with one membrane and regular array rules is more powerful than the corresponding PAP. We also show that the geometric patterns of hollow rectangles
in digitized form, considered as a picture array language LH over one symbol a,
can be generated by a TPAP with one membrane and regular array rules while
in [9], a PAP with two membranes and regular array rules is given to generate
LH .
The problem of region-based segmentation of an image or a picture array has
been investigated by Christinal et al. [2] by designing a family of tissue-like P
systems. The idea is to assign labels to the pixels in a rectangular digital image
in such a way that pixels with similar features are assigned the same label. We
here provide a TPAP with two membranes and array-rewriting rules to handle
the problem of region-based segmentation.

2

Preliminaries

We recall certain notions and results on array grammars [3, 5] and array P systems [1], relevant to our study and refer to [12] for concepts related to formal
language theory, not recalled here.
Let V be a finite alphabet. A non-empty finite array A over V , also called
a picture array, consists of a finite number of unit squares (also called cells)
in the two-dimensional plane. Each square of A is labelled by a symbol of V .
For example, a picture array representing a right angle with “arms” made of
a is shown in Fig. 1. An empty square is labelled by the blank symbol # ∈
/ V.
The set of all non-empty, connected finite arrays over V is denoted by V ++ .
An array language is a subset of V ++ . We use the pictorial way of specifying a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a a a a a a a

Fig. 1. A picture array representing the right angle

picture array indicating only the non-blank labels of the cells as done in Fig. 1,
since only the relative positions of the symbols in a picture array are needed for
describing a picture. An array production or array rule r over V , is of the form
A → B where A, B are isotonic arrays over V in the sense that the cells of A and
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B are the same, irrespective of the cells being marked with symbols in V or with
the blank symbol #. Also, in the array rewriting rules, the cells marked with #
are explicitly shown, although in a picture array, the blank cells are not shown
when pictorially representing the array. A rule r as above is used to rewrite an
array C in the following way: a collection of cells in C is identified where A can
be superposed, with all cells matching, irrespective of they being marked with
symbols in V or with # and then those cells are replaced with B. Note that the
isotonic feature of A and B ensures the fact that this replacement is possible. If
the resulting picture array is D, we write C ⇒ D. The reflexive and transitive
closure of the relation ⇒ is denoted by ⇒∗ .
Note that all rules we consider here are isotonic in the sense that the shapes
of the left hand side and the right hand side are identical; only the labelling
by blank or non-blank symbols, differs. A context-free array rule is an isotonic
rule with only one non-blank cell in its left hand side, which is labelled by a
nonterminal symbol. An array rule is regular if it is in any one of the following
#
B A
a
forms: A # → a B, # A → B a,
→ ,
→ , A → B, A → a, where
A
a #
B
A, B are nonterminals and a is a terminal.

3

Tabled Parallel Array P system

A variant of the array P system of [1], called parallel array P system (PAP) was
introduced in [15] by incorporating the feature of parallel rewriting of arrays
in the regions and and a further improvement in this system was made in [9],
in terms of reduction in the number of membranes used in generating certain
picture languages. Another variant of array P system, called tabled parallel array
P system (TPAP), was introduced in [7], by endowing the parallel array P system
with the additional feature of a finite number of tables of array-rewriting rules
in the regions of the system. We now recall the tabled parallel array P system.
Definition 1. A tabled parallel array P system (TPAP) is a construct
Π = (V, T, #, µ, F1 , . . . , Fm , R1 , . . . , Rm , i0 ),
where: V is the alphabet of nonterminals and terminals;
T ⊆ V is the terminal alphabet, # ∈
/ V is the blank symbol;
µ is a membrane structure with m membranes labelled in a one-to-one way with
1, 2, . . . , m;
F1 , . . . , Fm are finite sets of arrays over V associated with the m regions of µ;
R1 , . . . , Rm are finite sets containing tables of array-rewriting rules (context-free
or regular) of the form t = {Ai → Bi | 1 ≤ i ≤ m, m ≥ 1} (tar) (Ai and Bi are
arrays) with an attached target indicated by tar;
The targets can be here, out , in (in general, we omit mentioning here), with the
usual interpretation. (The meaning of here is that the array remains in the same
region after the rules are applied, out means that the array exits the current
membrane, and in means that the array is immediately sent to one of the directly
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lower membranes, nondeterministically chosen if several exist; if no internal
membrane exists, then a rule with the target indication in cannot be used);
Finally, io is the label of an elementary membrane of µ which is the output
membrane.
A computation in a tabled parallel array P system is done as follows: Each
array from a region of the system must be rewritten by a table of array rules
in that region. The application of a table of rules in processing an array in a
region is done in a parallel manner in the sense that all the nonterminals in the
array being processed, are rewritten by the rules of a table. This corresponds to
the Lindenmayer type [13] of parallel rewriting well-known in formal language
theory and is referred to as the allP case in [9]. Also, the same table of rules is
used for rewriting all the arrays in a region and no cells of the left hand sides of
the rules in the table may overlap.
A computation is successful only if it halts; that is, it reaches a configuration
where no table of rules can be applied to the existing arrays. The result of a
halting computation consists of the picture arrays composed only of terminal
symbols collected in the region with label io in the halting configuration. As in
the case of PAP [9], a computation which produces a terminal array, but still
can rewrite another array, is not halting; No result is obtained if the rewriting
of one array continues forever, irrespective of any number of terminal arrays
produced. The families of all array languages generated by tabled parallel array
P systems as above, with at most m membranes, with CF and regular array rules
are respectively denoted by T P APm (CF ) and T P APm (REG).
Remark 1. i) When there is at most one table of rules for each of the three target
indications (here, in, out) in each region of a TPAP, then the TPAP is simply a
PAP. The families of all array languages generated by parallel array P systems,
with at most m membranes, with CF and regular array rules are respectively
denoted by P APm (CF ) and P APm (REG).
ii) The requirement in a computation of TPAP that the same table of rules is
used for rewriting all the arrays in a region, is a strong restriction but in some
sense extends a corresponding notion in the case of PAP, namely, all the arrays
in a region are rewritten by rules with the same target indication.
Example 1. Consider the following tabled parallel array P system with regular
array rules: Π1 = ({A, B, a, c, x}, {a, c, x}, #, [1 ]1 ,
{ xA B }, R1 = {t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 }, 1), with


A
B # → a B, # → A
t1 = B # → c B , #
c
A
A → a , t2 =
t3 = { A→a ,

B→c } , t4

= { A→c ,

B→a } .

Starting with the axiom array Ax B in region 1, if rules in the table t1 are applied
in parallel, then the vertical arm grows up by a letter a while the horizontal arm
grows right by a letter c; if rules in the table t2 are applied in parallel, then the
vertical arm grows up by the letter c while the horizontal arm grows right by the
letter a. If the rules of table t3 or t4 are applied, then the growth in the vertical
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a
c
c
a
a
a
x c c c a a c

Fig. 2. A picture array generated by the TPAP Π1

arm as well as the horizontal arm is terminated. The termination happens with
a in the vertical arm and c in the horizontal arm or viceversa. For example, to
generate the picture array in Fig. 2, the sequence of tables of rules to be applied
to the axiom array is t1 , t1 , t1 , t2 , t2 , t3 .
Comparison of the family of picture array languages defined by TPAP with
some picture array generating models has been done in [7]. We now compare
the PAP and TPAP with one membranes for their capability in handling picture
array languages. The case of more membranes remains to be explored.
Theorem 1. P AP1 (REG) ⊂ T P AP1 (REG).
Proof. The inclusion is clear from Remark 1. The proper inclusion is a consequence of the picture language of example 1, where a TPAP is given to generate
the picture language. A picture array in this language is in the shape of a right
angle but with the following property: if there is a (respectively c) in some
position in the vertical arm counted from the corner position, then there is c (respectively a) in the corresponding position in the horizontal arm. This feature
cannot be maintained by a PAP with one membrane as the rules can have the
only target here and there is no way of directing the application of rules to grow
a cell with label c (respectively a) to the right in the horizontal arm whenever
a cell with label a (respectively c) is grown up in the vertical arm. This shows
that the picture language of 1 cannot be generated by any PAP.
⊔
⊓
A parallel array P system with two membranes and regular array rules is given
in [9] to generate the picture array language LH consisting of hollow rectangles
over a. We here give a TPAP with only one membrane and tables of regular
array rules to generate LH . Our construction closely follows the PAP in [9].
Theorem 2. LH ∈ T P AP1 (REG).
Proof. The TPAP with one membrane and tables of regular array rules, generating LH is defined as follows: Π2 = ({A, B, C, D, E, X, Y, Z, W, U, F, H, a}, {a}, #, [1]1 ,
{ A a B , X a Y }, R1 = {t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t5 , t6 , t7 }, 1), with
t1 = { B # → a B , A → A ,

C #
D
t2 = #
A → a, B → a,

C #
D
t3 = #
C → a, D → a,
t4 = { C → a ,

D

→ E,

Y#

→

a Y, X

→ X},

#
X

→ Za ,

#
Y

→

W
a

,

#
Z

→ Za ,

#
W

→

W
a

,

Z

→ a,

W

→ U},
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t5 = { # U →

U a, # E

→

E a},

t6 = { E → a , U → F } ,

H
t7 = # F → Ha , #
H → a .

In region 1, there are initially two arrays AaB and XaY. Each of these arrays
can be rewritten either by t1 or by t2 but both the arrays are to be rewritten,
by definition, only by one of these at a time. If t1 is applied, then the horizontal
base grows in both the arrays producing as many a’s as we need. If table t2
is applied, then the two vertical arms in each of these arrays start growing up
producing the symbol a. This growth is continued by the application of the table
t3 till the table t4 is applied. Application of the table t4 terminates the growth
in the left vertical arm in each of these two arrays while change of nonterminal
symbol takes place in the top of the right vertical arm of the two arrays. The
upper horizontal arm of each of these two arrays can be grown from right to
left, by repeated application of t5 . If the upper horizontal arm gets completed
successfully in the first array obtained from the initial array AaB, thus yielding
the picture array representing a hollow rectangle, then the derivation in both
the arrays comes to a halt but the array obtained from the second axiom array
XaY gets stuck with a nonterminal F. On the other hand, if the derivation from
the first axiom array AaB is terminated prematurely without completing the
hollow rectangle, the derivation does not halt as in the second array, as the rule
#
H
⊔
⊓
H → a of the table t7 can be applied for ever.

4

TPAP for Region-based Segmentation of Picture
Arrays

The P system, proposed by Christinal et al. [2] for region-based segmentation
of a digitized rectangular image or picture array, considers at a time an array
of a given size and examines the label or color of each pixel of the array in
trying to carry out the task of region-based segmentation. We here make use of
a P system with parallel rewriting and tables of array-rewriting rules so that the
limitation of considering an array of given size in the system in [2] is avoided and
a general set of rules is developed to handle array of any size, although the rules
are motivated by the techniques in [2]. We now define the TPAP to identify the
borders of different regions of a picture array, with the pixels in a region being
filled with symbols having a specific ‘color’. We also specify an ordering < on
the colors. So far in the earlier sections we have considered mainly context-free
or regular rules but now we consider isotonic array rules in the general form in
a TPAP.
Definition 2. A tabled parallel array P system for region-based segmentation is
a construct
Πs = (V, T, µ, F1 , F2 , R1 , R2 , 2),
where
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(i) V is the working alphabet;
(ii) T ⊆ V is the input alphabet, with each symbol in T standing for the color of
a particular region in the picture array; V − T = {a|a ∈ T };
(iii) µ is a membrane structure with 2 membranes of the form [1 [2 ]2 ]1 ;
(iv) F1 , F2 are finite sets of initial arrays over V associated with the 2 regions of
µ; F1 consists of the input picture array; F2 = ∅;
(v) R1 , R2 are finite sets of tables of isotonic array rewriting rules over V associated with the 2 regions of µ and the tables of rules have attached targets
here, in (in general, we omit mentioning here);
(vii) 2 is the label of an elementary membrane of µ which is the output membrane.
The set R1 consists of two tables t1 , t2 with targets here and in respectively. The
set R2 consists of table t3 with target here. The tables of rules are listed below
and we assume a < b, for colors a, b used in the rules.
t1 = { ab → ab ,
t2 = { aa ab →

a a,
ab

b
a

b a
a a

→ ba ,
→

ab

ba
a a,

→ ab ,

aa
ba

→

b a

→ ba }

a a,
b a

ab
aa

→

a b}
aa

t3 = {a → #}
The working of Πs for region-based segmentation is as follows: the input
rectangular picture array to be segmented, is initially in the region 1. The rules
of the table t1 in region 1 are only applicable at this stage. The rules are applied
in parallel so that whenever a pixel with color label a is adjacent to another pixel
(left, right, up or down) with color label b, a < b, then the symbol a is changed
into a. This is the step of identifying the border symbols. Note that the rules
of table t1 are no longer applicable while rules of table t2 could be applied. The
paths defined by the border symbols are then achieved by parallel application of
the rules of the table t2 in region 1. Due to the target indication in of the table
t2 , the picture array is then sent to inner region 2. Here, the border symbols are
erased by the parallel application of the rules of the table t3 , thus yielding the
segmented picture array in the output region 2.

5

Conclusion and Discussion

There are several problems that remain to be explored. As mentioned already,
it remains to examine analogue of Theorem 1 for two or more membranes. The
requirement of applying one and the same table, if available, to all the picture
arrays in a region of a TPAP, is a strong requirement. The problem of relaxing
this requirement and examining whether Theorem 2 still holds, remains to be
investigated. Region based segmentation of hexagonal picture arrays has also
been considered [6]. The applicability of TPAP for handling this problem is for
future work.
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Abstract. This paper proposes a temporal fuzzy reasoning spiking neural P system with real numbers (rTFRSN P system) and its corresponding fault diagnosis
method called FDTSNP to diagnose faults in a power system. The introduction
of the rTFRSN P system is to make full use of the temporal order information of
alarm messages so as to model candidate fault sections. The presentation of the
reasoning algorithm within the framework of an rTFRSN P system tries to obtain
confidence levels of candidate faulty sections. Thus, FDTSNP offers an intuitive
illustration based on a strictly mathematical expression and a good ability to handle incomplete and uncertain alarm messages with temporal order information.
The effectiveness of FDTSNP is verified in various fault cases including single
and multiple fault situations with/without incomplete and uncertain alarm messages. Experimental results show that FDTSNP is better than several methods
reported in the literature, in terms of the correctness of diagnosis results.
Keywords: Membrane computing, spiking neural P system, fuzzy reasoning spiking neural P system, temporal fuzzy reasoning spiking neural P system with real
numbers, fault diagnosis, power system

1

Introduction

Membrane computing, formally introduced by Gh. Păun in [1], is an attractive research
field of computer science aiming at abstracting computing models, called membrane
systems or P systems, from the structures and functioning of living cells, as well as
from the way the cells are organized in tissues or higher order structures. Currently,
there are three basic types of P systems: cell-like P systems, tissue-like P systems and
neural-like P systems.
In recent years, the research on neural-like P systems mainly focused on spiking
neural P systems (SN P systems), which were introduced in [2]. An SN P system is a
⋆
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kind of distributed and parallel computing models inspired by the neurophysiological
behavior of neurons sending electrical impulses (spikes) along axons from presynaptic
neurons to postsynaptic neurons. Recently, SN P systems have become a hot topic in
membrane computing [3]-[22].
Until now, only a few of investigations focus on the use of SN P systems to solve
engineering problems. In [14], a fuzzy reasoning spiking neural P system with real
numbers (rFRSN P system) was presented to fulfill fault diagnosis. In [15], an rFRSN
P system was used for fault diagnosis of power systems and examples were provided to
verify its effectiveness. In [17], adaptive fuzzy spiking neural P systems were applied in
fault diagnosis of power transmission networks. In [18], a fuzzy reasoning spiking neural P system with trapezoidal fuzzy numbers (tFRSN P system) was presented to fulfill
diagnosis knowledge representation and reasoning, and FDSNP was proposed for fault
diagnosis of power systems. In [20], a weighted fuzzy reasoning spiking neural P system (WFRSN P system) was presented for fulfilling fault diagnosis of traction power
supply systems of high-speed railways. These aforementioned different kinds of SN P
systems, called FRSN P systems, are effective in diagnosing faults of different power
systems with uncertainty and incompleteness. However, the studies [14,15,17,20] handled uncertainty and incompleteness by probability statistics where the values were
obtained based on the frequency of occurrences from historical data while the study
[18] by trapezoidal fuzzy numbers which were based on expertise. As a matter of fact,
it is difficult to obtain and process real-time statistical data from huge power networks
and expertise is usually influenced by experts’ levels. Therefore, how to improve FRSN
P systems to handle uncertainty and incompleteness in fault diagnosis of power systems
is worth discussing.
There exists a time limit constraint relationship between protective relays and circuit
breakers (CBs) and a time cooperation relationship between each grade of protective relays and their corresponding CBs. The temporal order information of alarm messages
obtained based on global positioning systems (GPS) can record action sequences of
these protective relays and CBs by milliseconds (ms). For each fault in a power system, the temporal order information of alarm messages is obtained immediately and
objectively from monitoring equipments. The temporal order information can be used
to correct redundant information error by using the temporal order information consistency constraint relationship to filter out wrong alarm messages. Thus, more reliable
alarm messages are obtained after the information error correction and can overcome
the uncertainty caused by maloperation and operation failure of protection devices. So
it is a good way to use the temporal order information of alarm messages to handle
uncertainty and incompleteness in fault diagnosis of power systems.
In this study, to make full use of the temporal order information of alarm messages
from supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems, a temporal fuzzy reasoning spiking neural P system with real numbers (rTFRSN P system) is proposed and
a fault diagnosis method based on rTFRSN P systems for power systems (FDTSNP,
for short) is developed for fault diagnosis of power systems. In FDTSNP, an rTFRSN P
systems is introduced to model candidate fault sections, a reasoning algorithm of the rTFRSN P system is presented for fault reasoning to obtain confidence levels of candidate
faulty sections and temporal order information consistency constraint relationship is
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used to handle temporal order information of alarm messages as well as judge its validity. To make the rTFRSN P system models quickly be revised when topology structure
of power networks have changes, sub-rTFRSN P system models of each sections are
considered. Case studies show that FDTSNP is effective in fault diagnosis of power
systems in different types of fault cases.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 states the problem to solve. The models and reasoning algorithms of rTFRSN P systems are presented in Section 3. Section
4 introduces fault diagnosis method based on P systems (FDTSNP). In Section 5, case
studies on fault diagnosis are used to test the effectiveness of FDTSNP. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2

Reasoning Model-based Methods Considering Temporal Order
Information

When a fault occurs in a power system, electrical quantities change firstly and then protective devices including protective relays and circuit breakers (CBs) operate to isolate
this fault. The protective relays consist of main protective relays, first backup protective
relays and second backup protective relays. It is worth pointing out that there is not any
first backup protective relay for buses [18]. These different kinds of protective relays
and their corresponding CBs operate to protect a power system based on certain rules.
For details about the operating rules, please see [18].
Thus when a fault occurs, a large number of alarm messages form SCADA systems
are poured into dispatchers’ consoles in a short period of time. These messages are often
incomplete and uncertain due to reasons such as maloperation and refuse operation of
protective devices and distortion of communication channel. One way to deal with the
uncertainty is to correct the alarm information in the first step of fault diagnosis. So,
we improve the framework of fault diagnosis in power systems using reasoning modelbased method in [20] and show it in Fig. 1.
In this study, temporal order information consistency constraint relationship is used
to correct the alarm information and then judge the validity of alarm messages. In order to illustrate temporal order information consistency constraint relationship, we first
introduce some temporal order concepts as follows.
(1) Time point constraints T (t) [23]
An interval T (t) = [t− , t+ ] is defined as a constraint of time point, where t−
and t+ are lower and upper bounds of T (t), respectively. T (t) is used to describe the
uncertainty of temporal order information of alarm messages. Usually, t− and t+ are
set as 95% and 105%, respectively, i.e., T (t) = [0.95t, 1.05t].
(2) Time distance constraints T (ti , tj ) [23]
Time distance d(ti , tj ) = tj − ti represents the time distance between two different alarm messages, where, ti and tj are time points of the messages. An interval
+
−
+
T (ti , tj ) = [t−
ij , tij ] is defined as a constraint of time distance, where tij and tij
are the lower and upper bounds of T (ti , tj ), respectively. T (ti , tj ) is used to describe the uncertainty of time distance of alarm messages. According to the principle
of relay protection, the time distance intervals about different kinds of protective relays and their corresponding CBs are T (P m, CBs)=[40, 60], T (P p, CBs)=[20, 40],
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Fig. 1. Power system fault diagnosis framework of reasoning model-based methods considered
temporal order information.

T (P s, CBs)=[40, 100], where P m, P p, P s represent main protective relays, first
backup protective relays and second backup protective relays, respectively.
Next, we describe temporal order information consistency constraint relationship as
follows. Temporal order information of alarm messages about related protective devices
must satisfy the consistency constraint, as shown in (1) [24].
T (tA ) + T (tA , tB ) ∩ T (tB ) ̸= ∅

(1)

where alarm A and alarm B are alarm messages with logical causality; T (tA ) and T (tB )
are operational time point constraints of alarm A and alarm B, respectively; T (tA , tB ) is
a time distance constraints between alarm A and alarm B; the symbol ‘+’ is an operation
of a time point and a time distance, and means the additions of the two lower time limits
and the two upper time limits of T (tA ) and T (tA , tB ), respectively. If temporal order
information of alarm A and alarm B fails to satisfy the relationship in (1), then A and
B also fails to satisfy the consistency constraint relationship, which means that alarm
messages A and alarm B are invalid.
Besides, we need to illustrate what is corresponding protection set which will be
used in the following sections. Fig. 2 is used as a simple example to describe the causality between protective relays and CBs. According to the principle of relay protection,
we know that circuit breakers CBij and CBji on line Lij has causal relationship with
protective relays. In this study, these protective relays are put into two sets, i.e., Cij and
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Fig. 2. A sketch map of protective relays and CBs.

Cji , where Cij and Cji represent protective relays corresponding to CBij and CBji ,
respectively.

3

Cij = {Bim , LijSm , LijSp , LijSs }

(2)

Cji = {Bjm , LijRm , LijRp , LijRs }

(3)

rTFRSN P Systems

3.1 Definitions
Definition 1: An rTFRSN P system of m ≥ 1 is a tuple Π = (O, σ1 , . . . , σm , syn,
in, out), where:
(1) O = {a} is a singleton alphabet (a is called spike);
(2) σ1 , . . . , σm are neurons. For proposition neurons, they are with the form σi =
(θi , ti , ri ), 1 ≤ i ≤ s; for rule neurons, they are with the form σi = (δi , ci , ri ), 1 ≤
i ≤ t, s + t = m, where:
(a) θi is a real number in [0, 1] representing the potential value of spikes (i.e. value
of electrical impulses) contained in proposition neuron σi ;
(b) ti is a real number either 0 or 1 representing the state of proposition neuron σi .
If ti = 1, then the alarm message associated with σi is valid; otherwise, the
alarm message associated with σi is invalid;
(c) δi is a real number in [0, 1] representing the potential value of spikes (i.e. value
of electrical impulses) contained in rule neuron σi ;
(d) ci is a real number in [0, 1] representing the truth value associated with rule
neuron σi and is identical with the certainty factor of the fuzzy production
rules corresponding to rule neuron σi ;
(e) For both proposition neurons and rule neurons, ri represents a firing (spiking)
rule contained in neuron σi with the form E/aθ → aβ , where θ and β are
real numbers in [0, 1], E = {an } is the firing condition. The firing condition
means that if and only if neuron σi receives at least n spikes, then the firing
rule contained in the neuron can be applied, otherwise, the firing rule cannot be
applied;
(3) syn ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , m} × {1, 2, . . . , m} with i ̸= j for all (i, j) ∈ syn, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m,
is a directed graph of synapses between the linked neurons;
(4) in, out ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , m} indicate the input neuron set and the output neuron set of
Π, respectively.
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An rTFRSN P system is an extension of SN P systems. (1) The definition of neurons
are extended. The rTFRSN P systems consist of two kinds of neurons: proposition neurons and rule neurons, where rule neurons contain two subcategories: and and or. (2)
The pulse value θi contained in each proposition neuron or the pulse value δi contained
in each rule neuron is a real number in [0, 1] representing potential value of spikes contained in this neuron instead of the number of spikes in SN P systems. (3) Each neuron
σi is associated with either a proposition or a fuzzy production rule. For a proposition
neuron σi , the real number ti represents the state of this proposition neuron and is used
to determine whether proposition neuron σi is valid or not. If ti = 1, then the alarm
message associated with σi is valid and this means that the protective device associated
with this alarm message operates correctly; otherwise, the alarm message associated
with σi is invalid and this means that the protective device associated with this alarm
message maloperates. For a rule neuron σi , the real number ti ∈ [0, 1] represents the
certainty factor (CF) of the fuzzy production rule associated with σi . (4) Each neuron
contains only one firing (spiking) rule of the form E/aθ → aβ . When the firing condition of one neuron is satisfied, the firing rule is applied, which means that the potential
value θ is consumed and then this neuron produces a new spike with potential value of
β. These different types of neurons aforementioned handle the potential values θ and
β in different ways. In this study, ti is used to determine whether proposition neuron
σi is valid and the value of ti itself is not used in a computing process. Therefore, the
definitions of neurons (and and or rule neurons) and ways of handling potential values
θ and β are the same with those in [14]. Thus, we will not describe them again here
(see [14] for more details). If the firing condition of one neuron is satisfied, then the
potential value of the spikes received by this neuron is updated via logical and or or
operators. (5) Time delay is ignored in rTFRSN P systems, thus all neurons are always
open.
3.2 Reasoning algorithm
In order to present a reasoning algorithm for rTFRSN P systems, we first introduce
some parameter vectors and matrices as follows.
(1) θ = (θ1 , . . . , θs )T is a real truth value vector of the s proposition neurons, where
θi (1 ≤ i ≤ s) is a real number in [0, 1] representing the potential value contained in
the ith proposition neuron. If there is not any spike contained in a proposition neuron,
its potential value is 0.
(2) δ = (δ1 , . . . , δt )T is a real truth value vector of the t rule neurons, where δj
(1 ≤ j ≤ t) is a real number [0, 1] representing the potential value contained in the jth
rule neuron. If there is not any spike contained in a rule neuron, its potential value is 0.
(3) C = diag(c1 , . . . , ct ) is a diagonal matrix, where cj (1 ≤ j ≤ t) is a real number
in [0, 1] representing the certainty factor of the jth fuzzy production rule.
4) D1 = (dij )s×t is a synaptic matrix representing the directed connection from
proposition neurons to general rule neurons. If there is a directed arc (synapse) from the
proposition neuron σi to the general rule neuron σj , then dij = 1, otherwise, dij = 0.
5) D2 = (dij )s×t is a synaptic matrix representing the directed connection from
proposition neurons to and rule neurons. If there is a directed arc (synapse) from the
proposition neuron σi to the and rule neuron σj , then dij = 1, otherwise, dij = 0.
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6) D3 = (dij )s×t is a synaptic matrix representing the directed connection from
proposition neurons to or rule neurons. If there is a directed arc (synapse) from the
proposition neuron σi to the or rule neuron σj , then dij = 1, otherwise, dij = 0.
7) E = (eji )t×s is a synaptic matrix representing the directed connection from rule
neurons to proposition neurons. If there is a directed arc (synapse) from the rule neuron
σj to the proposition neuron σi , then eji = 1, otherwise, eji = 0.
Subsequently, we introduce some multiplication operations as follows.
(1) ⊗: DT ⊗θ = (d¯1 , . . . , d¯t )T , where d¯j = d1j ∗θ1 +. . . +dsj ∗θs , for j = 1, . . . , t.
(2) ⊕: DT ⊕ θ = (d¯1 , . . . , d¯t )T , where d¯j = min{d1j ∗ θ1 , . . . , dsj ∗ θs }, for
j = 1, . . . , t.
(3) ⊙: DT ⊙ θ = (d¯1 , . . . , d¯t )T , where d¯j = max{d1j ∗ θ1 , . . . , dsj ∗ θs }, for
j = 1, . . . , t.
Next, we list the pseudocode of reasoning algorithm for rTFRSN P systems.
INPUT: The fuzzy truth values of the propositions corresponding to the input proposition neurons.
OUTPUT: The fuzzy truth values of the propositions corresponding to the output proposition neurons.
Step 1): Let g = 0 be the reasoning step;
Step 2): Set initial values of D1 , D2 , D3 , E, C and the termination condition 01 =
(unknown, .(t)
. ., unknown)T . The initial values of θ and δ are set to θg = (θ1g , θ2g ,
. . . , θsg ) and δg = (δ1g , δ2g , . . . , δtg ), respectively;
Step 3): g is increased by one;
Step 4): The firing condition of each input neuron (g = 1) or each proposition neuron
(g > 1) is evaluated. If the condition E = as is satisfied and there is a postsynaptic rule
neuron, the neuron fires and transmits a spike to the next rule neuron;
Step 5): Compute the fuzzy truth value vector δg according to (4);
δg = (DT1 ⊗ θg−1 ) + (DT2 ⊕ θg−1 ) + (DT3 ⊙ θg−1 )

(4)

Step 6) If δg = 01 , the algorithm halts and outputs the reasoning results;
Step 7): Evaluate the firing condition of each rule neuron. If the condition E = as is
satisfied, the rule neuron fires and transmits a spike to the next proposition neuron;
Step 8): Compute the fuzzy truth value vector θg according to (5). Go to Step 3.
θg = ET ⊙ (C ⊗ δg )

4

(5)

Fault Diagnosis Method Based on rTFRSN P Systems

4.1 Fault diagnosis models based on rTFRSN P systems
In this study, fault diagnosis of faulty sections are considered according to the statuses
of protective relays and circuit breakers (CBs) because they are normally read from
a power SCADA system. The protective relays consist of main protective relays, first
backup protective relays and second backup protective relays, which are represented by
m, p, s, respectively. For transmission lines, there are two types of protective relays:
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Fig. 3. Topological diagram of IEEE 10 Generator 39 Bus System.

sending end protective relays and receiving end protective relays, which are represented
by S and R, respectively. It is worth pointing out that there is not any first backup
protection devices for buses. Fig. 3 shows an IEEE 10 Generator 39 Bus System, which
is used to illustrate how to build rTFRSN P system fault diagnosis models.
First, bus B04 in Fig. 3 is used to describe model building of buses, where the fault
confidence level of bus B04 is the maximal value of outputs of the three sub-rTFRSN P
systems. We can see that B04 connects with lines L0304 , L0405 , L0414 . When B04 has
a fault, the main protective relay B04m of B04 will act to trip its corresponding CBs,
i.e., CB0304 ,CB0405 and CB0414 , to protect this bus. If B04m does not operate or its
associated CBs do not trip, then first backup protective relays of bus B04 will act to
trip their associated CBs. Otherwise, this fault will spread to the adjacent lines of bus
B04 . For example, if CB0414 does not trip, then second backup protective relay L0304Ss
will act to trip CB0403 to isolate the fault section. Likewise, if CB0405 does not trip,
then second backup protective relay L0405Rs will act to trip CB0504 ; if CB0414 does
not trip, then second backup protective relay L0414Rs will act to trip CB1404 . Thus, the
fault production rules of bus B04 are described as follows (let us note that the number
of fault fuzzy production rules of a bus is identical with the number of its adjacent lines).
R1 : IF (B04m operates and CB0414 trips) OR (L0414Rs operates and CB1404
trips while CB0414 does not trip) T HEN B04 f aults (CF = 0.95)
R2 : IF (B04m operates and CB0403 trips) OR (L0304Ss operates and CB0304
trips while CB0403 does not trip) T HEN B04 f aults (CF = 0.95)
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R3 : IF (B04m operates and CB0405 trips) OR (L0405Rs operates and CB0504
trips while CB0405 does not trip) T HEN B04 f aults (CF = 0.95)
Therefore, fault diagnosis models based on rTFRSN P systems for bus B04 are
built according to these three fault production rules shown in Fig. 4. The corresponding
rTFRSN P system for bus B04 is defined as follows:
Π1 = (O, σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σ10 , syn, in, out)
where
1) O = {a} is the singleton alphabet (a is called spike);
2) σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σ7 are proposition neurons corresponding to the propositions with
fuzzy truth values θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θ7 ;
3) σ8 , σ9 , σ10 are rule neurons, where σ8 , σ9 are and rule neurons, σ10 are or rule
neurons;
4) syn = {(1, 8) , (2, 8), (2, 9), (3, 9), (4, 9), (5, 10), (6, 10), (8, 5), (9, 6), (10, 7)};
5) in = {σ1 , σ2 , σ3 , σ4 }, out = {σ7 }.
It is worth pointing out that there are assistant arcs in this figure. For example, in
Fig. 4 (a), there is an assistant arc from σ2 to σ9 . It means that if CB0414 trips, then the
operation information about L0414Rs and CB1404 is invalid. Likewise, the meaning of
assistant arcs in Fig. 4 (b) and (c) is similar.
Then, transmission line L0939 in Fig. 3 is used to describe model building of transmission lines, where the fault confidence level of line L0939 is the maximal value of
outputs of the two sub-rTFRSN P systems. Fault fuzzy production rules of transmission
line L0939 are described as follows.
R1 : IF (L0939Sm operates and CB0939 trips) OR (L0939Sp operates and CB0939
trips OR (L0809Ss operates and CB0809 trips)) while CB0939 does not trip)
T HEN L0939 f aults (CF = 0.95)
R2 : IF (L0939Rm operates and CB0939 trips) OR (L0939Rp operates and CB0939
trips OR (L0139Ss operates and CB0139 trips)) while CB3909 does nottrip)
T HEN L0939 f aults (CF = 0.95)
From Fig. 3, we can see that L0939 connects with lines L0139 and L0809 . When
L0939 has a fault, the main protective relays, L0939Sm and L0939Rm , of L0939 will act to
trip L0939 and L3909 to protect this line. If main protective relays do not operate or their
associated CBs do not trip, then first backup protective relays, L0939Sp and L0939Rp
of line L0939 will act to trip their associated CBs. Otherwise, this fault will spread to
adjacent lines. For example, if CB0939 does not trip , then second backup protective
relay L0809Ss will act to trip CB0809 to isolate the fault section. Likewise, if CB3909
does not trip, then second backup protective relay L0139Ss will act to trip CB0139 . For
a transmission line, a fault can spread to its sending terminal and receiving terminal.
Thus, the number of fault fuzzy production rules for a line is always equal to two.
Therefore, fault diagnosis models based on rTFRSN P systems for transmission line
L0939 are built according to two fault fuzzy production rules and are shown in Fig. 5.
It is worth pointing out that there are assistant arcs in this figure. For example, in Fig.
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Fig. 4. Fault diagnosis models based on rTFRSN P systems for bus B04 . (a) Rule 1; (b) Rule 2;
(c) Rule 3.

5 (a), there is an assistant arc from σ2 to σ12 . It means that if CB0309 trips, then the
operation information about L0809Ss and CB0809 is invalid. Likewise, the meaning of
the assistant arc in Fig. 5 (b) is similar.
4.2 FDTSNP
This subsection summarizes the fault diagnosis method called FDTSPNP, as follows.
Step 1: Read operation messages about protective relays and/or CBs and temporal
order information of these protective devices in a power transmission network from the
SCADA system.
Step 2: Search for outage areas and find out candidate faulty sections using network
topology analysis [18].
Step 3: If there is only one section in the outage areas found in Step 2, this section
is the faulty one and the algorithm stops, otherwise, a fault diagnosis model based on
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Fig. 5. Fault diagnosis models based on rTFRSN P systems for lien L0939 . (a) Rule 1; (b) Rule 2.

an rTFRSN P system is built for each section. The model-building process is described
as follows. A section in the passive network is chosen randomly. According to the relay
protections of the section, we design fault fuzzy production rules and then determine
proposition and rule neurons and create their linking relationship to obtain the rTFRSN
P system. The certainty factor of each rule is empirically set. According to Table 1,
we set confidence levels for main protections, first backup protections, second backup
protections and their CBs. Then a one-to-one relationship between the fuzzy truth value
of each input neuron and the confidence level of each protection is established to obtain
the initial values of the model.
Step 4: Handle temporal order information of protective devices in alarm messages
to acquire initialed parameters of each rTFRSN P system model built in Step 3, i.e.,
parameters of input neurons of each rTFRSN P system model. The temporal order information handling process is described as follows:
(i) Classify alarm messages from SCADA systems into 2 types: information about
protective relays and CBs. Put these two types of information into two sets M1 and N1 ,
respectively. For example, M1 = {P1 , . . . , Pn }, N1 = {CB1 , . . . , CBk }, where n is
the number of protective relays and k is the number of CBs in the obtained SCADA
data.
(ii) Obtain protective relay sets A1 , . . . , Ak according to protective logic relationship between protective relays and CBs, where A1 , . . . , Ak are logical related with CBs
in N1 .
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Table 1. Operation and non-operation confidence levels of the protective devices
Protective devices (operated)
Sections

Main

Primary

Remote

backup

backup

Protective devices (non-operated)
Main

Primary

Remote

backup

backup

Relays CBs Relays CBs Relays CBs Relays CBs Relays CBs Relays CBs
FL

0.9

0.85

0.8

0.75

0.7

0.65

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

B

0.9

0.85

-

-

0.7

0.65

0.2

0.2

-

-

0.2

0.2

T

0.9

0.85

0.8

0.75

0.7

0.65

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

(iii) Obtain protective relay sets Qj (1 ≤ j ≤ k), where Qj = M1 ∩Aj , 1 ≤ j ≤ k).
If Qj = ∅, then status information of CBj in N1 is invalid. Set N2 is built according
to N2 = {CBj |Qj = ∅} and remainder CBs are put into set N , where CBs in N2 have
no logical relation with protective relays in SCADA data and N = N1 − N2 .
(iv) Obtain protective relay sets M2 , where M2 = M1 − (Q1 ∪ · · · ∪ Qk ), protective
relays in M2 have no logical relation with CBs. There are two kinds of protective relays
information in set M2 . One is that protective relays maloperate, and the other one is that
CBs associated with that protective relays fail to trip.
(v) Assume that there are still n CBs in N , N = CB1 , . . . , CBn . Build set Ci =
CBi (1 ≤ i ≤ n), that is N = C1 ∪ . . . ∪ Cn . For CBi in Ci , it corresponding
protective relay set Qi is Qi = M1 ∩ Ai . Determine whether protective relay P in set
Qi , (i ≤ i ≤ n) and CBi , (i ≤ j ≤ k) in set Ci satisfy temporal order information
consistency constraint relationship or not according to T (tA )+T (tA , tB )∩T (tB ) ̸= ∅.
The results are FCBi = {CBi |(T (tp ) + t(P, CBi )) ∩ T (tCBi ) = ∅, P ∈ Qi , CBi ∈
Ci }, TCBi = {CBi |(T (tp ) + t(P, CBi)) ∩ T (tCBi ) ̸= ∅, P ∈ Qi , CBi ∈ Ci },
Ti = TCBi ∪ Qi . Finally, T = T1 ∪ . . . ∪ Tn , F = FCB1 ∪ . . . ∪ FCBn .
(vi) Search set M2 to find out main protective relays of lines, and put them into set
M3 . If there exists the same type of alarm messages in set M3 as those in set T , we
assume that these messages are valid and put them in set M4 . In this study, we consider
protective relays of lines on sending terminal and receive terminal as the same type. For
example, in Fig. 3, protective relays L0414Sm and L0414Rm are of the same type. That
is to say, if L0414Sm is valid, then L0414Rm is also valid. Likewise, if L0414Rm is valid,
then L014Sm is also valid.
(vii) The invalid alarm messages are in L = N2 ∪ (M2 − M4 ) ∪ F and the valid
ones are in set H = T ∪ M4 .
Step 5: Perform reasoning algorithm to get the fault confidence level of each section.
Initial values of proposition neurons in each rTFRSN P system model are set according
to the SCADA data and T = (t1 , . . . , tm ) obtained in the last step, where if ti =1, then
the alarm information is valid and the pulse value in the ith proposition neuron is set
according to the operated protective devices in Table 1; otherwise, it is invalid and the
pulse value in the ith proposition neuron is set according to the non-operated protective
devices in Table 1.
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Step 6: If the confidence level θ of a section satisfies the condition θ ≥ 0.5, the
section is faulty, otherwise, the section is not faulty. And last, we evaluate the operation
of protective relays and/or CBs.

5

Case Studies

In this section, five cases of the IEEE 39 Bus System shown in Fig. 3 are considered as
examples to test the effectiveness and superiority of FDTSNP described in subsection
4.2. What is more, we take case 1 as an example to illustrate the steps of FDTSNP.
Case 1: bus B14 has a fault.
Step 1: Status information is obtained from the SCADA system. Operated relays:
(B14m , 20ms), (L0414Ss , 750ms) and (L1415Rs , 371ms). Tripped CBs: (CB1415 , 73ms),
(CB1413 , 81ms), (CB0414 , 87ms).
Step 2: Candidate faulty sections, bus B14 and line L0414 , are obtained by using
topology analysis.
Step 3: Fault diagnosis models based on rTFRSN P systems for bus B14 and line
L0414 are built, as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively.
Step 4: Temporal order information of protective devices in alarm messages is handled to acquire initialed parameters of rTFRSN P system models for bus B14 and line
L0414 .
(1) Construct sets M1 and N1 . In this case, M1 = {B14m , L0414Ss , L1415Rs },
N1 = {CB1415 , CB1413 , CB0414 }.
(2) Construct set A1 , A2 and A3 . In this case, A1 = {B14m , L1415Sm , L1415Sp , L1415Ss },
A2 = {B14m , L1314Rm , L1314Rp , L1314Rs }, A3 = {B04m , L0414Sm , L0414Sp ,
L0414Ss }.
(3) Construct sets Qi , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 and N2 . In this case, Q1 = M1 ∩ A1 = {B14m },
Q2 = M1 ∩ A2 = {B14m }, Q3 = M1 ∩ A3 = {L0414Ss }, N2 = ∅.
(4) Construct set M2 . In this case, M2 = M1 − Q1 ∪ Q2 ∪ Q3 = {L1415Rs }.
(5) Construct set F . In this case, N = N1 = {CB1415 , CB1413 , CB0414 }, C1 =
{CB1415 }, C2 = {CB1413 }, C3 = {CB0414 }, Q1 = {B14m }, Q2 = {B14m }, Q3 =
{L0414Ss }. Using temporal order information consistency constraint relationship, we
get that FCB1 = ∅, TCB1 = {CB1415 }. Likewise, FCB2 = ∅, TCB2 = {CB1413 },
FCB3 = {CB0414 }, TCB3 = ∅. Thus, T = TCB1 ∪ TCB2 ∪ TCB3 ∪ Q1 ∪ Q2 ∪
Q3 }={CB1415 , CB1413 , B14m , L0414Ss }, F = FCB1 ∪ FCB2 ∪ FCB3 = {CB0414 }.
(6) There is not any main protections of line in set M2 . Thus, M3 = M4 = ∅
(7) Find invalid alarm message sets: L = N2 ∪(M2 −M4 )∪F ={L1415Rs , CB0414 },
and valid alarm messages set: H = T ∪ M4 = {CB1415 , CB1413 , B14m , L0414Ss }.
Step 5: Perform reasoning algorithm to get the confidence levels of candidate faulty
sections mentioned above. For bus B14 , according to the temporal order information
Ti , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, of proposition neurons in Fig. 6 (a), (b) and (c) are [1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0,
0], [1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] and [1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0], respectively. Therefore, according to
Ti , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, and Table 1, we get the initial parameter matrices: θ0a =[0.9 0.2 0.8 0.2
0 0 0], θ0b =[0.9 0.85 0.2 0.2 0 0 0], θ0c =[0.9 0.85 0.2 0.2 0 0 0], δ0a =δ0b =δ0c =[0 0
0], C=[0.95 0.95 0.95]. When g = 1, we get: δ1a =[0.2 0.2 0], δ1b =δ1c =[0.85 0.2 0],
θ1b = θ1c =[0 0 0 0 0.8075 0.19 0]. When g = 2, we get δ2a =[0 0 0.19], δ2b =δ2c =[0
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Fig. 6. Fault diagnosis models based on rTFRSN P systems for bus B14 .

0 0.8075], θ2b =[0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1805], θ2c =[0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1805]. When g = 3, we get:
δ3a =δ3b =δ0c =[0 0 0]. Thus, the termination condition is satisfied and the reasoning
process ends. We obtain the reasoning results, i.e., the fuzzy truth values 0.1805, 0.767,
0.767 from output neuron σ7 in Fig. 6 (a), (b) and (c). Thus, the fault confidence level
of B14 is 0.5716. Similarly, we obtain that the fault confidence level of L0414 is 0.1805.
Step 6: According to the fault condition, B14 is a faulty section and L0414 is not
a faulty section. When bus B14 has a fault, CB1404 fails to trip while the second
backup protective relays L0414Ss operates to trip CB0414 to isolate this fault. Moreover, L1415Rs malfunctions in this case.
Case 2: line L0414 has a fault.
Status information from the SCADA system: (L0414Sm , 27ms), (L0414Rm , 32ms),
(CB0414 , 73ms), (B14m , 91ms), (L1415Rs , 712ms), (L1314Ss , 736ms), (CB1314 , 764ms),
(CB1514 , 816ms).
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Fig. 7. Fault diagnosis models based on rTFRSN P systems for lien L0414 .

Results of handling temporal order information: L = {B14m }, H = {L0414Sm ,
L0414Rm , CB0414 , L1415Rs , L1314Ss , CB1314 , CB1514 }.
Diagnosis results: line L0414 has a fault, and its fault confidence level is 0.6769. We
can see that when line L0414 has a fault, CB1404 fails to trip, and the second backup
protective relays, L1415Rs and L1314Ss , operate to trip CB1514 and CB1314 to isolate
this fault. Moreover, B14m maloperates in this case.
Case 3: line L0414 has a fault.
Status information from the SCADA system: (L0414Sm , 21ms), (CB0414 , 3ms),
(L0414Rp , 367ms), (CB1404 , 370ms).
Search for outage areas and find out candidate faulty sections by using network
topology analysis. We find that there is only one candidate faulty section L0414 in the
passive network. According to subsection 4.2–Step 3, L0414 is the faulty section. To
verify the effectiveness of FDTSNP, we continue the rest of steps.
Results of handling temporal order information: L = ∅, H = {L0414Sm , CB0414 ,
L0414Rp , CB1404 }.
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Diagnosis results: line L0414 has a fault, and its fault confidence level is 0.722.
We can see that when line L0414 has a fault, its main protective relay L0414Rm rejects
to operate while its first backup protective relays L0414Rp operates to trip CB1404 to
isolate this fault.
Case 4: bus B14 and line L0414 have faults.
Status information from the SCADA system: (B14m , 25ms), (L0414Sm , 27ms),
(L0414Rm , 32ms), (CB0414 , 62ms), (CB1314 , 63ms), (CB1404 , 75ms), (CB1413 , 77ms),
(L1415Rs , 675ms), (CB1514 , 816ms).
Results of handling temporal order information: L = {CB1314 }, H = {B14m ,
L0414Sm , L0414Rm , CB0414 , CB1404 , CB1413 , L1415Rs , CB1514 }.
Diagnosis resultsbus B14 and Line L0414 have faults, and their fault confidence
levels are 0.707 and 0.7671, respectively. We can see that bus B14 and Line L0414 have
faults, CB1415 fails to trip while the second backup protective relay L1415Rs operates
to trip CB1514 to isolate this fault. Moreover, CB1314 maloperates in this case.
Case 5: lines L0318 and L0414 have faults.
Status information from the SCADA system: (L0318Sm , 34ms), (L0318Rm , 37ms),
(CB0318 , 63ms), (CB1817 , 132ms), (L0414Sp , 342ms), (L0414Rp , 350ms), (CB0414 ,
389ms), (CB1404 , 391ms), (L1718Rs , 436ms), (L1718Ss , 712ms), (CB1718 , 714ms).
Results of handing temporal order information: L = {CB0318 , CB1817 }, H =
{L0318Sm , L0318Rm , L0414Sp , L0414Rp , CB0414 , CB1404 , L1718Rs , L1718Ss , CB1718 }.
Diagnosis Results: Lines L0318 and L0414 have faults, and their fault confidence
levels are 0.5866 and 0.6769, respectively. We can see that when line L0318 has a
fault, CB1803 fails to trip while the second backup protective relay L1718Ss operates
to trip CB1718 to isolate the fault. And when line L0414 has a fault, main protections
L0414Sm and L0414Rm fail to operate while the first backup protective relays L0414Sp
and L0414Rp operate to isolate the fault. More over, L1718Rs and CB1817 maloperate in
this case.
Table 2 lists the status information (alarm messages) from the SCADA system, candidate faulty sections and diagnosis results of these cases of FDTSNP (faulty sections,
fault confidence levels and operation estimation), as well as comparisons between FDTSNP and three fault diagnosis methods, fuzzy Petri net (FPN), time sequence fuzzy Petri
net (TSFPN) net and weighted fuzzy Petri net (WFPN), from [25], [26] and [27] respectively. It is worth pointing out that “-” means that this case was not considered in the
corresponding reference and the diagnosis results of cases in Table 2 about FPN and
TSFPT are listed in appendix C of [27] rather than in [25] and [26].
From Table 2, we can see that diagnosis results of FDTSNP, from case 1 to case 5,
are the same as those in [27]. In other words, FDTSNP is effective in fault diagnosis
of electrical power systems. Table 2 also shows that in some cases, FDTSNP has superiority to FPN and TSFPN on correctly identifying fault sections. For instance, in case
4, the fault diagnosis results of FDTSNP are different from those of FPN and TSFPN.
In this case, for section L1415 , only L1415Rs operated. Actually, L1415Rs operated as
the second backup protective relay of section B14 because of the operation failure of
CB1415 . So in fact, L1415 is not a faulty section. Thus, for case 4, the diagnosis results of FDTSNP are better than those of FPN and TSFPN. Likewise, for case 5, the
diagnosis results of FDTSNP are better than those of FPN and TSFPN. In cases 1-5,
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comparisons of diagnosis results verify that FDTSNP can obtain satisfying results in
single and multiple fault situations with/without maloperation or operation failure of
protective relays and CBs. Therefore, FDTSNP is effective with a good accuracy used
in electrical power system fault diagnosis.

6

Conclusions

In this study, rTFRSN P systems are applied in fault diagnosis of power systems. A
graphic modeling approach called FDTSNP, is presented for fault diagnosis of power
systems. In FDTSNP, an rTFRSN P systems which can make use of temporal order
information of alarm messages is introduced to model candidate fault sections, a reasoning algorithm of the rTFRSN P system is proposed for fault reasoning to obtain confidence levels of candidate faulty sections and temporal order information consistency
constraint relationship is used to handle temporal order information of alarm messages
from SCADA systems as well as judge its validity. Case studies show that FDTSNP is
effective in fault diagnosis of power systems in different fault cases.
The ability of a fault diagnosis method is usually associated with knowledge availability and reasoning process. An rTFRSN P system is a novel graphic model with parallel computing ability for representing fuzzy knowledge and information, and different
types of neurons increase the ways of knowledge representation and reasoning compared with traditional fault diagnosis tools. Since FDTSNP considers temporal order
information of alarm messages which can correct alarm messages to handle the uncertainty and incompleteness in fault diagnosis without massive historical data collections
and dependence on experts’ experience, FDTSNP shows great potential in power system fault diagnosis and especially for complex or large-scale power grids. When a fault
occurs in a power system, electrical quantities change firstly and then protective devices
operate to isolate this fault. In this study, only alarm messages of protective devices are
considered. In the future, we will pay attention to explore superiority of FDTSNP in
fault diagnosis of complex or large-scale power systems and how to consider electrical
measurements in the framework of FRSN P systems or SN P systems. Moreover, to test
the speed and accuracy of rTFRSN P systems in fault diagnosis of power system, our
future work will simulate them on MATLAB, P-Lingua and/or MeCoSim.
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Abstract. There are many fruitful nanostructures and devices based on
DNA and the programmability of DNA as a material provides approaches
to extend both structure and dynamics. DNA tiles play an active role in
the self-assembly system while dynamic behavior can be programmed via
toehold-mediated isothermal DNA strand displacement. Here, we propose a theoretical model which merges DNA structures with dynamics.
We conceive three kinds of transformative DX tiles labeled ﬂuorescent
at end of some strands as the basement, with the participation of strand
displacement technology, this strategy can realize the connections of tiles
basement and the response of the ﬂuorescent signal. On the one hand, the
existence of initiator triggers process of branch migration which releases
ﬂuorescence and achieves signal response. On the other hand, the combination of toeholds starts self-assembly process and it creates conditions
for the subsequent cascade self-assembly of tiles substrate. Throughout
the whole process, detecting the presence or absence of ﬂuorescent signals can be used to monitor progress of the reaction. We validated the
process of strand displacement successful by visual DSD software. This
strategy adds a new element to DNA nanotechnology and it will be a
useful approach for the assembly of responsive nanostructures.
Keywords: DNA self-assembly; DNA tiles; strand displacement; ﬂuorescent signals; signal response;

1

Introduction

DNA nanotechnology has made tremendous achievements in nanostructures and
devices[1–3]. As an ancient genetic material with unique double-helix structure
and sequence-speciﬁc base pairing, DNA is a promising building block for controllable self assembly because of its physiological and biochemical characteristics[4, 5]. Modular self-assembly based on tile provides the foundation for a
burgeoning ﬁeld of structural DNA nanotechnology which builds DNA nanoarchitectures from the mo-lecular level to a broad range of applications. There
⋆
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are many classic members in the tiles family such as DX[6], TX[7, 8], 44 cross
tiles[9–12], etc, which oﬀer mature and reference methods to build self-assembled
structure with stability and complexity[13–16]. Structural DNA nanotechnology
has culminated in the development of mac-roscopic materials with nanometrescale addressability.
In addition to the static structure self-assembly, the dynamic self-assembly is
also developing rapidly which is used in molecular logic circuits, catalytic ampliﬁers, autonomous molecular walkers and reprogrammable DNA nanostructures[17–
22]. Dynamic DNA nanotechnology whose operation is based on hybridization
chain reaction (HCR) of DNA strand displacement[23]. In HCR, an initiator strand hybridizes with one tail-hairpin molecule and opens the hairpin with the
non-equilibrium dynamics rather than the equilibrium end-states.
In order to take full advantage of the stability of tile-based structures and
dynamic controllability of DNA strand displacement, here we propose a theoretical model which merges DNA structures with dynamics and it is essentially a cascade of two self-assembly process. We conceive three kinds of tiles
which called starting tile (ST), extension tile (ET) and termination tile (TT).
These transformative DX tiles with complementary sticky ends support as the
basement for assembling linear two-dimensional structures. In addition, labeled
the ﬂuorophores or quenchers at strands ends (diﬀerent emission wavelengths
and absorption wavelengths, respective), these DNA strands are used for detection and response to the signal. Theoretically, the ﬁnal products are linear
two-dimensional structures which launch diﬀerent wavelength ﬂuorescence. The
present of ﬁnal results in cascade self-assembly can be conﬁrmed by two methods: linear structures like railway carriages maybe observed under micro-scope
and ﬂuorescence spectrophotometer may be used to analyze three diﬀerent absorption peak. Stability of DX tile has been demonstrated in many studies[24],
so we only validate the process of strand displacement is successfully by visual
DSD software. This theoretical model not only can construct two-dimensional
linear struc-tures which are ﬁnite and length-controllable, but also detect the
reaction process by ﬂuorescence signal. Hope that it can provide ideas for DNA
nanotechnology to con-struct more complex signal response system.

2

Design and modeling

DX tile made from small double-crossover motifs which enhance the stability and
rigidity is stable. Previous studies have proved the stability and controllability
of DX tile which has been used as a amicable structural element to construct
many complex three-dimensional structuresthey cannot be obtained directly[25,
14]. Seeman utilized DX tile that with binding events to design signal-passing
mechanism. They also have used ﬂuorescent-labeling and non-denaturing PAGE
analysis to show that tile assembly occurs sequentially and have conﬁrmed by
atomic force microscopy (AFM) that the expected products are formed[26]. Diﬀerent from that, ﬁrstly we further optimize tile structures and conceive three
transformative DX tile(Fig. 1)called as ST, ET and TT. ST and TT have only
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one binding region that can be activated while ET has two. As basements, DX
tile determines the ﬁnal product is linear. But the support strands on DX tiles
contribute to show bistratal structure like carriages. Secondly, we end speciﬁc
groups or ﬁxed ﬂuorescence quenching group in the DNA chain. When the end
of the reaction and the formation of the ﬁnal product, must have three diﬀerent
ﬂuorescence emitted in response ﬂuorescence spectrophotometer under three diﬀerent peak response in order to carry out the ﬂuorescent signal as a reﬂection
and a sign of termination, in theory, can be realized self-assembly process monitoring. Secondly, speciﬁc ﬂuorophore or quencher provides an eﬀective detection
method. We can use the detected response signal as a reﬂection to monitor the
implementation of the reaction process.

fluorophore
quencher

initiator

a

ST

b

ET

TT

output

Fig. 1. Rectangles represent the body of the tiles, thin lines represent relevant DNA
strands with an arrow indicating the 3 end and ladders show base pairs between strands.
Solid red dot indicates ﬂuorophore while green solid dot represents quencher. a: three
transformative DX tiles. b: the ﬁnal product.

The cascade mechanism is shown in Figure 2(Fig. 2). Here strand displacement reaction is divided into the internal and external of the tile. Because the
hairpin ﬁxes duplex structure in the ST, whole cascade reaction is silent if there
is no initiator strand. Once input the initiator strand, c-b-d, local branch migration is triggered by toehold at the neck (d*-b*-c*) of hairpin so that the
hairpin loop is broken. Soft single strand c-b-a, as a new stimulus, catalyzes a
new strand displacement at the end of the ST. Thus, the ﬁrst internal strand
displacement reaction of tile is complete. Then exposure to the single strand,
m-c-b, initiates the external strand displacement reaction between ST and ET
as a catalyst. Since each step exposes a single strand as the initiator of next step,
reactions of self-assembly cascade can be done. The driving force for the cascade
of tile extension is a gain of nucleotide pairs per tile. We only transform some
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portion of DX tile that upper part is designed for strand displacement reaction
while lower part with complementary sticky ends is used as the substrate for
increasing the stability of the whole structure.

c
b
d

a

c
b

c*
b*
d*
m*

m

c

c*

b*

c

b

f

c* b*
a*
b

n

c*

b*

c

b

f*

f*
b*
c*
n*

c*

b*

c

b

b
c

f

Fig. 2. The cascade mechanism an details of three transformative DX tiles. Toeholds
are marked with diﬀerent colors and arrows indicate 3ends.

We mark the corresponding ﬂuorophore (solid red dot in Fig. 2) or quencher
(solid green dot in Fig. 2) at the end of diﬀerent strands. Before the start of the
reaction, the reaction system has no ﬂuorescence since the ﬂuorophore closes to
quencher that ﬂuorescence is absorbed by quencher. As the reaction proceeds,
the hairpin and du-plex are opened, exposed ﬂuorophores will emit diﬀerent
ﬂuorescence that we can detect the wavelength to know the start and process of
the reaction. Using this meth-od, its possible to realize monitoring the reaction
process.
Here, three transformative DX tiles contain active toehold, but due to the
competitive inhibition, the driving force of the strand displacement reaction
yields to hydrogen bonding force between base pairs. Thus, when lack a singlestranded DNA as initiator, double-stranded structures with toehold at ends cannot carry out strand displacement reaction. We can say that the whole cascade
reaction starts with inputting the single strand c-b-d which called initiator. Simulation results by Visual DSD[27] also verify this reaction sequence.

3

Simulation results

Since it begins, sequence design in DNA self-assembly is a huge problem. Although many software or programs are designed to simulate DNA secondary
structure, there are still many studies failed in designing and optimizing sequences which is also our diﬃculties. DX tile transformed here does not change
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its main structure, so we hope that it wont aﬀect the structural stability. We
need further optimization process about relevant sequences. In order to verify
the theoretical feasibility of the reaction process, we use DSD software to conﬁrm
strand displacement cascade ampliﬁcation reaction(Fig. 3).
.

Fig. 3. The left shows the cascade process (including intermediate products); the right
shows the concentration trend of the reactants and products.

From the simulation results, we can see that when the reaction time is 5
hours, part of the products yield close to 98

4

Conclusion and Prospect

Using stable DX tile as a model to conceive three transformative DX tiles, combining static structure self-assembly with dynamic strand displacement technology, here we design a signal response and monitoring system of cascade
self-assembly. Next we will continue to follow the design and optimize DNA
sequences, and validate our ideas with experiments according to the theoretical simulation results. Currently, there are many researches on the direction
that constructing logic cir-cuits by combined self-assembly methods. Researchers have been able to build logic circuits on substrates of SST canvas or origami
structures[27–34]. These substrates are characterized in integrity and uniformity.
But tile monomers we designed here are stability and ﬂexibility, and they have
more advantage in the design of more complex logic circuits and signal response
systems, so we believe that it can provide more ideas for DNA self-assembly.
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Abstract. Tissue-like P system is one kind of model in membrane computing. Firstly, we try to research the tissue P system combined with producer/consumer in this paper, which can reasonably avoid the production
overflow. Meanwhile, the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is
used during the tissue P system combined with producer/consumer that
the individual solutions can be obtained in each cell. Then the channels rules of tissue P system are used to solve the optimal solutions.
Furthermore, the tissue P system combined with producer/consumer algorithm is applied to the economic operation of micro-grid system which
is composed by micro-power, energy storage and load composition. The
simulation results show that the proposed method can effectively track
the optimal values of micro-grid economic operation objective functions
at each time. By analyzing the output power of each micro-power, the
management of micro-grid economy can be achieved effectively.
Keywords: Tissue-like P system, Producer/Consumer system, Microgrid economic operation

1

Introduction

As a new branch of natural computing, membrane computing(P system) which
was proposed by Gheorghe Păun in 1998 has received much attention of many
scholars [1]. The complex problems such as discrete, nonlinear and multi-objective
optimization can be well-solved by the membrane computing. Membrane optimization algorithm is one direction of membrane computing using. Particle
swarm optimization algorithm (PSOPS) which is combined P system with particle swarm optimization was proposed in [3][4]. The parameters optimization
problem of PID controller can be solved effectively by PSOPS. In [5][6], the
combination of pulse P system with fuzzy theory was used in the power system
fault diagnosis. The method to segment multilevel threshold image based on the
tissue-like P system was proposed in [7]. Ref. [8] proposed a spiking neural P
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system with weights and threshold. In [9] the spiking neural P system is used to
program the programmable logic controller stage.
Producer/Consumer model (P/C) which is a typical system in engineering
has the advantages such as fast response time, difficult to lose and repeat data[10] .
The system is usually used for communication and control of computer system.
The producers store the data in buffer and the consumers read data from the
buffer, so producers and consumers can achieve the data synchronization through
the buffer. In [11], in order to improve the utilization of resources, mutual exclusion lock, condition variables, thread management and other related functions
are used to achieve multi-threaded producer-consumer issues in Linux system.
At the same time, the P/C system is often used with Petri network. In [2], the
change of P/C model is concerned to study the correspondence between the P
system and the Petri net. In [10], the application of Petri net in complex system
is discussed based on the P/C system. However, overflow is caused in the producer/consumer model because the production of producers is greater than the
final consumption of consumers.
With the increasing demand of power energy, micro-grid which is regarded as
a new type of generation and distribution system is gradually recognized. More
and more scholars focus on the economic operation of micro-grid. In [12]-[14],
the mathematical model of the micro-grid was established, and the optimization of micro-grid operation can be achieved through using the algorithms to
optimize the objective function. In this paper, the tissue P system combined
with producer/ consumer is researched, which can effectively avoid the overflow
through the channel rules. Meanwhile, the tissue P system combined with producer/consumer algorithm which combines the new system with PSO algorithm
is proposed and used in the micro-grid economic operation.
Based on ref.[2], the tissue P system combined with producer/consumer and
its application are researched in the third part of this paper. The rest contents are
organized as follows: In the second part, the definition of tissue-like P system is
given. The tissue P system combined with producer/consumer algorithm which
unites the new system with PSO is proposed in the fourth part. The tissue P
system combined with producer/consumer algorithm is applied to the micro-grid
economic operation model and the simulation analysis is carried out in the fifth
part. The sixth part is a summary of this paper.

2

Tissue-like P system

Usually, P system is classified in three types: cell-like P system, tissue-like P
system [15] and neural-like P system. Arbitrary P system is composed of objects,
structures, and rules. To emphasize the interaction between cells, the tissue-like P
systems are defined, which are composed of the communication channels between
the cells and cell. Tissue-like P system is different with cell-like P system, but
it is a little similar to neural-like P system. Cell-like P system considers more
about the cell’s internal communication processing, and the neurons of neurallike P system communicate by synapses. The structure of tissue-like P system is
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formalized as follows [15]:
Π = (O, µ, C, ωi , E, Sij , Rij , i0 )
Where
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

3
3.1

O is an alphabet, a collection of objects.
µ is membrane structure with m cells, and m is called degree of systems.
C is catalyst.
ωi ∈ O∗ (1≤i≤m) is the multiple set of objects associated with cell i, O∗ is
character string which composed with random characters in O.
E is environment.
Sij represents the channel between cell i and cell j. In a system, not all channels are necessary, this need be defined according to the concrete structure.
Rij is rule set on channel Sij .There are multiple rules on one channel, and
the occurrence of these rules is uncertain. When the corresponding objects
are generated in the cells the rules may occur. Here three types of channels
rules are defined as follow:
1) Symport rules: i, x, j The means of such a rule is that object x in the cell
iis transmitted to the cell j.
2) Antiport rules: i, x/y, j The means of such a rule is that object x in the
cell i is transmitted to the cell j, at the same time, the object y which is in
the cell j is transmitted to the cell i.
3) Interaction rules: i, x → j, y The means of such a rule is that object x in
the cell i is consumed while the object y in the cell j is generated.
i0 expresses the cell stored the output.

Tissue P system combined with producer/consumer
Producer/consumer system

Producer/Consumer (P/C) system is composed of producers, consumers and the
buffers connected them. Producers store objects into the buffer, and consumers
remove objects from the buffer. When the buffer is null, consumers need to wait
for the next batch of objects producers stored in. Objects are stored the buffer
sequentially, and the early stored objects are taken out firstly. Jumping the queue
or falling behind are not allowed when the computers communicate, so that the
real-time data transmission can be ensured and lose of data can be prevented.
The production, delivery, remove and consumption processes are corresponded to
transitionsand the objects are corresponded to tokens in Ref[2]. The transitions
are fired only when the transitions contain the tokens. By the definition, P/C
system can be broken into three subsystems, and then the complex structure of
the system is decomposed into a simple structure subsystem, so that the system
behavior analysis of language is easy [10].
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Tissue P system combined with producer/consumer

Based on the P/C model and the definition of the tissue-like P system above,
tissue P system combined with producer/consumer is proposed. In this system,
the producers, consumers and buffers are corresponded to cell structure of tissue
P system, and the processes of P/C model are corresponded to the rules on channels, and the states of producers and consumers and buffers are corresponded to
the objects. The buffer which connects producers and consumers plays a greater
role to avoid the overflow of production.
As shown in Figure 1, the system consists six cells. Cells 1, 2 and 3 are producers, and the objects a1 a2 a3 represent production target. Cell 4 and cell 5 are
consumers, and the objects b1 b2 b3 b4 represent consumption state. Furthermore
the state of consumer 4 have completely consumed the object a1 a2 is represented
by b1 . Here b2 represents consumer 4 still remains objects a1 or a2 unconsumed,
and b3 represents consumer 5 have completely consumed the object a2 a3 , and
b4 represents consumer 5 as well as remaining objects a2 or a3 unconsumed.
Cell 6 is a buffer that contains the object c1 c2 d1 d2 . Object c1 is the accelerator
of producing process in cell 1 and cell 2 where d1 is the inhibitor, and object
c2 is the accelerator of producing process in cell 2 and cell 3 where d2 is the
inhibitor. Here we focus on the communications above cells as the occurrences
of the internal rules of each cell are ignored.

1,a1,4

1

6,c
1
6,d ,1
1,1

2

6,c1,2
6,c2,2

6,d1,2
6,d2,2

2,3
6,d ,3
2
6,c

3

2,a2,4

4

b1,4→c1,6
b2,4→d1,6

65

2,a2,5

b3,5→c2,6
b4,5→d2,6
5

3,a3,5

Fig. 1. tissue P System combined Producer/Consumer

Channels rules of tissue P system combined with producer/consumer are
defined as follows
(1) R14 : 1, a1 , 4
(2) R24 : 2, a2 , 4
(3) R25 : 2, a2 , 5
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(4) R35 : 3, a3 , 5
1
2
(5) R46
: 4, b1 → 6, c1 ; R46
: 4, b2 → 6, d1
1
2
(6) R56 : 5, b3 → 6, c2 :R56 : 5, b4 → 6, d2
1
2
(7) R61
: 6, c1 , 1 : R61
: 6, d1 , 1
1
2
3
4
(8) R62 : 6, c1 , 2 :R62 : 6, d1 , 2R62
: 6, c2 , 2R62
: 6, d2 , 2
1
2
(9) R63 : 6, c2 , 3:R63 : 6, d2 , 3
Rule 1 represents the process of the symport rule generated on channel S14 ,
and the object a1 is transmitted from cell 1 to cell 4. Similarly, rules 2, 3 and
4 are transmitted a2 a3 to the consumers. The corresponding rules in cell 4 are
occurred when the objects a1 a2 reach the cell, then the objects b1 b2 are generated
to represent the current consumption state of cell 4. If object b1 is generated,
1
the interaction rule R46
will occur on the channel S46 that means object b1
is consumed in cell 4 while the accelerator c1 is generated in cell 6. Then the
accelerator c1 which can promote the generation process of object a1 in cell 1 is
1
transmitted from cell 6 to cell 1 by rule R61
, or object c1 is transmitted to cell 2
1
to promote the generation process of object a2 in cell 2 by rule R62
, then cycle
2
those rules. If object b2 is generated in consumer 4, the rule R46 will occur on
channel S46 which means the b2 in cell 4 is consumed while the inhibitor d1 is
generated in cell 6. Then the object d1 which can inhibit the generation process
2
of object a1 in cell 1 is transmitted from cell 6 to cell 1 by rule R61
, or object d1
is transmitted to cell 2 to inhibit the generation process of objecta2 in cell 2 by
2
rule R62
.Until the cell 4 consumed all objects a1 , a2 the buffer would generate
accelerator and be used in the production of producers, so as the overflow of
production can be effectively prevented. Similarly, the rules between cell 2, 3, 5
and 6 are occurred.

4

Optimization algorithm for tissue P systems combined
with producer/consumer

The tissue P system combined with producer/consumer algorithm is a kind of
optimization algorithm which connected particle swarm optimization (PSO) to
the tissue P system combined with producer/ consumer. PSO is used within
each cell in tissue-like P systems to find the individual solutions. Then those
individual solutions are treated by tissue P system combined with producer/
consumer so that the optimal solution can be found finally.
There is an example of the tissue P system combined with producer/consumer
algorithm in Figure 2. Firstly, a tissue P system including four cells is defined,
and the individual solutions {A1 , A2 , A3 } are derived with PSO algorithm executed in three cells. Then the symport rules are occurred on S14 ,S24 , S34 channels, so that the individual solutions are stored into the buffer cells 4 where the
optimal solution A2 can be found. Moreover, the interaction rule is occurred on
S24 channel, cell 2 generates catalyst C which can promote the occurrence of
symport rules on S21 and S23 channels. The optimal solution A2 is passed to
other cells to replace the other individual solutions.
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Fig. 2. An example for optimization algorithm

The optimization algorithm uses idea that the cells are controlled by buffer
cell. Indeed, A2 is sent to cell 1 and cell 3 via cell 2 instead cell 4 directly.This
process increases the communication of the other cells. During the second iteration, cell 1, 2 and 3 have the individual solutions {A01 , A02 , A03 }. The symport
rules are occurred on S14 , S24 , S34 channels so that the optimal solution A01
can be found in cell 4. A01 is sent back to cell 1 and transported to cells to replace A02 and A03 , and the next iteration will begin. The cycle stops until the
number of iterations reaches the set. By the analysis of the second iteration, the
communication between cells reduces the effect of buffer.

begin
t←1
initialize pop
(1) initialize membrane structure
(2) allocate individuals for each cell
while (not termination condition)
for i=1:m
(3) perform PSO in the ith cell
end
(4) execute communication rules
t←t+1
end
end
Fig. 3. The pseudo code for optimization algorithm
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Application of tissue P system combined with
producer/ consumer in micro-grid economic operations

Micro-grid which is composed of distributed power, load cell, energy storage
device and control system is a small independent and decentralized generation
system.Through the comprehensive analysis of load demand, distributed generation unit characteristics, power purchase price, environmental impact and other
information, the output of every power supply is determined at each moment,
so that the micro-grid economic operation can be achieved. Now the objective
functions of micro-grid are described as follow [10] and the constraint conditions
are described in [12].

5.1

Objective functions

(1) Objective function 1: The minimum operation cost of micro-grid.
minC1 = k1 CG + k2 COM + k3 CGRID + k4 CDP + k5 CL

(1)

where, CG is fuel cost of power units (Yuan/h). COM is the management cost of
power units (Yuan/h). CGRID is interactive cost between micro-grid and grid.
CDP is depreciation cost of power unit. CL is compensation cost of load outage.
(2) Objective function 2: The maximum environmental benefit of micro-grid.
minC2 = CM P + CGP

(2)

where, CM P is the sum cost to deal pollutant which is generated by micropower (Yuan/h). CGP is the total cost to deal pollutant which is emitted by
grid (Yuan/h). The types of emission pollutant are generally considered as CO2 ,
SO2 and N OX .
(3) Objective function 3: The maximum comprehensive benefit of micro-grid.
The maximum comprehensive benefit is a multi-objective optimization problem that considered the operation cost and environmental benefit both:
minC3 = w1 C1 + w2 C2

(3)

where, w1 and w2 are weight coe?cient, where w1 ≥ 0, w2 ≥ 0, and w1 + w2 = 1.
In the simulations, the output of PV and WT, load demand, power purchase price are known at every moment. PV and WT run at maximum power
generation which is influenced by weather. FC has low operation cost and environmental pollution, and MT has higher operation cost and larger environmental
pollution. According to the objective functions, different factors are considered
in micro-grid economic operations. To make the cost lowest, the outputs of each
micro-power should be calculated.
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5.2
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Simulation and Analysis

Simulation experiments of the micro-grid economic operations are done using
Matlab software. Simulation parameters are set as follows: the size of the particle
population takes 30, learning factor c1 and c2 in PSO are 2. The micro-power
units include PV, WT, FC, and MT. The data of typical daily load requirements,
output power prediction of PV and WT, grid electricity sales price at each time,
and discharge coefficient of micro-power pollutant can be seen in [11].
Situation 1: Objective function 1 is seen as goal.
When considering the minimum operation cost of micro-grid, the simulation
results are shown in Figures 4, 5.
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Fig. 5. output power of each supply

Situation 2: Objective function 2 is considered as goal of micro-grid.
When considering the maximum environmental benefit of micro-grid, each
pollutant treatment coefficient of supply unit can be obtained according to FC,
DE, MT, GRID generating unit emission factor in [9]. Where KE (F C) = 0.103,
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KE (DE) = 0.76, KE (M T ) = 0.051, KE (GRID) =0.314. The simulation results
are shown in Figures 6, 7.
9
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Situation 3: Objective function 3 is considered as goal.
When considering the maximum comprehensive benefit of micro-grid, where
ω1 = 0.8, ω2 = 0.2. The simulation results are shown in Figures 8, 9.
According to the simulation results from Figure 4 to 9, the optimal values at
each time and the output power of each supply units under different objective
functions can be drawn. For example, from Figure 5 and Figure 6, when time
t = 9 analysis micro-grid operating costs. We can get the results as follows:
the best individual fitness value that means the operation cost is 50RMB, and
the output power of the FC is 12.0069 KW, the MT output power is 47.0002
KW, and the output power of Battery is 0 KW, and the power of main grid is

10
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Fig. 9. output power of each supply

40.8019 KW. Besides, the PV output power is 0.7479KW, and the WT output
power is 0.2431KW. Through the analysis of every moment of each distributed
power output, the use of each micro-power can be regulated, and the energy of
micro-grid can be managed effectively.Compared Tissue P system combined with
producer/consumer with AMPSOPS optimization algorithm which is proposed
in [12], it can be found that the new method has the same convergence rate in
the application of micro-grid economic operation.

6

Conclusion

On the basis of tissue P system and P/C model, this paper researches the tissue
P system combined with producer/consumer. The process which can effectively
avoid production overflow according to the function of accelerator and inhibitor
is reasoned. On the other hand, the individual solutions can be found with
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the using of PSO in each cell, then the optimal solution can be found in the
buffer. Through the rules on channels the optimal solution is transmitted to
each cell instead the individual solutions. The tissue P system combined with
producer/consumer optimization algorithm is applied to the economic operation
of micro-grid, the optimal values of objective functions at each time and the output power of each supply can be got directly from the simulation. Experimental
results not only show the rationality of the algorithm, but also make a rational
and effective planning and management of micro-grid economy. Nevertheless,
the channels rules of tissue P system combined with producer/ consumer are
considered simply, and the basic PSO algorithm is used in cells in this paper.
The improvement of the rules and algorithm need further consummate in future
works.
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